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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Towards an Aesthetics of Space
Heterotopia and Intertextuality in Contemporary Chinese Fiction
by
Yuan Zhao
Doctor of Philosophy in Chinese and Comparative Literature
Washington University in St. Louis, 2021
Professor Lingchei Letty Chen, Chair
Professor Robert E. Hegel, Co-Chair
My dissertation investigates a special group of contemporary Chinese fictional works which
engage intertextuality in their exploration of the intriguing yet complicated relationship between
utopian impulse/desire and heterotopic spaces. In particular, I examine closely in what ways
heterotopia could be related to intertextuality, and how these two concepts might jointly
illuminate my reading of fictional works written by four writers respectively from Mainland
China (Ge Fei and Liu Cixin), Hong Kong (Dung Kai-cheung), and Taiwan (Luo Yijun).
About Ge Fei, who is one of the pioneering experimentalist writers active through mainland
China’s transitional period from the 1980s to the 90s, I conduct a dialogical reading of his highly
intertextual novella Brocade Zither written in the 1980s and the first book of his utopian trilogy
titled Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom published in 2004, both exploring the nature of utopian desire.
Dung Kai-cheung is an academic-turned-creative writer experiencing the 1997 Hong Kong’s
handover, and his Visible Cities (published in 1998 as one of the four books making up his V
City Series) experiments with a heterotopic envisioning of Hong Kong identity. Luo Yijun, a
second-generation mainlander writer (waishengren zuojia) in Taiwan, wrote his Xixia Hotel

vii

(2008) to construct a heterotopic space that represents the identity crisis and cultural nostalgia
that haunt both generations in the mainlander community. As for Liu Cixin, the first Chinese
science fiction writer who won the Hugo prize, I tend to read his Three-Body trilogy (the original
Chinese versions published respectively in 2006, 2008, 2010) from the perspective of science
fiction’s generic relationship with intertextuality and heterotopic space which in a sense demands
an allegorical reading of essential textual elements.
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Chapter One
Introduction: Heterotopia, Différance, and Intertextuality

1.1 The Globalization of COVID19 and Our Heterotopic World
It is ironic that a swift global spread of the deadly COVID19 is completed within months
when our globe is experiencing a socioeconomic, technological and cultural disintegration in
terms of international relations. I have to say that exploring a topic about “space” and a concept
involving “inter” in the time of such a global pandemic is an uncanny experience, because even
before the outbreak confines us in real spaces for the sake of social distancing while
simultaneously “liberating” us in virtual and cyberspace via advanced internet technology, our
world has already been forcing us to contemplate about “space” and “time” as existing beyond
the normal frames of their conceptualization due to the accelerated development of science and
technology.
Since the beginning of the 20th century, vast distances have been crossed both physically and
virtually with increasing speed in transportation and information; boundaries between reality and
virtuality have been easily transgressed, and personal space has been unlimitedly extended
thanks to the development of internet technology. Moreover, outer space becomes more
reachable, and temporality becomes increasingly complicated. It is not surprising that we have
gradually lost the traditional perception of time because technology and philosophy have
complicated our perception of it. In one minute, we can find ourselves virtually at more than one
“place”, “interact” simultaneously with thousands known or unknown, and “travel” freely “inbetween” different online platforms through multiple digital devices. In one word, we live in an
1

age of “heterotopia” in which “men arrive at a sort of absolute break with their traditional time”
as well as a break with the “great obsession” with “history” as a teleological progression with
“its themes of development and of suspension, of crisis, and cycle...” (Foucault, 1967, 1, 6). We
also live in an age of intertextuality in which the linear structuring of the hardbound book is
being replaced by the radical structuring of hypertext featuring nonlinear, multi-directional and
therefore nonhierarchical reading and writing activities which challenge our habitual way of
understanding, experiencing and processing texts and information.
No doubt that such a change has much to do with rapid advances in knowledge and
technology, but more fundamentally it reflects human being’s ever-lasting desire for a change.
This desire is utopian in nature for it is engendered by a relentless dissatisfaction with the present,
and is therefore constantly stimulating a fantasy about an alternative world beyond. It is not
exaggerating to say that the whole human history is written by such a desire which has been
propelling societies to evolve, though not necessarily to progress, and to finally reach our epoch
of “posts”—postmodern, poststructural, postindustrial, posthistorical, postcultural, postcolonial,
postnational, and eventually posthuman. Now we are about to enter, with fingers crossed, into
the age of post-COVID19 in which space becomes more heterotopic and time more
heterochronic as a result of that cunning and deadly virus “locking” people out of physical
contact, while “unlocking” in a coercive way the already formidably pervasive virtual space
everywhere and every minute. Like it or not, the voluntary or coercive quarantine puts almost
everything and drives almost everybody online. People, both young and old, whether from
advanced urban areas or remote and underdeveloped rural regions, are compelled to participate
with either smart phone or tablet or computer or all of the above in an extravagant carnival of
electronic business transaction, internet conference, virtual tourism, and everything else that
2

could go online including education, shopping, dating and even medical services. All of a sudden,
we all seem to live in a heavenly bliss of the world-wide and relatively decentralized network of
exchange in which knowledge and goods seem to be available to all who have access to internet.
At first glance, it does present a utopian vision of seemingly equal opportunities of learning,
entertaining and consuming for a relatively wider range of people. Under such a utopian spell,
anyone who has a smart phone seems to have the right to choose from all there is to offer in the
cyberspace. But is that the true picture?
Take education for example. The utopian paradise promised by internet technology is
quickly mocked by the tragic story of a underprivileged rural region student who tried to commit
suicide under the huge pressure of “lagging behind” because her family could not afford to buy
her a smart phone in order for her to take online school courses as her classmates did.1 Similar
ironic twist is also found in the fates of those urban kids who have no problem accessing the
internet but instead don’t have the money for those high-quality educational resources which
come at a high price. In other words, technology might free the “means” but still doesn’t change
the “end”. The hierarchical social structure is in a sense solidified and becomes even more
visible thanks to the internet. Those economically and socially vulnerable are still relentlessly
devoured by those higher up on the food chain, only in a faster speed now.
Although the above said sounds like another story of “the utopia gone bad”, like many other
utopian stories turn out, I am reluctant to use the term “dystopia” to describe such situations.
Instead, our current world is a heterotopia par excellence because there are overwhelming
A fifteen year old girl from a peasant family in Henan 河南 province tried to committed suicide in early spring of
2020 because her family was too poor to afford a smart phone for her to take online classes like her classmates.
https://dy.163.com/article/FMRVIG190522W68U.html.
1
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information, dazzling speed of transformation, puzzling chaos, controversial technological
advancement, and other endless bewildering phenomena. More importantly, dystopia does not
exist, just as utopia would never exist in reality. I will explore these points further in the
following passages.
This dissertation seeks to address the general interest in heterotopic imagination in the four
works of contemporary Chinese fiction which often engage intertextual practices in their
exploration of the intriguing yet complicated relationship between utopian impulse/desire and
heterotopic spaces. In particular, I examine in what ways heterotopia could be related to
intertextuality, and how these two concepts might jointly illuminate my reading of fictional
works written by four writer respectively from Mainland China (Ge Fei 格非 and Liu Cixin 劉慈
欣), Hong Kong (Dung Kai-cheung 董啟章), and Taiwan (Luo Yijun 駱以軍).

About Ge Fei, who is one of the pioneering experimentalist writers active through mainland
China’s transitional period from the 1980s to the 90s, I conduct a dialogical reading of his highly
intertextual novella Jinse (Brocade Zither 錦瑟) written in the 80s and the first book of his
utopian trilogy titled Renmian taohua (Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom 人面桃花) published in 2004,
both exploring the nature of utopian desire. Dung Kai-cheung is an academic-turned-creative
writer experiencing the 1997 Hong Kong’s handover, and his Fansheng lu (Visible Cities 繁盛錄,
published in 1998 as one of the four books making up his V City Series) experiments with a
heterotopic envisioning of Hong Kong identity. Luo Yijun, a second-generation mainlander
writer (waishengren zuojia 外省人作家) in Taiwan, wrote his Xixia Lüguan (Xixia Hotel 西夏旅
館, published in 2008) to construct a heterotopic space that represents the identity crisis and

cultural nostalgia that haunt both generations in the mainlander community. As for Liu Cixin, the
4

first Chinese science fiction writer who won the Hugo Prize in 2015, I tend to read his ThreeBody trilogy, which is officially titled Remembrance of the Earth’s Past (the English versions
were published respectively in 2014, 2015, 2016), from the perspective of science fiction’s
generic relationship with intertextuality and utopia which in a sense demands an allegorical
reading of essential textual elements.
In this chapter I will first explain my usage of the term heterotopia in relation to the notion
of utopia. Foucault’s concept of heterotopia provides a philosophical perspective on notions of
relationality, heterogeneity, and relativity, which might help to battle against policies abetting
exclusiveness, hegemony and homogeneity by questioning their legitimacy and authority. This
concept would therefore shed light upon my reading of various spaces in those fictional works I
examine, especially the way they are related to different intertextual elements. Moreover, my
discussion of intertextuality is based on Marko Juvan’s differentiation of “citationality” and
“general intertextuality”,2 with the former helping me read various intertextual phenomena in
those fictional texts, while the latter connotating the idea of “heterogeneity, ambivalence,
transgressiveness, relativity, and dynamism”, hence equally helpful as the concept of heterotopia
in its illumination of our study of literary texts and their relation to the social contexts as well as
other discourses (Juvan, 5).

In Marko Juvan’s History and Poetics of Intertextuality, he “review[s] modifications of ideas of intertextuality
treated as a common characteristic of all textuality”, and “treat[s] the development of theories of so-called
citationality understood as a stylistic and poetic feature foregrounded in certain literary works, genres, and trends”
(8). Moreover, he “present[s] the socially and historically moveable borders between general intertextuality and
citationality, the main techniques of intertextual representation, its syntax, semantics and pragmatics, intertextual
derivations and references, and the open repertoire of intertextual figures and genres, such as citations, topoi,
borrowings, and parody or travesty” (Ibid.).
2

5

1.2 Deconstructing Utopia and Conceptualizing Heterotopia
When Thomas More first coined the term “Utopia” in his literary satire of the 16th century
society, he actually collapsed two Greek words together: eu-topia meaning good place and outopia meaning no-place or nowhere. Such deliberate invention of this term prescribes in the first
place utopia’s nonexistence except in our imagination. In my opinion, if utopia exists nowhere
but in imagination, how could we say that dystopia as utopia’s direct counterpart exists in reality?
Moreover, when any utopian project goes awry, there would be no way to measure how bad it is
to deserve to be called “dystopia”. In other words, the criteria of something being dystopian is
undefinable just like the criteria of “beauty” is in the eyes of the beholder.
So when utopia goes wrong, what would we possibly have in our real life? I argue that
utopia is no more than a deceptive lure. It functions as the deeper psychological drive that
motivates human beings in constant pursuit of something better and something different. But it
could exist no more than such a drive. Under the spell of utopian desire, whenever a utopian
project finally produces a controversial or even an unpleasant result, what we actually get in
reality is a certain version of heterotopia rather than dystopia. This is because hetertopia is,
according to Foucault, the real social space that could actually exist in reality (1967, 3-4). More
importantly, heterotopia is the “in-between space” which fills up the “chasm” opened up between
the “eu-topia” and “ou-topia” precisely in the process of our pursuit of the utopian dream of
perfecting our society (Hetherington, 1997, viii-ix). But instead of being a space of “transition”
prior to our reaching the utopian goal, heterotopia is more a space of “deferral” where “ideas and
practices that represent the good life can come into being, from nowhere, even if they never
actually achieve what they set out to achieve— social order, or control and freedom” (Ibid., ix).

6

Therefore, in the history of utopia, various projects of utopian nature often end up
producing different versions of heterotopia with either a better or worse outlook, simply because
the chasm between the “eu” and the “ou” “can never be closed up” (Ibid.). By the same token,
the so-called “dystopia” as utopia’s counterpart is none other than a disastrous version of
heterotopia that we could have in reality. No matter how pessimistic this deconstructive reading
of utopia as well as dystopia may sound, it can at least force us to rethink about those personal or
collective utopian projects by making us aware of the gap between ambition and reality.
In order to further discuss heterotopia and its relation to intertextuality in contemporary
Chinese fiction, I will first explain my usage of the term heterotopia, especially in relation to the
notion of utopia. The term “heterotopia” comes originally from the study of anatomy. It is used
to refer to parts of the body that are either out of place, missing, extra, or, like tumours, alien.3
This medical term enters into sociological discourse through Michel Foucault in his two main
works where he refers most explicitly to heterotopia: The Order of Things and a lecture given to
a group of architects in 1967 which was only released and published unedited shortly before his
death in 1984 and translated into English as Of Other Spaces. In The Order of Things Foucault
discusses the concept of heterotopia mainly as a textual phenomenon. Inspired by an interesting
passage from one of Borges’s works which describes a preposterously incomprehensible
classification of things in some encyclopedia from premodern China, Foucault expresses his
suspicion of the scientificity of any discourse especially those concerning grammar and
classification. In order to expose the deceptive nature of the seemingly authoritative and
scientific order in language (a utopian order), Foucault demonstrates, through an analytical
reading of that Chinese encyclopedia, the contingency and randomness of classification as well
Oxford English Dictionary volume VII, 2nd ed, (1989), prepared by J Simpson and E. Weiner, 191; Oxford:
Clarendon Press.
3
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as the unusual way of writing which doesn’t follow the expected rules and conventions. For
Foucault, such textual phenomenon helps to reveal the heterotopic side of language.
No doubt, Foucault’s interest in abnormality has obviously extended beyond the realm of
the textual. In Of Other Spaces he goes on to speak of heterotopia in relation to those social
spaces considered normal or legitimate. As real social sites, heterotopia is the kind of space
whose social function implies its out-of-placeness and abnormality when compared with other
social sites. In my view, heterotopia could be seen as providing an outsider’s perspective from
which the logic behind any normalization and emplacement can be discerned, since heterotopia
occupies a real social place yet is situated outside the normal or regular ones. In other words,
whether as a textual or as an actual social site, heterotopia is essentially the site of Otherness
which could function to reveal the process behind any social effort of utopian ordering or
intentional spatialization, thus capable of deconstructing any arrogant and self-delusional priori
concept, such as normality and heterosexuality, which has been regarded as authoritative and
unchallengeable. This understanding of heterotopia’s key function is best expressed in Foucault’s
own definition of heterotopia:
There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilization, real places—places that do
exist and that are formed in the very founding of society—which are something like
counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other
real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested,
and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even though it may be possible
to indicate their location in reality. Because these places are absolutely different from all
the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of contrast to utopias,
heterotopias. (Foucault, 1967, 3-4, italics mine)
Foucault here makes it clear that heterotopias are “real” social places instead of imaginary ones
like utopia. More so because they function as “counter-sites” of those so-called normal sites that
do exist in reality, therefore they could “represent[ed], contest[ed] and invert[ed] those normal
sites” (Ibid.).
8

Foucault further employs the metaphor of “mirror” to explain the function of heterotopia:
connected with yet different from all the other real sites, heterotopia has the capacity of
reflecting/revealing, like a mirror, the “relativity” of the normality and legitimacy of those sites.
Moreover, the mirror image could also help to illustrate the relationship between utopia and
heterotopia:
The mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the mirror, I see myself
there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the surface; I am
over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that gives my own visibility to myself,
that enables me to see myself there where I am absent; such is the utopia of the mirror.
But it is also a heterotopia in so far as the mirror does exist in reality, where it exerts a
sort of counteraction on the position that I occupy. From the standpoint of the mirror I
discover my absence from the place where I am since I see myself over there. Starting
from this gaze that is, as it were, directed toward me, from the ground of this virtual
space that is on the other side of the glass, I come back toward myself. I begin again to
direct my eyes toward myself and to reconstitute myself there where I am. The mirror
functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes this place that I occupy at the moment
when I look at myself in the glass at once absolutely real, connected with all the space
that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order to be perceived it has to pass
through this virtual point which is over there. (Ibid., 4)
This passage is helpful for our understanding why heterotopia can be seen as the site of reflection
and criticism that is capable of revealing the truth of those social sites surrounding it by offering
an outsider’s perspective. It also illustrates clearly the relationship between utopia and
heterotopia. We all have the experience of looking into the mirror. And we all know that it is the
mirror image of ourselves that enables us to see ourselves as a perfectly whole human being.
Without the mirror, we could only perceive a traumatically fragmented version of ourselves as
torsos and limbs. It is therefore the mirror that offers us a utopian image of our wholeness,
making it equivalent to our image in other people’s eyes. In a certain way, the mirror functions
as the eyes of the other, or as an outsider perspective, which gives our own visibility to ourselves
and hence enabling us to see a perfectly whole version of ourselves in the space where we are
actually absent. In other words, the mirror, itself as both an actual site and a heterotopic site,
9

provides us a utopian image of ourselves at the place where we are absent, while simultaneously
compelling us to reflect on ourselves as well as on the illusory nature of the utopia of our own
body by directing our gaze back toward ourselves as both a “presence” and an “absence”.
This process of making us reexamine things that we incline to take for granted takes place
whenever a heterotopic space is introduced. And such heterotopic space can be seen in almost
every culture around the world throughout human history: “there is probably not a single culture
in the world that fails to constitute heterotopias. That is a constant of every human group. But the
heterotopias obviously take quite varied forms, and perhaps no one absolutely universal form of
heterotopia would be found” (Ibid.). I would read such pervasive existence of heterotopias as a
demonstration of human being’s persistent desire to pursue things that are perfect. And such
desire, which forces us to strive for perfection in both texts and society, is obviously utopian in
nature.
Elsewhere, utopia has been likewise interpreted by theorists such as Kevin Hetherington as
a “perfect sites of order” either “in reality or on paper” (68). The pursuit of “perfect sites of
order” “marks out a utopian way of thinking” as well as utopian thinkers’ conscious effort to
remove all the ambivalence (Ibid., 54). On the textual level, such desire to eradicate ambivalence
can be found in literary texts described as utopian when the text itself affords consolation rather
than disturbance.4 Moreover, language in such utopian texts should follow commonly accepted
grammatical and logical rules and would only engage words and expressions that are not unusual,
not incongruous and not ambiguous.5 Or as Tobin Siebers suggests: a utopian text should appear
as “hopeful”, “rational”, “nonconflictual”, teleological in terms of narrative, and dependent on
the concept of one, instead of multiple, truth or meaning (21).
For detailed discussions about the features of heterotopic text, please see Kevin Hetherington’s “Two Castles:
Heterotopia as Sites of Alternative Ordering” in Badlands of Modernity: Heterotopia and Social Ordering.
5
Ibid.
4
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In contrast to a utopian text, a textual heterotopia can be seen as the site where irregularity
of language achieves dominance. In heterotopic texts, language defies grammatical rules and
celebrates instead the ambiguity and ambivalence of meaning. Although Foucault doesn’t discuss
heterotopic text in so many details as he does with the heterotopic social space, he does use
heterotopia to refer to the narrative space in which we would see a kind of radical writing
characterized by either an eccentric use of language or an unconventional structure of narrative
order, and hence would challenge the way we read, especially the way our thinking is ordered. In
other words, any textual discourse can be unsettled by a kind of heterotopic writing which
challenges the expected rules and conventions. This textual aspect of the Foucauldian heterotopia
is obviously inspiring to many theorists who “want to locate discourse sorely in written texts and
see heterotopias as challenges to those discourses emerging in written form”.6 Even for those
who are more intrigued by the genuine existence of heterotopias as the actual geographical and
social sites, they simply could not ignore the theoretical insights that Foucault’s analysis of
heterotopic language and text could provide.
Take Kevin Hetherington for example. Although he thinks Foucault is more “interested in
the heterotopic character of language and the way that a textual discourse can be unsettled by
writing that does not follow the expected rules and conventions”, he still manages to borrow
insights from Foucault’s textual analysis by treating various social spaces as texts when he tries
to analyze them (8). In his eyes, even the whole spatial and material fabric of society can be
regarded as texts, thus be analyzed in light of the Foucauldian heterotopia since heterotopia can
operate in them just as they can in books.7 Without doubt, the Foucauldian textual heterotopia
It is Hetherington’s interpretation of Genocchio in terms of the latter’s conceptualization of heterotopia.
In The Badlands of Modernity: Heterotopia and Social Ordering, Kevin Hetherington, by drawing on Foucault's
analysis of heterotopia, or spaces of alternate ordering, offers a wide ranging and original interpretation of
modernity as it emerged during the eighteenth century through an analysis of some of the most important social
6
7
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proves to be equally inspiring even when one tries to read actual social spaces.
In my understanding, textual heterotopias are spaces of contrast, ambivalence and
incongruity which could offer an unsettling, disruptive or even shocking reading experience.
Among all characteristics of a textual heterotopia, I’d like to stress three essential elements that
are more relevant to my dissertation project. First, a heterotopic text is characterized by
ambiguity, ambivalence and even plurality in terms of textual meaning. Here “ambiguity” is the
most important feature of a heterotopic text because, as Kevin Hetherington says, “[t]he power of
the concept of heterotopia lies in its ambiguity” (51). Secondly, a heterotopic text is also capable
of producing “the effect” of “making things appear out of place” and offering “alternative
perspectives and orderings” that might resemble a collage (Ibid., 50). That is to say, there should
be an upsetting reading experience resulted from the heterotopic text’s unconventional narrative
sequence as well as its inclusion of narrative elements that don’t normally belong there. Lastly, a
heterotopic text sometimes features an unconventional way of treating time either in its
development of the story or in its conceptualization of time within the story. In other words, a
heterotopic text could offer us a link to the “slices of time” which open further onto
“heterochronies” featuring an “absolute break” with “traditional time” (Foucault, 1967, 6).
A very good example that could illustrate these essential features of a heterotopic text is the
six-episodes TV drama called “Bandersnatch”—a special edition of the famous Netflix original
TV series named Black Mirror—whose narrative sequence is so chaotic that it could be defined,
without exaggeration, as next to none. In that drama, time is both condensed and expanded,
sometimes progressive and sometimes regressive. More significantly, the storyline is repeatedly

spaces such as the Palais Royal during the French Revolution, the masonic lodge and in its relationship to civil
society and the public sphere and the early factories of the Industrial Revolution. He argues that modernity
originates through an interplay between ideas of utopia and heterotopia and heterotopic spatial practice.
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diverged and divided into new stories, depending on which links on the computer screen would
be chosen and activated by the protagonist playing the eponymous game “Bandersnatch”.
In terms of heterotopia as a social site, the same desire to eradicate ambivalence and chaos
usually leads to social efforts of classifying various kinds of abnormalities and special events by
putting them into different spaces. For instance, this desire of disciplining and managing through
spatialization, which is manifested most explicitly in the European Enlightenment movement,
gives birth to various heterotopic spaces. In Bauman’s influential book Legislators and
Interpreters, the author discusses ambivalence and social order in the early development of
modern European societies, and defines the European Enlightenment project launched by the
intellectuals as the social effort of removing ambivalence based on reason and science.8 For him,
the major purpose of the modern state is to order and regulate society through policing,
controlling and confining those who come to be seen as the source of its ambivalence by locking
them away on some special place that comes to represent order.9 As a result, various carceral
institutions were created for the purpose of disciplining those who were regarded as deviants,
hence the source of ambivalence, so as to fulfill the collective desire to remove chaos and
uncertainties from society. For example, places such as the asylum, prison, boarding school, and
retirement homes have been created for those “in crisis” or viewed by society as “deviant”
(Foucault, 1967, 4-5). These places are heterotopias in which we can confine and supervise
people whose behaviors are considered unacceptable “in relation to the required mean or norm”
in society10. Since heterotopias are places reserved for socially defined abnormalities, their

See Bauman, Z.. Legislators and Interpreters, Oxford: Polity Press, 1987.
Ibid. Bauman is clearly influenced by Foucault’s writing on the prison and the panopticon in his Discipline and
Punish (1977).
10
Retirement homes are regarded by Foucault as “heteropias of deviation” because “old age” is considered as both a
“crisis” and a “deviation” since “in our society where leisure is the rule, idleness is a sort of deviation ” (1967, 5).
8
9
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existence reflects, on the one hand, our constant fear of anarchy, ambivalence and
unproductiveness, and helps to expose, on the other hand, the constructive nature of “normality”.
In addition to those heterotopic places invented to eradicate ambivalence and chaos, there
are also other places created for special events and occasions. Places of this function include the
church, the vacation village, theater, the cemetery and the like, which become heterotopic
because they are invented against our daily routines and against the normal flow of time (Ibid., 57). This type of heterotopias could therefore enable us to reexamine or reflect on our daily
routines and regulations. There are also spaces “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place
several places, several sites that are in themselves incompatible” and even “contradictory” (Ibid.,
6). The botanical garden is a heterotopia of this kind whose inclusiveness and tolerance of
diversity and difference demonstrate its heterotopic character especially when compared with
other places that have been characterized by uniformity, exclusion and segregation.
Moreover, there are also immobile places like museums and libraries which are invented to
challenge our traditional conceptualization of time. As such places are capable of “accumulating
everything, of establishing a sort of general archive” and of “enclos[ing] in one place all times
that is itself outside of time and inaccessible to its ravages”, they are obviously also heterotopic
in that they are linked to “strange heterochrony” (Ibid., 6-7).11
Besides immobile heterotopic spaces, we also have mobile ones. The boat, or ship, is the
best example of this kind of heterotopia. Foucault regards the boat as “the greatest reserve of the
imagination” because it makes the connection between “reality” and “dream” possible by
enabling people to reach various places that are either unknown or adventurous (Ibid., 9). As “a
floating piece of space”, the boat is the “heterotopia par excellence” because it is “a place
For more details, see the six principles for defining heterotopias in Foucault’s Of Other Spaces: Utopias and
Heterotopias.
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without a place” which “exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is given
over to the infinity of the sea” (Ibid.). Without the boat, our “dreams dry up” since it is the boat
that takes us “from port to port, from tack to tack, from brothel to brothel” and enables us to
“go[es] as far as the colonies in search of the most precious treasures they conceal in their
gardens” (Ibid.). The boat as a floating heterotopia ensures the diversification of our civilization
by taking us to places where rules and routines might temporarily be suspended while
imaginations and transgressions thrive. Without such a mobile heterotopic place, civilizations
would suffer because “espionage takes the place of adventure” and “the police take the place of
pirates” (Ibid.).
Moreover, the boat could also lead us to somewhere “special” like brothels which are the
heterotopias of “illusion” and colonies which are the heterotopias of “compensation” (Ibid., 8).
As the heterotopic space in society, places like the brothel allow people to get away from the
regular social space of their daily life to a place where they are entitled to a temporary
abandonment of ethics and are allowed to enjoy sexual relationship out of wedlock. In a sense,
places like the brothel create an illusion of the absence of law and morality which are absolutely
required in the regulated outside world, though this kind of illusion could also problematize the
legitimacy of ethics and law by calling attention to the process of their formation.
Similarly defined as the counter-sites, colonies function as the “heterotopias of
compensation”, because “their role is to create a space that is other, another real space, as perfect,
as meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and jumbled” (Ibid.). It should
be noted that when Foucault talks about colonies as the “heterotopias of compensation”, what he
has in mind are those Puritan societies that the English had founded in America and those
extraordinary Jesuit colonies that were founded in South America which are “marvelous” and
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“absolutely regulated” in which “human perfection was effectively achieved” (Ibid.). Although
Foucault’s understanding of the colony as bore out of the need for political and psychological
compensation might be controversial and not necessarily universal, he does highlight the fact that
human beings are constantly driven by the desire for perfect regulation and arrangement. And
heterotopias are precisely created in the process of our fulfilling such utopian desire.
From the varied forms of heterotopias discussed above we can see that heterotopias as real
social sites come into existence under the utopian lure of singling out, defining, hence making
manageable the Other. These “other spaces”, as “a sort of simultaneously mythic and real
contestation of the space in which we live”, are significant sites from which the legitimacy of all
the pre-given concepts like “normality” are called into question (Ibid., 4). More significantly,
Foucault’s invention of the technology of reading heterotopic spaces, the so called
“heterotopology”, could illuminate our reading of not only various spaces in our society but also
their relationship to our utopian desire.
In this project, the notion of heterotopic space is instrumental to my reading of various
spaces and to the way they are related to different intertextual elements in fictional works of the
four contemporary Chinese writers. More importantly, “heterotopia” provides a philosophical
perspective on notions of “relationality”, “heterogeneity”, and “relativity”, which might help to
battle against policies abetting “exclusiveness”, “hegemony” and “homogeneity” by questioning
their legitimacy and authority. Zhang Jin once argued in her book A Study of Michel Foucault’s
Ideas of “Heterotopias” that a philosophy of heterotopia would enable human beings to get over
their big egos and to start learning to respect the Other, especially the other culture.12 For her, a

For more details, see Zhang Jin’s 張錦 Fuke de “yituobang” sixiang yanjiu (A Study of Michel Foucault’s Ideas
of “Heterotopias” 福柯的“異托邦”思想研究), p359-61. Zhang Jin got her Ph.D degree in Comparative Literature and
Cross-Cultural Studies (比較文學與跨文化研究) from Beijing Foreign Studies University (北京外國語大學), and is
12
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theory of heterotopia could facilitate our understanding of and empathy with the Other precisely
because heterotopia could redirect our attention to the demarcated boundaries between different
categories of people and things as well as encouraging our conscious reflection on the
prerequisite for the legitimization of certain concepts.13 More significantly, a philosophy of
heterotopia would help to promote a true diversity and democracy by revealing the problematic
nature of fundamentalism and authority. It would make us aware of the fact that any priori
concepts are simply constructed through certain technique and preconditioned operation.14

1.3 Intertextuality: Its Invention, Function and Theoretical Insights
As the title of my dissertation indicates, there are two theoretical concepts involved in the
analytical framework within which I read fictional works by those four Chinese writers. Besides
the revolutionary concept of heterotopia, another important concept intertextuality proves
equally useful, though at first sight it might be regarded by many purely as some kind of textual
element.
As a narrative technique, intertextuality refers primarily to citational phenomena such as
quotation, allusion, parody, pastiche, and travesty etc. Literary theorists are generally more
interested in this aspect of intertextuality, which Marko Juvan called “citationality”, rather than
the more abstract phenomenon of “general intertextuality”, because it is understandably more
convenient to identify a “conventional, marked introduction of an alien utterance into a text, its
obvious presence and otherness”, than to deal with “the idea of an unlimited chain of
signification” (Juvan, 48 and 142). But poststructural theorists are more attracted to the idea of
now working as researcher and editor at the Institute of Foreign Literature (外國文學研究所) in Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences (中國社會科學院).
13
Ibid.
14
Ibid.
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general intertextuality because it has succeeded in capturing “prominent features of
contemporary artistic production”, or ideas such as “ontological pluralism, constructivism, selfreferentiality, and consciousness of the end of history-as-progress” (Ibid., 83). More importantly,
the concept of general intertextuality is regarded by many theorists as a “cross-cultural
phenomenon” which therefore has a transdisciplinary potential (Ibid., 7). That is primarily
because the theorization of general intertextuality has extended into interconnected areas where
the textual, the social, the cultural, the political and the historical are intersected with each other.
That is also because general intertextuality transgresses national and cultural boundaries and
“link[s] together not only one national literature with other—including marginal, peripheral—
literatures and cultures, but also, within a given semiosphere, mainstream literary production
with its past, forgotten forms, and marginal, subaltern, or emergent subsystems” (Ibid.).
Moreover, general intertextuality is transdisciplinary because it redirects our attention from the
relationship between text and its intertext to the “text’s affiliation and response to its cultural
contexts—of other arts, social discourses (from politics to science), sociolects, ideologies, ways
of living, and media” (Ibid.).
Similar to heterotopia, the concept of general intertextuality also has a revolutionary
potential of connotating the idea of “heterogeneity, ambivalence, transgressiveness, relativity,
and dynamism” (Ibid., 5). For convenience of discussion, I will borrow Marko Juvan’s method
of distinguishing intertextuality as a narrative technique from intertextuality as a cross-cultural
and transdisciplinary phenomenon, or even as a philosophy, by defining the former as
“citationality”, and the latter as “general intertextuality”, or simply “intertextuality”, in my
further analysis (Ibid., 48).
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A close look at the origin of this term will help us understand why intertextuality is readily
associated with postmodern ideas of heterogeneity, transgressiveness, subversiveness, and
relativism, all of which function to significantly undermine traditional concepts such as truth,
subjectivity, sign, and text. The term “intertextualité” was “invented, defined, and launched” by
Julia Kristeva between 1966 and 1974 in “semiotic theory and literary studies" with her essays in
the journals Tel Quel and Critique, and in the monographs Séméiotiké” (Juvan, 11).15 Although
this term appears to be an illustration of the relationship between texts, its coinage is actually
inspired by the concept of “intersubjectivity” as well as the expression of “interaction” which
“Bakhtin and his cycle used decades before in different connections” such as “speech
interaction” and “interaction of contexts” (Ibid.). As a neologism, the compound noun
“intertextualité” was “coined by analogy with terms from the Latin prefix inter (‘between, in,
among, or shared’)” which clearly denotes “complexity, connectedness, and mutual dependence
of the two component conditions” (Ibid.). Marko Juvan’s detailed analysis of this term’s
linguistic components and their source could help us better understand its semantic construction:
The abstract noun suffix, ité denotes a characteristic of a phenomenon but also its
generalized quality. The prefix, inter suggests the linkage of at least two parts, the
insinuation of one in the other and their relations, co-dependence, and mutual affect. The
modified root, textual refers to the text or something related. Key to the meaning is that in
the expression intertextuality, the root’s connotative potential is theoretically actualized.
The word textus (“tissue, yarn, content, text and textum, fabric, composition”) arouses
associations with cloth making, weaving, and knitting. The word intertextuality, by its
natural linguistic logic should then mean “relations between texts,” “interweaving of
texts,” “weaving of one text into another,” “connectedness and interdependence of at
least two related texts,” “the characteristic of a text of establishing a relation with
(an)other text(s) or having another or multiple texts woven into it,” or “inter-relatedness
or interaction of texts.” (Ibid., 13)

To be more specific, Recherches pour une sémanalyse of 1969, Le Texte du roman of 1970, and La Révolution du
langage poétique, published in 1974. More precisely, Kristeva introduced this term in her essay on Mikhail Bakhtin
and dialogue (“Bakhtine, le mot, le dialogue et le roman”) based on one of her presentations in Barthes’s seminar in
1966. This essay was published in April 1967 in the journal Critique.
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After reading this deconstructive passage about intertextuality, one would easily associate it with
other terms that also highlight relatedness and interaction, such as dialogism, heteroglossia,
interdiscursivity and intersubjectivity. As a matter of fact, the ontological points of departure of
intertextuality were “Bakhtin’s dialogism and Derrida’s criticism of Western logocentrism”
(Ibid., 4-5). After the deconstruction of Saussure’s model of the sign and structure, meaning
becomes relative since the stable system of signifier and the signified is replaced by an open
chain of signification in which signifiers only point to other signifiers rather than to the
signifieds. In other words, deconstruction transforms the semiotic sign into a floating signifier
whose reference, or meaning, is being continually deferred and decentered. When meaning
becomes unstable and relational, other concepts, such as subject, truth, identity, and even
commonly perceived sociohistorical reality, begin to acquire a relative sense since they are also
no more than the products of signifying practices. Similarly, intertextuality as a concept, which
came into being with poststructuralism,16 turns every text into an intertext by calling attention to
the fundamental nature of each text as a series of differential traces constantly referring to other
traces in the myriad of relations with other texts.
More significantly, when Kristeva develops her theory of intertextuality based on the
Bakhtinian notion of dialogism, she also redefines the notion of textuality by treating the larger
sociohistorical and cultural contexts as texts constituted by and filtered through various
discourses. Such redefinition of textuality forever altered our previous understanding of literature
as a self-referential system separated from other discourses. Instead, Kristeva encourages us to
view a literary text as “a compilation of cultural textuality” rather than “an individual, isolated
object” (Allen, 36). Moreover, the “social text” is also viewed as being made from the same
According to Marko Juvan, the idea of intertextuality coalesced in the second half of the 1960s as “one of the
most apparent symptoms of a shift from structuralism to poststructuralism or from modernism to postmodernism”
(4).
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textual material as the literary text because both contain “within them the ideological structures
and struggles expressed in society through discourse” (Ibid.). That is to say, the extratextual
reality is not monolithic, but “is itself structured as a text and by texts”.17
Such an insight into the co-dependence of text and its context not only alters our
understanding of social reality, but further encourages us to question the traditional way of
treating literary texts as textual representations of the extra-textual world. Instead, we now
realize the text’s ability to “cocreate the social construction of reality” because the so-called
reality itself can be perceived by us only “through an unobtrusive filter of clichés, of previous
textualizations (semiosis)” (Juvan, 4). In other words, Kristeva’s intertextuality erases the
boundary between intra-textual and extra-textual worlds. As a result, every extralinguistic
referent, including those essential humanistic concepts such as existence, being, consciousness,
subject, identity, history and truth, can be seen as being (inter)textualized and absorbed into a
web of discourses.18 Or in Derrida’s famous saying, there was nothing outside the text (“ll n’y
pas de hors-texte”; Of Grammatology, 158). More importantly, the birth of intertextualité even
helps to alter our understanding of “men” by accelerating its degradation in humanity: “A man is
dissolved in the overarching waves, in the quanta, the striations of language itself, turning finally
into little more than a constituted subject, a speaking pronoun, fixed indecisively in the eternal,
ongoing rush of discourse” (Said, 1975, 287).19 Ultimately, intertextuality has the capacity of
facilitating subversion and transformation precisely because it challenges conventional views of
authority and questions the established humanistic traditions, all of which help to add another
brushstroke to the broad picture of intellectual crisis and revolution.

For detailed discussion, see Frow’s “intertextuality”.
Leitch, Vincent B., Deconstructive Criticism: An Advanced Introduction, 57-59, 122.
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For more, see Said, Edward W. Beginnings: Intention and Method. New York: Basic Books, 1975.
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1.4 Theoretical Intersection Between Intertextuality and Heterotopia
In this part, I intend to build a bridge between intertextuality and heterotopia by uncovering
their shared theoretical insights. In my view, intertextuality functions similarly as heterotopia in
terms of its capacity of demonstrating the impossibility of autonomy, authority and originality by
calling attention to the inescapable inter-relatedness between things and the fundamental
uncertainty of meanings. To be more precise, the concept of intertextuality is closely related to
the concept of heterotopia because both emphasize relationality and relativity on the one hand,
and recognize the importance of space over time on the other.
Starting with heterotopia, Foucault obviously devotes most of his theoretical works to the
study of relations. Among these works, the study of spatial relations is one of the most important.
In fact, the problem of social space as well as our living space has always attracted and
fascinated Foucault. When it becomes more important to know the relations between sites, he
invents “heterotopology”, which is about the methodology of studying spatial relations and the
technique of producing heterotopic spaces. As I mentioned earlier, heterotopia functions as the
counter-site against which the legitimacy, authority and normality of all the other sites are
rendered relative and suspicious. There is thus no need to further prove heterotopia’s theoretical
power and revolutionary potential. So here I want to shift our focus to Foucault’s study of the
relations between power and knowledge through the lens of discursive formation, because this
resonates more with the theory of intertextuality.
Famous for his archeology of knowledge, Foucault provides us with a tool to analyze how
political power intertwines imperceptibly with discursive formations and functions to establish
rules for how knowledge is produced, stored, structured and passed down in particular social
fields and institutions. This study of the relations between subject, discourse, language, and
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forms of power not only has great influence on New Historicism but also has associated Foucault
more closely with the concept of intertextuality. And Foucault’s study on discursive formations
is intended to specify relations not only among utterances circulating in the same field but also
between different discourses as well as between past and present. For Foucault, every statement
“must be related to a whole adjacent field” of discourse, therefore it “always has borders peopled
by other statements” (1989, 97).20 However, the “associated field” present in the statement’s
borders is much more complex than the notion of “context”, since it determines the very nature
of context and prescribes rules for acceptable enunciative positions (Ibid., 97-98). The discursive
field implied in the statement’s borders is “made up first by the series of other formulations
within which the statement appears” and is also made up “of all the formulations to which the
statement refers” (Ibid.). This discursive field is further constituted by “all the formulations
whose subsequent possibility is determined by the statement” and finally by “all the formulations
whose status the statement in question shares” (Ibid., 98-99). Foucault’s wording in this passage
about the nature of discourse naturally reminds us of the Bakhtinian notion of dialogism as well
as Kristeva’s intertextuality, though Foucault puts emphasis clearly more on the aspect of the
dynamic between power and knowledge instead of the dynamic between signs. However, it is
more than enough for us to identify a mutual sympathy as well as a coincidental correspondence
between Foucault and those intertextual theorists because the theory of intertextuality, as I
discussed earlier, reveals the fundamental nature of the relatedness among signs and the relativity
of meanings.
Apart from their similar theoretical insights on the relatedness between and relativity of
signs and discourses, both intertextuality and heterotopia help to promote space over time. When
For more see Foucault, Michel. The Archaeology of Knowledge. Trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith. London: Routledge,
1989.
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Foucault elaborates his idea of heterotopology, he first remarks that the greatest difference
between his era and the nineteenth century lies in their different attitudes towards space and time.
In his Of Other Spaces he describes the 19th century as the epoch of “history” with its great
obsession with “themes of development and of suspension, of crisis, and cycle, themes of the
ever-accumulating past, with its great preponderance of dead men and the menacing glaciation of
the world” (1). While the “present” epoch of his is depicted as “above all the epoch of space” as
well as “the epoch of simultaneity”, “the epoch of juxtaposition”, and “the epoch of the near and
far, of the side by side, of the dispersed” (Ibid.). In other words, Foucault’s epoch is the one in
which “our experience of the world is less that of a long life developing through time than that of
a network that connects points and intersects with its own skein” (Ibid., italics mine).
When the obsession with time has been gradually replaced by a passion for space since the
beginning of Foucault’s time, the problem of spatialization and emplacement arises for mankind
because it becomes increasingly important for people to know “what relations of propinquity,
what type of storage, circulation, marking, and classification of human elements should be
adopted in a given situation in order to achieve a given end” (Ibid., 2). It is thus natural that the
anxiety of Foucault’s time has to do “fundamentally with space, no doubt a great deal more than
with time”, which makes a systematic study of social spatialization and emplacement more than
a necessity (Ibid.). As a result, the study of heterotopia comes into being as the study of relations
between spaces. What is more significant is that the importance of heterotopia begins to triumph
over utopia since the rise of poststructuralism because the latter is more associated with the
linearity, orderliness, uniformity, and the teleological progression of time, while the former strips
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away that utopian consolation and idealization by introducing abnormality, chaos, heterogeneity,
and heterochrony.21
In a different manner, the birth of intertextuality also facilitates the transformation of our
attachment to time into an obsession with space. It is not accidental that such a change arrives at
the moment when poststructuralist narratology changes our understanding of both reading and
writing. When Derrida laid the groundwork for the poststructuralist conception of general
intertextuality, he also put forward a nonlinear notion of textuality which radically challenged
our traditional beliefs in the unity and closure of a book: “The end of linear writing is indeed the
end of the book”, which also signifies the birth of intertextuality (1974, 86).22 What Derrida
means by a non-linear textuality is that any text is inevitably caught up in an elusive stream of
meaning simply because any text unavoidably contains the traces or fragments of other texts or
sign systems. Based on the intertextual nature of the constitution of any text, it is therefore
legitimate to view a text as a spatial object instead of being simply a coherent linear piece of
narrative. Such spatiality makes it difficult for the boundary of a text to be clearly demarcated
because any reading or writing of the text would certainly involve multiple and non-linear
references to other semiotic units.
It is worth noting that Foucault also advocates the idea of the spatiality of a text when he
criticizes the way we regard the book or any literary oeuvre as a seemingly self-evident
discursive unity. He argues that the book fails to present itself as a coherent object mainly
because it “is caught up in a system of references to other books, other texts, other sentences”
and because it is “a node within a network” of discourses, therefore its unity “is variable and
About how utopia offers consolation while heterotopia causes discomfortness, please see Foucault’s The Order of
Things.
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For more theoretical insights on nonlinear textuality and the birth of intertextuality, see Derrida, Jacques. Of
Grammatology. Trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1974.
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relative” (1989, 23). Even though both Derrida and Foucault provide us with illuminating ideas
about the spatiality of a text, it might still be a little harder to convince a conservative reader with
a hardbound book in hand that any text is “boundless” and is “intrud[ed]” by “other texts and
discourses” (Juvan, 1). However, this task must become much easier in the age of electronic
media. Many would agree that the appearance of electronic media has completely altered the
nature of texts into a “digital textuality” which has led to “the differentiation of text from
physical object” (Landow, 3), and led to the spread of “nonlinear” structuring (Aarseth, 51). In
other words, a comprehensive spatialization of text is realized with the help of internet
technology as well as interactive communication apps, both of which endow viewers with the
power of not only selecting pieces they would like to read from distant, scattered sources by a
simple click on the links but also participating in the creative process by adding, commenting on,
expanding or revising the information they receive. Moreover, the linear progression of a text is
also replaced by endless regressions and unexpected digressions based on the web reader’s
personal interest. In this way, text gives way to hypertext. And reading a hypertext is a nonlinear,
multidirectional and nonhierarchical experience analogous to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s
conception of “nomad thought” which is also characterized by a free moving across and inbetween different spaces (Landow, 1).
Both Derrida and Foucault valorize space over time. Together with other poststructuralist
theorists, they have recognized the necessity of addressing the problematic of the utopian
logocentrism which, for a very long time, has conceived the linguistic structure as a totality with
a semantic center to ground meaning as stable and uncontroversial through its centripetal
harmonization of different textual elements. From its start with Derrida, the logocentric tradition
has been deconstructed and hence replaced by a new decentralized and spatialized semantic
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system in which the decentered freeplay of signifiers incessantly transgresses textual margin and
forcefully rejects any centripetal point of reference. Foucault joins the poststructuralist camp in
his own way by making an effort of developing a spatial understanding of the system of signs
and of decentering those totalizing concepts commonly used in humanities. In chapters like “The
Unities of Discourse” and “The Enunciative Function” from his 1969 L’Archeologie du savoir
(Archeology of Knowledge), we often see him employing expressions that seem to “echo
Bakhtinian dialogism and contemporary descriptions of intertextuality by Kristeva or Barthes”
(Juvan, 109). Although he avoids directly using the term intertextuality, he clearly has this idea
in mind when he regards every utterance or text as being part of “a complex network of
intertextual relations with their own and other discourses, but also with other subjects,
institutions, and forms of political power” (Ibid.).
The well-known Derridian term différance23 proves particularly helpful to further elucidate
our understanding of both intertextuality and heterotopia, especially their relation to space and
temporization. This term is coined by Derrida to raise profound questions about whether and
how any work, any being, can impose limits on how it is to be interpreted and understood, or
according to Glendinning’s explication, it is created initially in support of dissemination24 against

Jacques Derrida, Speech and Phenomena, translated by David B. Allison (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University
Press, 1973), pp. 129-160. The essay “différance” appeared originally in the Bulletin de la Société française de
philosophie, 62, No. 3 (July-September, 1968), pp.73-101. Derrida’s remarks were delivered as a lecture at a
meeting of the Société at the Sorbonne, in the Amphithéâtre Michelet, on January 27, 1968, with Jean Wahl
presiding. Professor Wahl’s introductory and closing remarks have not been translated. The essay was reprinted in
Théorie d’ensemble, a collection of essays by Derrida and others, published by Editions Seuil in 1968.
This important essay is reproduced in its entirety in both Art and Its Significance: An Anthology of Aesthetic Theory
(second edition) edited by Stephen David Ross and published by State University of New York Press in 1987 and
Jacques Derrida’s own book Margins of Philosophy, translated, with additional notes, by Alan Bass, and published
by The University of Chicago Press in 1982. This dissertation mainly refers to Margins of Philosophy for the
exposition of the term différance.
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Dissemination refers to the idea of countless sense-making paths (Glendinning, 54). For more information, see
Glendinning, Simon. Derrida: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford and NY: Oxford UP, 2011.
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the philosophical and linguistic preference of polysemia25. Derrida valorizes dissemination on
account of its irreducible plurality of different understandings of the same text. In other words,
what has been advocated by Derrida is the irreducibility of meaning of a text if without the
suppression of dissemination, since, for Derrida, it is only natural to see meaning as “contextbound, but context is boundless” (Culler, 1982, 123).26 The “presumed interiority of meaning” is
always already “worked upon by its own exteriority” because what is called “meaning (‘to be
expressed’)” is “already” and “thoroughly” constituted by “a tissue of differences” (Derrida,
1981, 33).27 That is to say, there is “already a text, a network of textual referrals to other texts, a
textual transformation in which each allegedly ‘simple term’ is marked by the trace of another
term” (Ibid.).
The most noticeable affinity of différance with both intertextuality and heterotopia is its
defiance of any kind of authority. When Derrida intentionally misspells the word différence into
différance with its “discreet graphic intervention” of the inaudible letter a, he “neither primarily
nor simply aims to shock the reader or the grammarian”, but intends to investigate a question
about writing by marking the difference (a instead of e) “between two apparently vocal notations,
between two vowels” which “remains purely graphic”, hence “cannot be apprehended in speech”
and “also bypasses the order of apprehension in general” (Derrida, 1982, 3-4).28 As a “mute
mark”, or “a tacit monument”, or even “a pyramid”, the a of différance “remains silent, secret
and discreet as a tomb: oikēsis”, which is “not far from announcing the death of the tyrant” (Ibid.,
4). The silent permutation from e to a in the original term difference renders the new term
différance “neither a word nor a concept”, but a “delineation” in which “everything is strategic
Polysemia refers to the idea of a countable number of distinct senses (Ibid.).
Culler, Jonathan. On Deconstruction: Theory and Criticism after Structuralism. London: Routledge, 1982.
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Derrida, Jacques. Positions. Translated by Alan Bass. Chicago: Athlone, U of Chicago Press, 1981.
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and adventurous” (Ibid., 7).29 Différance can therefore be seen as the ultimate defiance of
authority because “[i]t governs nothing, reigns over nothing, and nowhere exercises any
authority”, but it “instigates the subversion of every kingdom”, hence “mak[ing] it obviously
threatening and infallibly dreaded by everything within us that desires a kingdom, the past or
future presence of a kingdom” (Ibid., 22).
Moreover, the necessity of forging the new term différance comes from the inadequacy of
the original word différence (with an e)’s capacity in fully conveying the two meanings
contained in the verb différer (Latin verb differre): the more common and identifiable sense of
not being identical, or being other, discernible etc; and the implicit sense of “putting off until
later, of taking into account, of taking account of time and of the forces of an operation that
implies an economical calculation, a detour, a delay, a relay, a reserve, a representation,” or in
Derrida’s word, the sense of “temporization” (Ibid., 8). Since the word différence (with an e) can
never refer to différer as temporization, the word différance (with an a ) is created to compensate
the lack of this layer of meaning.30
The semantic constitution of différance—différer (to distinguish and differ) and defer (to
delay or postpone)—effectively introduces a temporal dimension into the original spatial
dimension of the French word différence (with an e) by marking not only the activity of original
Strategic in the sense that “no transcendent truth present outside the field of writing can govern theologically the
totality of the field”, adventurous “because this strategy is not a simple strategy in the sense that strategy orients
tactics according to a final goal, a telos or theme of domination, a mastery and ultimate reappropriation of the
development of the field (Derrida, 1982, 7).
30
For detailed exposition, see Derrida’s “différance” (intentionally uncapitalized by him) in Margins of Philosophy.
Also see Glendinning’s Derrida: A Very Short Introduction in which he explains the semantically compensatory
function of différance in the following way: the French word “différence” (with an e) already “brings into view the
semantic dimension of , precisely, difference.” Derrida “appeals to a second sense belonging to the Latin verb
‘differre’ but completely absent from the French ‘différence’ that was in fact derived from it; namely, ‘the action of
putting off’-- deferring. The point here is to get a semantic dimension of sameness into play as well (and into play
without a commitment to a deferred presence; the only essential thing at issue when someone defers doing
something is that instead of doing x now, they intend to do x later--whether ‘doing x’ can escape the logic of
identity-in-différance being elaborated is a further question ).” French “différence” (with an e) does not have this
semantic component (66, emphasis mine).
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differentiation through spacing but also the temporizing detour of deferral. To be specific, the
sense of “to differ”, whether referring to “dissimilar otherness” or “allergic and polemic
otherness”, necessarily involves “an interval, a distance, spacing” which is “produced between
the elements other” and “produced with a certain perseverence in repetition” (Ibid., 8). In other
words, spacing occurs among different elements as well as in repetition. On the one hand, the
systematic play of differences is made possible through spacing by means of which elements are
related to each other. On the other hand, differentiation is inevitable in repetition because, as
Derrida once pointed out, every repetition produces a difference and always leads to alteration.31
To repeat something is therefore to alter it, to make a difference.32 This spatial dimension of
différance can help with our understanding of intertextuality because intertextuality is marked
first and foremost by difference rather than similarity when prior textual elements are
transcontextualized into new textual spaces, hence a spacing has taken place, and function
differently with their new textual identities.
The other sense of différance, which is “to defer”, is to be understood in relation to the
nature of the sign, verbal or written, as well as of signification. According to Derrida, the sign is
“usually said to be put in the place of the thing itself, the present thing, ‘thing’ here standing
equally for meaning of referent. The sign represents the present in its absence. It takes the place
of the present” (1982, 9). In other words, when we cannot grasp or show the thing, or when the
present cannot be presented, we “signify, we go through the detour of the sign. We take or give
signs. We signal”, and the sign therefore becomes “a deferred presence” (Ibid.). This process of
signification can best illustrate “the différance of temporization” since the “circulation of signs
defers the moment in which we can encounter the thing itself” (Ibid.). Such a continual
31
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displacement of the signifieds by the infinite regress of mutual differentiation between signs
underlines the nonpresence of the other inscribed within the sense of present, which nicely
resonates with the working mechanism of intertextuality because any transcontextualized sign
also carries with it previous traces from a different linguistic or contextual space, thus always
containing self-alienating elements when it is caught up in a web of different signifying practices.
If différance makes the movement of signification possible by endowing a sign with both past
and future semiotic units,33 then it is also différance that makes intertextuality work because
every text expresses its meaning in relation to other texts. Ultimately, the idea of the text, and of
intertextuality in particular, depends “on the figure of the web, the weave, the garment (text)
woven from the threads of the ‘already written’ and the ‘already read’” (Allen, 2000, 6). The
Derridean différance helps to foreground notions such as relationality, interconnectedness and
interdependence already contained in the concept of intertextuality, which advocates a radical
vision of meaning, authorship, originality and autonomy.
The temporal dimension of différance proves equally significant in helping us understand
the nature of heterotopic space. Since the signified has been continually displaced in the
signifying process, the differing and deferring chain of signifiers can only produce textual
meaning in a dynamic and open process in which not only the boundary between a text’ interior
and exterior is constantly crossed, a signifier’s meaning is also inevitably infiltrated by another
signifier, which in turn is again interpreted by another signifier, and so on to infinity. When the
production of meaning can only take place in the transgressive chain of semiotic system, the

According to Derrida, “[i]t is because of différance that the movement of signification is possible only if each socalled ‘present’ element, each element appearing on the scene of presence, is related to something other than itself,
thereby keeping within itself the mark of the past element, and already letting itself be vitiated by the mark of its
relation to the future element, this trace being related no less to what is called the future than to what is called the
past, and constituting what is called the present by means of this very relation to what it is not: what it absolutely is
not, not even a past or a future as a modified present” (1982, 13).
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meaning of any sign becomes elusive, indeterminable, pluralistic, and forever in the process of
becoming. In this sense, the Derridean différance helps to unveil the delusional nature of a
utopian pursuit of meaning.
In the same way that différance as temporization is understood to be “tak[ing] recourse,
consciously or unconsciously, in the temporal and temporizing mediation of a detour that
suspends the accomplishment or fulfillment of ‘desire’ or ‘will’” (Derrida, 1982, 8), the
Foucauldian heterotopia is also the space of deferral and the space of a process where utopian
ideas (the “eu”, good place) are beyond our grasp and can never lead us to utopian places (hence
the “ou”, no place). In this sense, heterotopia could be read as a space of différance where
different social sites are produced in the process of our chasing the utopian ideal. That is to say,
différance’s conceptual insight to help read heterotopic spaces is reflected primarily in its
capacity of explaining the tension between utopian desire and heterotopic space.

1.5 Intertextuality, Heterotopia and Contemporary Chinese Fiction
The four writers I discuss in this project engage both intertextual practices and heterotopic
spaces in their fictional writings. As far as intertextuality is concerned, différance further helps
with addressing these writers’ intertextual practices as a productive-creative approach to China’s
literary and cultural tradition, which is marked by their effort of exploring the difference and
similarity between past and present rather than by what Harold Bloom called the “anxiety of
influence”.34 Instead of being intimidated by previous cultural legacy left by their “poetic

Bloom use the term “anxiety of influence” to describe poetry in the post-Miltonic period. According to him, it is
almost impossible for the post-Milton poets to overthrow the tyrannical weight of their “poetic father.” Driven by
such “anxiety of influence,” the post-Milton poets are always motivated by two desires--the desire to ‘imitate the
precursor’s poetry” and the desire to “be original” that helps them defend against the knowledge that all the poet is
doing is imitating rather than creating afresh (Allen, 2000, 134).
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father[s]”,35 these writers consciously employ quotations, imitations, pastiches or parodies to
make ingenious use of previous literary and historical heritage.
In doing so, they not only make a difference by embracing the influence of the past, but also,
in my opinion, make a différance in the Derridean sense because their intentional allowance of a
textual infiltration from past discourses helps to initiate a productive process of differing and
deferring which both legitimizes a continuity with history and challenges that continuity by
making previous texts and discourses function differently so as to generate new meanings in their
trans-contextualization. This paradoxical tendency of “conservative installing” and “radical
contesting” of the literary and cultural past is therefore described to be an “authorized
transgression” (Hutcheon, 1988, 129). Through this practice, these writers not only endow new
meanings to those past literary and cultural texts they have intertextualized but also enrich the
meanings of their present fictional works. Moreover, when past literary and cultural texts are
trans-contextualized in the present fictional space, they must also affect the way we interpret the
new sociohistorical contexts of these fictional creation, since any text is never an isolated object
but a “compilation of cultural textuality”.36 The four writers’ intertextual practice is thus not
simply a narrative practice but bespeaks the sociopolitical and cultural environment they live in
as well as their own individual experiences. In other words, the four authors I discuss, Ge Fei,
Dung Kai-cheung, Luo Yijun, and Liu Cixin, write intertextually to encode rich messages in
their fictions which, after being decoded, would also reflect their positions, beliefs as well as the
sociopolitical and ideological symptoms of their respective societies.
As I mentioned earlier, the four works I read in the following chapters are all related more or
less to the theme of utopianism, but they can not be defined as “utopian literature” in its strict
35
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sense. This is because none of them focus solely on depicting an imaginary alternative world or
demonstrate their blind belief in its possible realization. Instead, all of them are clearly more
interested in exploring the tension or gap between the lure of utopia and the heterotopic realities.
For lack of a better expression, I would therefore call them “heterotopic literature”, the function
of which is to disclose precisely the irresistible lure, the everlasting attraction, and the illusive
nature of utopia. I hope that these heterotopic works might offer some advice on how to balance
our psychic impulse of a deep-rooted unsatisfaction (a positive motivation for a change) and our
heterotopic reality of imperfection and inadequacy (status quo). More importantly, I believe that
heterotopic literature might enlighten us about how to enlist the power of heterotopia in our fight
for a more diversified, inclusive, tolerant and more equal world.
As the body of my dissertation, Chapter 2 focuses on the psychological and political aspect
of utopianism and its serious investigation by one of the most influential mainland writers Ge Fei
who shows an enduring interest in and a persistent suspicion of a teleological and progressive
utopianism embraced by the Chinese government in the two major phases of his writing.
Specifically, I analyze Ge Fei’s writings which not only involve a deliberate intertextualization
of classical Chinese poetry but also demonstrate his reflection on utopianism in respectively his
short experimental fiction Brocade Zither of the 1980s and his realistic novel Girl’s Face, Peach
Blossom of the 90s. In both works, Ge Fei makes best use of Li Shangyin’s Untitled Poems to
explore the concept of utopia and reflect upon various utopian projects in modern and
contemporary China. While his Brocade Zither can be read as his resistance of the utopian lure
through the construction of a “textual heterotopia”37 in this experimental novella in China’s
utopian decade of the 1980s, his Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom reflects more substantially his
By “textual heterotopia” I mean that it is a fictional construction in text and on paper, opposed to the actual
geographical heterotopic sites discussed by various sociologists. And it is more close to Foucault’s definition of
radical heterotopic writing.
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thinking on the problematic nature of utopian social experimentation by exploring the
interrelation or tension between desire and utopia manifested in various utopian projects depicted
in the novel. In other words, I attempt to find out how Ge Fei’s intertextual writing helps us to
understand the psychological and political aspect of utopia, and how it facilitates the
deconstruction of utopia by revealing its fundamentally illusive nature.
Chapter 3 focuses on the sociological and cultural aspect of utopianism, taking Hong Kong
as the case study. In this chapter I will read Hong Kong writer Dung Kai-cheung’s Visible Cities
in the larger context of Hong Kong’s collective utopian search for a definite and unified Hong
Kong identity right before its handover to the Chinese government in 1997. Contrary to Hong
Kong’s mainstream utopianized approach to identity construction, Dung obviously takes a
different path. In Visible Cities, he experiments with constructing Hong Kong into a heterotopic
world within which a drama of the metamorphosis of identities of both the city and its citizens is
staged and a heterotopic identity of Hong Kong is constructed through the author’s heterotopic
imagination and intertextual writing strategy. Given the fact that a heterotopic envisioning of
Hong Kong identity tends to conceptualize identity in plural forms, and accordingly envisioning
it as malleable, transforming, flexible, and always in the process of becoming, a heterotopic
construction of identity is naturally more inclusive and tolerant of differences and ambiguities
than an illusory utopian one. Dung’s deconstructive position of envisioning Hong Kong as a
heterotopic community hence is unexpectedly empowering and liberating.
Chapter 4 examines the historical and political aspect of utopianism manifested in post-1949
Taiwan society. In this chapter I conduct a close reading of the widely acclaimed long novel—
Xixia Hotel—by one of the most productive second-generation mainlander authors Luo Yijun. In
this novel, Luo successfully allegorizes the increasing predicament, bewilderment, and alienation
35

faced by a particular group of mainlanders after the disillusionment of the first-generation’s
utopian dream of retaking Mainland China from the Communists (fangong fuguo 反共復國) and
the disappearance of both generations’ familiar though hotel-like living space (the Military
Compounds) in which they share a common cultural memory. I read Xixia Hotel as a fictional
representation of two generations of this group of mainlanders’ outsider situation or their
experience of alienation and marginalization. In my analysis I will focus on the twin images in
the title of his novel—the Xixia Empire (1038-1227AD) and the hotel, signifying the two
dimensions of respectively time/history and space—which are ingeniously employed to express
those mainlanders’ alienating process and their rootless/homeless status. I argue that Luo Yijun
successfully represents the mainlanders’ anxiety about being unwelcome, marginalized, even
alienated, and about the gradual disappearance of their collective cultural memory chiefly
through his creations of various heterotopic spaces in this novel. This is exhibited most notably
as the social spaces of mainlanders living in Taiwan, but also as the historical spaces produced
through the author’s efforts both of fictionalizing stories of the mainlanders’ collective relocation
in Taiwan and of intertextualizing various historical stories about the Xixia Empire.
Chapter 5 focuses on the relationship between the genre of science fiction and issues of
utopian desire, utopian form and heterotopic space through a case study of the most
distinguished Chinese science fiction writer Liu Cixin. His prize-winning epic trilogy of the
Three-Body addresses the thematic concern about the impact of the extraterrestrial intelligence
and of the unknown universe as a whole on humanity, which therefore more intimately involves
issues about utopian desires and heterotopic spaces. The notion of heterotopic space in particular
goes beyond its usual social and textual senses to expand into the spatial and intertextual realms,
and will be integrated into a generic reading of this trilogy. After a brief examination of the
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workings of utopian impulses and heterotopic spaces in relation to the allegorical mode and the
plot of problem-solving in this trilogy, I will then discuss SF as an intertextual genre, supported
mostly with case studies of two important intertexts of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and the
“Russell’s Turkey” problems in Book I to represent the working of environmental and scientific
discourses in producing the effect of intertextuality. Moreover in my discussion of SF as a spatial
genre, Edgar Allen Poe’s story about the maelstrom and Van Gogh’s Starry Nights in Book III
help with Liu’s introduction of historical and artistic discourses in order to conceptualize a
discourse of SF.
More significantly, this ground-breaking epic also well illustrates Frederic Jameson’s other
theoretical discussions of science fiction, especially his “unknowability” thesis, or the principle
about the “impossibility of understanding the Other” (108). This is accomplished chiefly through
its allegorical representations both of the universe as a heterotopic space of dark forest, and of
human agency, or life civilization in general, as an alternative dimension equivalent to that of
love and art which eventually prevails in a universe made up of physical and spatial laws. In this
sense, Liu’s Three-Body trilogy could also be viewed as a heterotopic space of experimentation
in which ideas of utopia, our ethical or moral tenets, universal laws and scientific truths are
tested and problematized.
For my conclusion, I rethink about the issue of space in relation to intertextuality in an
attempt to develop an “aesthetics of space”, which consists of both an aesthetic way of
conceptualizing space and spatial production as a case of intertextualization, and a poetics of
conceptualizing or understanding intertext as a heterotopic space for dialogic interaction with the
otherness and difference.
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Chapter Two
Utopian Desire and Intertextual Space in Ge Fei’s Fiction
2.1 Chinese Utopianism and Ge Fei’s Intertextual Practice in the 1980s and 90s
If we understand utopianism to be, as Levitas suggests in The Concept of Utopia, either a
relentless dissatisfaction with the present, or an “imagination of alternative worlds intended to
represent a better way of being for the human beings in them,”38 then modern Chinese history
can be said to be a history of utopianism. This is because almost each historical period in the 20th
century, from the May Fourth (1919) to the contemporary era, is characterized by noticeable
utopian projects with a highly experimental nature.
The May Fourth period is allegedly the first expression of Chinese utopianism. The
quintessential embodiment of the May Fourth zeitgeist is a fundamental iconoclasm fueled by a
desire for modernity. This fundamental iconoclasm finds its expression not only in a radical
dissatisfaction with the “here and now” but also in a complete disavowal of China’s past together
with its old tradition and customs. In other words, the utopian envisioning of Chinese modernity
is based first and foremost on the idea that modern China must have an uncontaminated and pure
origin unburdened by its past, so that it can become again, in the near future, a modern nationstate characterized by the enlightenment ideals of emancipation, humanism and democracy.
After the founding of People’s Republic of China as a socialist state, Mao Zedong
continued to refine the Chinese modernity project by carrying out a series of utopian experiments
culminated in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Mao’s utopian ambition is
38
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far greater than those May Fourth intellectuals’ dream of integrating China into the 20th-century
world history. Mao not only believed that China could “catch up with the British and the
Americans” (ganying chaomei 趕英超美) in a short time, which tragically led to his utopian
experiment of the Great Leap Forward (da yuejin 大躍進), but also envisioned the Cultural
Revolution as “represent[ing] China’s regaining its central position in the world” thus capable of
“inspir[ing] worldwide national liberation and independence movements across Asia, Africa, and
Latin America through the export of Maoism” (Huang, 6). In this sense, Mao’s utopianism
transcends the boundary of nation-state and acquires an international dimension.
After the ending of the catastrophic Cultural Revolution, the Reform Era (1980-1990) under
Deng Xiaoping began as another utopian period, even though its initial task was to put an end to
the quintessentially utopian effort of the Cultural Revolution. During the Reform Era, Chinese
society underwent a rapid transformation to market economy and globalization. However,
utopianism was not forgotten: the twin utopian projects of modernization and enlightenment
were soon launched, making the 1980s an “utopian decade” in the eyes of scholars like Jing
Wang.39
From this brief summary of modern Chinese history we can see that the utopian spell
dictates a unilinear, progressive, and fundamentally teleological view of history in different
historical times and sociopolitical contexts. An identifiable “utopia complex” unites those
periods in China’s modern history and predicates their shared tendency of forward-looking as
well as a shared impulse of rejecting the past in order to remake or recreate a “new” and
“uncontaminated”40 modern Chinese nation. In other words, under the lure of modernity, Chinese
Wang, Jing. High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics, and Ideology in Deng’s China. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1996, 198.
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Palgrave Macmillan, 2007, 2.
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utopianism from its very beginning has been trying to construct a myth of a parthenogenetic birth
fit for a new and better society unburdened by the malaise of the past.
However, we should know that the “past” here has different referents in different periods.
During the May Fourth and the Maoist period, the “past” refers primarily to China’s literary and
cultural past that has been radically rejected because of an anxiety about its bad influence, that is
the fear of being haunted by traditions and customs which are seen as the root cause of China’s
stagnation and underdevelopment. But in the Reform Era, the “past” begins to refer to the more
recent political history of the Maoist Era the violence, turmoil and confusion of which are too
traumatic for the government to handle, for fear that it might hinder the progress of its new
utopian projects of modernization and globalization. Despite different significations of the “past”,
the May Fourth, the Maoist, and the Reform Era have all produced a hegemonic discourse about
the notion of utopia which is contingent upon a vision of history as discontinuous with and
unburdened by either a distant or a near past. Such a conceptualization of utopia bespeaks the
limited vision as well as the problematic nature of an understanding of history—and
unsurprisingly, it hasn’t remained unchallenged.
From around the mid-1980s, Chinese writers began to return consciously to traditional
Chinese culture and classical literature to seek inspiration, models and nutrition for their writing
experiments. The purpose is to question and challenge either the problematic view of history or
the official version of “utopianism”. Ge Fei is one of these writers whose obsession with, or
perhaps suspicion of, utopianism is reflected in the two phases of his writing career: the phase of
short experimental fiction in the 1980s and the phase of realist novels in the 1990s. While some
of his writings in the 1980s can be seen as an indirect dialogue with the dominating official
utopian discourse, his utopian trilogy published successively after 2000 shows his direct and
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deep reflection on various social experiments of utopianism, since each of these three works
depicts a uniquely utopian period in modern Chinese history.41
In this chapter I will discuss Ge Fei’s 格非 writings that demonstrate his thinking on
utopianism in the 1980s and the 90s respectively. More specifically, I will focus chiefly on
Jinse42 (Brocade Zither 錦瑟, written in the 1980s) and Renmian taohua (Girl’s Face, Peach
Blossom 人面桃花, written in the 90s though published later in 2004 ), in both of which Ge Fei
carries out a noticeable intertextual experiment. I attempt to examine how the intertextual effort
helps the author to reflect on and even deconstruct the notion of utopia.
To begin with, Ge Fei’s intertextual practices in his fictional writings can also be divided
into two phases—intertextual experiment in the 1980s and 90s respectively. He began his
intertextual dialogue with classical Chinese literature around late 1980s when he was one of the
youngest Chinese avant-garde writers. His most representative works that demonstrate
conspicuous intertextual features during this period are the four novellas—Jinse (Brocade Zither
錦瑟), Liangzhou ci (Verses Composed in Liangzhou 涼州詞) , Hu Shao (Whistling 唿哨), and

Yelang Zhixing (The Journey of Yelang 夜郎之行).43 Given the fact that the symbolic beginning
of modern Chinese literature is marked by a “break” with the past initiated by the May Fourth
intellectuals’ iconoclasm and culminated in Mao’s policy of “Demolishing the Four Olds” (po
sijiu 破四舊), Ge Fei’s intertextual practice in the 1980s signifies more a “return” to the past
insofar as he attempts to reunite with the Chinese literary past through his fictional writing.
Ge Fei’s utopian trilogy is constituted by three installments entitled respectively as Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom,
Shanhe rumeng (Mountains and Rivers Entering into Dreams 山河入夢) and Chun jin jiangnan (The End of Spring
in Jiangnan 春盡江南). Each of them depicts an important utopian period in modern Chinese history: the early
republican era, the Maoist era and the post-Reform Era.
42
This is one translation of Li Shangyin’s poem by James J. Y. Liu.
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The intertexts of the four novella are Li Shangyin’s 李商隱 “Brocade Zither” (錦瑟), Wang Zhihuan’s 王之渙
“Liangzhou ci” (涼州詞), Wang Wei’s 王維 “Ouran zuo liushou zhisan” (偶然作六首之三) and Li Bai’s 李白
“Liuyelang zeng xinpanguan” (流夜郎贈辛判官).
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This return in the 1980s is only Ge Fei’s first attempt at the intertextual writing of fiction.
From around the mid-90s, however, Ge Fei started to reflect, both stylistically and thematically,
upon his experimental novellas produced during the 1980s and began to explore new ways of
fictional writing. After more than a decade-long effort, he published in 2004 a long novel titled
Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom which is also the first installment of his utopian trilogy. This novel
marks his transition in narrative strategy and writing style from short experimental novellas that
celebrate primarily narrative form to long novels which, with a shifted emphasis on plot
development and character-building, return to the realistic tradition. More significantly, in this
period of novelistic writing he has continued his practice of intertextualizing classical Chinese
literature, poetry in particular, as he once did in his experimental novellas.44
Since contextual information of the 1980s and 90s is a necessary background for
interpreting Ge Fei’s two pieces of writings, I will first briefly discuss the socio-political and
intellectual contexts behind Ge Fei’s two phases of intertextual practice before my more
substantial textual analysis of Brocade Zither and Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom. Ge Fei’s avantgarde writing experiments started around mid 1980s, which, according to Jing Wang, is marked
by various obsessions with culture in society, particularly among writers, artists, and intellectuals
in general: the obsession with the translation and publication of the celebrated Colombian writer
Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude in 1984, the passion for root-searching
and new methodologies in 1985, and the Culture Fever in 1986. Generally speaking, the 1980s is
characterized by all kinds of post-revolutionary fevers about knowledge and enlightenment
(Wang, 38). As a result, the general mood of the mid-1980s, as I mentioned earlier, is positive
The primary intertexts of Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom are Cui Hu’s 崔護 “Ti ducheng nanzhuang” (Inscribe A
Poem in the Village South of the Capital 題都城南莊) , Tao Yuanming’s 陶淵明 “Taohuayuan ji” (Peach Blossom
Spring 桃花源記) and Li Shangyin’s untitled poem referred to as “Sasa dongfeng” (颯颯東風). However, in my
textual analysis, I will primarily focus on the function of Li Shangyin’s poem in this novel.
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and utopian since it is formed around a visionary perfection of the twin utopian projects of
modernization and enlightenment characterized by a forward-looking momentum and a
teleological view of history.
To question or challenge this official version of utopianism, Chinese writers began to make
a conscious return to the past. In my view, there are, roughly speaking, three approaches
regarding such a “return” in fictional creation: the cultural, the literary and the political. The
root-searching school took a journey of a “cultural return”. Writers such as A Cheng 阿城 and
Han Shaogong 韓少功 made it their goal to find the cultural essence of China in deep mountains,
the hinterlands and the backwaters of the country. Rather than being motivated by a “cheap
nostalgia” or “a preference for one’s native region”, the root-searching writers were driven more
by a desire to locate the “historical factors deep down in [their] aesthetic concepts and a
concretization of the efforts to come to an understanding of the infinity and eternity of human
existence.”45 This root-searching consciousness is characterized by a backward-looking gaze and
a preoccupation with the temporal past as well as the geographically remote. These writers tried
to reevaluate China’s own tradition as a source for renewal, hence voicing their disagreement
with the May Fourth strategy as well as Mao’s policy which had produced a cultural rupture. In
the so-called “utopian decade” of the 1980s, the root-searching school constructed what Jing
Wang terms a “cultural-aesthetic utopia” which is complementary, if not in opposition, to the
official sociopolitical utopian discourse (Wang, 201).
The second approach regarding “return” is a literary one. By this I mean a group of writers
trying to conduct a dialogue with China’s literary past on a textual level through quotations,

This quotation comes from Han Shaogong’s article “Wenxue de gen” (The Root of Literature 文學的根) published
in the fourth issue of the literary journal Writers in 1985 and was later held to be the manifesto of this new trend.
Actually, “Searching for roots” school got its name from this manifesto.
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imitations, pastiches and parodies of previous literary heritage. Fei Ming 廢名, Wang Meng 王蒙,
Wang Anyi 王安憶 and Ge Fei 格非 are a few of those writers who fancied this literary return.
Different from the root-searching school’s craze for a mixed breed of modernism and the nativist
nostalgia for old China’s cultural myths, ethical totality, and aesthetic archetypes, this group of
writers shied away from the task of revalorizing China’s cultural past. Instead, they attempted to
establish a dialogical relation between the past and the present through intertextualizing early
literary texts in their fictions. Through various intertextual practices, these writers managed to
present at least two ideological positions associated with respectively the appropriated texts and
their own fictional texts in one unitary fictional world.
More often than not, the past and the present literary discourses can respond to and shed
light on each other in their intertextual works thus endowing their writing with a dialogical
nature. Since dialogism is the departure point for M. M. Bakhtin to theorize intertextuality, the
intertextual nature of a novel could be seen as the “modern inheritor of this unofficial, highly
satirical and parodic, dialogical tradition of the carnivalesque” (Allen, 22). With the carnival act
as a “centrifugal force” promoting the “unofficial dimensions of society and human life” that
“stands against the official ideology and discourse of religious and state power,” the dialogical
novel “fights against any view of the world which would valorize one ‘official’ point-of-view,
one ideological position, and thus one discourse, above all others” (Ibid., 24). In this sense, this
group of writers’ choice of writing intertextually has given their works a discursive tool that can
help challenge the hegemony of the official discourse of utopianism. They build up temporal and
thematic labyrinths in their fiction through juxtaposing different layers of texts and intertexts for
the purpose of fighting against authority, singularity, teleology and the unity of meaning by
perplexing and complicating our understanding of history and time.
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The third way of engaging the past is explored by the avant-garde or the experimentalist
writers who became active in late 1980s. Leading figures in this avant-garde school—Yu Hua 余
華, Can Xue 殘雪, Su Tong 蘇童 and Ge Fei—deliberately chose to look at the more recent past

of the traumatic Cultural Revolution. Such a “political return” to the past is mostly driven by
their desire to question and challenge the dominant official discourse of rationality and
teleological progression of history and society. In their fiction they often represent the irrational,
the regressive, the cyclic, the absurd, the distorted, the grotesque and the surreal. Moreover, they
tend to reject those conventional elements of fictional writing such as characterization, plot, or
the upwardly and logically moving narrative. Instead, they create fiction that is often plotless,
senseless and crisis-ridden. In other words, avant-garde fiction writers depart from the realistic
mode of narrative and adopt instead the various modernist and even postmodernist techniques to
evoke sense of chaos, opacity, indeterminacy and bewilderment in their writing practices. Such
experimentation in their fiction often promotes an open sense of temporality as well as a unique
structure and order, or lack thereof, in order to challenge the established structure of meaning
and to explode the continually forward-looking viewpoint, therefore casting doubt on the 1980s’
official discourse of utopianism which, based on the defining characteristic of utopia, is premised
upon the principle of structure and order.46
The avant-garde writers made their debut onto China’s literary stage around 1987.
According to Jing Wang, there is a great difference between the mid and the late 1980s. The
mid-1980s “witness[es] a symphony of unmitigated optimism”47 demonstrated by both the
“state’s modernization program steer[ing] the country into imagined prosperity”48 and the
Levitas, Ruth. The Concept of Utopia. Hemel Hertforshire: Philip Allan, 1990, 180.
Jing Wang’s “High Culture Fever: The Cultural Discussion in the Mid-1980s and the Politics of Methodologies”
in High Cultural Fever: Politics, Aesthetics, and Ideology in Deng’s China, p37.
48
Ibid.
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intellectuals’ collaboration with the Party “in its reconstruction of the socialist utopia”49, but the
late 1980s is characterized instead by the emergence of a “pervasive dystopian climate”.50 This
explains why the experimentalists foreground in their narrative tableau the “utopian moment of a
radically different order” which, for Jing Wang, is more like a “linguistic utopia” (201).
Regarding Ge Fei’s relation to these three different approaches about the return to the past, I
argue that Ge Fei’s literary practice overlaps with all three “returning” trends: unlike his rootseeking predecessors, he chose a different path from them by looking backward primarily in
areas of literature instead of culture, while at the same time participating in the Chinese avantgarde movement by practicing formal experimentation in his novellas of the late 1980s. I
therefore want to do a different reading from Jing Wang’s analysis in regard to Ge Fei’s
engagement with utopianism: I propose that Ge Fei’s fictional world of Brocade Zither is more a
textual heterotopia than a linguistic utopia. And I will investigate this point later in my textual
analysis of this novella.
Around the mid-1990s, Ge Fei started to rethink about the method of fiction writing while
continuing his exploration of the relevance of earlier literature to his own writing. He changed
his writing style significantly while at the same time starting to reflect upon various utopian
discourses and projects through his fiction. This is primarily because the general ambience of the
1990s has been different from the 1980s. Although the teleological view of history and the
utopian mood were still dominant in the 1990s, there was a change of emphasis in carrying out
utopian projects. Utopianism in the 1980s was manifested in different realms from the economic
and political (Four Modernization) to the cultural and intellectual (Cultural Fever). But the 1990s
saw the “collapse of the lively and polyphonic intellectual space of the late 1980s” immediately
Ibid.
Jing Wang’s “The Pseudoproposition of ‘Chinese Postmodernism’: Ge Fei and the Experimentalist Showcase” in
High Cultural Fever: Politics, Aesthetics, and Ideology in Deng’s China, p242.
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after the Tiananmen Incident on June 4th, 1989.51 The intellectual high culture in the 1980s had
“metamorphosed into a boisterous, disorienting social sphere underscored by a carnivalesque
consumer mass culture equipped with new information technology from the cell phone to the
internet” (Zhang, 2008, 2). Rapid economic development and the pursuit of personal prosperity
and happiness were further encouraged by the official policy of market economy, consumption
and the influx of global capital. As a result, the decade of 1990s witnessed a waning of historical
consciousness and a popularization of what I see as an “economic utopianism.”52 This
government-orchestrated market economy reform produced a collective social desire to get rich
while at the same time giving rise to a profound anxiety among the intellectuals and cultural
elites who frequently “express[ed] their concern in a somewhat self-pitying lamentation on the
general vulgarization of society, the demise of high culture, and humanistic intellectuals’
withering and irrelevance under the twofold monopoly of public space by the state and the
commodity” (Ibid., 39). This marginalization of the intellectuals and cultural elites was not only
the result of the government’s shift of focus to the development of market economy, but also the
traumatic impact of the June 4th event in 1989 after which the intellectuals’ privileged voice and
vision was shattered.
Shocked by the gunfire of the June 4th Incident, the Chinese intellectuals started to rethink
about utopianism and radicalism. As Xudong Zhang further observes: “Many Chinese
intellectuals, who had encountered Western liberal and conservative discourses in the late 1980s,
quickly came to the conclusion that the Tiananmen ‘democracy’ movement was but one more illfated mass movement propelled by an intellectual belief in radical, total social change and lofty
Zhang, Xudong. Postsocialism and Cultural Politics: China in the Last Decade of the Twentieth Century. Durham:
Duke UP, 2008, 39.
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By “economic utopianism” I mean that the utopian standard of a good and better society is primarily measured
against economic prosperity; while the utopian desire for the good and the better is primarily manifested in the
desire to be rich.
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political ideals” (Ibid., 40). Such repudiation of radicalism “discredit[s] utopian and
revolutionary impulses toward social change as humanly naive, intellectually arrogant, and
philosophically wrong” (Ibid., 41). This antiradical turn could be seen as an approach the
Chinese intellectuals had taken to avoid a head-on political confrontation with the government.
Moreover, this critique of radicalism “prepared an antitheoretical, anti-‘grand narrative’
sentiment which paved the way for a massive deintellectualization of Chinese cultural life in the
1990s” (Ibid., 44). In order to recapture their relevance and legitimacy in the 1990s economic
and political context, Chinese intellectuals redefined themselves as professionals and specialists
in “the heightened division and specialization of intellectual labor” (Ibid., 44). Moreover, there
was also a shift of focus in the field of academic research. In the 1980s, discussions of Western
theories occupied the center of Chinese intellectual discourse, while in the 1990s, there was a
new tendency of “detheorizing”53 and a new interest in “Chinese learning”54 (guoxue 國學). This
general shift of interest in promoting and valorizing traditional Chinese literature and culture can
be seen as a massive cultural return to the past in the economically utopian decade.
In this new sociopolitical, economic and intellectual context, it is thus no wonder that Ge
Fei started to reposition himself as a writer. On the one hand, he consciously reflected on
different utopian projects launched in different historical periods in his utopian trilogy55, on the
other, he deliberately changed his writing style from experimental novellas which bear evident
influence from the Western modernism and postmodernism to a narrative style closer to realism
in his writing of long novels. Despite the change of his writing style, one thing has remained
constant throughout Ge Fei’s writing career: his interest in Li Shangyin’s poetry.
Zhang, 2008, 44.
Ibid.
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The three novels of Ge Fei’s utopian trilogy are Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom, Mountains and Rivers Entering into
Dreams, and The End of Spring in Jiangnan, in which Ge Fei respectively writes about different utopian projects
carried out in the early republic period, the Mao Era and the 1990s economic reform period.
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In the following pages, I will read Ge Fei’s two fictional works written in two radically
different sociohistorical periods of contemporary China. In both works, Ge Fei intertextualizes Li
Shangyin’s untitled poems: the poem referred to as “Brocade Zither” becomes the proto-text of
Ge Fei’s experimental novella Brocade Zither written in the 1980s, while the poem referred to as
“Sasa dongfeng” (颯颯東風) becomes the primary intertext of the novel Girl’s Face, Peach
Blossom written in the 90s. I argue that in both works, Ge Fei makes best use of these two of Li
Shangyin’s untitled poems to explore the concept of utopia and reflect upon various utopian
projects in modern and contemporary China.
To be specific, I’d like to read Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither as his disavowal of the official
utopian discourse in China’s utopian decade of the 1980s. Different from his predecessors, or the
root-searching school, who have challenged the official version of sociopolitical utopianism by
constructing a “cultural-aesthetic utopia”56, Ge Fei expresses his complete disavowal of the
utopian lure through the construction of a “textual heterotopia”57 in this experimental novella. By
“textual heterotopia” I mean that it is a fictional construction in text and on paper, opposed to the
actual geographical heterotopic sites discussed by various sociologists. This concept is close to
Foucault’s definition of radical heterotopic writing. I argue that this fictional heterotopic space is
made possible mostly through Ge Fei’s intertextualization of Li Shangyin’s poem “Brocade
Zither”. I proceed to read Ge Fei’s Girls Face, Peach Blossom as his expanded exploration of the
utopia motif in the 90s when Chinese sociopolitical utopianism began to be replaced by people’s
pursuit of economic profits. Different from his intertextual practice in the 1980s, Ge Fei’s
engagement of Li Shangyin’s untitled poem “Sasa dongfeng” in Girls Face, Peach Blossom can
Wang, Jing. High Culture Fever :Politics, Aesthetics, and Ideology in Deng’s China. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1996, 201.
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By “textual heterotopia” I mean that it is a fictional construction in text and on paper, opposed to the actual
geographical heterotopic sites discussed by various sociologists. And it is more close to Foucault’s definition of
radical heterotopic writing.
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be read on two levels. On the level of narrative, he develops Li Shangyin’s poem about desire
into a long story about erotic desire and its entanglement with revolutionary passion. On a deeper
level, I argue that Li Shangyin’s “Sasa dongfeng” helps to facilitate Ge Fei’s exploration of the
interrelation between desire and utopia through his discussion in the novel of various utopian
projects modeled on either the classical Chinese utopia represented by the “Peach Blossom
Spring” or the modern utopian ideal of enlightenment and progress.

2.2 Li Shangyin and Ge Fei’s Textual Heterotopia in Brocade Zither
As a matter of fact, Li Shangyin has always been relevant to China’s cultural scene in the
1980s and 90s, and Ge Fei is by no means the only contemporary Chinese writer who is attracted
to Li and alludes to his poetry in his fictional texts. According to Paola Iovene, Li Shangyin is
“indeed, a favorite of several twentieth-century Chinese writers”.58 Among them, Fei Ming
admired his poetry and sought to evoke his poetic world in his fictional writings, Wang Meng
wrote many essays and novellas that were inspired by Li’s poetry, and Li Xiuwen 李修文 “wrote
about Li Shangyin in a pamphlet in which he contrasted Li’s depth of feeling to the shallowness
of the writers of his own generation” (Iovene, 72). In addition to the literary “fever” of
appropriating Li Shangyin in a variety of projects that “aimed at redefining what constitutes
‘literature’ in the period of deep transformations of the 1980s and 1990s”, there is also a large
number of scholarly studies published on Li Shangyin, especially on his controversial “Untitled
Poems” (wuti shi 無題詩) since the early 1980s (Ibid., 72-74). Though chiefly a fictional writer,
Wang Meng also contributed a considerable amount of theoretical writings on Li Shangyin’s
poems in addition to his allusion to them in his fictional creations.
Iovene, Paola. “Why Is There a Poem in This Story?: Li Shangyin’s Poetry, Contemporary Chinese Literature,
and the Futures of the Past”. Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, p72.
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Although none of Ge Fei’s theoretical writings focus exclusively on Li Shangyin, references
to Li do appear in Ge Fei’s study of Fei Ming in which he compares Fei Ming’s treatment of
time in the novel Qiao (Bridge 橋) with the chronological structure of Li Shangyin’s poem
“Yeyu jibei” (Night Rains: To My Wife up North 夜雨寄北).59 What seems to have fascinated Ge
Fei most in this particular poem is Li’s treatment of time: time in this poem is not represented as
teleological and chronological. Instead, this poem represents “the future as the time when the
present will be a memory of the past” (Iovene, 98).60 I believe that Li Shangyin’s
conceptualization of time also inspires Ge Fei in his writing of experimental novellas. In most of
Ge Fei’s experimental novellas we can identify an irreverence to the chronological and
teleological order of time, especially to a promising envisioning of future. History, to Ge Fei, is
what Althusser calls “a process without a telos or a subject”.61 Besides the treatment of time,
there are several other features in Li Shangyin’s poetry that have greatly inspired Ge Fei in his
fictional writing: Li’s poems are “not very realistic” (butai xianshi 不太現實), “reserved” (hanxu
含蓄), “mysterious” (xuanxu 玄虛), “empty” (xuwu 虛無),62 and often blurring “borders between

the real and the imagined” (Iovene, 73). Generally speaking, Li Shangyin’s poetry “prize[s]
formal refinement over moral and intellectual content and opacity over clarity” (Ibid.). Stephen
Owen also identifies in Li’s poetry a “poetics of the clandestine” (2006, 353) or a “poetics of
blurriness” (Ibid., 395-96). The ambiguity and indeterminacy that characterize Li Shangyin’s
poetry are precisely what appeal to many contemporary Chinese writers, especially Ge Fei.

Ge Fei. “Fei Ming de yiyi” (Fei Ming’s significance 廢名的意義). In Ge Fei’s Sairen de gesheng (Voice of the
Siren 塞壬的歌聲). Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi, 226-337.
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Graham’s translation of this poem is as follows: “You ask how long before I come. Still no date is set./the night
rains on Mount Pa swell the autumn pool./when shall we, side by side, trim a candle at the west window,/And talk
back to the time of the night rains on Mount Pa?”
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Admittedly, among all of Ge Fei’s fictional works, his novella Brocade Zither contains the
most conspicuous references to Li Shangyin’s most difficult Untitled Poem commonly referred
by scholars as “Brocade Zither”. Given that the important message contained in this poetic
intertext will affect how Ge Fei’s novella is interpreted, the English translation of the original
poem is worth quoting in its own right:
The ornamental zither, for no reason, has fifty strings.
Each string, each bridge, recalls a youthful year.
Master Zhuang was confused by his morning dream of the butterfly;
Emperor Wang’s amourous heart in spring is entrusted to the cuckoo.
In the vast sea, under a bright moon, pearls have tears.
On Indigo Mountain, in the warm sun, jade engenders smoke.
This feeling might have become a thing to be remembered,
Only, at the time you were already bewildered and lost.63
(James J. Y. Liu, 1; trans. modified)
The intertextual relation between Ge Fei’s novella and this poem is evident not only because the
title of this novella duplicates the primary poetic image, but also because each of its constitutive
stories continues to imaginatively recycle other dominant images in Li’s poem.
This novella consists of four interrelated stories, which demonstrate different ways Ge Fei
intertextualizes this poem of Li Shangyin. For example, this novella is interspersed with the
exact lines, words or images from Li’s original poem: the images of “the vast sea” (canghai 滄海)
and “Indigo Mountain” (lantian 藍田) in the third couplet of the poem are appropriated by Ge Fei
to name both the realm of the king in the last story and to designate the place where the king
goes in exile together with his people. Moreover, Ge Fei’s novella appropriates many evocative
images from Li’s poem. For instance, several sensory images in Li’s poem such as smoke (yan
煙) and heat (nuan 暖) are dispersed in each story to evoke a mysterious or dreamy atmosphere.

In particular, the body of Li Shangyin’s original poem “Brocade Zither” has been recurrently
Here is the original Chinese version of this poem: 錦瑟無端五十弦，一弦一柱思華年 / 莊生曉夢迷蝴蝶，望帝春心
托杜鵑 / 滄海月明珠有淚，藍田日暖玉生煙 / 此情可待成追憶，只是當時已惘然。
63
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recited, rewritten, reinterpreted and contemplated by the protagonist named Feng Zicun who
however plays different roles in each story. In other words, Li Shangyin’s poem appears
repeatedly in various forms in the four stories set in totally different places and eras, each with its
protagonist bearing the same name of Feng Zicun. In the second story, Li’s poem is even used,
out of people’s expectation, as the topic of the civil service exam that the reincarnated Feng
Zicun is taking. What further complicates this novella’s intertextual world is the author’s
intertextualization of Zhangzi’s 莊子 famous “Butterfly Dream” which has initially been a
significant allusion in the third line of Li Shangyin’s original poem.
Paola Iovene offers a very insightful interpretation by reading this novella as a Buddhist
fable which “illustrat[es] the notion that being in the world means to be exposed to desire and
sorrow in ways that might feel always different but are basically repetitive” (101). Moreover,
such repetitive feeling “unmask[s] the illusoriness of the apparent stability” that the
transmigrated protagonist Feng Zicun thinks he has attained in all four stories (Ibid.). Reading
through the lens of such a Buddhist fable, we are enabled to see Li Shangyin’s poem as an
allegory of those protagonists’ destinies which feature “the cycle of rebirths” that do “not lead to
enlightenment and salvation” (Ibid.).
Besides Iovene’s interpretation, Jing Wang provides an alternative reading of this novella
from the perspective of the general characteristics of Chinese avant-garde fiction. In her view,
Brocade Zither, like many other avant-garde novellas, can be seen as a “linguistic utopia” in
which the author puts a “new emphasis on narration itself” as opposed to other writers’ “earlier
preoccupation with the subjectivity of the narrator or that of the narrative itself” (201-45). As a
result, a sort of “narrative tableau” has been produced, which helps to foreground “a radically
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different order from the humanistic vision that characterized the utopian discourse of Liu Zaifu’s
theory as well as of the root-searching literature” (Ibid.).
Having been illuminated by the insightful readings of Brocade Zither by both Paola Iovene
and Jing Wang, I however want to approach this novella from a different angle. I argue that the
textual world of Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither is a heterotopic world rather than a utopian one. But to
clarify the notion of “textual heterotopia”, it is necessary to recapitulate several essential points
about my usage of the term heterotopia, especially its relation to the notion of utopia, to which I
have devoted a thorough theoretical explication in the general introduction of my dissertation.
The term “heterotopia” comes originally from the study of anatomy. It is used to refer to
parts of the body that are either out of place, missing, extra, or, like tumors, alien.64 This medical
term enters into the sociological discourse through Michel Foucault in his two main works where
he refers most explicitly to heterotopia: The Order of Things and a lecture given to a group of
architects in 1967 only released and published unedited shortly before his death in 1984 and
translated into English as Of Other Spaces. Considering the relevance to my analysis of Ge Fei’s
Brocade Zither, here I will focus solely on Foucault’s discussion of heterotopia as a textual
phenomenon.
In The Order of Things, Foucault expresses his suspicion of the authoritative and scientific
order in language—a utopian order. Such utopian order is indeed defined elsewhere by theorists
such as Kevin Hetherington as a “perfect site of order” in language or text (68). Such a “perfect
site of order” refers basically to utopian thinkers’ “conscious” effort to “remove” all the
ambivalence (Ibid., 54). On the textual level, this desire to eradicate ambivalence can be found in
literary texts described as utopian when the text itself affords consolation rather than
Oxford English Dictionary volume VII, 2nd ed, (1989), prepared by J Simpson and E. Weiner, 191; Oxford:
Clarendon Press.
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disturbance.65 Moreover, language in such utopian texts should follow commonly accepted
grammatical and logical rules and would only engage words and expressions that are not unusual,
not incongruous and not ambiguous66. Or as Tobin Siebers suggests: a utopian text should appear
as “hopeful”, “rational”, “nonconflictual”, teleological in terms of narrative, and dependent on
the concept of one, instead of multiple, truth or meaning (21).
Inspired by an interesting passage from one of Borges’s works which describes a
preposterously incomprehensible classification of things in some encyclopedia from premodern
China, Foucault in The Order of Things exposes the deceptive nature of such utopian order in
language as well as the problematic nature of any seemingly valid and authoritative classification.
To be specific, Foucault demonstrates, through an analysis of the case of that Chinese
encyclopedia, the contingency and randomness of classification as well as the unsettled way of
writing which doesn’t follow the expected or established rules and conventions. For Foucault,
such textual phenomenon helps to reveal the heterotopic side of language.
Therefore, a textual heterotopia, in its contrast to a utopian text, can be seen as the site
where irregularity of language achieves dominance. In heterotopic texts, language defies
grammatical rules and celebrates instead the ambiguity and ambivalence of meaning. Foucault
uses “heterotopia” therefore to refer to the narrative space in which we would see a kind of
radical writing characterized by either an eccentric use of language or an unconventional
structure of narrative order, and hence would challenge the way we read, “especially the way our
thinking is ordered” (Hetherington, 42). In other words, any textual discourse can be unsettled by
a kind of “heterotopic writing” which challenges the expected rules and conventions. This textual
aspect of the Foucauldian heterotopia is obviously inspiring to many theorists who “want to
For detailed discussions about the features of heterotopic text, please see Kevin Hetherington’s “Two Castles:
Heterotopia as Sites of Alternative Ordering” in Badlands of Modernity: Heterotopia and Social Ordering.
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locate discourse sorely in written texts and see heterotopias as challenges to those discourses
emerging in written form”.67
To my understanding, textual heterotopias are essentially spaces of contrast, ambivalence
and incongruity which could offer an unsettling, disruptive or even shocking reading experience.
Among all characteristics of a heterotopic text, I’d like to highlight three essential elements that
would help me define Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither as a textual heterotopia. First, a heterotopic text
should be characterized by ambiguity, ambivalence and even plurality in terms of textual
meaning. Here “ambiguity” is the most important feature of a heterotopic text because as Kevin
Hetherington says, “[t]he power of the concept of heterotopia lies in its ambiguity” (51).
Secondly, a heterotopic text should also be capable of producing “the effect” of “making things
appear out of place” and offering “alternative perspectives and orderings” that might resemble a
collage (Ibid., 50). That is to say, an upsetting reading experience should be expected to result
from the heterotopic text’s unconventional narrative sequence as well as its inclusion of narrative
elements that usually don’t belong there. Last but not the least, a heterotopic text sometimes
features an unconventional way of treating time either in its arrangement of the storyline or in its
conceptualization of temporality within the story. In other words, a heterotopic text could
provide us with a link to the “slices of time” which open further onto “heterochronies” featuring
an “absolute break” with “traditional time” (Foucault, 1967, 6). These insights on textual
heterotopia would illuminate my reading of Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither as an intentional
construction of a textual heterotopia rather than a linguistic utopia.
First of all, Ge Fei’s novella is heterotopic because both the fictional text and its intertext
are full of ambiguity and uncertainty that defies fixity and clarity. The novella’s intertext—Li
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It is Hetherington’s interpretation of Genocchio in terms of the latter’s conceptualization of heterotopia.
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Shangyin’s “Brocade Zither”—has been regarded as one of the most difficult and controversial
poems in Chinese literary history. The great ambiguity of its meaning is manifested first in
several different ways of its interpretation: it “has been read as ‘poetry chanting things’ (yongwu
shi 詠物詩) on a musical instrument, as a lament for the poet’s wife, as a veiled comment on an
illicit affair, and as a complaint about a patron’s neglect”.68 The ambiguity of this poem is further
amplified by its linguistic features. According to Wang Meng, Li Shangyin’s “Brocade Zither” is
characterized by the “illogicality and discontinuity” of its structure and by a “syntactical and
logical looseness” in terms of its language.69 Such kind of language, according to Wang Meng,
“is not a normal narrative language” that follows grammatical rules and logical progression, but
“rather an interior lyrical sublanguage or metalanguage”.70 As a result, this kind of language
often generates semantic ambiguity because “polysemy” is one of its “intrinsic” characteristics
(Iovene, 92). Moreover, Li Shangyin’s “Brocade Zither” has a flexible structure, which enables it
to be rewritten with different sequences of the words like playing cards.71 In one word, Li
Shangyin’s “Brocade Zither” celebrates, on the one hand, the flexibility of juxtaposing different
poetic images and that of verbal arrangement, and on the other, the ambiguity and uncertainty
instead of fixity and clarity. Such linguistic unconventionality and semantic ambiguity of Li’s
poem help to make it an intertext of poetic heterotopia.
Similar to Li’s poem, Ge Fei’s novella is deliberately puzzling and uncertain. In other words,
the novella amplifies the most salient aspect of its poetic intertext. This puzzling and uncertain
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aspect of the novella’s narrative comes primarily from the author’s conscious effort of constantly
blurring the boundary between dream and reality for his protagonist. For example, in the first
story, the hermit Feng Zicun who lives in a village is taken out of the stable by the villagers and
faces execution for a crime he is believed to have committed, when he suddenly remembers
Zhuangzi’s famous fable about the “Butterfly Dream”72 which instantly puts him at the center of
that dream:
Zhuang Zhou’s famous fable of the “Butterfly Dream” passes through Feng Zicun’s
mind again. This time he feels as if he himself is the very center of this fable.
Is this a dream?The boundary between reality and dream is often blurred by deranged
time. He used to keep dreaming, time and time again, that he woke up at a barn with horse
shit covering his entire face. (BZ, 108)73
The central philosophical message of the intertext—Zhaungzi’s famous fable of the “Butterfly
Dream”—is about the ontological boundary between dream and reality which sometimes
becomes so blurry as to produce mysterious feelings of metamorphosis in the dreamer’s
consciousness. In other words, Zhuangzi’s fable itself could be read as illustrating the very
concept of indeterminacy on both ontological and epistemological levels. This ambiguous fable
is evoked first by Li Shangyin in the middle couplets of his “Brocade Zither” to make the poem’s
interpretation indeterminate, then by Ge Fei in his fiction in that execution scene where the
protagonist is confused whether he is in a dream or in reality. In this way, the strong sense of
indeterminacy has been significantly reinforced through a multilayered intertextualization. About
this sense of radical indeterminacy conveyed by this particular scene, Yang Xiaobin insightfully
identifies an uncertainty equally from Ge Fei’s and Li Shangyin’s lyrical voices, or from Feng

In this fable, Zhuangzi dreamed that he was a butterfly. His dream was so vivid that, on waking, he could no
longer feel sure whether he was really Zhuangzi who dreamed of a butterfly or the butterfly who dreamed of him.
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I translate all the Chinese quotations in this chapter. And I will include the Chinese original for all quotations in
footnotes. BZ here refers to Brocade Zither. The original for this paragraph is:馮子存再一次想起了莊周有關蝴蝶的那
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個著名的寓言。他似乎感覺到，此刻自己正處於這個寓言的核心。/ 會不會是一場夢？錯亂的時間常常攪亂了現實和夢
境的界限。他曾經一連幾次夢見自己在一個馬棚裏醒來，臉上蓋滿了馬糞。
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Zicun’s musings and Zhuangzi’s speculations: “Li Shangyin’s poem predetermines the lyrical
voice of Ge Fei’s narrative, since Feng Zicun, like Li Shangyin, dwells on his speculation on the
feeling of being lost in his memory/anamnesis. The speculative subject, like Zhuangzi, becomes
an unstable and self-questioning one”.74
Moreover dream as a recurrent motif and the source of narrative frequently appears in the
novella. In the second story, the student Feng Zicun is often disturbed and overwhelmed by his
sensual dreams about either his own sister or the prostitute he has had sex with prior to his taking
the civil service exam. Constantly tortured by such sensual feelings, he therefore cannot
concentrate at the exam and fails in the end. He finally commits suicide as a result of the
tremendous burden of guilt and regret. In the third and the fourth stories, Feng Zicun’s dream
further becomes the very source of the subsequently embedded narratives. So in a certain sense,
the primary function of dreams in Ge Fei’s novella is to facilitate the transgression of narrative
boundaries and to erase the distinction between the real and the imagined, for the very purpose of
creating a sense of radical uncertainty.
Since this aesthetics of radical uncertainty has been shared by both Li Shangyin and Ge Fei,
Ge Fei’s recasting of Li’s “Brocade Zither” in his novella can therefore be read as paying
homage to Li’s poetics of ambiguity. Moreover, if Li Shangyin’s poem can be seen as
embodying such an aesthetic, then Ge Fei’s transcontextualization of this poem in his new
enunciative fictional context can be accordingly read as borrowing or appropriating Li’s prestige
as a master of ambiguity to enrich his own equally very ambiguous and indeterminate fictional
world. Ge Fei’s inheritance of the poetics of ambiguity and intertextualization of a poetic
heterotopia in his novella thus proves very helpful in his creating a fictional heterotopia.
Yang, Xiaobin. The Chinese Postmodern: Trauma and Irony in Avant-Garde Chinese Fiction. Ann Arbor;
University of Michigan Press, 2002, 184.
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Besides the radical uncertainty of meaning, both Ge Fei’s novella and its intertext of Li
Shangyin’s poem demonstrate a very flexible syntactic structure which considerably foregrounds
the novella’s heterotopic character. Li’s poem has been said to be capable of being rewritten in
ways that disrupt the original sequence of the words and shatter the syntactic relations like
“playing cards”.75 That is because each word, and even each character, in Li’s poem is
“extremely important and relatively autonomous”, with the relationship between those words
being flexible (Wang, 20). Such a flexible arrangement of words and syntax within one poetic
space renders the semantics of the poem a multiple, changing, unfixed, contested and uncertain
process. This may further help to explain why this poem begins with the word “wuduan” (无端),
which can mean no beginning, no end, or no reason. Similarly in Ge Fei’s novella, the beginning
(the first story) and the end (the fourth story) coincide because the end of the fourth story brings
reader back to the novella’s very beginning by revealing that the first story is actually the dream
of the king in the last story.
Such a narrative structure obviously violates the conventional linear sequentiality by
“bending” its narrative sequence “back upon itself to form a loop, in which one and the same
event figures as both antecedent and sequel of some other event” (McHale, 108). With its tail in
its mouth, such kind of narrative text creates a temporal and ontological uncertainty that
significantly disturbs or “unsettles” the reader. More importantly, such a circular narrative
structure endows the whole novella with great flexibility in arranging its narrative sequence. It
doesn’t really matter which of the four stories opens this novella. In fact, any one of them can be
put at the beginning and functions well as the first story. In this sense, the flexibility in narrative
sequence arrangements corresponds with the syntactic flexibility of Li Shangyin’s poem. As
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Iovene points out, in Ge Fei’s reenacting of Li’s poem in his fictional narrative, Ge Fei also
“adopt[s] its structure” (104). In other words, Ge Fei’s novella intertextualizes both the form and
content of Li’ poem so as to further strengthen the heterotopic effect of his fictional space.
In addition to the flexible, thus unsettling, arrangement of narrative sequence, there is also
“a radical out-of-placeness”, another common feature of heterotopic writing, that can be found in
Ge Fei’s novella. I argue that this effect is achieved mainly through Ge Fei’s presentation of a
mise en abyme76 heterotopic scene within the second story of the novella. In this story, Feng
Zicun unexpectedly encounters an out-of-place essay topic in the civil service examination:
...Feng Zicun finally got the test’s essay question and the answer sheet.
No matter for what reasons, an essay question involving the poem “Brocade Zither” in
such an exam would appear awkward and even absurd. In his mind, almost none of the
historical figures or events could be associated with “Brocade Zither”, except that
obscure poem by Li Shangyin...so what the hell is such an essay topic? According to his
teacher, provincial examination, throughout its history, seldom involves topics other than
those didactic pieces on ethics and heavenly principles, or on three principles and five
virtues. Such exams almost never engage poetry. Even if poetry needed to be tested, it
should be about The Book of Songs, the ancient-style rhapsody, or poems by Li Bai and
Du Fu from the High Tang period. So why in hell do we have Li Shangyin in such an
exam? (BZ, 120-21, italics mine)77
Anyone who has basic knowledge of China’s civil service examination in premodern period
knows for sure that it is impossible for such an essay topic to appear. So it is not surprising that
our protagonist is frustrated and shocked by such an unexpected “abnormality”. In my view, Ge
Fei fictionalizes such a scene intentionally, in an attempt to create a sense of “absurdity” and
“out-of-placeness”. I thus read this fictional scene of examination as a mise-en-abyme
According to Brian McHale, “more relaxed definitions” of mise-en-abyme “would admit all kinds of analogies or
isomorphisms among more or less distinctly bounded parts of a text.” And if we define mise-en-abyme as broadly as
this, the “figure of mise-en-abyme ends up shading off into a general principle of analogy, whereby anything in the
text can be construed as analogous to anything else.” From “Cognition En Abyme: Models, Manuals, Maps”, p2.
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The original Chinese for this paragraph is: ...馮子存終於拿到了文章的題目和紙箋。/ 無論從哪個角度來看，《錦
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heterotopic space contained within the larger heterotopic narrative space of this fiction. And this
mise-en-abyme representation of a heterotopic space can be seen as Ge Fei’s effort of
transcoding his conceptualization of heterotopic writing into an analogous fictional scene in
which his protagonist can experience similarly uncomfortable feelings as the reader would.
When reading this scene, we, the reader, would at first be unsettled by such a strange and
unusual civil service examination essay topic. Then we will recall that our whole reading
experience has been predominated by such a sense of uneasiness, confusion and shock. In other
words, the unsettling effect of heterotopic writing is amplified in this scene. This mise-en-abyme
heterotopic space functions as an isotopic shifter which makes the novella’s heterotopic aspects
more salient by analogously and metaphorically reproducing the heterotopic effects of the whole
fictional text.
Last but not least, time in Ge Fei’s novella is also represented in a “heterochronic” way. As
a matter of fact, we cannot find traditional representation of time as linear, progressive,
standardized and teleological in this novella. Instead, time takes the form of “heterochrony”,
which is most often linked to heterotopia (Foucault, 1967, 6). There are several examples of such
heterochronic representation of time. First of all, Ge Fei creates a transmigrated protagonist Feng
Zicun. In all four stories that are set in different historical epochs, different versions of Feng
Zicun obsessively recite, rewrite, contemplate on and offer interpretations of Li Shangyin’s poem
“Brocade Zither” even though “some of them live in times long preceding the period when the
poem was actually written” (Iovene, 100). Such anachronistic“resurrection” of this poem in these
stories shows Ge Fei’s intentional ignoring of a chronological representation of time. Moreover,
Ge Fei’s heterochronic way of conceptualizing time can be seen in his various descriptions of
time in the novella. Here are a few examples: “time moves on a less travelled path, in its chaotic,
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fragmented and cyclical manner” (BZ, 114)78; “time seems to play a trick” (Ibid.)79; “time flies
without being noticed” (Ibid., 117)80; “time goes by slowly as if it is a spring straightened till it
loses its elasticity” (Ibid., 124)81; “it is easy to imagine that Li Shangyin is trapped inside time
and unable to escape, just as Feng Zicun himself is” (Ibid., 129)82. From these descriptions of
time we can see that Ge Fei is not only uninterested in the notion of chronological, linear
historical time. Rather he is interested in creating a specific space of heterochrony in this novella
by presenting different perceptions of time. More importantly, Ge Fei breaks away with the
grand, teleological way of conceptualizing time by making historical time subordinate to his tight
narrative framing. For instance, this novella is constituted by a series of embedded tales that
reproduce one another in infinite circularity: the first story titled “The Butterfly” (Hudie 蝴蝶)
turns out to be the dream of Feng Zicun the king of the last story; the last story titled “A Dream
within Another Dream” (Mengzhong zhi meng 夢中之夢) is, in turn, the dream of Feng Zicun the
tea merchant in the third story; the third story titled “The Story of A Tea Merchant” (Chashang
de gushi 茶商的故事) is narrated by the sister of the student-literatus Feng Zicun in the second
story; the second story titled “Bewilderment” (Miluan 迷亂) is told by Feng Zicun the hermit in
the first story which, again, is the dream of the king of the last story. Ge Fei’s novella is thus
self-intentionally trapped in an endlessly self-engulfing circle that confuses reader with multiple
plausible reconstructions of the “true” sequence of the whole narrative. What such a
heterochronic “loop” structure achieves is “an absolute violation of time,”83 which significantly
helps to build up an extremely heterotopic textual space.
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Here is the original Chinese: 時間遵循著一道鮮為人知的軌道悄然流轉，它錯雜，零亂，周而復始。

時間仿佛玩弄了一個陰謀。
時間在不知不覺中過得很快。
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時間過得很慢，它就像一根被拉直的彈簧， 似乎已經失去了彈性。
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Given the fact that utopianism is the dominant discourse of the 1980s, Ge Fei’s experiment
of constructing a textual heterotopia can be seen as a way of expressing his doubt about the
official utopianism by interrogating and exposing the fundamental nature of utopia as a constant
lure and pure imagination. A deconstructive look at the origin of the term “utopia” can shed
more light on my reading of Brocade Zither as such an allegory. When Thomas More first
coined the term Utopia in his literary satire of sixteenth-century society, he actually “collapsed
two Greek words together: eu-topia meaning good place and ou-topia meaning no-place or
nowhere” (Hetherington, viii). This coinage of the term tells us explicitly that utopia as a perfect
place can only exist in our imagination or dreams. The lure of utopia thus works as a motivating
force that drives people to constantly try to accomplish the impossible.
Since the chasm between the “eu” and the “ou” can never be closed up as many utopian
theorists have suggested,84 this in-between space becomes where we could locate Foucault’s
“heterotopia” (Ibid.). We also must be aware that heterotopias “are not quite spaces of transition”
between utopia and reality, but “are space[s] of deferral”, which makes any utopian project a
never-ending chasing game that no one will ever achieve the utopian goal (Ibid., ix). Moreover,
this process of constant and continual “deferral” also makes heterotopia a realm of différance85
as Derrida would have it. For a heterotopic text like Brocade Zither, its narrative space thus also
becomes a space of différance in which the utopian ideal of clear, definite and unambiguous
textual meaning is endlessly delayed and destablized by chains of ambivalent signifiers as well
as the textual refusal of polysemia.86

For detailed explanation please see my general introduction of this dissertation.
The term différance is coined by Derrida first and foremost for the purpose of affirming dissemination against the
philosophical and linguistic preference of polysemia.
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Polysemia refers to the idea of a countable number of distinct senses, which is opposed to dissemination that
refers to the idea of countless sense-making paths (Glendinning, 54).
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As utopia is also a form of desire, heterotopia as the unbridgeable chasm between the “eu”
and the “ou” and thus becomes also the space in which the fulfillment of utopian desire is forever
postponed. Reading from this lens of utopian desire, Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither could also be
interpreted as an endless story to allegorize the forever delayed, hence forever unattainable,
fulfillment of the utopian desire. Moreover, each of the four stories in Brocade Zither could be
read as a story about the forever postponed fulfillment of a kind of utopian desire. More
specifically, Feng Zicun as the repeatedly resurrected protagonist in each story has been
described to either long for or about to achieve some form of a “better” life. But each of his
individual utopian projects ultimately fails in the end.
Take the first story for example. Feng Zicun chooses a reclusive lifestyle in the hope of
achieving the ultimate tranquil state of mind when he moves to a remote village where he has
remained an outsider. And he almost succeeds in achieving this goal after living there for a while:
“he simply knows that this unfamiliar village not only conforms to his ideal in every possible
ways, but even exceeds his expectations to some extent. Here the climate is pleasant, and the
outside world drops away. Such a soundless and stirless way of living in seclusion quickly makes
his mind settle as still water.” (BZ, 109)87. But at the very moment when he is about to attain his
individual utopia, he is suddenly dragged back into the disturbing reality by a disrupting force
beyond his control: an attractive woman at whom he only throws a glance unexpectedly disturbs
his idealistically tranquil state of mind and throws him into a completely disoriented and anxious
state:
Her appearance strikes Feng Zicun as both unacquainted and familiar. Whenever the
charming figure of this woman surfaces in his mind, he is immediately turned on and
loses his presence of mind right away.
Here is the original Chinese: 他只是知道， 這個陌生的村子不僅處處符合他的理想，甚至在某種程度上超出了自己
的希望。它氣候宜人，遠離塵囂，無聲無息的隱居生活使他很快就獲得了心如止水的感覺。
87
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......
It has almost taken him his entire life to find this reclusive way of life which would
lead him to peace. But in one ordinary afternoon, an unexpected exchange of look
between them completely shatters his reclusive dream. He feels at a loss and doesn’t
know what to do. It seems as if time secretly plays a trick on him, laughs at him, and
finally ruins his presumably ideal way of life. (Ibid., 111-14, italics mine)88
From this passage we can see that Feng’s effort and ultimate desire to achieve an ideally tranquil
state of mind has been frustrated in fact by the sudden intrusion of another form of desire which
is erotic in nature. And the phrase “presumably ideal” (自以為是) also exposes the illusive nature
of Feng’s initial utopian pursuit as well as the futility of his initial effort.
Lacan’s distinction between aim and goal could help us better understand the forever
postponed fulfillment of utopian desire. According to Zizek’s reading of Lacan, the goal “is the
final destination, while the aim is what we intend to do”.89 Utopian desire as a form of drive will
never lead us to its goal, nor will it offer us ultimate full satisfaction. Instead, “the drive’s
ultimate aim is simply to reproduce itself as drive, to return to its circular path, to continue its
path to and from the goal. The real source of enjoyment is the repetitive movement of this closed
circuit” (Zizek, 5). This description of the “repetitive movement” of a “closed circuit” nicely
reminds us of the loop structure of Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither and of the novella’s narrative space
as a heterotopic one filled with the repeated emergence, postponement and frustration of
individual desire. For Feng Zicun in the first story, the ideal utopian state of mind he thinks he
has achieved (“自以為[是]”) is only his own fantasy. When he “thinks” he reaches his “goal”, his
temporary satisfaction leads only to the ultimate disillusionment, thus functioning no more than
to expose the illusive nature of utopia. The Lacanian structure of desire thus illuminates our
This is the original Chinese: 她的形象帶給馮子存的感覺既陌生又熟悉，一想到這個女人姣好的身影，馮子存便感到
心頭流蕩失守，一下子就亂了方寸。/…/ 他幾乎花費了整整一生的光陰才找到了這條通往安寧的隱逸之路。可是，在
一個平常的午後，這個女人不期而遇的目光在剎那間就粉碎了他的夢想，使他不知所措，悵然若失。冥冥中的時間仿佛
玩弄了一個陰謀，對他自以為是的生活進行了一次小小的破壞和嘲諷。
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reading of utopian desire as constantly displaced, led astray, or suspended before leading to a full
satisfaction. In this story, the displacing force that is predetermined to lead astray the
protagonist’s initial utopian goal happens to be the erotic desire aroused by an attractive woman.
And such disruption of the ultimate fulfillment of utopian desire could also take other forms. In
other words, utopia is a mission impossible. And the heterosexual dynamic here functions mainly
to create an occasion for the displacement and frustration of this utopian desire.
Since Ge Fei’s novella as a whole could be seen as an allegory about the fundamental nature
of utopia, so the other three stories are also about the unexpected frustration of some form of
utopian desire of the transmigrated Feng Zicun. In my view, utopia is sometimes structured like a
fantastic yet mysterious kernel which constantly lures us to get in. However, the best we can do
is always circling around it in an endless loop which constitutes our heterotopic realities. This
allegorical meaning of this novella is also made explicit by the author himself in the following
passage:
When he was alone and read the poem “Brocade Zither” by the window at night a few
days ago, he seemed to be able to anticipate an upcoming unprecedented fear. Although
he had read this poem innumerable times, he still couldn’t help but cry every time he
reviewed it. In his view, this particular poem by Li Shangyin must be encoded with a
horrible allegory, the depth and profundity of which prevents anybody from getting into
its seemingly empty kernel ...... (BZ, 113, italics mine)90
Here the “empty kernel” (xukong 虛空) that no one can ever enter into functions exactly as a
metaphor for the utopian space which can only exist in one’s fantasy. If Li Shangyin’s Untitled
Poem implied in this passage constitutes a hidden heterotopic space in which all poetic lines with
their ambiguity revolve endlessly around a mysterious kernel that no one can get into, then Ge
Fei’s novella Brocade Zither is likewise a story, with a circular structure, that endlessly revolves
Here is the original Chinese: 早在幾天之前，他獨坐窗前，夜讀《錦瑟》的時候，就好像預感到了一種前所未有的恐
懼。這首詩他已經讀過無數遍了，可每次讀來，都忍不住潸然淚下。在他看來，李商隱的這首詩中包含了一個可怕的寓
言，在它的深處，存在著一個令人無法進入的虛空……
90
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around an imaginary definiteness and stability of meaning, or an un-enterable “emptiness”.
Ultimately, Ge Fei’s Brocade Zither makes us rethink about the relationship between dream and
reality by exploring the fundamental nature of utopia through his intertextual practice in China’s
utopian decade. His effort to call into question the very idea of utopianism nicely demonstrates
the foresight of a true avant-garde.
2.3 “Sasadongfeng” (颯颯東風) and Utopian Desire in Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom
If the 1980s is viewed as the utopian decade, then the 90s can be seen as the decade of
desire. As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the twin utopian projects of
modernization and enlightenment in the 1980s have been replaced by an economic utopianism
characterized by three imperatives—to get rich, to consume and to enjoy life. Under the new
spell of prosperity and globalization, the whole Chinese society is driven by a desire for material
abundance and willful consumption. It is in this socioeconomic context that Ge Fei starts to
further explore the issue of utopianism and its relation to desire. In order to fruitfully explore
desire and utopia in the first of his utopian trilogy (Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom), Ge Fei makes
use of another of Li Shangyin’s Untitled Poems about desire commonly referred to by scholars
as “Sasadongfeng”. However, Li’s poem is not the only intertext in Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom.
There are two other pieces from classical literature, respectively Tao Yuanming’s “Peach
Blossom Spring” and Cui Hu’s “Ti ducheng nanzhuang” (Inscribe A Poem in the Village South
of the Capital 題都城南莊),91 which Ge Fei intentionally intertextualizes in this novel. In my
view, these three intertexts function at different levels and form interesting dialogical
relationship with each other. Li Shangyin’s text is the primary one functioning at a deeper level
concerning the novel’s narration and motif, while the other two intertexts function mostly as
91
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thematic complements to the primary one. I will focus on how Li Shangyin’s poem functions in
Ge Fei’s novel, and I tend to read “Sasadongfeng” as Li’s poetic illustration of “desire”,
especially its enticing but destructive power which usually leads people to ultimate
disillusionment. I argue that Ge Fei uses this poetic intertext to interrogate the relationship
between desire and utopia in his novel and to reflect upon the potential futility of utopian
practices.
Since Li Shangyin’s poem is crucial for us to understand Ge Fei’s Girl’s Face, Peach
Blossom, I will start with an analysis of several aspects of this poetic intertext that are most
relevant to my reading of Ge Fei’s novel. Here is the English translation of the original poem
provided by Zong-Qi Cai:
Untitled
Rustling, whistling, the east wind and the fine rain come;
beyond the lotus pool there is faint thunder.
Gold toad gnaws the lock: burning incense, it enters;
jade tiger pulls sick cord: drawing well water, it turns.
Miss Jia peers in at the curtain: Secretary Han is young;
Empress Fu leaves behind a headrest: the prince of Wei is gifted.
Don’t let your springtime heart vie with the flowers in blooming:
an inch of love longing, an inch of ash.92
Different from the extremely ambiguous poem intertextualized in the novella Brocade Zither,
“Sasadongfeng” could be read quite uncontroversially as a poem about desire. To be specific,
each couplet of this poem writes about or implies desire. The opening line evokes a sense of
eroticism behind its ostensible description of a scene of nature. This sense of eroticism, as an
embodiment of desire, comes mostly from its intertextual echoing of similar atmospheric
passages from Qu Yuan’s Jiu ge (Nine Songs 九歌) in Chuci (The Lyrics of Chu 楚辭) in general,
and “Shan Gui” (Mountain Spirit 山鬼) in particular: by alluding to the depiction of a thwarted
This is the original Chinese version of this poem: 颯颯東風細雨來，芙蓉塘外有輕雷 / 金蟾嚙鎖燒香入，玉虎牽絲汲
井回 / 賈氏窺簾韓掾少，宓妃留枕魏王才 / 春心莫共花爭發，一寸相思一寸灰。
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tryst between a goddess and her mortal love, the intertext of this poem’s opening lines effectively
evokes an erotic atmosphere in Li Shangyin’s poem right at the start. And such evocation of
eroticism continues in the second poetic line through Li’s use of a sound image of the rumble of
thunder which, in the poetry of romance, is a conventional image for the sound of the lover’s
carriage wheels.
The second couplet of Li’s poem writes about desire in an even more veiled way through a
depiction of two zoomorphic ornaments: a toad which is part of a metal ornament on a lock and a
tiger which is a figuration on a well pulley. According to Robert Ashmore, these zoomorphic
ornaments could be read as “a scene setting of the interior space in which the lover waits” or
suggest “enigmatic analogies with the tryst”.93 Besides implying a possible locale for an erotic
meeting, this couplet could also be read as describing love affairs in an analogous way: the
incense smoke is able to penetrate the impermeable barriers (the secure lock), while the bucket is
able to return to the surface although the well is deep, both of which are metaphoric ways of
saying that an love affair could take place despite the difficulty.94
The erotic love affair implied in the second couplet is substantiated in the third through its
allusion to two legends of implicit loves: an affair between Jia Chong’s daughter and Han Shou
in line 5 and a star-crossed love possibly between the renowned poet Cao Zhi and Empress Zhen,
wife of Cao Zhi’s elder brother Cao Pi, in line 6. The last couplet of Li’s poem concludes such
extensive representation of the desire motif by exposing, or warning about, through the image of
ash, the danger of desire which would only bring frustration and disillusionment in the end:
“Don’t let your springtime heart vie with the flowers in blooming: an inch of love longing, an
inch of ash.”
Ashmore, Robert. In How to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided Anthology. Edited by Cai Zong-Qi. New York:
Columbia UP, 194.
94
Ibid.
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Li Shangyin’s poem about desire is intertextualized by Ge Fei on two levels. On the surface
level, fragmentary poetic lines as well as certain images in the poem, such as the “rain”, the
“ash” and “the lotus”, have been taken by Ge Fei to evoke specific themes. For example, the
image of the rain is used at the beginning of the novel as a metaphor for the upcoming revolution
in Puji (普濟). In the novel, the female protagonist’s father Lu Kan, who is regarded by the locals
as the “madman”, is convinced that there is an upcoming revolution in Puji and informs the
locals by saying metaphorically that “it is going to rain in Puji”.95 It is worth noting that this
“madman” is also a local gentry who believes Puji is the actual location of the “Peach Blossom
Spring” discovered by that fisherman in Jin Dynasty, and who has been conducting a series of
utopianized revolutionary experiments himself right before he has gone mad. He later left home,
and made the above prediction on the day he left. After Lu Kan’s mysterious disappearance, a
true revolutionary leader named Zhang Jiyuan indeed comes to Puji to secretly or clandestinely
plan a revolution with his comrades (RMTH96, 3). Since then, the rain imagery from Li’s poem
has been repetitively transcontextualized into the novel in various forms. At first, Li Shangyin’s
“rustling” and “whistling” rain is used by the novel to produce a feeling of bewilderment and
anxiety in the female protagonist before the revolution brings changes to Puji: “Xiumi...was
listening to the rustling and whistling rain falling on the roof...she realized that she was too
young to understand why her father went mad or to know what really happened in the big outside
world” (13, italics mine).97 Then, it is introduced to help the protagonist’s maid recover a piece
of memory: “She (Cuilian) always thought that she remembered nothing about her hometown.
Now it occurred to her that she actually had a home in Hu zhou, where there used to be a pond in
Here is the original Chinese: 普济马上就要下雨了。
Here RMTH is the pinyin initial of each character contained in the Chinese title of the novel. I will use it to refer
to this novel in my reference.
97
Here is the Chinese: 秀米…聽著屋頂上颯颯的雨聲…她知道，要弄清楚父親發瘋的真正原因，她也許還太小；要明
95
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白普濟以外的廣袤世界究竟發生了什麽事，她依然是太小了。
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front of their door. This piece of memory brought her back to her past. And she felt as if she
could hear the familiar rain sounds many years ago” (23).98 But more important is its use as a
metaphor, or a prophecy, of the upcoming radical change in Puji when the revolutionary leader
Zhang Jiyuan tells the others that “beyond the lotus pool there is shocking thunder” (46, italics
mine).99 In the last case, the transcontextualization of Li’s poem has actually undergone a
deliberate alteration. Ge Fei first changes “faint thunder” (qinglei 輕雷) into “shocking thunder”
(jinglei 驚雷) in the fictional character’s recitation of Li’s poem, then rewrites “fine rain/drizzle”
(xiyu 細雨) into “heavy rain” (dayu 大雨) many times at the beginning of his novel whenever he
describes the natural and social atmosphere: “it rained so hard!” (13)100; “it rained cats and
dogs...(they) tried to find their missing master... ‘this is a chaotic time’... ‘and the world is going
to be a big chaos very soon’ ” (RMTH, 15-17).101 A connection can thus be identified between
“loud thunder and heavy rain” (jinglei dayu 驚雷大雨) and the upcoming radical changes brought
by various utopian experiments conducted by different major characters in both Puji and
Huajiashe. In this sense, Ge Fei’s intertextualization with alteration functions as his way of
referring to the utopian motif at the very beginning of this novel.
While the rain imagery is taken out of Li’s poetic lines and used by Ge Fei for both
descriptive and metaphorical purposes, the image of the ash is appropriated by the author and
transformed into more concrete objects such as a smiling face resembling ashes,102 the actual ash
falling off the lamp,103 the ash from the incense burner,104 and even molded into a poetic line as

Here is the Chinese: 她（翠蓮）一直以為自己對於家鄉的記憶是一片空白，現在她終於明白了，原來自己在湖州的
確曾經有過一個家，門前也有一方池塘，她仿佛聽見了許多年前的雨聲。
99
Here is the Chinese: 芙蓉塘外有驚雷。
100
Here is the Chinese: 那雨下得好大喲。
101
Here is the Chinese: 那雨下得又大又急…尋訪一位走失的老爺…“這年頭什麽都亂”… “如今，天下可要大亂
啦。”
102
他的笑容像灰燼。 (RMTH, 2)
103
那張圖上圈圈點點，落滿了燈灰。 (RMTH, 9)
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well as the title of that collection of poetry composed and compiled by one of the female
protagonist’s maids.105 Similarly, the lotus image from Li’s poem is also appropriated by Ge Fei
and developed into a significant episode in the novel in which the female protagonist Lu Xiumi
decides to spend the rest of her life to the cultivation of lotus following the disastrous failure of a
series of her revolutionary experiments in Puji. It is worth noting that the imagery of both the ash
and the lotus have significant cultural connotations. The image of the “ash” often signifies
“failure” and “disillusion”, while the “lotus” with its implications of “detachment” and
“purity”106 can be seen as symbolizing severing attachments from the secular world after
experiencing “failure” and “disillusion”. Therefore both poetic images can be seen as being
intentionally appropriated by Ge Fei to imply the futility and illusion of utopianism.
Besides recycling and transforming various images from Li’s poem, Ge Fei shows special
interest in one particular poetic line: “Gold cicada (toad) gnaws the lock: burning incense, it
enters”.107 He quotes this line twice with slight variation respectively near the beginning and the
end of his novel. At the beginning of the novel, this line of Li’s poem appears in one of the
letters that Lu Kan writes to the village teacher Ding Shuze. In this letter, Lu Kan deliberately
changes the image of the golden toad (jinchan 金蟾) into a golden cicada (jinchan 金蟬) which
later turns out to be the token object for the revolutionaries to communicate with each other.
Near the end of the novel, this poetic line appears again in the form of an underscored line in a
commented edition of the collection of Li Shangyin’s poems. But more significant is that not
only the owner and commentator of this collection is Lu Kan, the same collection is also used

104
105

香爐…是一只張開嘴的蟾蜍。香爐裏灰燼已冷。 (RMTH, 131)
“燈灰冬雪夜長” from 《燈灰集》by 喜鵲. (RMTH, 276)

Detachment and purity are the two most common connotations of the lotus imagery, which is associated with the
famous poetic line of “How stainless it remains rising from its slimy bed! How modestly it reposes on the clear
pool” (出淤泥而不染，濯清漣而不妖) from Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤’s “Love of Waterlily” (愛蓮說).
106

107

金蟬（蟾）嚙鎖燒香入。
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later by the failed revolutionary Xiumi as a textbook to teach her maid Xique how to write poetry.
In one of Xique’s study sessions, this particular line helps to disclose a secret concerning the
revolutionary token object—the golden cicada:
In the evening, Xiumi found out a book titled A Collection of Poems by Li Yishan (Li
Shangyin) for her maid. This book was one of the rare Yuan editions that her father had
collected. Each page of this book was filled with tiny handwritten characters which were
either notes and commentaries or casual thoughts...
At one night, it rained heavily outside. When Xique (the maid) read this book, she
noticed that the particular poetic line of “Gold toad gnaws the lock: burning incense, it
enters” was marked by the Master of the Lu family: he mysteriously put two dots under
the word “toad”. Xique knew what a toad was, but couldn’t figure out why it was
particularly marked like that. When she read further, she found out the following
marginal commentaries:
The gold cicada.
Any woman, even those chaste ones, can be seduced.
Who is Zhang Jiyuan?
These few lines shocked Xique. She couldn’t understand Li Shangyin’s poem,
especially the line of “Gold toad gnaws the lock: burning incense, it enters”. But after
reading one more time Master Lu’s commentary line of “any woman, even those chaste
ones, can be seduced” , she seemed to see the connection between the image of gold
cicada and Zhang Jiyuan, despite of the absurdity of such a commentary. According to
her memory, Zhang Jiyuan came to Puji only after Master Lu had gone mad and missing.
So she wondered how Master Lu got acquainted with Zhang? Was it possible that they
knew each other a long time ago? Moreover, what was a “gold cicada”? Although it was
obvious that these two words were adapted from the original “gold toad”, Xique still
couldn't help but feel a sense of horror when she thought of the gold cicada buried with
Xiao dongxi (Xiumi’s son) as well as another gold cicada given to Xiumi as a gift by a
mysterious visitor a few years ago. (RMTH, 276-77, italics mine)108
Ge Fei’s deliberate intertextualization of this poetic line both at the beginning and the end of this
novel is therefore significant in two ways. First, this poetic line with the deliberately replaced
image of a golden cicada is perhaps meant to suggest a mysterious connection between the first
Here is the original Chinese: 這天晚上，秀米從閣樓上給她找出一本《李義山集》，這本書是她父親舊藏中為數不
多的元刻本之一 ，書頁間密密麻麻布滿了蠅頭小楷：眉批，夾批以及隨意寫下的字句…/ 一天深夜，屋外豪雨滂沱。
喜鵲在翻看這本詩集的時候，發現一首《無題》詩中有“金蟾嚙鎖燒香入”一句，不知為何，陸家老爺在“金蟾”下圈
了兩個圓點。蟾，大概就是癩蛤蟆吧，他幹嗎要把這兩個字圈起來呢？再一看，書頁的邊上有如下批註：/ 金蟬。/ 凡
女人雖節婦烈女未有不能入者。/ 張季元何人？/ 看到這裏，喜鵲不禁嚇了一跳。本來李商隱原詩，喜鵲不明大概，什
麽叫“金蟾嚙鎖燒香入”？再一看老夫子批註“凡女人雖節婦烈女未有不能入者”，似乎是老夫子對原詩的註釋，雖然
荒唐無稽，但與“金蟬”，“張季元”連在一起，倒也並非無因。按照喜鵲的記憶，張季元是在陸家老爺發瘋出走之後
才來到普濟的，那麽，他是從何得知這個人的呢？難道說他們原來就認識？ 另外，“金蟬”又是何物？“金蟬”二字
雖由“金蟾”而來，但喜鵲一想到小東西帶到墳墓裏的那只知了，還有幾年前那位神秘的訪客所贈之物，不由得背脊一
陣發涼。
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generation revolutionary Lu Kan and the second-generation revolutionary Zhang Jiyuan. In other
words, this poetic line almost functions as a secret code through which the utopian dream has
been passed on. Secondly, this poetic line helps to constitute a partial frame of narrative through
its repetitive appearance both near the beginning and the end of the novel. What are contained
within this frame are not only various kinds of utopian projects launched by three generations of
revolutionary figures united by the very token of a golden cicada, but also the several illicit love
affairs taking place among or between these utopian dreamers. As this poetic line itself tends to
convey a sense of eroticism through its veiled implication of unapproved erotic encountering, an
association could be readily established between erotic desire suggested in this poetic line and
revolutionary desire symbolized by the token of a golden cicada.
The intertwining relationship between revolutionary desire and sexual desire thus becomes
an important motif in this novel, which, however, cannot be seen simply as written under the
formula of “revolution plus love”. Although the libidinal energy is the deep psychic root for both
utopian desire and sexual desire, private sexual desire in this novel has not been channeled into
higher revolutionary pursuit despite the fact that it sometimes does take public, political and
nonsexual guises. Instead of sublimating the romantic and sexual desire, Ge Fei conceives a
fictional history of different utopian experiments which has been first overwritten by desire then
rewritten by disillusionment. Through the voice of Li Shangyin’s poem, especially the poetic line
of “an inch of love longing, an inch of ash”,109 Ge Fei expresses in a veiled way his own
disenchantment with a utopian revolutionary ideology.
More importantly, Ge Fei prefers to express his disillusionment with utopianism through
parodying the frequently idealized notion of revolution, thus inverting the formula of sacrificing
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一寸相思一寸灰。
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private libidinal desire and channeling it into a sublime form of revolutionary desire. Such a
parodic inversion could be discerned in the following dialogue between the revolutionary leader
Zhang Jiyuan and one of Xiumi’s maids:
Zhang Jiyuan...interrupted their conversation all of sudden and said: “there might be no
such a thing like marriage in the future.”
...
“whichever girl you had a feeling for, you could just go to her house and try to make a
baby with her (in future society). ”
...
(Cuilian asked:) “But, wouldn’t you need a matchmaker or to ask for your parents’
approval?”
(Zhang Jiyuan answered:) “No, you wouldn’t.”
(Cuilian asked:) “But what if the girl’s parents wouldn’t let you marry their daughter?
They could bar the way and wouldn’t let you in.”
(Zhang answered:) “Well, that would be easy. To kill them.”
...
“But what if the girl herself was reluctant to marry you?” Cuilian asked.
“Same way. To kill her.” Zhang Jiyuan answered her without even a slight hesitation.
(Cuilian asked:) “What about three men fell in love with one girl at the same time? What
should you do then? ”
(Zhang Jiyuan said:) “That’s simple. Just toss a coin.”... “In the future, everyone in our
society would be equal and free. He could marry whomever he wanted, even his own
sister.”
(Cuilian said:) “If what you had just said became true, then wouldn’t Puji become a big
brothel?”
“Yes, almost.” said Zhang Jiyuan, “the only difference is no one would need to pay for
anything.” (RMTH, 36-38)110
What we find in the passage above looks very much like an opposite of the “revolution plus
love” formula in which romantic or sexual desire is usually sublimated into a noble desire for
revolution. On the contrary, revolution here appears to function as an excuse for enjoying free
sex. What is more ironic is that the purpose of revolution is not to achieve true “equality” and
Here is the Chinese: 張季元…忽然插話道：“沒準兒往後真的不用嫁人了。”…“你但凡看中一個人， 你就走到他
家去， 與他生孩子便是了。”…（翠蓮問：） “不需要三媒六聘？也不用與父母商量？”（張季元：） “正是。”
（翠蓮：） “要是那女孩兒的父母不同意怎麽辦？他們攔住門， 不讓你進去。”（張季元：） “那好辦， 把他們殺
掉。”…“要是女孩兒自己不同意呢？” 翠蓮問道。“照樣殺掉。” 張季元毫不猶豫地說。 (翠蓮：) “假如……假
如有三個男的， 都看上了同一個姑娘， 你說該怎麽辦？”（張季元：） “很簡單， 由抽簽來決定。”... “在未來的社
會中， 每個人都是平等的，也是自由的。 他想和誰成親就和誰成親。 只要他願意， 他甚至可以和他的親妹妹結婚。”
（翠蓮：） “照你這麽說,，整個普濟還不要變成一個大妓院啦？”“大致差不多。” 張季元道， “只有一點不同，
任何人都無需付錢。”
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“freedom” for both genders. Instead, revolution is only the smoking screen behind which man’s
desire for sex or incest, and even for violence, could be fulfilled and accepted. Such ironic twist
of the classical motif of “revolution plus love” is witnessed again at the moment when Zhang
Jiyuan’s journal is discovered by Xiumi who read the following passage: “You are my little
bunny, and I want to kiss your pouting lips; I want to touch each bone of your body; I want to
bury my face in your armpit and sleep through the night...If I can’t have you, then what’s the
point of revolution?” (RMTH, 146, italics mine).111 In this episode, the revolutionary leader
Zhang Jiyuan exposes again his real desire underneath his revolutionary enthusiasm. Instead of
overcoming his libidinal impulses and redirecting his private passion to higher political and
ideological goals, he regards revolution as the means to achieving his own libidinal satisfaction.
Although such parodic rendering of the “revolution plus love” formula can be seen in many
places of the novel, Ge Fei does not mean to merely parody this literary subject, nor does he
simply make fun of utopianism. I propose that this literary subject is evoked by Ge Fei more for
the purpose of working with the other three intertexts, which are Li Shangyin’s poem, Tao
Yuanming’s “Peach Blossom Spring” and Cui Hu’s poem, to explore the relationship between
desire and utopia so as to expose the fundamentally illusive nature of utopia. I will explore this
point in detail by looking at three dimensions of utopian desire in Gei Fei’s novel: the
displacement of desire, the eternal repetition of desire, and the anamorphosis of desire.
As a matter of fact, the “revolution plus love” formula itself demonstrates none other than
utopian desire’s displacement. In a story with a typical “revolution plus love” formula, an
individual’s libidinal energy is often displaced into a revolutionary passion which promises
equally intensive personal satisfaction and fulfillment. In Ge Fei’s parodic evocation of this
111

我的小白兔，我要親親你那翹翹的小嘴唇；... 我要摸遍你的每一根骨頭；我要把臉埋在你的腋窩裏，一覺睡到天
亮…沒有你，革命何用？
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literary motif, we not only see characters disguising their personal sexual desire in the form of
political desires in especially the case of Zhang Jiyuan, but also witness the displacement of the
unconsummated romantic love into a dedicated pursuit of revolutionary ideals in the case of Lu
Xiumi.
Xiumi meets Zhang Jiyuan when he comes to Puji to launch revolutionary plans secretly
with his comrades. They fall in love with each other almost at the first sight. However, his
identity as a revolutionary leader is not known to Xiumi at the beginning. He is introduced to
Xiumi by her mother as some distant relative that Xiumi has never heard of, though everyone in
the family is aware of the “incest” going on between him and Xiumi’s mother. But later in the
novel Xiumi does learn from his journal that Zhang Jiyuan only disguises himself as the lover of
Xiumi’s mother in order to protect his real identity of a revolutionary leader. Xiumi’s mother
might also know about Zhang Jiyuan’s real identity, but she pretends not to know, not because
she has belief in revolution and want to contribute, but because she is sexually attracted to him.
In order to remain protected under his false identity, Zhang Jiyuan has no choice but to go along
with the sexual requests made by Xiumi’s mother while repressing his true desire for Xiumi by
promising her mother that he will never touch her daughter.
Although Xiumi never learns about Zhang Jiyuan’s love for her while he is alive, she
obviously feels the chemistry between them, and also secretly and madly falls in love with him.
However, she could do nothing but to repress her love and desire for him not only because he has
never let her know about his true emotion for her but also because he has currently been sexually
involved with her mother. Sadly enough, Xiumi’s love and desire for Zhang Jiyuan has never
been consummated before his death, nor does she come to learn about Zhang’s true identity and
his revolutionary plan. Zhang’s desire for Xiumi as well as his revolutionary ideal has finally
78

become known to Xiumi through his journal discovered accidentally by one of Xiumi’s maids
after his death. With the help of that journal, Xiumi is awakened to both Zhang’s desire for her
and the idea of revolution:
Xiumi thought that there must be millions of mysteries in the outside world, but they
had been consistently remaining mysterious to her. She seemed to be trapped in a closed
dark house, in which she was only able to vaguely discern the general outline of the
house through the dim light. But Zhang Jiyuan’s journal opened her eyes as if the
skylight of the house was suddenly opened wide: sunlight flooded the room from all
directions and dazzled her so much that she couldn’t keep her eyes open.
...
His (Zhang Jiyuan) image was fading away in her mind. Even the image of the frozen
corpse of him along the river gradually became blurry in her memory.
One’s lost memory was irretrievable, and what was much easier to melt away than ice
was one’s face, that was the most vulnerable thing in the world.
Back to the time when she met Zhang Jiyuan for the first time, she thought that his
face didn’t belong to this secular world, but was part of some wild imaginations.
Gradually, this face of him turned into one piece of green wool fabric on the back of a
chair, and into those twinkling stars above the empty courtyard, and into those thick
scale-shaped clouds in the sky; then it turned into the blooming peach tree whose leaves
and flowers were covered with dewdrops. Whenever the wind blew, its branches and
flowers would start to shake, the view of which always saddened her.
...
From Zhang Jiyuan’s journal she vaguely learned about what was lover’s rendezvous
and what was the pleasure of love-making, and about, for sure, far more than that.
(RMTH, 82-84, italics mine)112
Although both Zhang’s desire for Xiumi and his revolutionary ideal remain as secrets when he
was alive, he eventually succeeds in passing these messages to Xiumi through his journal after
his death. However it becomes too late for them to consummate their love. Nor could Xiumi
become his revolutionary partner as he has wished and expressed in another entry of his journal:

Here is the original Chinese: 秀米覺得身外的世界雖然藏著無數的奧秘，卻始終對她保持緘默。她宛若置身於一處
黑漆漆的封閉的屋子裏，只能憑借暗弱的光線，辨別屋子的輪廓。 可閱讀張季元的這本日記，就像突然間打開了天
窗，陽光從四面八方湧入屋內，又刺得她睜不開眼睛。/ … 他（張季元）的形象正在漸漸地遠離她。甚至，就連河邊那
具凍成冰砣的軀體也在記憶中變得模糊不清了。/ 忘卻是無法挽回的，比冰坨更易融化的是一個人的臉，它是世間最脆
弱的東西。/ 當初，她第一眼看到張季元的時候，就覺得那張臉不屬於這個塵世，而是一個胡思亂想的念頭的一部分。
漸漸的，這張臉變成了椅子靠背上的一方綠呢絨，變成了空寂庭院中閃爍的星鬥，變成了天空浮雲厚厚的鱗甲；變成了
開滿了花的桃樹，露珠綴滿了花瓣和梗葉，風兒一吹，花枝搖曳，花蕊輕顫，無休無止的憂傷堆積在她的內心。/… 在
張季元的日記中，她隱約知道了什麽是桑中之約，什麽是床第之歡，當然她知道的比這還要多的多。
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“If we were able to convince her of joining us, that would be so great!” (RMTH, 146).113 Their
unconsummated love becomes the cause of endless sorrow in Xiumi’s heart. Fortunately,
Xiumi’s romantic and erotic desire for Zhang Jiyuan begins to transform into other things. For
example, Zhang Jiyuan’s face—the physical aspect that has initially give rise to Xiumi’s erotic
desire for him—metamorphosizes gradually into a series of familial or natural objects such as
“green wool fabric”, “stars”, “scale-shaped clouds”, and finally into the blooming peach trees
which in turn remind us of Lu Kan’s utopian dream of changing Puji into an actual Peach
Blossom Spring. Here Xiumi’s romantic desire has clearly been gradually displace into a utopian
one.
Later on, Xiumi does unconsciously transform her erotic love for Zhang Jiyuan into her
action of carrying out the revolutionary mission that Zhang fails to achieve. A close reading of
the text tells us that Ge Fei has already indicated such mutual displacability of erotic and utopian
desire right at the very beginning of his novel:
Her father was coming downstairs.
...
It was the second time that she saw blood stain on her underwear, and she bent over the
well alone, trying hard to wash it off...She had a severe abdominal pain, which made her
feel as if there was a lead brick weighing down her belly...she took off her underwear and
took a quick peek, through the mirror, at that part of her body from where the blood is
coming out; but this action made her feel ashamed right away; her face was turning red
and her heart started to beat faster...
But the problem was that her father was now coming downstairs.
This madman seldom came down.
...
“Are you going somewhere faraway?”
“Yes, very far away”...
...
“I need a umbrella,” he murmured, “Puji is going to rain.”
(RMTH, 1-3, italics mine)114
113

“倘若能說服她和我們一起幹，該有多好。”
“父親從樓上下來了。/ … 她已經是第二次看見襯褲上的血跡了，一個人伏在井邊搓洗了半天。…她覺得肚子疼痛
難挨，似有鉛砣下墜...她褪下褲子，偷偷用鏡子照一照流血的地方，卻立刻羞的漲紅了臉，胸口怦怦直跳。…/ 現在的
114
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So the whole novel opens with a passage about the simultaneous occurrence of the revolutionary
father figure’s prediction of the forthcoming radical change and Xiumi’s first experience of
menstruation when she knows nothing about the sexual maturation of a woman’s body. Her
desire to know about her body and sexuality drives her to examine closely her most erotic body
part in the mirror. At precisely this moment, Xiumi’s mad father suddenly appears after hiding in
his attic for a very long time. Xiumi becomes very curious about what happens to him and where
he is about to go. Yet, her father just leaves without telling her anything except his cryptic
prediction of an upcoming revolution in Puji.
As I suggested earlier, the rain imagery in the novel, which comes originally from Li
Shangyin’s untitled poem “Sasadongfeng”, is adapted by Ge Fei to forebode symbolically the
upcoming radical revolution in Puji and Huajiashe. By juxtaposing the prophecy about
revolution and Xiumi’s sexual maturation at the same scene, Ge Fei intentionally parallels the
protagonist’s curiosity about the upcoming utopian revolution and her curiosity about her own
sexuality. In other words, the displacability, or mutual transformation, between sexual desire and
utopian desire has been suggested by the author right at the beginning. Moreover, such
intertwinement of revolutionary desire and sexual desire is reinforced by Xiumi’s experience of
her second menstruation:
She started bleeding again...Xiumi lay on the bed and didn’t dare to move even a little
bit for the fear that she would bleed to death...This time she didn’t have the courage to
look at the mirror. She’d rather die than cast one more glance at that ugly bleeding scar.
She thought of death so many times. If one had to die, then it must be a heroic death,
she thought. (RMTH, 19, italics mine)115

問題是，父親下樓來了。/ 這個瘋子平時很少下樓。/ … /“你要去的地方遠嗎？”/“很遠”…/…/“我要一把傘。”他
小聲說，“普濟馬上就要下雨了。”
115
Here is the original Chinese: 她又開始流血了…秀米躺在床上一動也不敢動，她擔心稍一動彈就會血流不止，最終
會要了她的命…這一次，她不敢再照鏡子了。她寧肯死掉，也不願再去看一眼那處流血的，醜陋的傷口。/ 她多次想到
了死。如果必須一死…就應當轟轟烈烈。
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Although it is the second time Xiumi is forced to face the fact about her sexual maturation, she
still knows nothing for sure about it. She even thinks that she might die from the bleeding. The
only thing she can be certain about is that she wants to die heroically if she has to. By linking her
sexual awakening to a heroic death, Ge Fei again reminds reader of the interchangeability and
easy transformation between erotic and utopian desires.
Differing from the understanding of such mutual transformation between utopian desire and
sexual desire to be a proof about the same psychic root shared by both kinds of desire, I would
argue that it is precisely because erotic desire can be readily displaced into the utopian one that
the very legitimacy of utopian desire is called into question. In other words, it remains doubtful
whether those revolutionary characters really know what they really desire for. Zhang Jiyuan is a
case in point. Being a very determined revolutionary leader, Zhang turns out to have serious
doubts about what he and his comrades do. And he in a sense has made a confession about his
scepticism of the nature and value of revolution in his journal: “But I don’t know why I have the
feeling lately that what we are doing now is actually wrong, or, is unimportant to me, even
completely worthless, yes, completely worthless” (RMTH, 73).116 However, Zhang still devotes
himself passionately to his original utopian project despite his doubts. With such an arrangement,
the author is probably trying to suggest that the pursuit of utopian dream might be driven by
blind and irrational passion rather than clear vision, cautious calculation and scientific rationality.
More importantly, Zhang Jiyuan is not the only one in the novel whose pursuit of utopian
goal appears to be driven by blind passion. The female protagonist Lu Xiumi’s persistent pursuit
of the utopian goal unattained by Zhang is likewise driven by her unconsummated erotic desire
for him, because Xiumi doesn’t know, nor does she care, what the revolution is really about. She
Here is the Chinese:“可是，不知為什麽，最近的這些天來，我覺得我們正在做的事，很有可能根本就是錯的，或
者說，它對我來說，一點都不重要，甚至可以說毫無價值，的確，毫無價值。”
116
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is simply forced to go down this path involuntarily: “when she looked back and examined the
past few years, she found herself to be just like a tree leave which was quickly whirled away by
the torrent right after falling into the river, without the chance of even making a sound, not
exactly voluntary, but also not forced; she didn’t hate such an experience, but didn’t have any
comfort either” (RMTH, 250).117 In other words, her utopian desire is not her own desire but that
of the other’s. Her passion to launch the revolution is likely to be fueled by her desire to become
more intimately related to her unattainable lover Zhang Jiyuan.
As the displacement, or mutual transformation, between different kinds of desire is closely
related to the eternal repetition of desire, or its iterability, the novel also explores this aspect of
desire. Right after Xiumi’s father leaves a prophecy about revolution before his mysterious
disappearance, Zhang Jiyuan comes to the village and has been arranged, purely by coincidence,
to live in the attic in which Xiumi’s father used to confine himself. This coincidence
unsurprisingly gives Xiumi the illusion that her father has never left: “Zhang Jiyuan took her
father’s attic as his room, which created an illusion for Xiumi that her father had never left”
(RMTH, 17).118 The attic here could therefore be read aptly as the metaphor for utopian dreams
which, after all, has been frequently compared, in our daily life, to an “attic in the air”
(kongzhong louge 空中樓閣). More significantly, the only thing Xiumi’s father once does in the
attic before his disappearance is to make plans of building a “Peach Blossom Spring” in Puji. In
this sense, Zhang Jiyuan’s replacement of that utopian dreamer in the attic can be read as the
transference of the revolutionary energy from the father figure to the son. Later in the novel,
Zhang Jiyuan indeed tries to bring radical changes to Puji. After he fails, his utopian dream is
taken up again by another bunch of followers including Xiumi who deliberately chooses to live
Here is the Chinese:“她重新回過頭來審視過去的歲月，她覺得自己就如一片落入江中的樹葉，還沒有來得及發出
任何聲音，就被激流裹挾而去，說不上自願，也談不上強迫；說不上憎惡，也沒有任何慰藉。”
118
“張季元占據了父親的閣樓，這使秀米多少產生了這樣一個幻覺：父親並未離開。”
117
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in the attic and make plans there for a series of utopian experiments in Puji after she comes back
from Japan.
In the novel, the utopian complex has been witnessed successively in the life of various
fictional characters and has been materialized in their hands into various utopian projects. In
other words, different characters seem to have been similarly driven by a “compulsion to repeat”
and try incessantly to put into practices various revolutionary experiments under the eternal yet
fatal lure of utopia, even though some of them don’t know for sure what their dreams might
actually lead to:
What she thought about most was that dream of Wang Guancheng. All of a sudden she
had this feeling that Wang Guancheng, her cousin Zhang Jiyuan, and her missing father
were actually one and the same person. They and their dreams were parts of those
floating clouds and fog, which were so easily dispersed in the wind and would have never
been heard of since. (RMTH, 141, italics mine)119
From Lu Kan’s futile effort of building an actual Peach Blossom Spring to Xiumi’s failed, or
even disastrous, practice of a series of renovation in the name of modernization and
enlightenment, the endlessly repetitive action of bringing utopia into reality bespeaks
unmistakably the persistence of utopian desire in getting fulfilled.This everlasting desire for
fulfillment explains why various types of utopian projects have been repetitively envisioned and
instituted both in the novel and in our real world. In other words, behind different human
faces/persons (renmian 人面) is the same utopian desire (taohua 桃花) as is symbolized by Tao
Yuanming’s archetypal utopia of Peach Blossom Spring. Or as the title of the novel would
suggest: the dreamers of these utopian fantasies might change, as the poetic intertext “The person
I’ve admired has gone I know not where” (人面不知何處去) indicates, but the underlying desire
symbolized by that gorgeous peach blossom will never die, this time as conveniently implied in
119

她想得最多的還是王觀澄的那個夢。她忽然覺得王觀澄，表哥張季元，還有那個不知下落的父親似乎是同一個人。
他們和各自夢想都屬於那些在天上飄動的雲和煙，風一吹，就散了，不知所終。
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the concluding line of that famous poem by Cui Hu: “The peach blossoms are still smiling in the
breeze to blow” (桃花依舊笑春風).120 Ge Fei’s employment of intertextual techniques here
effectively facilitates his exploration of another truth about utopian desire. What is more
significant is the exposure of the fundamental nature of utopia with the help of such an eternal
desire: utopia can exist nowhere except in our fantasy or dream; therefore the pursuit of utopia is
destined to be a never-ending chasing game driven by an unperishable desire and will inevitably
lead to productions of various heterotopias rather than utopias in our reality.
Various types of heterotopias are indeed identifiable in Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom. The
first heterotopia is produced as the result of Lu Kan’s attempt of constructing an actual “Peach
Blossom Spring” in Puji. Firmly believing that Puji is the actual location of “Peach Blossom
Spring” found in the Jin dynasty, Lu Kan endeavors to replicate it in his hometown. As an
influential local gentry, he has certain power and resources to go along with this plan. So he
takes the action of quickly cutting all the other trees except the peach trees and tries to build an
arch called “the wind and rain arch” (fengyu changlang 風雨長廊) which is designed for the
connection of every household, thus protecting them from wild wind and rain. His utopian vision
thus results in producing in Puji a heterotopic world with a strange outlook. It is no wonder that
his own family as well as the local villagers regard him as insane and stop him from carrying out
his entire crazy plan. From then on he can only dream of building “Peach Blossom Spring” in his
mind. In this way, his utopian dream ends up leading to nothing but failure and ridiculous
outcome in reality.
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Here is Cuihui’s original poem: On this same day last year within the same door/ A charming face and peach
blossoms together did glow/ The person I’ve admired has gone I know not where/ The peach blossoms are still
smiling in the breeze to blow (trans. mine). Here is the original Chinese:去年今日此門中，人面桃花相映紅。人面
不知何處去，桃花依舊笑春風。
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However, Lu Kan’s failure doesn’t stop Zhang Jiyuan, the second generation utopian
dreamer, from trying to bring radical changes to Puji so as to build a new world of modernization
and enlightenment. Although he has been equally unsuccessful in carrying out his plan, his
utopian dream is however inherited by Xiumi who succeeds in building a series of modern
institutions such as nursery school (yuying tang 育嬰堂), library (shuji shi 書籍室), the clinic
(liaobing suo 療病所), rest home for old people (yanglao yuan 養老院), and modern school
(xuetang 學堂), all of which prove to be heterotopic in nature.121 This is also because this “new”
world isn’t well accepted by the local people, therefore failing to bring much benefit to Puji.
Moreover, one of Xiumi’s utopian projects ends up bringing disastrous flood to the area and
hence collapsing the seemingly ideal world she has been building. This again demonstrates the
illusory nature of utopianism.
Another typical heterotopic space produced by their utopian projects can be found in the
isolated island called Hua Jiashe122, which is initially the place where Xiumi is held hostage after
being kidnapped by a bunch of bandits. Out of Xiumi’s expectation, this isolated island has been
constructed in the hands of the bandits into a place resembling the utopian ideal of the “Peach
Blossom Spring”. However, the tedious conformity of people living there as well as the tyranny,
corruption, and hostility of its leaders have turned this place into a living hell where murder, rape,
and other forms of violence frequently take place. In the end, this beautiful island with a utopian
outlook of “Peach Blossom Spring” is destroyed in a big fire caused by the chaotic battle among
several local leaders and their followers.

According to Foucault, places such as the library, the clinic and the rest home are heterotopic spaces. For more
information, please see “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias”, 1967.
122
This isolated island is also a heterotopic space since its isolation from the rest of the world makes it function as
the Other space like the isolated motel or the floating boat on the sea described by Foucault. Ibid.
121
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Like Hua Jiashe and most of Xiumi’s utopian works, the various heterotopic spaces in the
novel come into existence due to the anamorphosis of utopian desire. In other words, different
versions of heterotopic worlds result mostly from the distortion of various utopian dreamers’
desires. This is because utopia is an abstract and formless concept, or a void, the content of
which is to be shaped by different utopian dreamers’ specific desires. And a reference to Lacan’s
theorization of desire’s anamorphosis will help explain the working of utopian desire and its
heterotopic results. When talking about the 16th century Dutch painter Holbein’s well known
work Ambassadors, Lacan defines the “anamorphotic object” as a “pure semblance” which “we
can perceive clearly only by ‘looking awry’”.123 In other words, the viewer of Holbein’s
Ambassadors can catch sight of, under the figures of the two ambassadors, an amorphous and
ambiguous spot which would remain a meaningless stain when viewed from the usual
straightforward perspective. It is only when the viewer of the painting looks at the picture from a
particularly specified lateral angle that this spot acquires the contour of a skull. Similar to the
hidden skull in Holbein’s painting, utopia functions very much like that Lacanian spot which is
nothing but an amorphous void when the “lens” of desire is absent. But utopia would start to take
various shapes whenever the “vision” of the utopian dreamer is distorted by desire.
In Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom, different versions of heterotopias are produced precisely
from the anamorphosis of different fictional characters’ utopian desires. While Lu Kan’s willful
and groundless belief leads him to build his own version of “Peach Blossom Spring” in Puji,
Zhang Jiyuan’s repressed desire for Xiumi entangles with his political desire for a social change,
thus distorting his utopian ideal into a project of dubious nature. Xiumi, in turn, transforms her
unfulfilled romantic desire for Zhang Jiyuan into the passion for a revolution without a clear
Zizek, Slavoj. Looking Awry: An Introduction to Jacques Lacan through Poplar Culture. Massachusetts: The
MIT Press, 12.
123
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political vision, which endows her utopian experiments with the capacity to produce various
heterotopic spaces. The leaders of the bandits in Hua Jiashe, however, create a utopian phantom
of Peach Blossom Spring in their isolated island, but never manage to change their followers or
themselves into the kind of detached and unworldly citizens fit for that utopia and unburdened by
any kinds of earthly desire.124 On the contrary, each of their leaders has their own selfish purpose
which ultimately leads them to turn against each other. In one word, Ge Fei’s novel demonstrates
how utopianism ends up becoming an irrational program on account of its being easily distorted
by individualized desires.
More importantly, the disastrous outcomes brought by some utopian projects both in the
novel and in modern Chinese history should alert us to the potential danger of the utopian
complex. In fact, Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom could also be read as a fictional warning, through
the author’s exploration of utopia’s easy distortion by individual or irrational desires, of utopia’s
alluring yet destructive magic. This could again be explained with the help of Holbein’s painting
of Ambassadors. Most art critics would read this painting as being actually about death, or the
destructive power of vanity symbolized by various precious objects which, surrounding the two
ambassadors, are related to art and human knowledge etc. The recommended look from the
proper lateral angel at the anamorphically extended spot in the lower part of the painting reveals
that spot to be an unsettling image of a skull set among those precious objects. Like that
anamorphical skull, utopian desire can also be born out of vanity, and would reveal itself to be “a
skull” after being filtered through distorted desire. That is to say, utopian desire could easily lead

People living in Tao Yuanming’s “Peach Blossom Spring” can be described as detached, unworldly, harmonious
and desireless.
124
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to disillusion, just as the concluding line of Li Shangyin’s “Sasadongfeng” says: “Don’t let your
springtime heart vie with the flowers in blooming: an inch of love longing, an inch of ash.”125

2.4 A Heterotopic Way of Conceptualizing Social Renewal
In this chapter, I have discussed how the two stages of Ge Fei’s intertextual practice
facilitate his reflection on both utopianism and the various utopian projects in modern and
contemporary Chinese history. In the novella from the utopian decade of the 1980s, Ge Fei
creates a fictional heterotopic world through an ingenious intertextualization of Li Shangyin’s
well-known Untitled Poem “Brocade Zither”. Later in one of his utopian trilogy when the entire
nation has been driven by a desire for economic and material prosperity in the 90s, Ge Fei makes
intertextual use of another of Li’s Untitled Poem “Sasadongfeng” to explore the relationship
between desire and utopia so as to point out the potential danger of the easily distorted utopian
desire.
To me, reading literary works, especially those related to the utopian motif, can also feel
like reading Li Shangyin’s Untitled Poems or reading the Lacanian spot in the Holbein painting.
The meaning of such literary text tends to become as indeterminable as Li Shangyin’s Untitled
Poem which could be assigned any name by any reader with whatever need that befits the
reading occasion, or as that ambiguous spot that could acquire any shape depending on the
viewer’s perspectives. This is also why the effort of interpreting literary texts has been compared
to an endless and everlasting pursuit, much like our eternal effort of chasing utopian dreams.
And this is why the ending of Ge Fei’s Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom becomes predicative of the
next episode of this everlasting effort of chasing: right before Xiumi dies, she suddenly has a
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春心莫共花爭發，一寸相思一寸灰。
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vision of the future when her son is coming to Puji with a brand new utopian blueprint.
Significantly, this last scene in Girl’s Face, Peach Blossom turns out to become the opening
scene of the second of Ge Fei’s utopian trilogy titled Mountains and Rivers Entering into
Dreams.
Utopia has long been the fervently desired object of humanity. Based on the historical
evidence of the huge cost that various utopian projects have made us to pay, we should all be
aware of the fact that utopianism can sometimes be turned into a willful, irrational, radical and
even hegemonic way of realizing a distorted and subjectivized desire. Ge Fei continues to tell
stories about such dangerous utopian desires in the other two sequels that make up his utopian
trilogy, with his exploration of utopianism continuing to inspire more intellectuals to reflect on
the same topic. Rather than reading Ge Fei’s obsession as a pessimistic attitude towards utopia, I
have tried to read it as an inspiring proposal which encourages us to conceptualize sociopolitical
project in an alternative and more realistic way while remaining constantly aware of the danger
of the treacherous human desire. Instead of having our binary understanding of utopian and
dystopian imaginations to delimit and suffocate our social reform, I propose to conceptualize
social innovation through the lens of heterotopia, since heterotopia as a concept is grounded
solidly in reality, hence holding the promise of opening up greater space for more rationally
constructive and practically promising action. In other words, we need to resist the lure of utopia
from time to time and be instead content with the idea of building a better world in a more
realistic way.
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Chapter Three
Intertextuality and Dung Kai-cheung’s Heterotopic imagination
of Hong Kong Identity
3.1 Hong Kong 1997 and Dung Kai-cheung’s Writing
For Hong Kong and its residents, the year 1997 doesn’t simply mark a historical transition in
the temporal dimension; it also geopolitically re-demarcates Hong Kong back into the territory of
the People’s Republic of China. However, for Hong Kong people, the handover from the British
Empire to China is not simply a story of a lost child coming back home, which can easily be
taken for granted by most Chinese mainlanders as a celebratory moment of liberating Hong
Kong from colonialism. Instead, the year 1997 psychologically tests the nerves of Hong Kong
people because they could foresee the inevitable changes that are about to take place in their
social, political and cultural life. The year 1997 thus becomes such a unique historical moment
when Hong Kong and its people are caught between the past and the future, a moment termed by
Ackbar Abbas as “interesting time[s]” which is a “period[s] of violent transitions and
uncertainty” (1). It is during this period of time—the years leading up to 1997—when people in
Hong Kong, especially intellectuals, acquire a historical consciousness and start to think about
Hong Kong as a unique city-community with a unique identity.
With the approaching of the date of reunification with China, Hong Kong was described as
“experiencing a kind of last-minute collective search for a more definite identity” (Abbas, 4).
More importantly, there appears an increasing collective obsession with delineating Hong
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Kong’s uniqueness, especially its “unique cultural identity vis-à-vis China” in the intellectual
discourse and cultural arena (Shih, 106). I would like to read this collective obsession with
defining Hong Kong community as a utopian search for a unique Hong Kong identity. In the
heyday of this search, various utopian projects have been launched by Hong Kong scholars,
artists, historians and culture critics who participate enthusiastically in activities of uncovering,
narrating, exhibiting, and recording the history of Hong Kong as well as preserving the changing
faces of the city in museums, memoirs, movies, fiction, archives, architecture, political speeches
and academic conferences. The goal of these utopian projects is to construct a unique Hong
Kong identity that can not only remain distinctive but also be capable of resisting political
influence from Mainland China after the big event of the “1997 return”.
Among these various utopian projects, a three-year art installation project called “Lo Ting”
is worth noting. In respectively the year 1997, 1998 and 1999, the “Lo Ting” art installation was
exhibited in the Hong Kong Museum of History and the Regional Council Heritage Museum.
The first exhibition of this series was also part of a group exhibition called “Museum 97: History,
Community, Individual” at Hong Kong Arts Center from June 23 to July 12, 1997, which is
significantly “enveloping the fateful date of July 1”, the date of Hong Kong’s “return” to the
mainland (Shih, 158). This exhibition was put in the “prehistorical” section of Hong Kong
museum with the aim of telling stories around a mythical creature called “Lo Ting”—a clearly
hybrid creature with the upper body of a fish and the lower part of a human body. The basic story
of the Lo Ting is summarized in the exhibition catalog:
A long time ago there was a fish called Lo living around the Lantau island area. After
absorbing spiritual energy of the universe, they became human. The sea god envied their
success and they were cursed to live forever a rootless life. They remained half human
half fish until the famous monk Pei Tao (Beidu chanshi) positioned many spiritual rocks
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all over the region to release them from the curse during the early part of the 4th century.
They became fully human on the condition that they should never go beyond their own
territory. In many history books these people are called “Lo Ting.” At around 400 A.D., a
“Lo Ting” named Lo Dun led a rebellion against the oppressive regime of Jun dynasty
(Eastern Jin dynasty) and moved North as far as Guangzhou. However, leaving their own
territory, his soldiers turned back to half human half fish and were unable to fight. Lo
Dun was killed and his followers fled back to Lantau Island and its surrounding areas,
living in extreme poverty. For those Lo Ting who stayed, they remained human and were
ancestors of the Tanka [danzu] people.
In 1197 a massacre happened at Lantau island, where the Shun [Song dynasty] soldiers
in an attempt to take over the salt production industry, practically killed all the Lo Ting
and most of the Tanka people there. However, there were still a few Lo Ting who
survived and today fishermen still come across them at the remote islands around Hong
Kong.126 (italics mine)
In this piece of narrative, a creature called “Lo Ting” is created out of imagination and taken to
be the ancestor of the Hong Kong natives. However, the assumption that Hong Kong has an
original native culture remains tenuous, if not problematic. Looking back at Hong Kong’s history
we can see that Hong Kong has been an immigrant community from the very beginning. People
in Hong Kong have come from various places, so there was “never a ‘local’ Chinese collective
identity” that can distinguish them as an imagined community (Chen, 79). The whole “Lo Ting”
narrative is a myth-making process which stages the intense utopian desire for a Hong Kong
identity. The artistic construction of the imagined community of “Lo Ting” is at best an allegory
for such a utopian project, the only fruitful result of which is to unveil the imaginary and illusory
nature of such utopian dream. Shu-mei Shih points out the utopian nature of delineating Hong
Kong’s identity: “The search for a narrative of Hong Kong identity was, like nostalgia,
paradoxically premised upon its absence; ultimately it was a utopian dream that generated
longing precisely because of its impossibility” (108, italics mine).

Hong Kong Arts Center, “Museum 97: History, Community, Individual,” exhibition catalog, Hong Kong Arts
Center, June 23, 1997, to July 12, 1997.
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If we look back at Hong Kong’s history, it is easy to understand why the search for a Hong
Kong identity has been actually premised upon its absence. Throughout its history, the story of
Hong Kong as a city-community has always followed an unexpected course. At different times,
Hong Kong assumed different roles as the fishing village, a colony of the Great Britain, a
cosmopolitan city in the era of globalization, and finally as one of China’s Special
Administrative Regions from July the 1st in 1997 onward. Therefore, it is reasonable to see Hong
Kong’s history as discontinuous rather than continuous. In fact, Hong Kong as a place has never
had a coherent and stable identity, because much of Hong Kong’s population is made up of
refugees or expatriates who regard Hong Kong as only a temporal stop or a jumping board for
emigrating into other places such as America, Australia and Southeast Asia etc. They are not the
people with a fixed and categorizable identity, but rather “flexible citizens” with flexible
identities and identifications who are regular international travelers (Chen, 85). They “have
always lived in the fissures between other powers and cultures”, thus have always faced with the
challenge of adaptation and uncertainty (Ibid., 78). Even during the period of the British
colonialism, Hong Kong never had the chance of developing a full-blown colonial identity, as in
most cases of colonial administration, mostly because of the British government’s policy of
laissez-faire capitalism, political non-interference, and cultural non-assimilation.127
On the contrary, most of the energy of colonial Hong Kong was directed toward the
economic sphere. As a result, historicity is “replaced by speculation on the property or stock
markets, or by an obsession with fashion or consumerism” (Abbas, 5). In this port city, it is no
exaggeration to say that currencies, values, human relations and everything else are floating and
provisional. Hong Kong thus is more like a city of transients endowed with a sense of the
127
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temporary. Given the fact that the popularly conceived notion of identity is generally considered
to be determined by one’s inherited national history, cultural tradition and heritage, and race or
bloodline, it is almost impossible for Hong Kong—a geopolitical space of transit—to possess an
identity that is not provisional or susceptible to change.
The first exhibition of the “Lo Ting” art series is clearly a strategic move of compensating
for the city’s lack of historical origin and of a definable identity by deliberately fabricating a prehistorical Hongkongness that is very distinguishable in terms of its mythical origin as well as its
species taxonomy. However, the strategy of fabrication itself automatically delegitimizes the
ontological existence of an authentic Hong Kong identity. In other words, a definable and
authentically distinguished Hong Kong identity becomes only a collective utopian invention of
something that could only exist in fantasy and fiction.
The first “Lo Ting” exhibition’s narrative of a Hong Kong identity doesn’t remain
unquestioned. The second and the third exhibitions of the “Lo Ting” series start to reflect on and
criticize the first one. In the second exhibition (held during the first anniversary of the handover:
June 20 to July 14, 1998), the narrative of Lo Ting “gains greater complexity and scholarly
scrutiny, incorporating charges against the first exhibition as fake” (Shih, 159). In the third
exhibition (held from late August to mid-September in 1999), the whole Lo Ting narrative takes
the form of a staged archaeological project: the whole story-making process that involves
archaeological procedures and museumization of artifacts is made manifest to the audience, thus
deconstructing the authenticity of Lo Ting as Hong Kong’s origin. The whole “Lo Ting” art
series help to make explicit that the utopian project of searching for a unique Hong Kong identity
is inevitably a futile and self-delusional endeavor. What has been put on stage is the searching
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effort itself, rather than a traceable origin or a definable identity. The identity of Hong Kong
remains elusive and ambiguous.
Besides the “Lo Ting” exhibition series which are the result of a collective effort of artists,
historians, archaeologists, cultural critics, scholars, and the media, the strong obsession with the
Hong Kong identity problem around 1997 is also manifest in the works of individual artists.
Among them, a book of design by Yuk-yuen Lan deserves special attention here. Lan’s book
titled The Practice of Chineseness is basically a book of instruction on how Hong Kong people
may practice Chineseness in Hong Kong. In this book, there are visual images, design and sign
systems of Hong Kong popular culture which engage in various ways—irony, parody or
pastiche—many cultural elements from mainland China. On the surface, Lan’s book appears to
be nostalgic about China as one of Hong Kong’s ethnic origin. But on a deeper level, Lan’s use
of the notion of Chineseness is full of fictitious borrowing and playfulness so that the borrowing
gesture becomes “active and carefree within historical perimeters”.128 In this way, Chinese
cultural elements become “consumable, free-floating, dehistoricized, and decontextualized”, thus
can be “ironically refashioned” for Hong Kong to use (Shih, 158). China here, instead of being
treated as a great geopolitical entity that can easily assimilate Hong Kong back into its political
and cultural system, is presented as a free-floating sign that can signify anything when entering
into the boundary of the City of Hong Kong.
On the one hand, such treatment of China and Chineseness can be read as a strategy to
exonerate the anxiety Hong Kong people experienced before their reintegration into China,
because the Hong Kong “topia” seems to have the magic power to absorb and transform

Yuk-yuen Lan, The Practice of Chineseness (Hong Kong: CyDot Communications Management &Technology,
1999), 34.
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anything according to its own will, though not the other way around. On the other hand, the issue
of Hong Kong identity itself remains unresolved because Hong Kong’s capacity in absorbing and
transforming things that come within its geographic boundary also bespeaks the malleable and
susceptible nature of the identity of this city.
In the literary field, different writers also voice out their own opinions and discuss this
identity question in different ways. Among them, Dung Kai-cheung is very much concerned
about the Hong Kong identity problem and explores this topic in both literary and theoretical
pieces of his work. Dung was born in Hong Kong in 1967, and grew up in Kowloon. His journey
as a literary writer and a scholar started in 1994 when he achieved his literary fame by winning
first prize in a Taiwan literary competition129 while graduating in the same year with a Master’s
degree in Comparative Literature from The University of Hong Kong. Since then, his fictional
works and academic essays have regularly attracted critics’ attention. Dung won many literary
awards in both Hong Kong and Taiwan.130 He gains public recognition primarily through
participating in various writing competitions sponsored by newspapers or literary magazines, like
many other literary writers from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Southeast Asian Chinese
Communities.
In Dung’s fictional writings, Hong Kong as a city has always been a key subject as well as
the main setting. Hong Kong’s identity problem is also a subject that Dung has been
enthusiastically exploring in many of his works. Take the well-received Androgyny: Evolution of
Dung Kai-cheung won Unitas’s Eighth New Writer’s Award, with his novella, Androgyny: Evolution of a NonExistent Species.
130
Dung won the Unitas Daily News Literary Award for Dual Bodies in 1995. He won Hong Kong Arts
Development Council Literary Award for New Writers in 1997. He also won The Fourth Hong Kong Chinese
Literature Bi-annual Award for Children’s Literature for his Xiaodong’s Campus. His Exploitations of Works of
Nature: Xuxu and Ruzhen also won several awards, including The Dream of Red Chamber Award and Shi Naian
Literary Award, and was ranked among the best ten in the Annual Book Awards by China Daily News and Yazhou
Zhoukan (Asia Weekly Magazine).
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a Non-Existent Species, for example. The primary setting of this novel is a pre-civilization
mountain area in which the rare species named “androgyny” has supposedly been found. By
setting up this story in such a primordial and remote area and regarding this place as the
authentic origin of a unique species, Dung’s fictional narrative resembles in its general outlook
the root-seeking literature which has gotten trendy in mainland China in the 1980s. However,
Dung’s novel departs significantly from the mainland root-seeking artists with his playful
attitude in contrast to their sincerity. The root-seeking writers in mainland China have tried hard
to find, out of sincere and firm belief, the authentic Chinese culture in those primitive areas such
as deep mountains, the hinterlands, and the backwaters of the country. Contrary to them, Dung
has no belief in the existence of such an authentic cultural root for Hong Kong. The word “nonexistent” in the title already carries the implication that this journey of origin-searching is
actually a process of myth-making, which readily turns this work into a parodist rewriting of the
root-seeking literary tradition.
However, I don’t think it is Dung’s intention to parody the “root-seeking” school. On the
contrary, I think he, through his seemingly playfulness and skepticism toward the task of tracing
Hong Kong’s origin, tries to point out the possibility of Hong Kong’s distinct uniqueness being a
potential fabrication, hence proposes a different way of envisioning, or creating, Hong Kong’s
identity. Like the species created and named “Lo Ting”, the creature androgyny is also
proclaimed to be a fabrication. But an evolutionary history of this species could still be
delineated through a fictional invention. In other words, instead of finding and defining a Hong
Kong identity, it would be advisable to make and produce one. Moreover, the creature
androgyny is composed of two heterogeneous body parts, as in the case of the creature Lo Ting.
But different from Lo Ting which is characterized by a body of half human and half fish,
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androgyny has both sexes in one body. In art and literature, androgyny is therefore often used to
symbolize the harmonious coexistence of difference, self-reliance and self-generation. By
creating such a specie, Dung seems to suggest that Hong Kong as a rootless city can still be an
autonomous community of self-sufficiency and self-reliance.
Dung’s concern about the problem of Hong Kong identity not only manifests in his literary
writings, but also in many of his academic essays. With his academic training background in
Comparative Literature, Dung wrote and published many theoretical essays on topics such as
Hong Kong’s history, Hong Kong’s identity, functions of museum and archives, and the problem
with archaeology.
Around the year 1997, he published several theoretical essays addressing issues about
Hong Kong’s history and identity. In his essay titled “Histories” (Duozhong lishi 多種歷史),
Dung asks the question “what is history in general and what is Hong Kong history in particular?”
In his own answer to this question, he criticizes the view which regards “history” as “the truth of
the past”.131 In Dung’s opinion, history is not the “truth” about, but a narrative of, the past. How
the narrative of history is constructed depends on the ideological position of the narrator. As a
result, history has never been objective.132 According to Dung, the constructive nature of history
also designates its fictionality. So in another essay of Dung titled “The Material Making of
Histories”, he gives us an example of how different histories of Hong Kong are fabricated by
him and others in an exhibition held in the “1997 Museum” (jiuqi bowuguan 九七博物館).133

See “Duozhong lishi” (Histories 多種歷史) in Dung Kai-cheung’s anthology of theoretical essays Zai shijiezhong
xiezuo, wei shijie er xie (Writing in and for the World 在世界中寫作，為世界而寫), p40.
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Ibid., p40-41.
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In his essay “The Material Making of Histories,” Dung tells the reader how he and other artists fabricated various
archaeological objects to tell different stories of Hong Kong, therefore creating different versions of histories of this
city in an exhibition held in the 1997 Museum. Ibid., p42-43.
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The constructiveness of history also problematizes the popular view which regards Hong
Kong’s history as continuous. Dung Kai-cheung points out that the most popular way of writing
Hong Kong’s history is to take the island’s history before 1841 to be the cultural origin of Hong
Kong as a colonial city. Conceptualizing Hong Kong’s history in this way no doubt helps to
consolidate the inseparable connection between Hong Kong and mainland China, thus in service
of the official discourse about the 1997 handover. However, Dung sees the history of Hong Kong
before 1841 as having nothing to do with the city’s history after 1841, because the post-1841
Hong Kong community is constituted primarily by people immigrated from other places, rather
than growing out of and expanding from the small fishing village before 1841. Therefore, it is
very problematic to regard the pre-1841 fishing village as the cultural and historical origin of the
colonial Hong Kong.134 The Hong Kong we know today is basically a place “appearing out of
nowhere” (wuzhong shengyou 無中生有).135 As the result, Hong Kong’s history should be viewed
as discontinuous and fragmented, and has a far more complicated relationship with the history of
mainland China.
With a discontinuous and incoherent history, any effort of searching for a definite cultural
root of Hong Kong would be futile. As Dung Kai-cheung says in “Manufacturing Hong Kong”
(Zhizao xianggang 制造香港):
The concept of “root-searching” is worth pondering. Someone once made a biting
comment that there had never been a whole culture in the shallow history of Hong Kong,
let alone search for a “root” somewhere (perhaps in the 60s and 70s?). Indeed,
“searching for root” in Hong Kong would lead us nowhere ... The concept of “rootsearching” implies that (Hong Kong’s) cultural identity is preexisting, readily available,
inherent, and lying hidden somewhere, waiting for us to “unearth” it, which seems to be
the only thing we can do, and nothing else. Overpowered by such a “root-searching”
134
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discourse, each individual is so passive that he/she can only inherit what the “root” can
offer, hence turning him/herself into a manufactured product. However, what “rootsearching” actually reflects is a desire for a root and an imaginary projection on what
the root would be like, just as the so-called history is actually the presence’s
reconstruction of the past. The truth is that “root-searching” is no more than “planting”,
in certain time and place, an “origin” for life and culture waiting to be uncovered and
searched back in the future. (WW, 60-61, trans. and italics mine)136
As the above quote points out, there is no cultural root for Hong Kong to search. Any rootsearching effort will inevitably turn out to be a root-producing one. But Dung doesn’t think it is
pessimistic for Hong Kong to be rootless. On the contrary, lacking a definite cultural root could
also be positive and even promising for Hong Kong since it provides Hong Kong with an
opportunity of inventing and negotiating its own identity. As in the case of Hong Kong having
“histories” instead of one definite “History”, Dung Kai-cheung exposes the illusory nature of the
attempt in finding a coherent Hong Kong identity, hence the fundamentally utopian effort of
defining Hong Kong. Instead of searching strenuously for a preexisting authentic Hong Kong
identity, Dung proposes that Hong Kong people should turn themselves into active producers of
their own identities.137 And the most effective way of doing that is to write in and for Hong Kong:
“Writing in Hong Kong, or Hong Kong’s literary creation to be specific, should not purport to
cultivate one’s taste and shape one’s personality at the present times, but should help construct
subjectivity through the media of writings so as to shake off the label of ‘made in Hong Kong’
and carry out, in its stead, the practice of ‘making/manufacturing Hong Kong’” (Dung, 2011, 60-

WW refers to Dung’s Writing in and for the World. I translated all Chinese quotations of this chapter. Here is the
Chinese“尋根” 這個觀念十分值得玩味。有人曾經譏嘲，在香港淺薄的歷史中，從來就未曾有過整全的文化，更談不
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上往哪裏（六，七 O 年代？）“尋根”。的確， 在香港 “尋根” 是近乎沒有結果的…“尋根” 的觀念暗示了文化身
份是既有的，現成的，與生俱來的，早就埋藏在哪裏的，我們唯一可以做的只是把它 “尋找” 出來，除此之外，我們
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61).138 For Dung Kai-cheung, it is obviously better for Hong Kong to remain an elusive subject
with all kinds of possibilities rather than to acquire a stable identity. In other words, to “produce”
Hong Kong is to augment the signifying capacity of “Hong Kong” as the signifier. Hong Kong
literature should play this important role in “producing/manufacturing” Hong Kong, because
how Hong Kong is written defines what Hong Kong is (Ibid.).
This power of fiction to produce Hong Kong identities is tested by Dung in many of his
works. If the pre-1997 collective search for a definite, stable, and unified Hong Kong identity is
found to be a utopian dream, then Dung Kai-cheung’s deconstruction of such a utopia and his
subsequent theoretical proposal of envisioning Hong Kong identities in plural forms could be
read as his experimentation of imagining Hong Kong as a heterotopic community, or of
constructing Hong Kong identity as a heterotopic product.139 Given the fact that a heterotopic
product is more inclusive and tolerant of differences, heterogeneity and ambiguities than an
illusory utopian project, Dung’s envisioning of Hong Kong community in light of heterotopia
might provide Hong Kong and its citizens with an opportunity of embracing flexible, malleable
and multiple identities which in turn would make Hong Kong a more unique, powerful and
democratic city-community.
In this chapter, I will read Dung Kai-cheung’s Fansheng Lu (Visible Cities 繁盛錄) as his
experiment in constructing Hong Kong into a heterotopic world within which a drama of the
metamorphosis of identities of both the city and its citizens is staged. Visible Cities is one of the
four works in the V cheng xilie (V City Series V 城系列) which depict various aspects of Hong

Here is the original Chinese quotation:“在香港寫作，或更具體一點—香港文學—在當前的意義，並不是性情人格
的陶冶，而是在文字媒介中確立主體，擺脫 ‘香港制造’的自我標榜，進行 ‘制造香港’的實踐。”
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Kong before and after the year 1997. The four fictional works are Ditu ji (Atlas: The
Archaeology of an Imaginary City 地圖集, published in June 1997), Visible Cities (published in
October 1998), Menghua lu (The Catalogue 夢華錄, published in July 1999), and Bowu zhi
(Unnatural Recollections 博物誌, published between 1999-2000). Though differing in literary
style and content,140 these four works in the V City Series share two common characteristics:
their narratives are full of intertextual references141 and are featured by a unique notion of
temporality termed by Dung as “future archaeology ” (weilai kaoguxue 未來考古學).
As a narrative strategy, “future archaeology” complicates on purpose the temporality in one
fictional space by treating the present as the past which has already been buried under the earth
waiting for the future archeologists to uncover. Dung himself defines “future archaeology” as a
method of looking simultaneously forward and backward (Dung, “Preface for the V City Series”,
7). He utilizes such a complicated temporality to “deprive time of its linear, progressive,
teleological and unsalvageable rigidity”, thus opening up multiple possibilities for human
experiences (Ibid.). I argue that Dung Kai-cheung’s creation of “future archaeology” as his
storytelling strategy helps him to build up different heterotopic worlds in his V City Series since
heterotopia is capable of “function[ing] at full capacity” when traditional conceptualization of
time is completely abandoned (Foucault, 1967, 6).
Ditu ji combines narrative and argumentation and is delineating the colonial history of Hong Kong and the
fictitiousness of the colonial space. Menghua lu and Bowu zhi adopt the format of storytelling and seek to construct
respectively a material and unnatural history of Hong Kong by telling stories surrounding both the commercial and
fabricated objects. Fansheng lu adopts the style of the narrative, the lyrical and the documentary, and is depicting an
imaginary archaeological project that happens in the future.
141
Ditu ji involves various Western sources: Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, Umberto Eco’s On the Impossibility of
Drawing a Map of the Empire on a Scale of 1 to 1, Roland Barthes’s Camera Lucida, Jorge Luis Borges’s
Labyrinths, and Michele Foucault’s Archaeology of Knowledge. Fansheng lu and Menghua lu pay homage to the
genre of “literary sketches of a city” (chengshi biji 城市筆記), and have several references including Meng
Yuanlao’s 孟元老 Dongjing menghua lu (東京夢華錄)，Nai Deweng’s 耐得翁 Ducheng jisheng (都城紀勝)，Zhou
Mi’s 周密 Wulin jiushi (武林舊事)，Xihu Laoren’s 西湖老人 Xihu laoren fanshenglu (西湖老人繁盛錄). Bowu zhi
refers to The Classic of the Mountains and Seas (Shanhai jing 山海經) and Zhang Hua’s 張華 Bowuzhi (博物誌).
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Among the four works of the V City Series, Visible Cities is the only one that demonstrates
in detail how a “future archaeology” is conducted. In this fiction, Dung presents a complex
archaeological process of reconstructing the image of Hong Kong both during the colonial period
and right before the 1997 handover by a group of future archaeologists and archivists who were
born and grew up after the handover. Dung intentionally sets up the time for this archaeological
project to take place in the year 2047 (when Deng Xiaoping’s policy of “one country, two
systems” lose its efficacy after 50 years). In this archaeological project, this future generation of
archaeologists and archivists try their best to conduct a comparative study of what Hong Kong
looks like now (in 2047) with the images of this city in both the colonial period and the years
preceding 1997 which were recorded in the archival materials they have uncovered.
By presenting in one fictional space different images of Hong Kong in three historical
periods—the 156 years of colonialism, several years before and anticipating the 1997 handover,
and the year of 2047, Dung Kai-cheung creates a virtual museum of Hong Kong history. I argue
that the fictional space of Visible Cities is a heterotopic space because it is enclosing in one space
different times, epochs, forms, and tastes.142 As I mention earlier, it will be more liberating and
powerful for Hong Kong to conceptualize its identity based on heterotopic imagination than
defining it as utopian, definite, and unified. That is because a heterotopic envisioning of Hong
Kong identity tends to conceptualize identity in plural forms, and accordingly envisioning it as
malleable, transforming, flexible, and always in the process of becoming. In my following
reading of Dung Kai-cheung’s Visible Cities, I will look at how such a heterotopic identity of the

Foucault defines museum as a heterotopic space because a museum has the capacity of “accumulating
everything” and “of establishing a sort of general archive” which could “enclose in one place all times, all epochs all
forms, all tastes” (1967, 7).
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Hong Kong city and its citizens are conceptualized by Dung through his heterotopic imagination
and intertextual writing strategy.

3.2 Intertextual Space and Ambiguous Identities
As a salient feature of Visible Cities, intertextuality is employed to construct a fictional
heterotopic space and is manifested on several levels. First, in terms of literary style, Dung not
only creates a collage of argumentation, narration, and enumeration in one fictional space, but
also borrows the style of note-taking from the genre of “the sketches of a city” (chengshi biji
xiaoshuo 城市筆記小說) which was popular in the Song dynasty. However, Dung consciously
differentiates his fiction of the note-taking style from his predecessors in the Song dynasty by
complicating the Chinese meaning of “fiction” (xiaoshuo 小說) in the first place. In Dung’s
writing, xiaoshuo has two connotations referring respectively to the “gossip and hearsay from the
street” (jietan xiangyu 街談巷語, daoting tushuo 道聽途說) with an emphasis on its unorthodoxy
nature and to a modern definition of xiaoshuo as imaginary artistic creation emphasizing its
fictionality or unreality (Dung, VC, 4). The juxtaposition of different literary styles in one textual
space produces the effect of a loss of unity experienced by the reader, which turns Dung’s text
into a heterotopic space of plural, polysemous and unstable signifiers.143 More significantly, the
double references of xiaoshuo as a genre in Dung’s writing further reinforce the heterotopic

One defining characteristic of heterotopia is the containment of radically different things in one place. For detail
please see Kevin Hetherington’s The Badlands of Modernity: Hetertotopia and Social Ordering, 1997.
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nature of this fictional text by foregrounding the unorthodoxy, transgressive, and fictitious
characteristics of his text.144
Secondly, intertextuality is also a salient feature on the level of Dung’s narrative. Visible
Cities consists of three sections, each made up of seven narratives with seven different narrators.
These seven narrators who bear the same surname Wei (維)145 are principal narrators of these
seven stories. But each piece of these primary narratives also contains a intradiegetic146 story
narrated by an eighth narrator named Liu Huasheng (劉華生). Besides sharing the same surname,
the seven narrators of the diegetic narrative are also assigned to have the same task of
reconstructing Hong Kong’s history through participating in the archaeological project taking
place in Dung’s imagined year of 2047. So unsurprisingly, each Wei’s narrative includes a
depiction of the present Hong Kong (in 2047), a reconstruction based on the archives and
archaeological materials unearthed of the city during the colonial period, and also Liu
Huasheng’s personal recording of anecdotes and strange events he witnessed or experienced
during the years preceding the 1997 handover. These two discursive levels of narratives—the
container narrative (diegesis) and the contained one (intradiegesis)—naturally form a dialogue
between each other through their different descriptions of the Hong Kong City as well as varied
recounting of the Hong Kong stories. As a result, a Bakhtinian dialogism characterizes the whole
fiction and turns Dung’s text into an intertextual space.147

Another defining characteristic of heterotopia is its being the site of the marginal, the unorthodoxy, and the
transgression. Ibid.
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The seven narrators of the primary narrative are Victoria (維多利亞), Veronica (維朗尼加), Viona (維奧娜),
Vivian (維慧安), Venus (維納斯), Virginia (維真尼亞), and Viana (維安娜).
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The intradiegetic level of narrative is pertaining to or part of the diegesis presented in a primary (higher level)
narrative. Gerald Prince ‘s Dictionary of Narratology (Revised Edition), p46.
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The ontological points of departure of intertextuality were “Bakhtin’s dialogism and Derrida’s criticism of
Western logocentrism”, Marko Juvan’s History and Poetics of Intertextuality, 2008, p4-5.
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Obviously, the author has a special agenda in not only giving the seven primary narrators the
same surname Wei but also deliberately making each of their names a phonic variation on
“Victoria”, since Hong Kong has also been referred as the “Victorian City” in its colonial history.
While the writing of Visible Cities in xiaoshuo style could be seen as Dung’s effort of telling an
unofficial story of Hong Kong and its history, Dung’s intentional naming of the seven primary
narrators of this fiction as Ms. V indicates his strong will to tell Hong Kong’s own version of
story in its own voice.
It is also noticeable that there is no single, unified version of the Hong Kong story. Instead,
each of the seven diegetic narrators Weis as well as the intradiegetic narrator Liu Huasheng have
different narrative styles and unique viewpoints to define or describe what Hong Kong really is.
While Victoria sees Hong Kong as the “City of Wall”, Virginia (維真尼亞) regards it as “Cities
within City”. To Vienna (維安娜), Hong Kong is the “City of Restaurants”, while for Veronica
(維朗尼加), Hong Kong becomes the “City of Puppets”. In Vivian’s (維慧安) narrative, Hong
Kong celebrates traditional Chinese “Dragon Boat Festival”, but in Venus’ (維納斯) writings,
Hong Kong prefers instead the Valentine’s Day. More importantly, when all seven primary
narrators compare Hong Kong during the colonial period and in the postcolonial year of 2047,
they all evoke or represent Liu Huasheng’s personal recording of stories and anecdotes during
the period anticipating the 1997 handover.
In a sense, these different accounts of or about Hong Kong work altogether to construct a
textual space of heteroglossia characterized by a defiance against and resistance to one dominant
discourse. As a radical form of dialogism, heteroglossia demonstrates the disruptive force of
intertextuality to unsettle any hegemonic discourse. A heteroglossic writing of Hong Kong not
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only challenges one single dominant way of defining Hong Kong as one of China’s Special
Administrative Regions, but more significantly this style of writing deconstructs the utopian
view of Hong Kong’s identity as necessarily definite, coherent and unified.
More illuminating is the author’s strategy of having the same narrator presenting conflicting
viewpoints about Hong Kong within one piece of narrative. Here is one example from Venus’
narrative of the Chinese Valentine’s Day (qixi 七夕):
The great post-colonial era is the time when the whole V city has its emotions frozen, and
its citizens are trapped in an ultimate sense of belonging, hence deprived of any
possibilities of new encounters; the only choice for them is to stay detached, loveless,
desireless, and to live without the holiday for celebrating love. The great post-colonial
era is also the time when the whole V city is experiencing a flood of emotions; during this
time, none of its citizens could live without regaining lost love, meeting new sweethearts,
and regarding romance as the only reason for living; for them, there are so much love and
desire that it could be felt in every corner of the city and on each single day, hence
questioning the necessity of having a specific holiday for love. (VC, 153, italics mine)148
The presentation of multiple even mutually conflicting causes for the same phenomenon of Hong
Kong having no Chinese Valentine’s Day in the post-colonial period endows postcolonial Hong
Kong with paradoxical identities of being simultaneously an emotionless and an emotional city. I
think the author’s intention here is to destabilize any fixed category of identity that Hong Kong
could fit in easily. As a result, Hong Kong’s identity becomes ambiguous and versatile, rather
than being definite. With flexible and shifting identities, Hong Kong as a city, in Dung Kaicheung’s writing, also becomes a heterotopic space, or a “hetero-topia” (yituo chengbang 異托城
邦), which not only tolerates but also embraces and celebrates ambiguity and uncertainty.149

Here is the original Chinese: 大回歸時期，V 城的情感冷凍期，V 城居民受困於終極的歸宿，無復可戀的新歡，唯
有在凝滯的現狀中自求超脫，無愛亦無欲，於是亦無祝願情人的節日。大回歸時期，也是 V 城的情感泛濫期，V 城居
民無不重拾舊愛，結識新知，視談情為存在的唯一因由，讓無法盛載的愛欲，流瀉於每一個日子，任何一個角落，於是
亦無情人節的必要。
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Another important feature of heterotopia is its celebration of radical ambiguity and uncertainty. See Kevin
Hetherington’s The Badlands of Modernity: Hetertotopia and Social Ordering, 1997.
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This kind of ambiguity could ultimately be traced back to Dung’s initial effort of
intertextualizing those two classical Song dynasty texts in the same genre of “sketches of the
city”. Visible Cities is intended to be read as an intertextual fiction primarily because Dung Kaicheung alludes deliberately in its title to both Meng Yuanlao’s 孟元老 Dongjing menghua lu
(Record of Dreaming of Splendors at the Eastern Capital 東京夢華錄) and Xihu laoren’s 西湖老
人 Xihu laoren fansheng lu (Record of the Prosperous Capital by the Old Man from the West

Lake 西湖老人繁盛錄), which are two classical texts in the genre of “sketches of the city”.
Though both function as the twin proto-texts for Dung’s fiction, there is a great difference too
essential to be ignored in terms of the two authors’ identities and their purposes of writing.
Dongjing menghua lu was written in 1147 by Meng Yuanlao during his exile in the Jiang Nan
(江南) region after the demise of the Northern Song dynasty. In literary history, Meng Yuanlao is
generally regarded by scholars from past and present as a Northern Song loyalist (beisong yimin
北宋遺民), which is why his writing belongs to the category of loyalist literature (yimin wenxue
遺民文學). In Dongjing menghua lu, he wrote nostalgically about the Northern Song capital

Bianliang (汴梁) which used to be extremely prosperous before its destruction by the Jin army.
He also meticulously recorded almost everything in Bianliang including architectural style,
governmental institutions, geographical outlooks of the city, daily lives of its citizens, holidays
or customs, popular foods and folk activities. The purpose of Meng Yuanlao’s strenuous effort of
recording everything in the former capital is to prevent people like him who had lived through
the dynastical transition from forgetting what the city and their lives used to be. Completely
different from Meng Yuanlao’s text, Xihu laoren fansheng lu was written by a person with the
penname of Xihu laoren who, being a citizen in the capital Lin’an (臨安) of the Southern Song
dynasty, tried to describe with great curiosity and enthusiasm the material and cultural life there.
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As a result, Xihu laoren’s text has nothing to do with the traumatic experience of the dynastical
transition, nor does it belong to the highly political genre of loyalist literature.
In terms of sociohistorical context, Dung Kai-cheung’s fictional text is different from and
more complicated than both of its proto-texts. Unlike Xihu laoren fanshenglu, Visible Cities
doesn’t focus on a single historical period of stability during which a city can manage to develop
and prosper without any disruption to its socioeconomic and political environment. However
Dung intentionally imitates this classical sketch of a city in terms of its thematic choice and
lyrical style besides paying titular homage.150 In my view, Visible Cities is more closely related
to the other intertext by Meng Yuanlao since both works engage with the theme of political
transition and both demonstrate the authorial effort of reconstructing what has been lost, or in
Dung’s case, what is imagined to be possibly lost in the future, as well as preserving a piece of
the memory of a city, or in Dung’s fictional rendition, a parodic twist of such a preservation.
Moreover, what complicates Dung’s intertextualization of even Dongjing menghua lu is the
drastically different nature of the sociopolitical transition recorded in Visible Cities. To be
specific, the fall of Bianliang of Northern Song dynasty signifies a traumatic and insulting
moment of the conquest of a great Han dynasty by a so-called “barbarian” intruder151, while the
political transition in Hong Kong signifies, on the contrary, a celebrating and triumphant moment
of ending the humiliating period of colonization, even though it also marks a far more
complicated moment for many Hong Kong people. But what makes Dung’s intertextuality even
more complicated is his subduing such a triumphant connotation of Hong Kong’s return to the

Xihu laoren fanshenglu focuses on describing cultural activities, folk customs, and special skills of local people
as its major themes, while Dung inherits these themes and writes in similar prose styles as Xihu laoren did in section
two of his Visible Cities.
151
In premodern period, most Han Chinese regard other ethnic minorities’ civilization as barbarian in nature.
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mainland through his narrators’ neutral, if not unimpassioned, recording of as well as their
ambiguous attitude towards the big historical moment of ending Hong Kong’s colonization.
Additionally, it remains unclear if his narrators have any nostalgic feeling about the faded history
and culture of colonial Hong Kong because they seem to have shown more passion for the
archeological activities than for their actual discovery in the process, which again distinguishes
Dung’s fiction from its highly nostalgic intertext of Dongjing menghua lu. In a sense, it is hard to
tell whether Hong Kong becomes more or less enchanting after the 1997 handover for Dung as
well as his fictional narrators. In other words, Dung’s intertextualization of two thematically
conflicting texts in his own fiction enables him to tell the story of Hong Kong in ambiguous,
indefinite, polyphonic and open-ended way, that is, as a heterotopic text.
In Visible Cities, Hong Kong seems to become neither better nor worse, neither prosperous
nor impoverished after the end of colonization. There are certainly many changes that have taken
place during the post-colonial years in “Hong Kong-topia”, but the changes described in Dung’s
text don’t imply a clear sense of loss, thus, as I mention above, incapable of evoking strong
nostalgic feelings. In terms of these differences between Dung’s text and its intertext of
Dongjing menghualu, it would be more reasonable to describe their relationship as being parodic
because, on the one hand, Dung pays homage to Meng Yuanlao’s text by imitating its structure,
prose style and thematic choice which nicely complements his intertextualization of Xihu
laoren’s text, while on the other hand, Dung keeps a distance from the agenda of Meng
Yuanlao’s writing as an exemplary text of loyalist literature by consciously holding an
ambiguous attitude toward Hong Kong’s political transition.
In Dung’s fiction, the identity of the post-colonial Hong Kong is constructed as elusive,
ambiguous, transforming and indefinable, just as its identity during the colonial period. I argue
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that this sense of ambiguity has been significantly strengthened precisely by Dung Kai-cheung’s
engagement of the twin intertexts which have radically different textual identities or different
agendas.152 To a certain degree, the textual space of Hong Kong in Dung’s fiction becomes a
fascinating heterotopic site which has the capacity of tolerating and even embracing ambiguities,
uncertainties, heterogeneities and differences in an all-inclusive manner. As my theoretical
explication in Chapter One of this dissertation suggests, intertextuality as a spatial textuality
possesses an amazingly liberating power of not only tolerating but also dismantling the
hierarchical or antagonistic relationship between self and Other. In this sense, Dung in his Visible
Cities successfully explores this liberating power of intertextual writing that helps him to
reconstruct the city of Hong Kong into a heterotopic space in which the conceptualization of
plural, indefinable, yet powerfully liberating Hong Kong identity becomes possible.

3.3 The Geographically Symbolic Space and Hong Kong’s Heterotopic Identities
The first section of Dung Kai-cheung’s Visible Cities depicts various aspects of Hong
Kong’s geographical features and its major political institutions. This section is also constituted
by seven narratives which can be roughly put into three categories. The first two narratives are
titled as “City of Walls” (城墻之城) and “Cities within City” (城中之城) in which Dung explores
the issue of Hong Kong’s identity crisis through his metaphorical reading of the geographical
changes in both the colonial and postcolonial Hong Kong as both a self-contained and an isolated
community. The following three narratives “City of Passageways” (通道之城), “City of Bridges”
(橋之城市) and “City of Streets” (街之城市) can be read as Dung’s envisioning of Hong Kong as

Meng Yuanlao’s text as typical “literature of the loyalists”, while Xihu laoren’s text has nothing to do with this
highly political genre.
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a special place of connection, communication and transition. The last two narratives “City of
Government” (政府之城) and “City of the Governor’s Mansion” (督府之城) are the author’s
exploration of Hong Kong’s hybrid identity.
When Dung Kai-cheung explores Hong Kong’s identity crisis in “City of Walls” and
“Cities within City”, he engages three important periods in Hong Kong’s history: the postcolonial period after the 1997 handover, especially the year of 2047; the 156 years of colonial
rule; and years approaching the 1997 handover. In “City of Walls”, Dung describes Hong Kong
under colonization paradoxically as a “city without walls” (沒有城墻的城市) in which its citizens
live in constant “anxiety and trepidation” (誠惶誠恐的日子) (VC, 19). After the end of the
colonization, Hong Kong is however described as having acquired a new wall, so that its citizens
can live safely under the “protective shield” of mainland China from then on (Ibid.).
According to the contrasting description of the imaginary and highly fictional geographical
features of Hong Kong during these two drastically different historical periods, the postcolonial
Hong Kong is presented to the reader as ostensibly attractive and preferable because of the
ultimate elimination of uncertainty and anxiety caused by the lack of protection in the “wall-less”
period of colonization. But if we read more closely, we would find that postcolonial Hong Kong
with its seeming benefits of certainty and sense of security actually faces more problems in
envisioning its own identity, as we can see in the following narration of Victoria:
It seems that the V city is no longer a city but has become a part of a bigger country, or it
has turned into a bigger country itself surrounded by a long city wall, as we all know. We
believe that there is indeed a city wall which can even be seen from time to time, but
none of us is able to reach it, that is to reach the end of the V city, because that wall is
always one step beyond our reach, moving away from us as we approach it. That wall of
the V city is therefore unreachable, untransgressable, immeasurable, hence infinitely
longer and bigger. Within such a wall, we are experiencing a sort of freedom for lack of
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boundaries; but at the same time, such an unreachable and invisible city wall effectively
erases the difference between the inside and the outside, the self and the Other, hence
rendering freedom meaningless, ruling out the possibility of escape, and resulting in the
production of sheer confinement. (VC, 19-20, italics mine)153
In my view, the “wall” in this passage symbolizes a cultural-political reference according to
which Hong Kong and its people are enabled to define their cultural-political identity. As I
mention in Part I, there has never been a chance for Hong Kong to develop a clear, stable, and
unified cultural-political identity during the colonial period for lacking such a definite culturalpolitical reference due to the British government’s policy of political non-interference and
cultural non-assimilation. In other words, without a symbolically demarcating “wall” functioning
as the cultural-political signifier, the colonial Hong Kong’s cultural-political identity has
remained elusive and ambiguous.
According to the narrator, this “wall-less” situation seems to come to an end right after
Hong Kong’s re-demarcation into mainland China’s geopolitical and cultural boundary.
However, this symbolic “wall” of a large country then becomes, in the words of the narrator,
“unreachable”, “unapproachable”, “immeasurable”, “untransgressable” and even “invisible”.
Paradoxically enough, such a “infinitely longer and bigger” wall makes the postcolonial Hong
Kong citizens simultaneously feel “free” for lack of reachable boundaries (沒有疆界的自由) and
feel extremely constrained, confined and inescapable as a result of the possible erasure of
differences between inside and outside (the symbolic boundary between mainland and Hong

Here is the Chinese: V 城仿佛已經不只是一個城市，而是被收納進一個更大的國度，又或者是 V 城已經擴張成一個
更大的國度，而我們知道，城墻就在這更大的國度的邊緣。我們相信城墻的存在，甚至可以瀏覽它的存在，但沒有人能
走到城墻下面，亦即來到大 V 城的盡頭，因為城墻總在我們的一步以外，隨著我們腳步的前進向外推移。V 城的城墻
因其無可到達，無可跨越，無可丈量，於是也近乎無限大。在這無遠弗屆的城墻中，我們經驗著沒有疆界的自由，但無
可到達也因此而無法得見的城墻，卻同時取消了所謂內外的區分，彼我的差異，於是亦泯滅了自由的意義，排除了逃出
的可能，結果反而締造了最純粹的封閉。
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Kong) as well as between self and Other (the symbolic difference between mainlanders and
Hong Kong people).
Moreover, the “unreachable”, “unapproachable” and even “invisible” nature of the symbolic
“wall” could also be interpreted, on the one hand, as the probable absence of a strong politicalcultural signifier of mainland China, which would possibly exempt Hong Kong from being
completely assimilated even after its return. But on the other hand, such invisible yet limitless
and untransgressable existence of a symbolic “wall” might also imply Dung’ anxiety about the
inescapable fate of Hong Kong to be restrained within an unshakable perimeter of a lager
imaginary community, henceforth to lose its advantage of flexible identifications as well as its
inclusive power of tolerating multiple identities.
Hong Kong people’s anxiety over such a paradoxical absence and presence of a “wall” is
further illustrated in the primary narrator’s representation of Liu Huasheng’s diary which records
stories and strange events taking place right before the 1997 handover. According to Liu, every
citizen in Hong Kong has been training him/herself to be a wall builder when 1997 comes near.
As a result, various kinds of mini-walls, such as “walls in elevators”, “walls near road lamps”,
“movable walls”, “book walls”, “tree walls”, and “invisible walls in each person’s heart”, begin
to emerge here and there throughout the “wall-less” colonial city during the years approaching
1997 (VC, 22). Though differing in shapes, locations and materials, all these walls, according to
Liu Huasheng, function similarly as means of self-protection or self-covering.
Among these bizarre wall-building behaviors, the most impressive one is building invisible
walls within people’s heart since it is the only one that has developed into a collective obsession.
To be specific, almost everyone in Hong Kong has been training himself/herself in this “inner115

wall” building skill as the basic “survival tactic” and “principle of handling things” (VC, 22).
Moreover, Liu Huasheng’s diary informs the reader of an even stranger phenomenon: there are
so many “walls” built in Hong Kong before 1997 that by connecting them together they can form
a single super-long wall surrounding and hence protecting the whole Hong Kong region. I’d like
to read such a collective obsession with wall-building as a symbolic gesture of identity
preservation when Hong Kong faces the possible political and cultural change, because each of
the “actual” or “imaginary” wall built by people conveniently evolves into a personal territory
within which a person can have his/her own “spiritual and imaginary freedom” (Ibid.). Moreover,
the various tiny self-enclosing territory constituted by each different and unique individual
“wall” can be read as symbolizing the successful preservation of each unique personal identity.
So collectively, Hong Kong is gradually turned into a heterotopic city-space characterized by a
harmonious coexistence of many distinctive individuals with heterogeneous personalities and
identities. The collective anxiety over Hong Kong’s identity issue before 1997 is thus revolved
by Dung Kai-cheung through his fictional construction of Hong Kong identity(ies) reflective of
an inspiring heterotopic imagination.
Such a heterotopic envisioning of Hong Kong identity is further demonstrated in “Cities
within City” in which all of Hong Kong’s architectural constructions kept from the colonial
period are described by Virginia as “having gradually sunk under the sea” (Ibid., 27). But at the
same time, a new Hong Kong city “keeps growing” out of incessant construction implemented
on the original Hong Kong island and finally acquires the bizarre outlook of “cities within city”:
The V city expands itself within its limited boundary and not beyond. In the last 50 years,
the construction of new buildings has never been stopped, though the total area of V city
remains the same. Constructions in V city, multiplying in the manner of cell division,
keep emerging from any tiny space available in the city...Every window, with new rooms
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and windows growing within itself, starts to resemble a succulent plant which also
sprouts from its center. There are more V cities being generated within the original V city,
and there always are other cities within one city, which makes the search for the center
of the V city, or for the city within city, an endless yet futile process. (Ibid., 28, italics
mine)154
In this passage, new architectural constructions keep appearing within or on top of each other so
that the image of Hong Kong city starts to resemble a succulent plant which grows everywhere
from its inner core in an explosive manner. Such a growing fashion of Hong Kong city,
symbolized by the succulent plant, is interestingly analogous to the growing of a rhizome whose
“movements of deterritorialization” and “processes of reterritorialization” are always
“connected” and “caught up in one another” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 10).
As a result, it finally becomes impossible to locate the center of the Hong Kong City. In
other words, the rhizomatic Hong Kong also becomes a heterotopic one, because it has salient
features of heterogeneity, multiplicity, decentralization and de-hegemonization.155 Moreover, the
image of “multiple cities” can also be read as having the same metaphorical function as “city of
walls” since both aptly symbolize heterogeneous identities which have been generously
embraced by the heterotopic Hong Kong. More importantly, the impossibility of locating the
center of the city further implies the futility and meaninglessness of any attempt at essentializing
Hong Kong identity in a reductive manner.
After exploring the heterotopic possibility for Hong Kong identity by evoking the symbols
of “walls” as well as the metaphor of “growing cities”, Dung Kai-cheung in the following three

Here is the Chinese: V 城的增長，並非向外的，而是向內的。五十年來 V 城的總面積維持不變，但城中卻從未停止
加蓋新的建築。V 城的新建設，就像細胞分裂一樣倍增，在城中任何一丁點兒的空隙中鑚出來…每個窗子都像自心中發
芽的多肉植物一樣，爆放出另外的房間和窗子。V 城自內部生出更多的 V 城，在城市裏面永遠有另外的城市，致使尋
找 V 城的中心，城中之城，是個永遠也無法窮盡的過程。
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For detail see Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, and Kevin
Hetherington’s The Badlands of Modernity: Heterotopia and Social Ordering.
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narratives of “City of Passageway”, “City of Bridge” and “City of Street” tries to address another
feature of Hong Kong city which would further demonstrate his heterotopic envisioning of its
identity.
In “City of Passageways”, Hong Kong is described by the narrator as having always been
“the city of passageways” during both the colonial and postcolonial period: “The city of
passageways, which has neither center nor essence, and is neither the starting point nor the
destination, without any origin or heritage, can only exist in transitions; the reversed journey of
the V city’s history only leads to a boundless sea of time and space” (VC, 35).156 In this
description, the narrator not only reminds people of the fundamental nature of Hong Kong as a
city without “center” or “essence”, but also calls people’s attention to the city’s lack of
historicity since it neither has a “starting point” (or “origin”) nor a “destination”. Moreover, this
city also functions as a passageway since most of its citizens “never stop travelling” and are
always on the road or “always in transition” (VC, 36-37). That’s why Hong Kong people here are
named by the narrator as “passageway people” (tongdao ren 通道人) and are described as
enjoying this transient life style (38-39). Through this metaphorical figure of “passageway
people”, Dung successfully presents Hong Kong as a city of transients, a space of the temporary
and a doorway/conduit of communication, connection or exchange. This corresponds well with
Hong Kong’s traditional function of being a port city which, like a boat, or a floating
“heterotopia par excellence” for Foucault157, floats forever on “the sea of time and space” (VC,
35). As a heterotopic floating city, Hong Kong naturally acquires a floating identity which would
always be in transitions and metamorphosis.
Here is the Chinese: 通道之城，存在於過渡之中，無中心，無本質，非出發點，非目的地，沒有源起，沒有繼承；
V 城歷史的逆向旅程，航向茫茫的時空之海。
156
157

Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias”, 1967, p9.
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In order to reinforce the image of Hong Kong as a city of transit, the author creates another
two metaphorical figures which are characterized likewise by their function as conduit: “bridgebuilder” (daqiao ren 搭橋人) in “City of Bridge” and “street-crossing person” (guojie ren 過街人)
in “City of Street”. Obviously, the image of both “bridge” and “street” conveys the same sense of
connecting, transporting and crossing. More importantly, the figure of “bridge-builder” is
described by the narrator as a professional intermediary person whose job is to help people make
connections with and pass messages between each other. It could thus be read as readily
symbolizing Hong Kong’s similarly intermediary function both as an international “bridge” to
connect the East and the West and as an “agent” for circulating messages and goods.
More complicated than the “bridge-builder” is the figure of “street-crossing person”
described by the narrator as a weird person who keeps crossing one certain street he/she chooses
in a repetitive and non-stop fashion everyday for the whole day. What is more striking for the
reader is that a “street-crossing person” usually chooses the busiest street and picks his/her time
to cross at the most dangerous moment when all the vehicles start moving. It is worth noting that
each “street-crossing person” takes this crossing activity very seriously and does nothing else
except this each single day, as if it is the only worthy job for them to do. In a sense, this figure of
“street-crossing person” can be seen as symbolizing, in a hyperbolic way, the courage, mobility,
and agency that characterize any typical traveler. Since most people in Hong Kong are regular
international travelers with flexible identities and strong adaptability, the exaggerated behavior
of the figure of “street-crossing person” serves as a good metaphor for their traveller identity.
Since flexibility and adaptability can also “denote uncertainty and ambiguity”, the figure of
“street-crossing person” further suggests the indefinable, unstable and malleable nature of the
Hong Kong identity (Chen, 85). With the help of these interesting metaphorical figures of
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“passageway person”, “bridge-builder” and “street-crossing person”, Dung significantly
delegitimizes the utopian way of defining Hong Kong identity by presenting Hong Kong
identities as plural, multiple, unstable, indefinable, flexible, malleable, heterogeneous and always
in the process of becoming.
In the last two narratives of the first section of Visible Cities, Dung experiments with new
ways of conceptualizing Hong Kong identity by engaging fictional accounts about the city’s
government as well as its buildings and landscapes. Take the narrative of “City of the Governor’s
Mansion” for example. The primary narrator Venus tells us a story about the transformations of
the governor’s mansion after the political transition in 1997. In her account, Dung Kai-cheung
draws our attention to the hybrid flowers of Chinese redbud (yangzijin hua 洋紫荊花) which have
been cultivated on purpose around the new (postcolonial) governor’s mansion in place of the
original azalea preferred by the colonial government:
The old (colonial) governor’s mansion, just like the geological stratification often found
in an archaeological project, has since been buried beneath layers after layers of those
new buildings constructed in the postcolonial period...the newly built governor’s mansion
for Hong Kong’s return...prefers the Chinese redbud, instead of the azalea, as its
decorative flowers...But the Chinese redbud is a hybrid! It doesn’t have reproductive
capacity! It is a different time now, in which these beautiful hybrids need to be taken care
of. (VC, 68-70)158
The hybrid flower of Chinese redbud is clearly a symbol for Hong Kong’s hybrid identity.
Moreover, as a good metaphor for heterogeneity, the image of the hybrid flower of Chinese
redbud is also evoked here to further legitimize Dung’s heterotopic imagination of Hong Kong’s
identity since heterotopia is characterized by its capacity of juxtaposing in one place the various
kinds of things that are heterogeneous and even incompatible (Foucault, 1967, 6).
Here is the Chinese: 舊督府自此便像考古地質層一樣給淹埋在重重疊疊的後殖民時期僭建築物之下...新建的大回歸
首長府...現在首長府大量栽種的不是杜鵑花而是洋紫荊...它是雜種！自己沒有繁殖能力！現在時勢不同了，要打理這些
美麗的雜種。
158
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Different from the simple conceptualization of Hong Kong’s hybrid identity in “City of the
Governor’s Mansion”, Dung approaches the identity issue in a more complicated way in “City of
Government” in which the narrator Viona depicts the colonial Hong Kong and postcolonial
Hong Kong through two contrasting images. Surprisingly, Viona depicts the postcolonial Hong
Kong as a city of anarchy (wuzhengfu zhi cheng 無政府之城), while the colonial Hong Kong as a
city with a giant, complicated yet super-organized political system. More specifically, as a city of
anarchy, the postcolonial Hong Kong is described to be a society operated on individual, instead
of collective, dreams and aspirations. Moreover, this anarchic city seems to benefit from its lack
of a central government because it is exempted from various annoying governmental activities
such as “registration, declaration, payment, abidance, violation, petition, condemnation,
resistance, demonstration, revolution, riot, election, appointment, legislation, administration,
judgement, budget, report, statistics, consultation, social benefits, suppression” (VC, 58).159 In
other words, the postcolonial “anarchic” Hong Kong enjoys extravagant freedom. But soon this
seemingly positive freedom is considerably neutralized by the narrator’s melancholic expressions
of feeling at loss and without direction: “I, named Viona, who is also the new generation born
and growing up in the great Era after Hong Kong’s return, am the child of the anarchic Hong
Kong, who don’t know and don’t need to know in which direction I’ve gone or should go”
(Ibid.).160 Such an ambivalent portrayal of feeling both free and at loss in the imaginary
postcolonial Hong Kong might reflect the author’s own ambivalent feelings regarding Hong
Kong’s return. However, I would rather read this contradictory and exaggerated presentation of
“extreme freedom” and “lack of direction” as the author’s rhetorical strategy of imagining Hong

Here is the Chinese: 登記，申報，繳納，遵守，違反，請願，抨擊，抗爭，示威，革命，暴亂，選舉，委任，立
法，行政，裁判，預算，報告，統計，咨詢，福利，鎮壓。
160
Here is the Chinese: 我，維奧娜，大回歸時期新生代，無政府之孩子，不復知悉，也無需知悉去向。
159
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Kong as a city of limitless possibilities, since “lack of direction”could also positively imply an
open future.
Similar to the image of an anarchic city, the narrator’s description of the colonial Hong
Kong as a city with a giant and complicated political system also carries a symbolic message. In
this colonial city, every citizen is “hired” by the colonial government to “play certain role”
according to specific needs (VC, 61). Since every social role can be played freely by anyone,
every civilian is also a governmental official at the same time, and vice versa. In other words, in
this “orderly” city with a central government, the distinction between civilians and governmental
officials has been erased, hence the automatic deconstruction of the concept of government per
se. Through Dung’s playfully self-deconstructive way of writing, Hong Kong as a “colonial city
with a central government” becomes simultaneously the “postcolonial city of anarchy”, and vice
versa. I argue that the author, through such a paradoxical writing style, effectively conveys his
most essential idea of envisioning Hong Kong identity in light of performativity, adaptability,
and flexibility. Such conceptualization of Hong Kong identity might help exonerate the
collective anxiety in Hong Kong preceding its official return to the mainland, because these
heterotopic features of its identity could empower Hong Kong in a significant way. Moreover,
such a dynamic way of conceptualizing Hong Kong identity also ridicules the collective “fear for
change” before the 1997 handover by stressing a promising aspect of Hong Kong identity as
being always in the process of becoming/transforming.
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3.4 From “Made in Hong Kong” (xianggang zhizao 香港制造) to “Making/Manufacturing
Hong Kong” (zhizao xianggang 制造香港)
In the second and third sections of Visible Cities, Dung Kai-cheung further explores the
performative nature of the Hong Kong identity as well as the transforming power of the Hong
Kong city through a playful fictionalization of its material culture, customs and holidays. The
second section is made up of seven pieces of narrative depicting Hong Kong as seven different
types of city including “The City of Restaurants” (Jiulou zhicheng 酒樓之城), “The City of
Snacks” (Xiaoshi zhicheng 小食之城), “The City of Puppets” (Kuilei zhicheng 傀儡之城), “The
City of Whores” (Changji zhicheng 娼妓之城), “The City of Shops” (Dianpu zhicheng 店鋪之城),
“The City of Fashionable Clothes” (Shizhuang zhicheng 時裝之城). and “The City of
Craftsmanship” (Jiyi zhicheng 技藝之城). These different ways of naming the same city have
already effectively given it multiple identities.
This part begins with a narrative titled “The City of Restaurants” in which Vienna, the
archaeologist-narrator, presents an account about the gradual metamorphosis of Hong Kong
restaurants from the colonial period to the postcolonial period. During the 156 years of
colonialization, Hong Kong is recorded in archaeological archives as a city worthy of the name
“City of Restaurants” (mingfuqishi de jiulou zhicheng 名副其實的酒樓之城) because there had
been countless restaurants offering various kinds of fancy meals and services (VC, 78). But those
restaurants are also described in historical materials as having double functions: after their
normal meal services during daytime, those restaurants would immediately turn into “shadow
restaurants” (yingzi jiulou 影子酒樓) which offer “shadowy meals” (yingzi yan 影子宴) after
midnight for those who have passed away or for things that have lost. According to the narrator,
“shadowy meals” symbolize both “a nostalgic reminiscence of the past” and “the illusory nature
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of contemporary life” (VC, 78). This “service for the dead” of a seemingly “normal” restaurant
possibly suggests the existence of an unexpected functional alienation working implicitly within
a restaurant’s normal identity. Such a fictionalized internal alienation readily assigns Hong Kong
restaurants into heterogeneous entities containing both “self” and “Other”. In other words, Dung
Kai-cheung might have created such a heterogeneous image of Hong Kong restaurants to support
his heterotopic conceptualization of a non-unified Hong Kong identity.
Dung’s exploration of the issue of Hong Kong’s identity formation takes more radical forms
in the following narrative. When the year of 1997 is getting close, the normal meal services of
every Hong Kong restaurant are completely abandoned and replaced with shadowy meals served
by people called “the socially redundant person” (lingyu ren 零余人) who have been alienated
from, or even abandoned by, society. Since then, every restaurant begins to function openly as a
“shadow restaurant”, therefore completely disassociates its function from its name:
All restaurants in V city were finally replaced by shadow restaurants...This city of
restaurants has hence entered into the Era of shadow; but there are no ways for us, who
are the new generation born and growing up in the great Era after Hong Kong’s return, to
know how those shadow restaurants gradually but completely abandon their original
function (as the place for meal services), despite still keeping their ostentatious names as
“some” restaurants which, no matter how fancy they (those names) sound, actually imply
that they might sell different sorts of things except meals and drinks. (VC, 78, italics
mine)161
This gradual disassociation between the signifier and the signified is not only manifested in
the gradual metamorphosis of Hong Kong before 1997 from a “City of Restaurants worthy of its
name” (mingfuqishi de jiulou zhicheng 名副其實的酒樓之城)162 to a “City of (Shadow)

Here is the Chinese: V 城的酒樓亦全盤為影子酒樓所取代…酒樓之城於是進入了它的影子時代，但我們，大回歸時
期的新生代，無從得知影子酒樓如何徹底拋棄它虛有其表的功能，以滿城飛霞幻彩的招牌指涉各種千差萬別的內涵，除
了酒樓本身。
161
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Visible Cities, p78.
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Restaurants unworthy of its name”(mingbufushi de jiulou zhicheng 名不副實的酒樓之城)163, but
also manifested in Hong Kong after 1997 when every restaurant there completely abandons both
its normal and shadowy meal services and takes on other functions such as grocery stores,
electronic shops, dancing clubs, and residential buildings, despite its keeping its original name as
a certain restaurant. In other word, activities behind the door of a place called “restaurant”
actually have nothing to do with normal restaurant business (VC, 76). In my view, this
metamorphosis of Hong Kong restaurants bespeaks much about Hong Kong identity. If
heterogeneity and self-alienation are the most representative features of the colonial Hong Kong,
then the chasm opened between a symbolic signifier (Hong Kong restaurants) and signified
(what they offer) indicates the incoherency, incongruity and uncertainty of the postcolonial Hong
Kong. But more important is what these two periods have in common, namely the lack of
homogeneity and definability of a single and utopianized Hong Kong identity. In other words,
there might have never been a stable and recognizable signified for the signifier Hong Kong.
However, it is precisely the lack of an essential Hong Kong identity that gives it more room for
negotiating different possibilities for its identity formation.
In the next six narratives of the second part of Visible Cities, Dung explores the
performative aspect of Hong Kong identity. In “City of Snacks” and “City of Puppets”, the
fundamental nature of malleability and mutability of Hong Kong identity finds its metaphorical
expression in the figure of “snack person” (xiaoshi ren 小食人) and “human puppet” (renrou
kuilei 人肉傀儡), both of which are constantly in the process of identity transformation. For
example, a “snack person” either defines him/herself according to his/her current favorite snack
and hence becomes in turn the “beancurd jelly person” (doufuhua ren 豆腐花人), “cuttlefish ball
163

Ibid., p76.
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person” (moyuwan ren 墨魚丸人) or “shrimp chip person” (xiatiao ren 蝦條人), or possesses
multiple identities at the same time for having multiple favorite snacks (“a cookie person is also
a shredded squid person”164), just as Virginia describes: “snack persons are characterized by
diversity, mutability, and lack of essence, just like a great variety of snacks available in Hong
Kong ” (VC, 86).
Like the “snack person”, “human puppets” also have the ability of acquiring new identities
all the time by merging themselves into different material objects according to what’s available
in the changing environment, as the narrator describes:
On the street of this “city of puppets”, you can spot anytime, if you have the eye of a
hawk, those “human puppets” hidden in various objects, some of which imitate a table
with their torsos and limbs, some bend their knees to imitate a chair, and some paint their
bodies with the same color of the waste bin...The most famous imitators among them, the
so-called idols, include Zhou Lijun who is very good at imitating the vase, the mailbox
imitator Chen Daxin, the bamboo basket imitator Lin Jiahui, and the glass door imitator
Huang Ziguang ... (VC, 92)165
In both figures of “snack person” and “human puppet”, Dung values a person’s capacity to
imitate, perform and manipulate. Likewise, a “chrysanthemum tea girl” can turn herself into “egg
flavored pancake girl” after breaking up with several boyfriends; while a group of “human
puppets” can put on a stage a fantastic performance by using their own bodies to replicate images
of “ancient bronze statue” (qiannian tongxiang 千年銅像), “chimes” (bianzhong 編鐘), “stone
figurines” (shiyong 石俑), and “jade clothes sewn with gold thread” (jinlü yuyi 金鏤玉衣), all of
which are objects unearthed on a mainland archaeological site.
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一個曲奇餅人亦同時是魷魚絲人。
Here is the Chinese paragraph: 在傀儡之城的街道上，如果你目光銳利的話，你隨時可以發現肉傀儡埋藏於物象之
中，有的把四肢和身軀裝成桌子的模樣，有的屈膝假坐扮作椅子，有的把身體塗成跟廢物箱一樣的顏色...其中著名的偶
像，有善於模仿花瓶的周麗君，郵箱陳達信，籮筐林家輝，玻璃門黃子光...
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The performative nature of Hong Kong identity is further explored by the author in the last
four narratives of this section. In “City of Whores”, each citizen of Hong Kong is free to play the
role of either a prostitute or a client, while in “City of Shops”, people can play different roles and
sell themselves in that role as commodities at “human-selling stores” (rendian 人店). For
example, a middle-aged man can sell himself as either a father or an uncle. And a student can
purchase various kinds of “teacher- identities” in the “teacher shop” (jiaoshi dian 教師店). Then
in “City of Fashionable Clothes”, different identities are represented by different styles of clothes,
among which the most radical one is the so-called “conceptual clothes” (yinian shizhuang 意念時
裝) favored by those who prefer to wear nothing while pretending, in their wild imaginations, to

have something super fashionable covering their naked bodies. It is worth noting that
“conceptual clothes” are used by people to identify their own kinds because only those who
share similar taste are capable of visualizing these non-existent clothes in their shared
imagination. In this way, “conceptual clothes” facilitate the formation of different imagined
communities and collective identities.
Finally in “City of Craftsmanship”, each Hong Kong citizen becomes a craftsman or an
artist dedicating his/her time and energy to the cultivation of one unique skill that can be shown
to any audience anytime. Although their performance usually doesn’t have any audience, they
keep performing narcissistically to themselves. In this way, the “City of Craftsmanship” also
becomes a “City of Performance” in which there would never be short of “personal
stories”dramatized on stage, but would also never have any “real” collective history (VC, 12223). For Dung Kai-cheung, the writer-scholar, the history of Hong Kong, like the notion of Hong
Kong identity, is constantly in the process of “being made/(invented)” instead of being
uncovered. Moreover, the performativity of Hong Kong identity also helps to challenge any
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utopian attempt of defining Hong Kong through expressions like “made in Hong Kong” which
presupposes one definite and unified Hong Kong identity, while embraces the idea of “making
Hong Kong” (zhizao xianggang 制造香港) as well as inventing Hong Kong identities.
This project of “making/inventing Hong Kong” is delineated more substantially in the last
section of Visible Cities in which Hong Kong reinvents traditional cultural customs of different
important festivals inherited from Mainland China as well as the West so as to create its own
unique cultural identity. This section also consists of seven narratives about festivals or holidays,
significantly with the opening narrative introducing Hong Kong’s Chinese New Year (also
known as the Spring Festival) and the last one about this city’s Mid Autumn Day. This special
design of the narrative structure is striking in that both festivals are essentially about “reunion” in
traditional Chinese culture. With a narrative frame signifying “reunion”, the reader would
probably expect to read stories about cultural assimilation after Hong Kong’s return. However,
Dung’s stories turn out to be more about assimilation with a difference.
Titled “The First Month of The Year” (zhengyue 正月), the first narrative is clearly about
Hong Kong’s tradition of celebrating the Chinese New Year. But its opening paragraph
immediately shocks the reader by telling us that postcolonial Hong Kong’s New Year starts with
July 1st instead of starting with the first month of the year according to Chinese lunar calendar,
which is usually either January or February based on the conventional Western calendar. This,
joined with its subsequent account of their celebrating New Year in the colonial period by
performatively pre-enacting various unpleasant occasions in expectation of an auspicious turn in
the future, probably intends to indicate Hong Kong’s capacity of negotiating about its
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prospective assimilation while staying unique by inventing its own cultural tradition through the
creation of a different calendar which begins in summer and ends in spring.
Since transforming inherited cultural traditions is an important way of (re)inventing one’s
cultural identity, it is worth paying close attention to the narrative about “The Dragon Boat
Festival” which is most representative among the six stories to illustrate Hong Kong’s power of
reinventing important cultural traditions. In this narrative, Hong Kong people change the
meaning of this festival from commemorating Qu Yuan166 to a holiday enhancing social mobility
and class mingling by introducing two new categories to reform the traditional activity of dragon
boat racing: “clear water racing” (qingliu sai 清流賽) and “muddy water racing” (zhuoliu sai 濁流
賽). People from different walks of life can choose freely which type of racing they want to

participate in. For example, people from the elite class can join those uneducated or even those
released from jails to compete in either the “pure water racing” or the “muddy water racing”. As
a result, people from different social strata have the opportunity of getting mingled together and
being influenced by each other:
The elites and the noble ones often participate deliberately in the “muddy water racing”
precisely because they are sinless and unblemished; while the dirty and corrupted ones
choose to compete in the “pure water racing” simply because they are neither clean nor
innocent; it is hence very common to mingle these two groups in order to achieve the
desired effects of purifying the sordid ones and affecting the clean ones. As a result, it
becomes difficult not only to distinguish the clean ones from the sordid ones, but also to
define the very notion of cleanness and sordidness; their difference is hence contextbased and time-sensitive. (VC, 148)167
In other words, identities of the participants become malleable, mutable and indefinable in this
reinvented version of dragon boat festival tradition. Similar to the creation of a new calender in
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A canonical patriotic poet in Chinese literary history.
Here is the Chinese: 清者因其清而參與濁流，或濁者因其濁而參與清流，以清凈濁，或以濁染清，也是常有的事

情。結果孰清孰濁，乃至何謂清濁，往往因時而異，應勢制宜。
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which a new year begins in July, the changes made to the dragon festival here also demonstrate
Hong Kong’s capacity to invent its own unique cultural tradition.
Another example is the “tomb-sweeping day” (qingming jie 清明節). During the 156 years of
colonial rule, Hong Kong people have transformed this traditional Chinese occasion into a
holiday about “rebirth” (chongsheng 重生). Although the tradition of worshiping the ancestors on
this day has been inherited, its original purpose of paying respect to the dead is changed to
fabricating familial history and creating imaginary ancestors. According to the narrator, Hong
Kong people on this day would try their best to expand the “story” of their familial history based
on their imagination. The activity of “tomb sweeping” has thus been turned into an activity of
fiction writing (VC, 136, italics mine). In this way, personal history, aptly symbolic of the Hong
Kong history, becomes a fiction, just like Hong Kong identity, which is ultimately subjected to
Hong Kong people’s manufacturing and imaginative capacity.
In the cultural space of Hong Kong, identity has been produced and recreated incessantly
through the reinvention of various holiday traditions. Such constant transformation of its cultural
space increasingly destabilizes the signifying capacity of “Hong Kong”, the signifier. At the
same time, Hong Kong’s power to create its identit(ies) has been considerably augmented with
limitless possibilities opened up in this heterotopic city which is capable of encompassing
complexity, heterogeneity, incompatibility and instability.
3.5 A Heterotopic Envisioning of the Hong Kong Identity
Among various ways of addressing the identity question, different approaches have been
adopted in scholarship. Some choose to explore the subjective and psychological development of
one’s selfhood, while others discuss the cultural identity’s objective and societal constituents. In
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the case of Hong Kong, there is an increasing obsession with the identity issue in the literary and
cultural arenas when its scheduled “return” to mainland China is approaching. When many are
enthusiastic about “uncovering” a supposedly already existing and definite Hong Kong identity,
Dung Kai-cheung, with a deep suspicion about such utopian projects of “discovering Hong
Kong”, embarks on his unique literary and theoretical journey of “making/inventing Hong
Kong”.
In his Visible Cities, he recreates Hong Kong into a heterotopic city more powerful and
promising in identity imagination, which proves to be more effective and creative than those
utopian projects of defining, thus confining Hong Kong within, one unified and stable Hong
Kong identity. Through his intertextual writing and exploration of various dimensions of Hong
Kong’s culture, Dung Kai-cheung manages to conceptualize Hong Kong identity as plural,
unstable, malleable, uncategorizable, producible, and flexible. Such a conceptualization of Hong
Kong identity attempts to combat the collective fear for change before the 1997 handover on the
one hand, and to expose the blindness and limited vision of the utopian imagination of Hong
Kong identity on the other. Dung Kai-cheung’s intertextual fiction thus provides us with a more
powerful model of envisioning Hong Kong identity through a heterotopic imagination.
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Chapter Four
Heterotopic Social Spaces of Chinese Mainlanders
in Luo Yijun’s Xixia Lüguan (Xixia Hotel 西夏旅館)168
4.1 Mainlander Writers and the Military Compound (juancun 眷村)
The Nationalist Party or Kuomintang (KMT)’s 1949 exodus from Mainland China to Taiwan
followed its losing the Civil War. Those who migrated from mainland China to Taiwan have
more or less experienced a cultural displacement as a result of the severing of their ties with their
native mainland hometowns; these ties were not repaired until 1987 when limited contact and
communication with mainland China was reestablished after the annulment of martial law. This
group of mainland immigrants, including capitalists and landlords but primarily Nationalist
government’s officials and soldiers, some accompanied by their families, are generally referred
to as “Chinese mainlanders” (waishengren 外省人).169 Among them, those who did not have the
opportunity to bring their mainland families to this island mostly got (re)married later to the
locals and have children who are therefore commonly referred to as the “the second generation
mainlanders” (waishengren dierdai 外省人第二代). This chapter is a study of the literary
representations, in the works of some 2nd generation mainlander writers and especially Luo Yijun
駱以軍, of the unique experience of this particular group of Chinese mainlanders who shared the

collective memory of geopolitical dislocation/relocation around 1949 and an emotional
The English translation of the novel’s title is mine.I will use XH to refer to the book’s title in my citations.
This definition of Chinese mainlanders is based on Guowei Chen’s 陳國偉 study titled Xiangxiang Taiwan:
dangdai xiaoshuo zhong de zuqun shuxie (Imagining Taiwan: Writings by and about Different Ethnic Groups in
Contemporary Taiwan Fiction 想像臺灣：當代小說中的族群書寫), Taipei: Wunan tushu chuban gufen
youxiangongsi, 2007, p246. Guowei Chen got his Ph.D degree from National Chung Cheng University (臺灣國立中
正大學), and is now teaching at the Taiwan Research Institute of National Chung Hsing University (國立中興大學臺
灣研究所).
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attachment to the symbolic space of the isolated Military Compounds170 as well as the identity
dilemma triggered in their increasing interaction with the local Taiwanese (benshengren 本省人)
especially after the Compounds’ demolition.
Chinese Mainlanders make up only 13% of Taiwan’s population171 which consists primarily
of four major ethnic groups: Hokklo (fulaoren 福佬人), Hakka (kejiaren 客家人), mainlanders,
and original peoples (yuanzhumin 原住民).172 Although there are four major ethnic groups in
Taiwan society, the notion that “all people living in Taiwan are Chinese” was not significantly
challenged until the late 1980s due to Chiang Kai-shek’s implementation of a “strict policy of
ethnic homogeneity” for four decades after KMT’s retreat to Taiwan (Chen, 2006, 52). Such a
deliberate ignorance of the existence of multiple ethnic groups in Taiwan is the Nationalist
government’s strategy of ideological manipulation in preparation for mobilizing their soldiers to
“retake the mainland” (fangong dalu 反攻大陸) one day. For the first generation mainlander
soldiers in Taiwan, KMT’s propaganda of “retaking the mainland” has thus been reconstructed
into a collective utopian dream which facilitates the formation of an imagined community within
the Military Compounds by uniting people from various parts of mainland China.173

Military Compounds were built by the Nationalist government especially for officials and soldiers migrated from
mainland China. For detailed information see: Chai Yazhen 柴雅珍’s “Zhanhou Taiwan: ‘waishengren’ de suzao yu
bianqian (1945-1987)” [The Post-War Taiwan: the Shaping and Changing of Waishengren (1945-1987) 戰後臺灣：
‘外省人’的塑造與變遷（1945-1987）]”; Luo Yuling 羅於陵’s Juancun: kongjian yiyi de fuyu he zaijieding (The
Military Compound: Giving Meaning to and Redefining Space 眷村：空間意義的賦予和再界定); Wu Xinyi 吳忻怡’s
“Duochong xianshi” de jiangou: juancun, juancunren yu juancun wenxue (The Construction of Multiple Realities:
The Military Compound, Its Residents, and Its Literature‘多重現實’的建構：眷村，眷村人與眷村文學 ).
171
Please see Guowei Chen’s Imagining Taiwan: Writings by and about Different Ethnic Groups in Contemporary
Taiwan Fiction , p246.
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Ibid., p50.
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Based on The Distribution of Original Hometowns of Waishengren (The 1990 General Survey by the Household
Registration Division of the Ministry of Internal Affairs) [省外族群本籍籍貫分布表（1990 年內政部戶政司普查)],
Chinese mainlanders in Taiwan came from at least 49 different regions (Provinces or Cities) among which Fujian
(福建), Guangdong (廣東), Shandong (山東) Zhejiang (浙江), Jiangsu (江蘇), Hunan (湖南) and Henan (河南) are
major places of most mainlanders’ original hometowns. This archival source is quoted in its entirety by Guowei
Chen in his Imagining Taiwan: Writings by and about Different Ethnic Groups in Contemporary Taiwan Fiction,
p256-58.
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This utopian dream of returning to their mainland hometown by “retaking the mainland”
from the hands of the Communist Party finds various expressions in Taiwan’s literature in the
1950s. Most of the authors from this period are “military writers” (junzhong zuojia 軍中作家)
who are also the first generation mainlanders living in the “Military Compound” which is a
unique space with a self-sufficient functioning system of various living facilities such as grocery
stores, restaurants, shops and even schools. The self-sufficiency of this social space helped
effectively to separate this group of mainlanders from the rest of Taiwan society, just as the
famous 2nd generation mainlander writer Zhu Tianxin 朱天心174 described in her 1992 collection
Xiang wo juancun de xiongdimen (In Remembrance of My Brothers in Military Compound 想我
眷村的兄弟們): many mainlander children who grew up in Military Compounds had minimum

experience about the local Taiwan society before they were old enough for college or service in
the army, with the exception of those whose mothers were local Taiwanese and would take them
out of the Compounds from time to time to visit their grandparents.175 In a sense, we can regard
this particular group of mainlanders as living both inside and outside of Taiwan society. As
“outsiders” who lived in the separated space of Military Compounds in Taiwan, these Chinese
mainlanders formed a unique collective identity because of their shared experience of Chinese
civil war, expatriation and cultural nostalgia towards mainland China. To many of the first
generation with the utopain dream of “retaking the mainland” from the Communists, the Military
Compound was a place only for their temporary sojourn or stay.
Like their parents, many of the 2nd generation mainlanders have similar outsider experience
in Taiwan society, especially those who were born and grew up in the Military Compounds and

Zhu Tianxin, born in 1958, was a veteran member of the group of Taiwan writers. Her father Zhu Xining 朱西寧
followed Chiang Kai-shek’s retreat to Taiwan and established himself as a prominent army writer.
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For more information see Zhu Tianxin’s In Remembrance of My Brothers in Military Compound.
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who had spent most of their childhood and adolescence there before they were old enough to go
to college or work in the outside world. Therefore, these 2nd generation mainlanders did not
usually have much chance to meet people outside the Military Compounds. As an isolated space,
the Military Compound helps much to define the mainlanders as a unique group among other
ethnic groups in Taiwan, as the writer Su Weizhen 蘇偉貞 says: “whenever outside the
Compound, they spoke Mandarin Chinese, the Hakka dialect or Taiwanese. Very early in their
childhood, they felt as if they were living in a foreign country” (2004, 7, italics mine).176 In a
sense, the Military Compound is like a small-sized foreign country within Taiwan.
Before the 1980s, both generations of Chinese mainlanders in the Military Compounds
seemed to accept their outsider situation in Taiwan since the unique space of the Military
Compound in a sense functions as a hotel to shelter them from identity challenges. For many of
them, the Military Compound had become something more than a living space. It was also an
imagined community in which the mainlanders identify with each other and share the common
dream of retaking the mainland. But things started to change in the late 1980s when the
government began to demolish the Military Compounds.177 Its gradual disappearance certainly
had severe impacts on both generations of mainlanders who had not only lost their familiar home,
but also lost the common ground for their collective identification, as Guowei Chen comments:
“the Military Compound used to be the base of operations for them to be indoctrinated with the
dream of reclaiming and rebuilding the country; the Compound was also their original family”
(Ibid., 284).178
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I translated all Chinese quotations of this chapter. Here is the original Chinese: 出得村門，他們講國語客話或臺

語。很小，他們就像活在外國。

Guowei Chen, Imagining Taiwan: Writings by and about Different Ethnic Groups in Contemporary Taiwan
Fiction, p281.
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Here is the Chinese: 那裏曾是他們被灌輸夢想的行動基地，復‘國’大業的原生之‘家’。
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The demolition of the Military Compounds also forced these mainlanders to move out and
mingle with the rest of the Taiwan society. But even before the lifting of martial law, Taiwan
society has already undergone a series of social and cultural changes as well as a massive
political “Taiwanization” in the late 1970s and the 1980s.179 When the government’s ideological
control was finally loosened, the ethnic diversity in Taiwan soon became an acknowledged
reality. Moreover, the official recognition of the existence of multiple ethnic groups further
precipitated “a series of furious debates over issues of ethnic politics such as the China-Taiwan
complex, independence versus unification, questions of provincial identity (shengji wenti 省級問
題)—Tianwanese (benshengren 本省人) versus Chinese mainlanders (waishengren 外省人)—as

well as a search for an acceptable definition of what exactly it means to be ‘Taiwanese’” (Chen,
2006, 52). In other words, a strong sense of “Taiwan identity” started to take hold among many
people.
The recognition of ethnic diversity as well as the political “Taiwanization” not only
challenged the mainlanders’ conceptualization of Taiwan’s society as homogeneously Chinese,
but further pushed themselves to the margin of Taiwan’s society because their loyalty to Taiwan
is questionable in the eyes of some local Taiwanese (Chen Guowei, 273). Thus when the
mainlanders moved out of the Military Compounds, they were immediately presented with an
identity problem. Their original familiar and compact community is replaced by an unfamiliar
world—a heterotopic one—in which they feel lost and homeless:
These people wander around and face conflicts at the place where they were supposed to
settle down; they roam aimlessly, lose coordinates, and have finally become permanent
drifters on the earth, who are severed the connection with the beginning and the end on

About the causes and consequences of this massive wave of Taiwanization, see Thomas B. Gold’s essay “Civil
Society and Taiwan’s Quest for Identity,” Cultural Change in Postwar Taiwan, ed. By Steven Harrell and Huang
Chun-chieh (Boulder: Westview Press, 1994).
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the spectrum of life and suffer from the constant horror of endless punishment. Thus they
have to ask every now and then: where is our hometown? (Su Weizhen, 2004, 12-13)180
From this time on, these mainlanders have become real outsiders in Taiwan society. Moreover,
what contributed more to these mainlanders’ sense of marginalization and alienation is the fact
that they are not only treated as the Other in Taiwan, but are also regarded as the Other in their
original hometown when they are finally allowed to travel back to the mainland.
A few years before the annulment of martial law in 1987, the government had already
started to allow limited contact and communication with mainland China. And after the martial
law was finally lifted, travel and communication between both sides of the Taiwan Strait has
been naturally accelerated. However when the mainlanders visited their original hometowns in
China, some of them found that everything they remembered, including their ancestors’ tombs,
were gone. In the mainland, they are treated as Taiwan compatriots instead of folks of the same
Chinese family. Never before had they fallen into such an awkward situation: they need to hold a
“Mainland Travel Permit for Taiwan Residents” (taibaozheng 臺胞證) when entering into
mainland China, and are called “Taiwanese” there; while back in Taiwan, they are still regarded
as the mainlanders, just as Zhu Tianxin describes in her In Remembrance of My Brothers in
Military Compound:
When finally we were allowed to go back to the Mainland, we found, at that very
moment, that we have already become the Taiwan compatriots, or the Taiwanese, in the
eyes of our several remaining Mainland relatives. But when we are back again to the
Taiwan island where we have been living for more than 40 years, we are frequently
called “waishengren”... we are just like the hard-to-define bat, forever swaying between
the category of the bird and the one of the beast. (1992, 94)181
In either Taiwan or mainland China, this group of mainlanders are twice marginalized. The bat
image here is an appropriate symbol for the situation of those who share similar experience with
Here is the Chinese: 這些人在原本應該安身立命的地方流浪與沖突，漫無目的遊蕩，失去坐標，成為地球永遠的漂
浮者，切斷在生命光譜的兩級，恐怖到像無止盡的懲罰。時時刻刻宜乎問：鄉關何處？
181
Here is the Chinese: 得以返鄉探親的那一刻，才發現在僅存的親族眼中，原來自己是臺胞，是臺灣人，而回到活了
四十年的島上，又動輒被指為‘你們外省人’…自己正如那只徘徊在鳥類和獸類之間，無可歸屬的蝙蝠。
180
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Zhu Tianxin: they don’t seem to belong anywhere. To a large extent, they don’t even know who
they are.
Moreover, after the annulment of the martial law and the demolition of the Military
Compounds, more and more 2nd generation mainlanders were increasingly exposed to the rapidly
changing sociopolitical environment in which the oppositional Party (DDP182) were becoming
more influential and a strong sense of Taiwan identity for people in Taiwan was gradually
replacing the old notion of a homogeneous Chinese identity. Under such new ideological
pressures, it is not unexpected that some of the 2nd generation mainlander writers started to
rethink the question of who they are or who they want to be. The new world outside the Military
Compounds makes them more and more doubtful about the teachings and faith passed down
from their parents. Likewise, In the eyes of the first generation mainlanders, their sons/daughters
who have been losing faith in the Nationalist Party and have been identifying themselves as the
Taiwanese (taiwanren 臺灣人), have not only betrayed them but also betrayed their Party.
However, these 2nd generation mainlanders’ change of faith has not naturally guaranteed
their admission into the Taiwan society. On the contrary, their loyalty to Taiwan has been
frequently questioned by the native Taiwanese simply because they are still categorized as
mainlanders. As a matter of fact, the mainlanders have long been demonized by the Taiwanese
due to years of tensions and conflicts between them and the local people. Several layers of
misunderstanding and miscommunication between the native Taiwan population and
mainlanders have been accumulated since the Nationalist regime took over what had been
Japanese colonial territory. In the beginning, the tension had been built around a multitude of
issues such as linguistic incomprehensibility and intolerance (Taiwanese spoke primarily

182

DDP refers to Democratic Progressive Party which was founded in 1986.
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Japanese and Taiwanese, while the mainlanders spoke Mandarin or other mainland languages),
corruption in the Nationalist government and the widespread failure to employ Taiwanese in
positions of power. Later on, incomprehensibility and intolerance evolved into hostility due to
the traumatic February 28th Incident and the 40 years of “white terror” oppression. As a result,
the antagonism between the Taiwanese and the mainlanders appears repeatedly ever since the
Nationalist recovery of Taiwan from Japan in 1945. So even though some of the 2nd generation
mainlanders, especially those who were born in Taiwan, willingly identify Taiwan as their
homeland, it is often difficult for them to get the deserved trust from native Taiwanese, but are
still treated as outsiders or even intruders on this island. They are like another kind of creature, or
even “monster” (guaiwu 怪物) as Luo Yijun says in one of his interviews, that has to face
constant doubt and abandonment, and are forced to roam constantly like a homeless person on
this island for lack of any spiritual root.
The identity crisis experienced by both generations of mainlanders is the subject for many
2nd generation mainlander writers. Through writing, these writers have documented the drastic
change of Taiwan’s sociopolitical milieu, the disappearance of the Military Compounds, and the
increased predicament faced by people like them. They also try to figure out the cause of their
alienation and the way to deal with suspicions and hatred they have been getting from the native
Taiwanese. After the disillusionment of their fathers’ utopian dream and the disappearance of
their familiar hotel-like living space (the Military Compounds), these 2nd generation mainlander
writers are forced to enter into an even bigger “island hotel” called Taiwan and to confront on a
daily basis their identity dilemma and a spiritual void accompanying their severing their tie to
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their paternal history.183 As a result, obsessions with space, history, and the father figure are
witnessed in many of their writings such as Zhu Tianxin’s In Remembrance of My Brothers in
Military Compound and Gudu (Ancient Capital 古都), Hao Yuxiang’s Nilü (Reversed Journey 逆
旅), as well as Luo Yijun’s Jiangsheng shier xingzuo (Born from the Twelve Constellations 降生
十二星座), Yueqiu xingshi (The Moon and My Family Name 月球姓氏), and Xixia Hotel.

Among them, I am particularly interested in Luo Yijun on account of his intriguing
exploration of topics such as different types of spaces and their metamorphosis, the
fictionalization of history, the paternal figure and the relationship between two generations of
mainlanders, as well as the universal human experiences of abandonment, rootlessness and
loneliness. As one of the prolific and influential 2nd generation mainlander writers, Luo Yijun
was born in 1967 into a family of a mainlander father who came to Taiwan with the Nationalist
army in 1949 and a Taiwanese (Hokklo) mother. His father comes originally from Anhui (安徽)
province in mainland China—one of the places where Luo believes the last few remaining
offspring of the ancient dangxiang (黨項) people of the Xixia Empire (Xixia wangchao 西夏王朝
1038-1227AD) could still be found. Out of a long time interest in the mystery of the ancient
Xixia Empire, Luo went back to his father’s hometown to do research. Based on his previous
research on the ethnic features of the dangxiang people, he thought he detected a resemblance
between the dangxiang people and some of the Anhui people. He finally came up with a
hypothesis that his paternal lineage might have somehow linked to the dangxiang ethnic group.
This speculation inspired him to create the widely acclaimed long novel Xixia Hotel.
Before embarking on a more focused reading of this novel, I will give a brief account of Luo
Yijun’s literary career. After falling in love with the literary works of several mainland authors
Here the paternal history is constituted by both the personal/familial history on their fathers’ side and the grand
ROC history passed down to them from their fathers’ memories.
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(dalu zuojia 大陸作家)184 when he was still in high school, Luo gradually developed a deep
interest in literary creation, which is why he decided to study creative writing when he was
admitted into the Chinese Culture University (CCU 臺灣中國文化大學). After graduation, Luo
continued his study of literature in the Department of Drama in National Taiwan University of
Arts (國立臺灣藝術大學). As a professional literary writer, Luo Yijun is very productive and has
received many literary awards.185 Over the years, he has published collections of short stories,
poetry and novels such as Wo ai luo (I Love Luo 我愛羅), Wo weilai cizi guanyuwo de huiyi (My
Future Second Son’s Memory About Me 我未來次子關於我的回憶), Hongzi tuan (The Team of
Red-Letter 紅字團), Women zi yede jiuguan likai (We Leave from the Night Pub 我們自夜的酒館
離開), Qi de gushi (The Story of Qi 棄的故事), Qi meng gou (My Wife, My Dream, and My Dog
妻夢狗), Disange wuzhe (The Third Dancer 第三個舞者), Yueqiu xingshi (The Moon and My

Family Name 月球姓氏), Yuan fang (Faraway Place 遠方), and Xixia Hotel.
Luo Yijun’s Xixia Hotel can be read as a fictional representation of two generations of
mainlanders’ outsider situation or their experience of alienation and marginalization. In my
analysis I will focus on the twin images in the title of his novel—the Xixia empire and the hotel,
signifying the two dimensions of respectively time/history and space—which are ingeniously
employed to express the mainlanders’ alienating process and their rootless/homeless status. I
argue that Luo Yijun successfully represents the mainlanders’ anxiety about being unwelcome,
marginalized, even alienated, and about the gradual disappearance of their collective cultural
memory chiefly through his creations of various heterotopic spaces in this novel. This is
184

Luo Yijun has a strong interest in several May Fourth writers such as Shen Congwen 沈從文 and Eileen Chang 張

愛玲.

There awards include Award for Creative Fiction granted by Taiwan’s Touring Literary Camp (臺灣省巡回文藝營
創作獎小說獎), Literary Award for Youth in College for Professional Training (全國大專青年文學獎)，
Recommended Award for Newcomers in Fiction Creation granted by United Literature (聯合文學小說新人獎推薦獎),
and The Taipei Literary Award (臺北文學獎) etc.
185
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exhibited most notably as the social spaces of mainlanders living in Taiwan, but also as the
historical spaces produced through the author’s efforts both of fictionalizing stories of the
mainlanders’ collective relocation in Taiwan and of intertextualizing various historical stories
about the Xixia Empire.

4.2 Heterotopic Imagery and the Cyberspace of “Xixia Lüguan”186
As the title of this novel suggests, time and space are the two essential coordinates based on
which the narrative of Xixia Hotel unfolds. In my opinion the entire novel is turned into a
verbally constructed hotel when the author assigns a hotel room number to each of its 41
chapters. In each of these “hotel rooms” (chapters), dramatic stories are either staged on or
exchanged between hotel guests (“characters”). In this way, time (history) is compressed into
space (hotel rooms) to the effect that the structure of this novel is mirrored through its own
bizarre title.
In this part, I will focus on the spatial aspect of this novel, and will explore how Luo Yijun’s
fictional construction of various heterotopic spaces helps him to represent the mainlanders’
experience of exile and alienation. The author’s construction and evocation of various kinds of
heterotopic spaces in his Xixia Hotel fall largely into two major categories: the mobile space and
the immobile one. The mobile space, which is noticeably related to and evocative of the
experience of escape/exile, is usually embodied in the image of a train or a boat. Immobile space,
however, typically takes the form of transient space such as hotel, motel as well as the
cyberspace. “At once absolutely real,… and absolutely unreal,” these places are nicely
exemplary of heterotopic spaces which moreover function like “counter-sites,” or more

186

Here “Xixia Lüguan” refers to the name of a website in chapter 12.
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specifically the “kind of effectively enacted utopia, in which the real sites, all the other real sites
that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested and inverted”
(Foucault, 1967, 3). It is precisely this function of contesting and inverting all the other real sites
in the Taiwan society that makes these heterotopias “quite other sites” which are “absolutely
different from all the sites that they reflect or speak about” (Ibid., 4).
These two major groups of spaces are introduced by the author as the predominant
heterotopic space right at the beginning of this novel, with the hotel/motel image in the first
chapter, and the train in the second. More specifically, the first two chapters of the novel tell two
stories about respectively two teenage mainlander boys who travel and stay in various
hotels/motels. In the first story, the mainlander boy stays in a motel room with three other
teenagers (two girls, Feng 鳳 and Zhen 貞, and another boy W) with whom he exchanges stories
he either makes up or has heard from others. It is significant that whenever they tell stories about
their own personal and familial histories, they unavoidably present those stories in an
exaggerated, if not legendary, form due to their lack of more substantial materials and first-hand
experiences (XH, 9). This consequently adds a sense, or an unexpected effect, of potentially
contesting or inverting their own stories (i.e., “representations”) at the same time. It is also
significant that most of those stories they tell each other are about abandonment and hurt, again
noticeably contesting or inverting their fathers’ typically utopian narratives about taking back the
mainland and returning home heroically someday. In the end, one of them—the teenage
mainlander protagonist—experiences the similar story-like abandonment by the other three. He
has to leave and move to another motel to lick his wounds alone.
As simple as the narrative of this first chapter appears, it is effective in introducing several
major motifs in the novel such as abandonment, hurt, and alienation, all of which are
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characteristic of the mainlander characters’ experience represented in the novel. More
importantly, the mainlander boy’s self-exile in the end could be seen as an apt metaphor for the
diasporic experience of the mainlanders in general, which has been nicely embodied in the image
of hotel/motel, a space recalling, but also contesting or inverting, the very notion of “home”
simply by functioning as a temporary home for that teenager outcast. As a space for a brief
sojourn in one’s journey to supposedly his/her utopian world, a place like hotel has been
functioning as a typical heterotopic space for the traveler, or a representative of all the sites of
otherness before he reaches his utopian home or destination.
According to Foucault’s short essay on heterotopia, a hotel/motel is a heterotopic space also
because its guest is “the guest in transit,” “not really the invited guest” (1967, 8). Those
mainlander soldiers in the post 1949 Taiwan can indeed be seen as the uninvited guests who
themselves might never plan to stay there permanently either. The heterotopic space of the hotel
that Luo evokes in the first chapter of his novel illuminates effectively this special group of
mainlanders’ outsider situation.
Moreover, heterotopic space of this kind often generates an “illusion” of being inside, but
actually presupposes “isolation” and “exclusion” (Ibid., 7-8). This is particularly true about most
of the hotels/motels described in the novel, especially the one in the first chapter: the place the
mainlander boy stays not only provides him with a temporary shelter/home but also effectively
isolates him from the rest of the unfriendly world. In this sense, this hotel/motel image serves
primarily as a symbol to mirror the social space initially constituted by the Military Compound
which functions perfectly as a temporary home since most of the mainlanders living inside are
also separated from, or remain outside of, the local Taiwan society.
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The Military Compound is truly a unique social space because it is both utopian and
heterotopian. It is heterotopic in so far as it functions as a temporary home for the others—the
Chinese term waishengren (mainlanders) itself already signifies this group of people’s outsider
situation through the word wai (外) which denotes being “outside” or “external” or “alien”. But
the Military Compound has been initially intended as a utopian space because its existence as an
isolated place enables the residents inside to identify with each other, hence to form a solid
community sharing their common utopian dream of “retaking the mainland”. I argue that Luo
Yijun successfully pictures these Chinese mainlanders’ outsider experience in Taiwan with his
employment of the spatial imagery right at the beginning of his novel.
Following his introduction of the hotel image in the first chapter, the author proceeds to
evoke another dominant type of heterotopic space and represents another prototypical
mainlander figure in the second chapter. In this seemingly disjunctive section of narrative, the
heterotopic space becomes a mobile one represented by a train whose repeated appearance in the
entire novel bespeaks its significance. Here the protagonist, whom we soon find to be none other
than the author in his childhood, is still a teenage mainlander whose father, in order to avoid
persecution from the mainland Communists, has “escaped” from mainland China to a remote
Korean town where his teenage son was born (XH, 23). Whenever allowed, this young boy
would take trains for road trips with a bunch of other mainlander teenagers who also enjoy the
experience of being “on the road” and meeting different people.
The train naturally reminds us of Foucault’s discussion of heterotopia as a space of deviation
or a space at times of crisis not only because “adolescents” are, for Foucault, a typical group “in
a state of crisis”, but also because the train is a typical heterotopic place “without geographical
markers” which is a significant type of the Other spaces for those in times of crisis, while the
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boat, or ship, as “a floating piece of space,” is “the heterotopias par excellence” (1967, 4-5, 9). In
Chapter 2, these mainlander teenagers as well as their fathers are described as being in a state of
existential crisis because the forced severance of their tie to their original hometowns in
mainland China has turned them into a rootless group floating in a foreign place. In this sense,
their obsession with repeated train trips in that Korean town is probably a way of acting out their
traumatic exilic experience as well as staging their rootless/homeless situation.
Chapter 2 has another episode in which a Korean man, whom those teenagers encounter
when they take a train trip as usual, tells them that he has been wanted by the police for
slaughtering his own sister’s entire family. Almost at the first glance, that man recognizes them
as Chinese instead of Koreans and tells them with excitement and admiration that he has been
longing to visit their hometown—that big mysterious country called China. Aside from knowing
they are descendants of Chinese, these teenagers have barely any idea of what China is at that
time because they were born and grew up in Korea. Moreover, none of them were aware of the
difference between mainland China and Taiwan until they were relocated with their families to
Taiwan a few years later (XH, 15). In these teenagers’ imagination, people from both sides of the
Taiwan Strait are all homogeneously and unquestionably Chinese. So when the Korean guy talks
about “China”, they have no idea, nor do they care about, whether he refers to mainland China or
Taiwan (Ibid.).
However, their conceptualization of Taiwanese as homogeneously Chinese is immediately
challenged after they move to this island. Different from their expectation, our teenager
protagonist of this chapter feels still an outsider after he left Korea and finally came into this
seemingly authentic Chinese community:
...after several years when he came to this island himself with his lisping tongue of a
mixing Korean and Shandong dialect... but the truth is, when he, a skinny young man,
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actually placed himself, as if breaking into other people’s dreams, in this city where all
street signs and shop signs were written in Chinese characters, he felt as if he were an
intelligent agent who not only got stoop up by his contact but also lost the password to
accomplish the mission, since he couldn’t find the secret path which would guide him
through understanding all people here (how could he not be looked down upon? How
should he speak so that they would consider him as one of their own? How could he
make people think that he was on track and really knew the business?) ... these stories are
the missing links which only mean something to him: that magic city where he intruded
into (and was insulted) has already been decadent and abandoned, embarrassing and
frustrating. And all living there are now absent-minded and no longer care about whether
these intruders (like him) have stopped being silly and started to behave appropriately...
(XH, 15-17, italics mine)187
In this passage the mainlander boy protagonist depicts vividly his experience of being suddenly
thrown into the Taiwan society in which he feels like being forced into some stranger’s dream.
when being surrounded by familiar Chinese characters yet unfamiliar people who speak, act and
think differently from him despite their physical/racial resemblances, this boy helplessly feels
confused, disoriented and ashamed. It occurs to him for the first time that the written form of
Chinese language could be greatly divergent from its verbal and gestural expressions.
Moreover, this mainlander teenager is treated on this island as the Other, just like his
experience in that small Korean town. In other words, his Chinese mainlander identity turns out
to have isolated him from, instead of uniting him with, the rest of people in Taiwan who,
contrary to his expectation, do not consider themselves as homogeneously Chinese. The
linguistic dissonance as well as ethnic diversity turns this Taiwan city into a heterotopic space
which, again as Foucault says, “juxtapos[es]” “incompatible” elements—here the mainlanders
(waishengren) and the Taiwanese (benshengren)—in a “single real place” (1967, 6). Walking in

Here is the original Chinese paragraph: 過了好幾年後，他自己操著那口咬字不清的韓國腔加山東腔，來到這個島
上…但事實是，當他像闖進別人的夢境裏，身形瘦削地，‘真的’置身在這個街景招牌全寫滿中國字的城市裏，他卻像
被放鴿子失去聯系忘了通關密語的情報員，他找不到可以理解所有人在想些什麽（怎麽樣不會被人瞧不起？怎樣說話讓
人覺得自己是自己人？怎樣讓人覺得自己上道，懂行道？）的秘徑…這些故事是只對他有意義的失落環節：他跑進去
（且遭到屈辱）的那座魔幻之城早已壞頹荒棄，灰頭土臉。且所有人都心不在焉不再理會這些闖入者得不得體土不土氣
了...
187
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such a heterotopic city, the mainlander boy finds himself changed into a schizophrenic figure
who becomes both an insider (“the messenger”) and an outsider (“intruder”) at the same time.
These two types of heterotopic spaces—mobile and immobile—then meet in Chapter 12
(room 12 of the novel) which tells the story about a railway station worker named Li
Shuangquan 李雙全 who killed his wife by deliberately causing a train wreck. Later in the
narrative, readers are told that this was done after he had communicated with the protagonist
Tunic 圖尼克 and several others about how to kill their wives (shaqi 殺妻) in a private
cyberspace with the name of none other than the very title of this novel—“Xixia Lüguan”. In so
far as this novel is named after that cyberspace (or website), Luo Yijun is therefore probably
intending his textual space to be comparable to this quintessentially heterotopic space for this
increasingly globalized and virtualized world of the 21th century.
As a space which is also both “absolutely real” and “absolutely unreal”, cyberspace is first
of all an immobile space available to anyone who is either static at a certain place or on the move
(Foucault, 1967, 4). Moreover, cyberspace is an unreal and virtual space which opens up a
heterotopic space behind the computer screen where different kinds of people are enabled to
identify with each other as part of the same internet community and to show themselves at a site
which is physically non-existent in the real world. In other words, cyberspace is a heterotopic
space where one can be both present and absent. Their illusive presence inside the cyberspace
therefore allows them to act out their fantasies and to satisfy their desires because their true
selves in reality have been hidden, thus been sufficiently protected by the computer screen and
internet technology.
The cyberspace is a typical heterotopic space since it not only promises convenient access
for various kinds of people from anywhere around the globe but also functions to shelter various
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“deviant” behaviors in a virtual imagined community (Ibid., 5-8). In fact, the heterotopic
cyberspace of the “Xixia lüguan” indeed becomes a deviant community in which its creator
Tunic and its users, all of whom are mainlanders, act out their perverted fantasies of torturing
and killing women inspired partly by the violent stories of the mysterious Xixia Empire in
premodern Chinese history. As the Xixia Empire has been made to function as a symbol of exile
and alienation in this novel, this cyberspace of online users becomes another imagined
community for the mainlanders who have been likewise excluded and alienated in the real world.
It is probably on account of this exemplary function that the author decides to borrow the name
of this cyberspace for the verbal space of his fictional narrative as a whole.
While the imaginary hotel named “Xixia Lüguan” (first appearance in Chapter 5)188 has its
origin in that cyberspace for the wife-killing community, Chapter 12 also refers to the existence
of another cyberspace, a website for international population transaction (kuaguo renkou jiaoyi
wangluo 跨國人口交易網絡, XH, 148), on which that railway station worker Li Shuangquan had
initially found his Vietnamese bride and married her before he later decided to kill her for
insurance money. The cyberspace thus not only plays a role in helping with Li’s subsequent
disposing of his wife, but is also a space to facilitate Li’s securing her in the first place: it is
significant that in both cases the outsider figures are involved—Tunic the mainlander who
marries a wife from a local Taiwanese family, and Li Shuangquan’s various “women” also
appear to have been from mainlander families while his two Vietnamese brides came to live in
Taiwan as a result of their transnational marriages to Li Shuangquan the Taiwanese guy. In this
sense, the 21st century internet system functions the same as the railway system has once done to
enable people’s movement from one place to another, while those specific websites might be
In this novel, both the names of the wife-killing website and the imaginary hotel constructed in Tunic’s head
(chapter 5) are “Xixia Lüguan” which is also the title of this novel.
188
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playing the role of railroad hotels in providing a social space or community for those web
passengers’ temporary stay, interaction and communication.
This correlation between internet and railway systems has been echoed in the postponed
account in Chapter 24 about how Tunic’s father and mother first met and got acquainted with
each other. Tunic’s father has similarly taken a train to come to teach at a high school in a
seaside town along the railroad, where he later (in Chapter 24) met Tunic’s mother for the first
time probably in front of his dorm which would be as simply furnished as a railroad hotel room.
Tunic’s mother was from a local Taiwanese family and happened to be staying in the dorm of
her brother whose next door neighbor and colleague turned out to be Tunic’s father. In addition
to this chance meeting, Tunic’s parents have one more thing in common—both are outsiders and
outcasts of their respective families: while Tunic’s father had been exiled to this island totally
alone, Tunic’s mother had also been sent away since very young and had lived with her foster
family initially as a child bride until one of her brothers came to take her back to her blood
family. Her meeting with Tunic’s father at that high school was thus rightfully compared to the
crossing of two lines of rail tracks of their respective families—railroads and rail tracks are
therefore predominant images in this chapter with the title of “Wait for Me” (Dengdeng wo 等等
我), images of mobile space are intertwined with not only the imagery of bloodlines but also with

the lonely fates of these two outsiders and social outcasts.
As a matter of fact, not only does Chapter 24 resonate with Chapter 12 in highlighting their
railway imagery, both are further joined by Chapter 36 which has “On the Train” (Huoche shang
火車上) as its title to reinforce the sense of being constantly on the road or in exile. Moreover,

the rhythmic progression from 12 to 24 then to 36 may further endows a structural significance
to the backward journey of Tunic and his father’s lives, the lives of the first and second
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generation mainlanders exiled to this island. Specifically, chapter 36 takes our protagonist Tunic
not only to revisit that part of the journey which had initiated his self-othering process as a result
of his retrieving his father’s experience of being deserted, but also to various hotels “built” with
those eerie Xixia characters he invents (Chapter 41), and eventually to the “Bird Island Hotel”
(niaodao binguan 鳥島賓館, XH, 753) where he dreamed about divorcing his wife as punishment
for her supposed unfaithfulness.
Throughout the novel, various images of heterotopic space have been thus developed based
on these two dominant groups of mobile and immobile spaces first introduced by the author in
Chapters 1, 2 and 12. The author continues in the rest of the novel to employ excessive spatial
imagery for his descriptions about the mainlanders’ experience of alienation. I will address in
greater detail the unique social and heterotopic spaces of hotel, motel and train in my following
discussion.

4.3 Train, Ship and Chinese Mainlanders’ Exiles
The first kind of space that correlates to the mainlanders’ self-alienating process is most
demonstratively the mobile space. As I discussed above, mobile space is often related to the
mainlanders’ experience of escaping from the Communist rule in mainland China around 1949.
In the rest of the novel, this experience is told by the author in parallel narratives which focus on
respectively the first generation mainlanders’ migration and the expatriation of the surviving
fugitives of the Xixia Empire. What is particularly appealing, according to the author, is how
such a strong and glorious Empire has not only been defeated but has virtually vanished from the
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earth like the dispersed thin smoke.189 The author especially enjoys exploring and fantasizing
about the last historical moment of this Empire when the remaining group of its people is forced
into an endless journey of exile in a desperate effort of averting their fate of being terminated by
their Mongolian enemy.
For the second important storyline, those chapters such as “Wife Killers” (Shaqizhe 殺妻者),
“Old man in (My) Dreams” (Mengzhong laoren 夢中老人), “The Day When the City Falls ”
(Chengpo zhiri 城破之日), “City of Trickery” (Pianshu zhicheng 騙術之城), “Abandoned by
God” (Shenqi 神棄) and “Catastrophe” (Zainan 災難) provide fictionalized versions of the two
hundred years’ history of Xixia Empire, in which the author presents its unique culture and
turbulent history. In an interesting way, the unique history of Xixia with its legendary narrative
of the escape and survival of its last group of remaining offspring expresses perfectly the exilic
experience as well as the existential dilemma of those Chinese mainlanders with similar exilic
experience around 1949. More telling is the author’s evocation of different mobile spatial images
when creating these Xixia’s stories about escape or flight:
What they fear most has been chasing them from behind, and what is strange about it is
that the enemy pursuers in each of their imagination appear in the form of a team of
Mongol horsemen wearing white garments...
...
A big ship starts to appear in their hallucination, sailing among them.
...
He cannot tell whether it is the shaking of the phantom ship that makes him dizzy...
...
The old man asks the boy in his dream: is this what the ocean looks like? For his entire
life, he has never had the chance of seeing the ocean. (XH, 77-78, italics mine)190

In the novel, the author describes Xixia Empire’s disappearance in the following way: “An Empire with two
hundred’s history just vanished from the earth like the dispersed thin smoke” (如煙消逝的兩百年帝國) (XH, 40).
190
Here is the original Chinese paragraph: 恐懼在背後追趕，奇怪的是他們每一個人想像的追兵，都是一隊穿著白衣
189

的蒙古騎兵.../ 幻覺的大船穿行其間。/.../ 他分不出是夢境中大船的搖晃造成他的暈眩.../ 老人在夢中問男孩：這就是海
洋的模樣吧？他終其一生未曾親眼目睹過海。
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In this passage, an old man from Xixia dreams about telling a boy his experience of fleeing their
Mongolian enemy.
It is significant that a boat image would appear in the old man’s hallucination: he “feels” like
he and the rest of the Xixia people are taking a large boat to escape despite the fact that they
travel through the dessert and have never had a glance of the sea, let alone a boat. Evoking a boat
image in the dessert doesn’t seem to make any sense in the author’s account of Xixia people’s
flight experience. But it becomes more compelling if this fictional narrative is read symbolically
as a composite image in the author’s dream in which different escape experiences of respectively
the Xixia people several hundred years ago and the first generation mainlanders who retreated
with the Nationalist army around 1949 are intertwined and integrated into one scene. In other
words, the author replaces on purpose the “horse” on which the Xixia people would actually
escape with the “boat” image through which many of the first generation mainlanders migrate
into Taiwan.
This is not the first time the boat image is evoked by the author when he tries to describe the
exilic experience of his father’s generation. As a matter of fact, Luo Yijun is obsessed with
descriptions of the first generation mainlanders’ migration in boats in different fictional
narratives. Whenever he narrates this piece of inherited memory, he tends to present different
versions of escape in one fictional space. His autobiographical novel The Moon and Our Family
Name has a few examples of this:
My father left Nanjing in 1949, and hid in one of my uncles’ place in Shanghai for
more than three months, then rented a boat at Wusong port, sailed out and had been
drifting for eleven days because of the typhoon, after which he finally reached Dinghai
and successfully mingled, as a private, with a dozen of Nationalist troops which had
already been on the verge of collapse and waiting to retreat. Finally, he made use of
various dreamlike ways of escape such as disguise, lies, and changing himself into
something else so as to embark on a ship for Keelung... (TMFN, 193)
...
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After I have seen a great deal of life myself, I found out that all those waisheng old
guys, who, just like my father, had retreated in an embarrassing and exhausting manner
to Taiwan with the Nationalist Army around 1949, bragged about how they used to be
eminent with their glorious family backgrounds whenever they gave retrospective
accounts about their origins and their lot. Moreover, all, without any exceptions, had the
similar experience of escaping hastily at the last moment when the Communists were
about to besiege them (or about to cross the river).
...
But they had never managed to embark on the right ship that they were supposed to be
on...(Instead,) they always sneaked into another ship...
(Ibid., 245-46, italics mine)191
Despite the autobiographical nature of this novel, two fictionalized versions of the escape story
are presented here. It is quite obvious that the author prefers fictionality over historicity in his
writing about the escape event.
In my view, it is quite natural that fictionality triumphs in representing this event, because
historicity has stopped being relevant when the first generation mainlanders entered into that
floating space of a boat. In Foucault’s description of such a floating space, a boat is “a place
without a place” which “exists by itself” and “close[s] in on itself” while being “given over to
the infinity of the sea” (1967, 9). It consequently becomes a heterotopic space of “imagination”
and “dreams” (Ibid.). When the first generation mainlanders began their journey of escape, they
left their historical past and ancestral home behind, and have been uprooted since then. The
floating sense of the boat image is thus not only metaphoric of the rootless situation of the
mainlanders, but further suggests their unknown future. Being a space without a past or a future
(i.e. without history), the space in a boat could readily transform into a space for transient
realities or for all kinds of possibilities. In such a transient mobile space, fiction automatically

Here is Chinese: 我父親於一九四九年...由南京出走，在上海 000 舅父處藏匿了三月有余，然後包小船出吳淞口，在
海上遭遇臺風，漂流了十一天，到達定海，並以二等兵身份混在島上十只已瀕臨崩潰等待撤退的國民黨部隊裏。最後又
以種種偽裝，謊言，變身等宛如夢幻的逃脫方式，搭上一艘開往基隆的眷屬船.../ 後來我閱歷漸豐之後，發現那一整批
和我父親一樣在一九四九年前後，隨國民黨部隊灰頭土臉撤逃來臺灣的外省老 B 央們，在他們的身世回述裏...“本來”
都有著一個顯赫的家世。且無一例外地都是在共軍圍城（或渡江）的最後一刻，才糊裏糊塗地翻墻逃走.../ 他們總無法
搭上本來該搭上的那艘船...混上了另一艘船…
191
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and necessarily replaces history. So the moment when the first generation mainlanders entered
into this floating space, they inevitably embarked on a journey of “disguise” (weizhuang 偽裝),
“lies” (huangyan 謊言), and “metamorphosis” (bianshen 變身) (XH, chapter 36).
Such a reading of the heterotopic image of a boat might not only help to explain why the
first generation mainlanders often exaggerate their journey of retreat when they tell their stories
to their children, but also shed light on the legendary nature of such fictional accounts of the
escape event written by the 2nd generation mainlanders. It also helps us to understand the above
mentioned intriguing scene in Xixia Hotel in which hallucination of a boat appears as the escape
vehicle in the dessert. The author intentionally evokes the boat image to highlight the dreamlike
experience of escape and to symbolize the rootless situation of these exilic mainlanders.
Apart from representing the first generation mainlanders’ exilic experience through the
metaphoric narrative of Xixia people’s journey of flight, Luo Yijun also writes directly about
these mainlanders’ retreat in legendary forms. In the novel, different legends about this collective
exile are presented through the main character Tunic’s storytelling. As a second generation
mainlander, Tunic has heard, from his father’s generation, lots of tales concerning the KMT
retreat. So most of the stories Tunic tells are based on what he had heard as well as his own
imagination. The core narrative of Tunic’s fictional account of the escape event is about the
abandonment that his own father experienced when he tried to escape, together with Tunic’s
grandfather, from the Communist persecution in mainland China around 1949. The author
fabricates the starting point of this escape journey as taking place in Tibetan 西藏 area, which is
obviously digressed from any real historical accounts concerning KMT’s retreat. Moreover,
Tunic’s grandfather had never been to Taiwan, though he and his son had initially escaped
together from Tibet to India. He later migrated to Canada from India, while his son was alone
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further exiled to Taiwan. Therefore in Tunic’s family only Tunic’s father should actually be
considered the first generation mainlander.
Before getting to India, Tunic’s father had once been abandoned by Tunic’s grandfather
when they were together running away allegedly from the Communists in Tibet. And most of the
stories that Tunic tells are various accounts of his father’s hallucinated experience and weird
encounters in Tibet. Despite the different versions of the actual routes of their escape, the train or
railway images are at the center of all versions of Tunic’s retelling about his father’s exile and
abandonment. Tunic’s grandfather had originally been sent by the KMT to Tibet to build
railroads. Later when he and his son started their journey of escape, they are also described to
run alongside the railroad track that they have been building.
The author may have also deliberately fabricated this fantastic escape journey as taking
place alongside a piece of railroad under construction in one of China’s most remote areas where
ethnic population is predominant in order to evoke again that parallel narrative about exile—the
story of the Xixia Empire. For Tunic, the escape route his father and grandfather took in Tibet
accidentally overlaps with the legendary escape route taken by the last group of dangxiang (黨項)
offspring from the Xixia empire:
Because of not being good at describing what had happened, Tunic’s father always
recounted that piece of memory in a way that was so pale and boring that it resembled
Chaplin’s black and white silent film. A bunch of administrative officials of the
Nationalist Party, civil engineers and railway surveyors, with their withered faces, pale
lips, and dull yet terrified eyes, lined up and marched quickly in a mechanically
uniformed manner; as a matter of fact, if we unfolded a map we would find that the route
they took when they were shadowed by death and tried to escape hastily and
muddleheadedly almost covered all the places where Li Yuanhao and his ghostly
cavalrymen had once been to in their bloody fight for territories with either the Northern
Song garrison or the cunning and suspicious Tibetan King when they tried to expand
their Empire...that route was precisely the one on which the last remaining dangxiang
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loyalists tried to escape after the legendary Xixia Empire had been invaded, its people
slaughtered and almost extinguished by the Mongolian troops. (XH, 180, italics mine)192
It is quite likely that the author intentionally rewrites KMT’s historical retreat into a fiction in
which the painful escape experience of the first generation mainlanders fleeing to Taiwan island
is articulated through the nightmarish escape experience of the last group of Xixia people. But
different from the account of Xixia people fleeing through the dessert, here the train and railway
imagery replaces the boat as the chief means of their transportation or flight.
As one of the most important heterotopic spaces which repeatedly appears in this novel, and
as a moveable space without any geographical marker, the train functions similarly as the boat to
symbolize the mainlanders’ rootless situation. But instead of actually taking a train to escape,
Tunic’s grandfather and father turn themselves into a moving train by running alongside the
railway. In this way, they themselves become the heterotopic symbol of the homeless.

4.4 Hotel, Motel and Chinese Mainlanders as Outsiders
Besides mobile heterotopic spaces, there are various immobile spaces constructed by Luo
Yijun to express Chinese mainlanders’ marginalized position and alienation. As the title of the
novel indicates, the most quintessential immobile space is the hotel, to the effect that the entire
novel can be seen as a verbal hotel on paper, partly of course because each chapter is assigned a
room number. In my view, there are two ways of understanding the title of this novel. On the one
hand, it can be seen as composed of two separate elements—Xixia and Hotel—because each
chapter contains stories either about the Xixia Empire or about the mainlanders’ experience of
Here is the Chinese: 或因描述能力之貧薄，圖尼克的父親總將那一段回憶說的像是卓別林的黑白默片。一群國民黨
西方行政官員，土木技師和鐵道測量員，灰頭土臉，嘴唇發白，兩眼呆滯而恐懼，他們排成一列，機械性地同手同腳快
步行走，其實攤開地圖，他們在死亡的灰影籠罩下的打圈亂竄，幾乎涵蓋了當年李元昊鬼影幢幢的騎兵隊擴張帝國版圖
時，和...北宋駐軍或狡猾雄猜的吐蕃王...浴血爭奪領地所有去過的地方…那即是創說中西夏帝國遭蒙古鐵騎破城，屠
戮，滅種之後的“最後一支黨項人”遺民當初的逃亡路線。
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moving to and living in Taiwan. On the other hand, the title can be read as referring to a hotel
named Xixia. And this way of reading the title is legitimate because an actual hotel named Xixia
(“Xixia Lüguan”西夏旅館) will turn out to be the most important hotel image in the entire novel.
This heterotopic space of “Xixia Lüguan” is therefore also seen as originating from the
cyberspace of “Xixia Lüguan” because both are imaginary spaces constructed virtually or
imaginatively by Tunic in his own head. Similar to the homonymic cyberspace, the imaginary
hotel of Xixia (“Xixia Lüguan”)193 is the residential place only for those guests coming from the
mainland, which could be read as being located to the “west” (xi 西) of the Taiwan Strait and
inhabited by descendants of the “(Hua) Xia” ([華]夏)194 people. Moreover, those mainland guests
are described as having legendary familial and social backgrounds:
No one knows for sure the complete shape of this hotel...Its old guests even spread the
rumor about it being the one like Howl’s moving castle, which kept proliferating on its
own and growing new parts incessantly each night after everything had entered into
dreams...These guests have witnessed so many big occasions such as the rise and fall of
gold and glorious dynasties and the drift of people from place to place...But now they are
trapped in this shady hotel in their old age...
The most tragic story about this hotel is: in its heyday, which is also the chaotic time
when the first bunch of exiles moved in massively, there were people coming and going,
moving in and out, each of which was so ostentatious and extravagant with their splendid
costumes, vigor, and pomp that together they resembled those Dunhuang frescoes...So
which one of them didn’t have a dazzling legendary story about themselves... (XH, 64-66,
italics mine)195
The first bunch of guests checking into this imaginary hotel could be read as referring obviously
to those who retreated to Taiwan with the KMT army and became the first generation
There are two places in the novel where the author discloses to the reader that the hotel run by Ms. Meilan in
chapter 5 as well as several other anonymous hotels and motels are all constitutive of a grand hotel named “Xixia
Lüguan” which is a giant imaginary hotel constructed in Tunic’s imagination: chapter 19 (p262-70) and the plot
guidance provided at the end of Book Two of this long novel (p760).
194
Hua Xia (華夏) is an old name for the Chinese people.
195
Here is the Chinese: 沒有人確知這間旅館的完整形狀…旅館的老客人們甚至謠傳著這是一座像“霍爾的移動城
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堡”，不斷在夜晚入夢後，自體增殖，長出新部位的…這些人的一生見過多少金粉王朝，樓起樓塌，顛沛流離的大場
面…在他們晚年擱淺於此，將他們拘禁於此的蹩腳建築… / 旅館故事最大的悲劇在於：當它在全盛時期，就像那第一批
流亡者大舉遷往住進來的混亂年代，那時候，人來人往，搬進遷出，每一個人的行頭，氣勢，排場全像那些敦煌壁畫裏
的經變圖…哪一個不是讓人眼花繚亂大有文章的傳奇故事…
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mainlanders. It is only natural that they would feel “stuck” in this hotel when they grow old there
since, as I mentioned in part I of this chapter, most first generation mainlanders living in the
Military Compounds regard Taiwan as only a temporary place to stay and have been hoping to
go back one day to their mainland hometown. The imaginary “Xixia Lüguan” thus comes to
symbolize Taiwan in general and probably the Military Compound in particular. It is an
imaginary heterotopic space which is “absolutely temporal” instead of “eternal” (Foucault, 1967,
7). When there is no hope for this group of first generation mainlanders to go back to their
hometown, they naturally feel stuck in this transient space and start to experience existential
crisis.
As a heterotopic space, this imaginary “Xixia Lüguan” further functions very much like the
military compounds in reality in providing a communal space for these mainlanders to stay
together away from or “outside” Taiwan society. This is why this grand fictive hotel is also
described as having a self-sufficient functioning system for living and for therefore effectively
isolating its guests from the local Taiwanese community. However, separation predictably comes
with marginalization. When Chiang’s promise of taking them back home to the mainland fails to
deliver, these ideologically brainwashed mainlanders196 become indeed the outsiders stuck in a
hotel-like separate community: they thus become the Other in Taiwan society. Contrary to the
supposedly “normal” local Taiwanese, this unique mainlander community is represented as being
deviant,197 delusional, and crazy through the metaphorical image of the “Xixia Lüguan” which
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根據臺灣一些學者的研究，“省外族群聚集到臺灣,而轉變成一個概念上的新興族群，而且成為國民黨政權扮演中的
‘角色’”，高格孚， 《風和日暖--臺灣外省人與國家認同的轉變》， 2004, 33.尤為重要的是，“由於政治的需要，
所以對於這些眷村的居民...其被想像的共同性質身份，就被貼上了既得利益者的符號，而被國民黨執政當局的政治意義
捆綁...國民黨政府反而透過了另外的途徑，加強了省外族群對其的認同，那就是我們都熟知的--黨國精神教育”，陳國
偉, 2007, p259. “而這種認同，其實是將軍隊與國家視為一體的一種方式...這層層的認同, 又被賦予一個偉大的遠景，
那就是‘反共復國’的使命，讓這些省外族群的思鄉之苦，可以寄托在一個口號式的目標之上”, Ibid., p261.

Foucault defines the space of the deviant as heterotopian space. See “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias”,
p5.
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has been described as “a world made of collage” (pintie chongjian de shijie 拼貼重建的世界), “an
amusement park” (youlechang 遊樂場), and “a lunatic asylum” (fengrenyuan 瘋人院) many times
in this novel (XH, 20-24).
As both generations of the mainlanders were forced to move out of Military Compounds
after their demolition, they experienced, to different extents though, identity crisis when they
started to interact with other ethnic groups in Taiwan almost on a daily basis. In this sense, the
protagonist Tunic can be seen as the surrogate figure for Luo Yijun the author who is building
his fictional “Xixia Lüguan” (the hotel described in chapter 5 and 19) as an imaginary Military
Compound, or as a verbally constructed “imagined community”198 for those mainlanders who
share similar experience. On the one hand, this virtual hotel helps to keep the mainlanders
together as a differentiated group who are enabled to hold on to their shared history, experience
and belief in this imaginary space even after the Military Compounds are demolished. On the
other, the “Xixia Lüguan” itself becomes an embodiment of the diasporic because it functions in
the novel as a “camp for the dissatisfied ghosts” (yuanling jizhongying 怨靈集中營) and a space
for the “rootless ghosts” (wuzhu zhigui 無主之鬼) (Ibid., 231).
In this imaginary “Xixia Lüguan”, violent scenarios such as rape, incest, murder and
dismemberment are staged in different rooms. People who are perpetrating these acts of violence
include both the mainlanders and the dangxiang people of the Xixia Empire. In other words, both
the mainlanders and the ancient dangxiang people are invited by Tunic into his imaginary hotel
to participate in those criminal activities. Since Xixia’s story of exile is intended to be
metaphoric for the exilic experience of the mainlanders in this novel, the author must have

This term comes from Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism.
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deliberately named this hotel “Xixia Lüguan” to make salient the comparable relationship
between these two narratives.
It should also be noted that “Xixia Lüguan” is not the only immobile space in the novel.
There are a few other hotels images such as motels, “old railroad hotels” (tiedaopang de
laolüguan 鐵道旁的老旅館, 728), or the “Hot Spring Hotel” (wenquan lüguan 溫泉旅館, 720) etc.,
which also function as heterotopic spaces where not only illicit sex, violence, and bizarre events
take place, but also lonely souls find shelter and comfort, no matter how transient and brief those
moments are. Generally speaking, different motels function the same as the “Xixia Lüguan” in
calling attention to the “rootless” experience and “outsider” situation of those traveler figures
(guoke 過客) who therefore becomes the perfect embodiment of the mainlanders. As the
prototype of all other hotels and motels, “Xixia Lüguan” is capable of replicating itself in
Tunic’s head (“this hotel...keeps growing and proliferating”199, 67) so as to better accommodate
the increasing loneliness, frustration, and confusion of the mainlanders:
It turns out that Xixia Hotel is not a simple hotel. It is, however, an endless voyage for
wanders...those hotels and motels have locked and imprisoned some many dreams of the
travelers who used to be trapped inside and died in this way on their journey...those
dreams, being dirty and moldy, never belonging to him but to an age-old era, finally
invaded and eroded his dream in fragments. (XH, 671-72, italics mine)200
The heterotopic space of “Xixia Lüguan” as well as its replicas of motels and other type of reallife hotels have thus been constructed by the author to represent in his unique way that particular
group of mainlanders’ outsider situation and experience of alienation in the rapidly changing
Taiwan society.
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這間旅店…持續增值長大 。
Here is the Chinese: 原來西夏旅館並非一間旅館。而是一趟永無終點的流浪之途…而那些旅館幽閉關禁了太多之前
困住於裏面而死於客途的旅者之夢...把不屬於他的夢境—那些臟兮兮，因年代久遠而發黴的夢—破碎片段地侵蝕進他的
夢境裏。
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Although having basically the same symbolic function as the “Xixia Lüguan”, other hotel
images in this novel, especially the various kinds of motels, also have their own specific
functions. Instead of serving as an enclosed and self-sufficient space for the collective
mainlander community, they become rather the preferred sheltering space for isolated individuals,
primarily the individual souls of the 2nd generation mainlanders:
This old motel on the 17th floor, with its empty and dark corridors and doors in two
lines, actually looked like those empty student dorms during vacations...
Now in this absolutely lonely place, which was the tiny secret room “floating” in the
sky, the kingdom that he was familiar with started to appear and surround him. This
destitute motel room made one feel like staying in an empty drawer because it was so
timeworn, so shabby and so cheap that it deprived those pleasure-seeking men and
women of any romantic and sentimental fantasies beyond sex... (XH, 390-91, italics
mine)201
In contrast to the busy and lively communal space that is typical of “Xixia Lüguan”, what
characterizes such motels are their emptiness (kongdangdang 空蕩蕩), isolation (juedui gujue 絕
對孤獨) and the sense of being deserted (renqu loukong 人去樓空), as well as their shabbiness,

dilapidation and cheapness. “Destitution” (pinfa 貧乏) is another expression the author employs
for the definitive feature of such a motel room: it is totally deprived of the lively color of
imagination as well as any other warm emotions attached to that grand Hotel—nostalgia,
memory, hope etc., but calls back to the poorly furnished rooms that has greeted readers for the
first time in Chapter 1 of this novel.
Moreover, the appearance of this motel is described to resemble not only a student dorm, but
more a tall apartment building, probably the very type of living space that has replaced the
Military Compound as the new lodging place for mainlanders. In the 1960s and 1970s of post
1949 Taiwan, most of the mainlanders were arranged to move reluctantly into such kinds of
Here is the Chinese: 十七樓這間老舊汽車旅館，空蕩蕩的陰暗走道，兩列房門像假日人去樓空的學生宿舍…/ 現
在，在這個絕對孤獨的處所，懸浮在高空上的一個小密室裏，他熟悉的那個王國又逐漸矗立長出，將他包圍。像活在空
蕩蕩的抽屜裏一樣，那陳舊的，寒酸的，廉價到讓進來這兒偷歡溫存的狗男女們，一點點除了性交之外較浪漫感性的幻
覺都吝於附加的貧乏房間….
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apartment buildings after the Military Compounds were gradually demolished. To some extent,
the demolition of the Military Compounds has considerably shattered the previously quite
compact and mutually supportive mainlander community: they are forced to move out from an
enclosed collective and communal space where they share similar memories and history, and
move into a scattered and separate space for individual families. The motel image hence come to
symbolize the more disconnected and individualized space of such an apartment building which
suggests further isolation and loneliness.
This enhanced sense of loneliness and isolation is further seen in those typical activities
(“illicit sex”) taking place in these motels (XH, 394-403), which, however, are compared
ironically to a sacred shrine (shenkan 神龕, Ibid., 390) in Chapter 26, which is also the first
chapter of Book Two: height and loneliness are perhaps the only two features that these two
kinds of spaces have in common. Moreover, neither of these two sites are “freely accessible,”
and both requires a sort of “rites and purifications” to ensure their permission (Foucault, 1967, 7):
this is why in addition to payments for their use of motel rooms (and bodies of each other), Tunic
suggests a hug (baobao 抱抱) or a shower before they proceed to further intimacy (XH, 394-95).
It is thus permissions in the ironic form of a religious or hygienic purification that makes the
motel a typical site of heterotopia, which often presupposes “a system of opening and closing
that both isolate them and make them penetrable” (Foucault, 1967, 7). As a place “both
absolutely sheltered and absolutely hidden, kept isolated without however being allowed out in
the open” (Ibid., 8), motel becomes, for Foucault, the best configuration of a heterotopic space
that allows for a strange co-existence of such “pure and simple openings” and “curious
exclusions” (Ibid., 7).
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This kind of isolation and exclusion are keenly felt by both parties of that rendezvous in the
novel, as the author explains in his brief outline of all 41 chapters: “(he) simply wants to find a
woman, who is always as lonely as he is, to stay in one room together” (XH, 764).202 Their
shared fate of loneliness is then found attributable to both of them being outsiders in this world,
and related specifically to their shared cultural or ethnic background, when the girl said her
parents are mainlanders, though not exactly from the Military Compound (Ibid., 397). Motels in
this sense become an important part in the life of the 2nd generation mainlanders who have been
more keenly experiencing isolation and exclusion in that unfriendly world outside: this modestlooking but actual sheltering space has replaced the imaginary grand “Xixia Lüguan” to become
the quintessential heterotopic space for the 2nd generation mainlanders. This is why both Book
One and Book Two begin with a chapter telling about two exemplary moments of loneliness in
the lives of respectively Tunic the teenager (Chapter 1) and Tunic the grown-up (Chapter 26),
who have obviously gone to those motels in their respective “state(s) of crisis” (Foucault, 1967,
3). This is also why Tunic’s “adventures” in various hotels and motels are compared, in Chapter
40, to the epic wandering of Ulysses the Jewish outsider—Chapter 40 (“a journey of hotel/motel
explorations which can be compared favourably with the wandering of Ulysses”, 679)203 is the
second chapter from the end, right before the concluding Chapter 41, in which Tunic embarking
on his mission of creating/inventing words for his people.
Besides motels, this book also writes about other kinds of hotels in what appears to be
Tunic’s real life experience. He seems to be particularly fond of those “old hotels along the
railway” (tiedaopang de laolüguan 鐵道旁的老旅館) especially in his solitary journey (dulü 獨旅),
as well as the Japanese style “Hot Spring Hotel” (wenquan lüguan 溫泉旅館) that is in the
202
203

只是找個跟自己一樣始終是一個人的女人來共處一室。
媲美尤利西斯大流浪的汽車旅館探險。
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process of being remodeled into standard motels, both of which have significantly developed the
initial sense of motel as a sheltered space of isolation and exclusion (XH, 728-30)—the Japanese
style hotels have further reinforced the sense of estrangement through its invocation of exoticism.
As usual, the railway or railroad imagery, even the clicking sounds of rails under the weight of
passing trains (XH, 720), accompanies the account of such modest looking smaller sized hotels
where lonely passengers come to seek comfort in becoming isolated and excluded from the
outside world. The solitary journey joins with these brief lonely sojourns along the way to make
up the mainlanders’ complete experience of a passenger.
The reality of such old hotels along the railway has not only stressed the (second-generation)
mainlanders’ marginalized state of living as an outsider in their real life or their fate of remaining
an un-belonging passenger, but also sufficiently prepared readers for the last episode of our
protagonist’s mental journey towards the very end of this book, to the last sub-section of the last
chapter of Book Two (Chapter 41). Under the name of “hotel” (Lüguan 旅館) (XH, 753), this last
part is about Tunic staying in a certain “Bird Island Hotel” (niaodao binguan 鳥島賓館), the first
real hotel in this book with a definite name in a specified area noted for a minority group of
Chinese, probably to counter balance that totally virtual and imaginary “Xixia Lüguan”
throughout the book, while referring obliquely to the Taiwan island as a certain “Island Hotel,”
esp. for the first generation mainlanders. This new hotel beside a lake in Qinghai province was
built in 2006 for the occasion of a bicycling event, all of these details serving to establish its
solid and concrete reality, at the same time stressing its distinction from those old hotels beside
railroads rather than a lake, which could be again insinuating that specific body of water making
up the Taiwan Strait.
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In this new hotel, Tunic however dreams about his attempt in divorcing his wife, while
himself bitterly feeling cheated and betrayed—readers, as well as Tunic himself probably, are
hence afforded a glimpse of the very reason behind his “contemplated” killing of his wife and
taking her head with him in his adventures among various hotels. Readers are eventually made
aware of the actual psychological or unconscious motive of his imaginary journey, deep down
beneath his constant concern about the childless state of his middle-aged life, which is exactly
the root cause of his mother’s complaint about his marriage, and ultimately a reflection of his
persistent anxiety about the extinction of his bloodline, the bloodline of a 2nd generation
mainlander and outsider, or of the collective mainlanders in general.
This sense of betrayal and desertion significantly resonates in a backward way with what has
once happened, in his adolescence, in that nameless motel with W, Feng (鳳) and Zhen (貞)
narrated at the very beginning of this novel (Chapter 1), the only other section in which hotel is
featured as a most heterotopic social space for lonely souls to shut themselves in and self-exile
from the outside world. Such kind of souls are thus revealed in the last chapter of the novel to be
often the ones who have grown up in the Military Compound as “the King of the lonely
kingdom” (gudu wangguo de guowang 孤獨王國的國王) (XH, 687-90), that is, having grown up
as the 2nd generation mainlander, as the very first episode of this last chapter apparently seeks to
present.
In this sense, Tunic’s mission in this last chapter of inventing words for his “race” or people
turns out to be perhaps an effort of finding a language for the outsider’s experience of the 2nd
generation mainlanders. They probably have also been in their life frequenting hotels, mostly
motel-like smaller ones, which are also along railroads. But unlike their fathers who have been
all their life regarding themselves as only passengers on their way returning to a faraway home,
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the 2nd generation mainlanders no longer believe in the home idea, and feel even more lost and
excluded also as an outsiders in a world seemingly tolerant and permissive for them to come in,
as in the case of Tunic marrying into his wife’s world of local Taiwan people. And as a result
they may find it comforting to further isolate themselves inside a motel room, or to actually
relish the sense of self-exiling into their authentic role of being an outsider inside the motel room,
inside a mirroring heterotopic social space that effects “curious exclusions” behind, or despite,
its “pure and simple openings” (Foucault,1967, 7), as the young Tunic has once done in Chapter
1 of this novel after finding himself the only one outside their initially, and deceptively, inclusive
world consisting of four high school adolescents.

4.5 Intertextualized Histories and Heterotopic Narrative Space
Among the two essential elements of space and time based on which the story of Xixia
Hotel has been constructed, the dimension of “time” is embodied in twin forms of fictionalized
“histories”—the grand history of the ancient Xixia Empire and personal histories of Chinese
mainlanders in Taiwan. It is worth noting that both forms of histories are intertextualized ones:
the ancient history of the Xixia Empire is presented through fragmented historical materials—
real or fabricated—which are intertextualized either as directly quoted passages or as narrative
accounts into the primary storyline about Xixia Empire, while personal stories of Chinese
mainlanders are also presented as intertextualized narratives since what constitute these stories
are mostly fragmented memories and different versions of histories from different people. In
other words, both the grand and the personal histories unfold through a storytelling working in an
intertextual manner. Intertexuality in this way helps much to produce two additional heterotopic
spaces of this novel: the fictionalized historical space and the dreamlike textual space. In this
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section, I will discuss how Luo Yijun represents the mainlanders’ anxiety over alienation and
over the extinction of their peculiar culture through intertextualized storytelling.
First of all, intertextuality functions to demonstrate both the “lack” of a coherent “history”
and of rich experience of the 2nd generation mainlanders. For most of them, their personal as well
as collective history began in the Military Compound which is a temporary space without a past
and a future on the island of Taiwan. So it is no wonder whenever they try to tell stories about
their family or their community, they have to resort to memories inherited from their fathers or
different stories from other sources (such as “the news or the magazines”) (XH, 92). They are
like a different species that seems to come into existence from nowhere. In other words, the
formation of their distinct collective identity on this island turns out to have been based on
frequently unreliable memories and sometimes fabricated histories of their father’s generation.
Due to this lack of reliable collective history, the 2nd generation mainlanders’ stories about
themselves and their fathers are inevitably intertextual, just as Tunic comments in the novel:
Because we are short of imagination, we cannot explain this fragmented, broken and
messy world, well we “remember”, but what are remembered actually come from
others...This is the reason why we have always pieced together different stories from
different people, others’ or our own, when we try to pass those stories down in this hotel.
(XH, 185-244, italics mine)204
Such an integration of stories of various sources into a more or less coherent “history” on which
founds their identity necessarily becomes an intertextual maneuver.
The mainlanders’ severing of their ancestral past at the moment of exile as well as their
inability to envision a future would certainly result in their existential crisis. That is to say, the
intertextual and fragmented nature of their histories gives their experience a heterotopic character.
Being a group distinct from other people, they have been frequently regarded as the outsider
Here is the Chinese: 因為缺乏想象力，所以我們沒有辦法解釋這個支離破碎的爛世界，我們“記得”，但記得的全是
人家給的……這其實亦是我們這座旅館裏，常在故事傳遞過程，把不同人的故事，他人和自己的故事，全嫁接拼縫在一
起的原因。
204
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(“wai”shengren“外”省人) by the local Taiwanese. Demolishing the Military Compounds
doesn’t help them to get readily assimilated into Taiwan’s society, but further reinforces the
sense of alienation for some of them, just like Tunic’s marriage having eventually failed to help
him get assimilated into her local Taiwanese family. Their consequent anxiety over alienation is
perfectly expressed through Tunic’s mouth:
Tunic said: people like us...have been changing, in this land of our drift for such a long
time, our appearances, our body shapes and our faces, as well as swallowing other
people’s dreams and turning them into our own memory...we are always disappointed
and abandoned, and are always asked by them “to love”. To love the kind of people they
are, to love what they look like now, to love all the reasons why they’ve changed into
what they are, and to love this time and space in which we are trapped together with them
as if an elevator stops and hangs there when the power is suddenly off. Therefore, we, as
despicable and dark as we are, the huren...have unknowingly activated our performative
gene, or the gene of being actors or actresses, which must have been hidden in our
chromosome, and operated it at its peak efficiency in order to survive in this harsh
environment. (XH, 682, italics mine)205
Here we can see the very process that has transformed mainlanders into “barbarians” (huren 胡人)
through a series of metamorphosis in their exile. In this novel, huren refers to xixia ren (西夏人),
while hanren (漢人) is used by the author to refer to the local Taiwanese. Moreover, huren is
often described as being violent, cruel and inhuman in this novel. I think the author uses huren
chiefly as a metaphor to express in an exaggerated way the demonization and hostility some of
the mainlanders have received from the local Taiwanese.
More importantly, Xixia can be also seen as a symbol of racial extinction, for it has been a
glorious empire before its sudden disappearance from the earth. Virtually none of its people
(huren) have survived the persecution and exile in the aftermath of their war with the Mongols.
In the novel, both the main character Tunic and his father have undergone the process of “giving
Here is the Chinese: 圖尼克說，像我們這種人…長期在漂流之地變貌，變形，變臉，吞食別人的夢境長成自己記憶
的部分身體...被辜負和被棄，他們總要求我們 “要去愛”。愛他們所是的這種人種，愛他們今天這個模樣，愛他們變成這
個模樣的所有原因，愛我們與他們仿佛電梯停電懸掛停頓一同禁閉於其內的這個時空。於是，卑鄙陰暗的我們這種人，
胡人...不知不覺將我們藏在某一枚染色體裏的戲子基因在生存嚴酷條件下啟動到最高效率。
205
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up their han identity and becoming huren” (tuohan ruhu 脫漢入胡)206 after which Tunic claimed
that he would be the last remaining xixia ren on this planet.207 In my view, “tuohan ruhu” is a
highly symbolic moment in the novel which highlights the predicament of assimilation faced by
the mainlanders in Taiwan. To become a huren is often an involuntary choice for most of the
mainlanders like Tunic who has been marginalized and alienated against their will. In this sense ,
“tuohan ruhu” is actually compelled.
In Xixia Hotel, Luo Yijun tells many stories about metamorphosis to express the
mainlanders’ anxiety over their fate of alienation and racial extinction:
In this hotel of ours, there is a story of “becoming” in nearly every room: “How I’ve
become whom I am.” Some guests from the older generation even changed themselves
collectively into the androgynous earthworm after they had realized that they would be
trapped forever in this hotel or that they would never be able to carry on their family line
and would be too shameful and guilty to face their parents back home...it is so natural for
them to adopt the measure of reproductive dormancy out of the instinct of their possible
extinction after mass migration, which also set their mind and made them contented with
what they had become. (XH, 424, italics mine)208
When each chapter of this novel is designed by the author to become a hotel room, it constitutes
a typical heterotopic space by serving as the perfect locale for “deviation” to take place (Foucault,
1967, 5). The mainlanders living in this “Xixia Lüguan” are described to be gradually deviating
from the path of becoming a “normal” human being who can be accepted into Taiwan’s society.
Instead, each of them has involuntarily “become” the abnormal offspring of an species of
“androgyny”.

As described in the novel: “…我想要說的，是你父親為什麽，怎麽會，從一個活生生的漢人，進入到一個痛苦萬
分，恍如夢中脫去人皮，背叛自己的族裔，以一種悲劇化的自我想像，將自己放逐進一個黑暗荒蠻，換血，換臉，改名
字，換睪丸，毀棄父祖的牌位，慢慢將自己描述成“另一種人種”的恐怖過程”, p10.
206

207
208

Xixia Hotel, p24.
Here is the Chinese: 在我們這個旅館裏，幾乎每一個房間都有一個“變成”的故事：“我是如何變成現在的這副模

樣。”有一些老一輩的，在意識到自己將終其一生困居於這幢旅館，或因下意識對自己無法傳宗接代而深愧家鄉的父
母，竟然集體變成雌雄同體的蚯蚓…是生物本能度過大遷移可能造成之集體種族滅絕而自然啟動的“生殖休眠”措施，遂
安心任命於自己所變成的這個模樣。
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I’d like to read the figure of androgyny as a biological illustration of intertextuality on
account of its hybridizing two different elements into one figure and, more importantly, being
capable of self-generation and reproduction. I argue that Luo Yijun evokes this figure of
androgyny as a means to dissolve the fear of racial extinction of the mainlander group
(waishengren zuqun 外省人族群),209 thus a heterotopic solution to the alternative promise of a
utopian history.
The fear about the disappearance of mainlanders’ unique history and culture on the island of
Taiwan intensified after the demolition of the Military Compounds. When this collective living
space gradually vanished from the map, the mainlanders’ collective identity is also challenged:
She left the Military Compound that year and moved into the new community located in
the metropolitan fringe, in which there were usually many benshengren and only a few
waishengren, though both groups were from different walks of life; this new experience
made her feel as if she was the river running into the sea and hence lost any forms of
identification and connection with its original kinship. (Zhu Tianxin, 1994, 77, italics
mine)210
The feeling of losing “any forms of identification and connection” is very common among both
the first and the second generations of the mainlanders. After the destruction of the material base
for their collective identification, the only thing left for the mainlanders to identify themselves as
a unique group in Taiwan is the memory of their collective past. However, the gradual aging and
demise of the first generation mainlanders has made it increasingly difficult to pass on stories
about their collective past. And it consequently becomes more and more challenging for the 2nd
generation mainlanders to remember that part of history:

Wang Changpu 王甫昌 points out such a fear in his research: “…在同質化政策的導向下，弱勢者（如只占臺灣人
口 13%的省外族群）將會擔心自己的歷史記憶或文化不會受到優勢者尊重，甚至將面臨消失之命運。如果族群成員相
信唯一能用來區辨或界定族群的標準，是獨特語言文化及關於祖先的歷史記憶，則族群文化及歷史記憶之消失，則意味
著族群滅絕”(2001, 190).
210
Here is the Chinese: 那一年，她搬離眷村，遷入都市邊緣尋常有一點點外省，很多本省人，有各種職業的新興社
區，河入大海似的頓時失卻了與原水族間各種形式的辨識與聯系。
209
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After the demolition of the Military Compounds, I suddenly couldn’t recall lots of things,
not even those nightmares about my old home in the Compound...I gradually realized that
such memory loss was not even real because I couldn’t have those memory in the first
place since I had never existed and wouldn’t ever exist, neither in my grandfather’s past
nor in my father’s future. (Zhang Qijiang, 1997, 38-39, italics mine)211
Worse still, forgetting their past would not only significantly weaken their sense of belonging,
but also jeopardize the very existence of their past. This is why the only way to fight against such
an extinction of the unique culture of their ethnic group is to remember their collective past.
This is also why in the novel Luo Yijun resorts to the mechanism of storytelling to resist
such forgetting. Almost all the characters in the novel exhibit a compulsion to tell stories to each
other about themselves or their fathers. The action of endless story-telling functions to constantly
delay the end of the whole narrative. In other words, storytelling itself, as in the Arabian Nights,
has become an effective means to resist or fight against extinction. The importance of
storytelling in preserving their collective past is clearly expressed in Tunic’s words:
The biggest problem for people like us is that we don’t have a story based on which our
offspring, who’ve scattered around the world just like the dandelion seeds, can follow up
a clue and trace back their lineage so that they are able to imagine what kind of people
we are...we don’t have such a thing, so we can only manage to pass down what have
happened to one single generation in fragmented accounts; each generation of our
storytelling fathers constitute a single piece of fish scale, but together they would never
make up a whole fish; they embarked on a journey of wandering in fear of the extinction
of their kind, not of the individual death, but only realized unexpectedly that their
staggering experiences as well as those strange happenings they had seen all the way
needed to be passed down quickly, even inarticulately, to the next generation before the
oil was burned up and the light was extinguished permanently. (XH, 245, italics mine)212
This is why the mainlander group in Taiwan is significantly different from other ethnic groups:
their collective identity is founded on fragmented, instead of coherent, histories as well as
Here is the Chinese: 眷村拆除後，我忽然忘掉很多事情，連關於眷村老宅的噩夢也省了…我漸漸明白，我不是失
憶，而是不存在，既不屬於父祖的過去也不見容於父親的未來。
212
Here is the Chinese: 我們這樣的人最大的問題即是我們沒有一個可供這些蒲公英籽般四面八方飄散的後代們按圖索
驥以想像自己族群臉貌的故事…我們沒有這種東西，所以我們只能一代一代斷簡殘章傳遞著單一一代所發生的故事，我
們一代一代說故事的父親們，全是一片一片的魚鱗，永遠無法鑲嵌拼組成一條魚，他們在族的滅絕—而非個體死亡的恐
怖中展開流浪之途，卻意外地發現他們一路瞠目結舌經歷的，看見的古怪故事，得在這種極短暫的油竭之燈暗滅前，口
齒不清地講述給下一代。
211
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inherited memories. In order to prevent the dissolution of their collective identity as well as their
cultural uniqueness, they have to find ways of remembering their past which has been in constant
danger of being overwritten by the new official version of history promoting a political
Taiwanization213. To the mainlanders, their past can be, as Walter Benjamin says about history
and memory, “seized only as an image which flashes up at the instant when it can be recognized
and is never seen again” (Illuminations, 255). For the mainlanders, to articulate their past
historically is not intended to verify the authenticity of their past, but an attempt to seize hold of
and pass down their cultural and historical memories which constitute their unique collective
identity.
If the mainlanders’ past exists primarily in the first generation mainlanders’ memories, their
stories are gradually forgotten by history in the process of Taiwanization: “(they) were sent into
exile by the political regime that they had trusted all their life, then were abandoned again by the
Taiwan island; however when the discourse of Taiwanization is getting stronger today, they are
about to be forgotten by history quietly” (Hao Yuxiang, 2000, 190)214. In order to resist such
forgetting, the fathers’ stories are represented in novelistic forms by many 2nd generation
mainlander writers: “The identity and even the very existence of my father will be meaningful
only when I write about him” (Ibid., 48).215 In Luo Yijun’s Xixia Hotel, there are also intricately
woven stories about the father figures. One of the most important stories about Tunic’s father has

The political Taiwanization promotes a homogeneous Taiwan identity over the Chinese identity and other ethnic
identities. Former President Lee Teng-hui once promoted the concept of “New Taiwanese” (xin Taiwanren); and the
Democratic Progressive Party’s former chairman Hsu Hsin-liang proposed the notion of Taiwan as one new “rising
people” (xinxing minzu). For details see Letty Chen’s Writing Chinese: Reshaping Chinese Cultural identity, p52
and Chen Guowei’s Imagining Taiwan: Writings by and about Different Ethnic Groups in Contemporary Taiwan
Fiction.
214
Here is the Chinese: [他們]被畢生信仰的政權所放逐，又被臺灣這塊島嶼所放逐，然而在本土論述越來越強勢的今
天，歷史就預備這樣子悄悄地把他們給遺忘了。For detail see Hao Yuxiang’s 郝譽翔 《逆旅》, 臺北：聯合文學, 2000.
213
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他[我父親]的身分與他的存在都要通過我的文字才能獲得意義。
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been developed into various, even conflicting, narratives, each telling a unique version of how
Tunic’s father was abandoned by Tunic’s grandfather.
In my view, to be abandoned by one’s father could symbolize the severance of one’s
paternal/national history. Consequently, searching for one’s father symbolizes the retracing of
that lost piece of history. Most stories concerning Tunic’s familial history unfold in the form of
his searching for the father figure. As a matter of fact, “looking for fathers” (xunfu 尋父)
functions as the narrative drive for all the stories in this novel:
Who would know that these two guys did such an evil thing! They entered “looking for
fathers” as the key words at the initial setting (of this story generator). As a result, all
stories created have been contaminated, parodied, multiplied and invaded by various
kinds of broken stories about nonexistent fathers...But they are not aware of the fact that
they are the fatherless kind from the very beginning. It is precisely because of the father
figure’s absence that they are able to give full play to their creativity in the reversed
dreamland. It is precisely due to the lack of a father that they can download and pirate at
will all sorts of dreams from other people so as to piece together their own backgrounds
and life experiences. Because of lacking a father, they can freely go in and out of those
restricted zones beyond our moral world. But these two idiots are so arrogant that they,
acting as primitive men who are disrespectful of god, suddenly want to invent a father
who do not and cannot exist...I don’t know how these two huren have been able to create
such an evil and powerful being like you. A father who is able to absorb all creative
powers and turn them into illusions. (XH, 554-55, italics mine)216
It is worth noting that the father figure that different characters are constantly looking for has
been “absent” since the very beginning (wufu 無父). What is meaningful instead is the effort of
“searching” as well as the ability of “telling”. In my view, the absence of the father figure further
allegorizes the absence of a coherent and truthful paternal/national history. Moreover, it is
precisely such an “absence” that not only motivates the storytelling but also makes room for
imagination and fabrication. As is suggested in my analysis above, what is important for the
Here is the Chinese: 誰想到這兩個家夥做了邪惡的事。他們在關鍵詞設定上輸入找爸爸這三個字。於是所有的故事
全被不存在的爸爸的斷頭故事給汙染，惡搞，繁殖侵入了…他們沒有意識到他們在設定之初就是無父之人。因為無父才
得以讓創造力任意竄走顛倒夢境。因為無父才得以隨意下載各種盜版他人之夢境以拼裝自己之身世。因為無父才能自由
進出道德承受極限邊界外的禁區。但這兩個白癡竟像瀆神的原始人，傲慢自大到突發異想，想發明一個根本不存在的父
親...我不知道這兩個胡人是用怎樣的邏輯創造出你這個邪惡強大的存在。一個將所有創造力吞噬成幻影的爸爸。
216
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mainlanders is to seize hold of their collective memory which helps to define them as a unique
group, rather than taking history the way it actually was .
Ultimately, the most distinguished feature of their collective memory is its intertextual
nature. Such uniqueness of the mainlander community is represented by Luo Yijun again in the
image of the “Xixia Lüguan”:
We’ve heard so many fantastically bizarre stories about those ghosts and specters moving
in and out of this grand hotel during its heyday...the latecomers’ stories couldn’t push out
the old ones from the room they had occupied, therefore there would never be a vacant
room, which was also the reason why this hotel kept growing and proliferating like a
honeycomb. Those stories this hotel had swallowed made it bloat and swollen. (XH,
67)217
As an imaginary container of the mainlanders’ stories and memories, the “Xixia Lüguan”
functions as a mini replica of the whole novel: both constitute heterotopic spaces of
intertextualized histories, which help to prevent against the extinction of the unique “bloodline”
of the mainlanders.

4.6 A Gesture of Self-Definition through Character-Creation (Tunic zaozi 圖尼克造字)
Xixia Hotel has a unique ending: the last 80 pages of this novel constitute a separate section
which is structured by bizarre characters created and illustrated by Tunic. None of the characters
is recognizable, but they clearly resemble ancient forms of Chinese characters (hanzi 漢字) and
have very complicated meanings which can only be explained through brief stories. In so far as
most stories about these bizarre characters resonate in themes with other stories in the main
section of this novel, these bizarre characters can be seen as mini illustrated pictures of the
novel’s narrative.
Here is the Chinese: 聽過太多這個旅館全盛時期進駐，然後搬走的那些鬼魂幽靈的幻異故事了…後來住進來的故事
無法將原先占據房間的故事趕走，永遠不會有讓空出來的舊房間，這也是這間旅店的像蜂巢一般持續增殖長大的原因。
它被它吞食的故事撐著脹著。
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More importantly, these characters are created by Tunic as “the characters/words of huren”
(huren de wenzi 胡人的文字). That is to say, these are characters designed specifically for the
mainlanders to use since huren in this novel refers to the mainlanders. Generally speaking,
different ways of writing represent different civilizations, so Tunic’s creation of a unique system
of writing could be seen as a symbolic gesture of trying to define the mainlanders as a unique
ethnic group. In the brief introduction of this section, Tunic tells us that he has to create a
different system of writing to prevent the culture of huren, that is, of the mainlanders, from being
“erased” completely from history:
Those who live inside are a bunch of poor guys who’ve chosen to get rid of their han
(漢) ethnicity and become the hu (胡) ethnic kind (tuohan ruhu).
This is an asylum for those malfunctioning products and monsters created in and
abandoned after the experiment by the huge project of creating new type of human beings;
being regarded as “the others”, we have threatened the self-making project launched by
them whom are referred to as “we”; they think we have too many memories in our genes
which they want to delete...
We, as the creators of this hotel, have realized that what went wrong was that we used
to depend very much on their way of narrating and telling within their system...In order
to solve this problem...to avoid the horrible crisis of extinction, we have to recreate a
whole new linguistic system which is completely independent of theirs. (XH, 686-87,
italics mine)218
The passage above is actually a metaphoric way of describing the huge impacts brought by the
massive Taiwanization on the mainlanders: they are regarded as malfunctioning products, even
monsters, in the “genetic project” of creating the new Taiwanese. The author clearly feels
anxious about the immanent erasure of their unique culture because such a unique culture might
pose a threat to that Taiwanization project.219 For the author, the danger of the disappearance of

Here is the Chinese: 這裏頭住的是一群脫漢入胡的可憐鬼。/ 這是一個“新人類”巨大工程中那些故障品，怪物...在
實驗過後的拋棄收容所，被稱為 “他們”的我們威脅了稱為 “我們”的他們的自我制造工程，以為這些我們身上帶著
太多他們想 delete 掉的記憶體基因…/ 我們，這間旅館的創建者，發現問題出在我們太依賴他們裏面那些 “他們”的敘
述方式…要解決這個…滅種的恐怖危機，只有重新創造一套獨立於他們之外的語言系統。
219
Ping Lu once described Taiwanization as the total abandonment of history: “...人們不再意識到現在與過去的關聯
性，無法形成歷史，甚至是拋棄了過去的歷史時，才算是真正被‘臺灣化’了” (Chen Guowei, p312).
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their culture results primarily from their lack of a unique way of narrating their stories. Tunic’s
effort of creating a different system of writing functions precisely to make up for this lack.
The last section of Luo Yijun’s Xixia Hotel therefore becomes a symbolic gesture of telling
the mainlanders’ stories in their own way. These anecdotal narratives in the last section, as
heterotopic graphic spaces figuring those bizarre characters, are supported by and further
elaborated with many previously introduced heterotopic spaces embodied in those various types
of hotels as well as their attendant dreams in the last chapter. With its unique intertextual
strategies and spatial features, Luo Yijun’s Xixia Hotel as a whole produces a spectacular
narrative space which effectively preserves the mainlanders’ stories and passes on their
memories, so as to successfully represent the social space that defines Chinese mainlanders’
experience and identity as outsiders in modern and contemporary Taiwan society.
The hotel means even more to Luo Yijun the author who has been taking hotels as a homelike working place, thus in a sense as a place to process his own loneliness—the loneliness of a
writer about mainlanders’ experience in Taiwan. If the teenage (the author’s own persona) in
Chapter 2 had been much acquainted with the railway and the train in the company of either his
father or his teenager friends, the grown-up author has been frequenting various kinds of small
hotels and motels in order to have a dialogue with his own loneliness. In this way, the author and
the protagonist Tunic merge into one role in this book, both have engaged in the project of
inventing a language, or producing a space, for their own dying “race” or bloodline.
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Chapter Five
Spatial Heterotopia and Generic Intertextuality in Liu Cixin’s The
Remembrance of the Earth’s Past (the Three-Body Trilogy)

5.1 Liu Cixin and Science Fiction as an Intertextual and Spatial Genre
Any serious discussion about utopia should not leave out the genre of science fiction, for
science fiction, according to Frederick Jameson, is the place par excellence where we indulge
ourselves in systematic meditation on radical difference or radical otherness as well as the
possibility of a collective human fate.220 As for science fiction as a practice, any discussions of
Chinese science fiction could not leave out Liu Cixin—a “phenomenal” Chinese SF writer who
helps to “elevate Chinese science fiction onto the level of world classics”221 with his widely
known Three-Body trilogy (Santi sanbuqu 三體三部曲), officially titled Remembrance of the
Earth’s Past (Diqiu wangshi 地球往事), which won the Hugo Prize for Science Fiction in 2015.
Science fiction is closely tied to the question of utopian desire, and most of science fictional
works are necessarily intertextual. Moreover, as a spatial genre,222 science fiction enables authors
to freely indulge themselves with elaborate imagination of all types of utopian and heterotopic
spaces. I will address this point in greater detail in the following analysis.

For Fredric Jameson, utopian form “is itself a representational meditation on radical difference, radical otherness,
and on the systemic nature of the social totality, to the point where one cannot imagine any fundamental change in
our social existence which has not first thrown off Utopian visions like so many sparks from a comet”; and utopian
politics “aim[s] at imagining, and sometimes even at realizing a system radically different from this one”
(Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions, xii).
221
劉慈欣 “單槍匹馬， 把中國科幻文學提升到了世界級水平。” This is a comment from Prof. Yan Feng from
Fudan University. For convenience, I will henceforth use the abbreviated form “SF” to refer to “science fiction” in
the remaining part of this chapter when it is necessary.
222
I will elaborate this point further later in this chapter. For reference see Fredric Jameson’s “Science Fiction as a
Spatial Genre: Vonda Mclntyre’s The Exile Waiting” in his Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia
and Other Science Fictions.
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Liu Cixin’s Remembrance of the Earth’s Past consists of three installments respectively
titled The Three-Body Problem (Santi 三體), The Dark Forest (Hei’an senlin 黑暗森林), and
Death’s End (Sishen yongsheng 死神永生).223 To better examine the relationship between the
genre of science fiction and issues of utopian desire, utopian imagination and heterotopic space
Liu raises, the intertwining relationship between intertextuality, utopia and the genre of science
fiction is of central importance. First, the genre of science fiction is related by default to the
genre of utopia because utopia is essentially “a socio-economic sub-genre” of science fiction
(Suvin, 61).224 It is easier to understand Darko Suvin’s insightful observation if we know that
both utopia and science fiction are governed by the aesthetic principle of what Suvin called a
“cognitive estrangement” which is built on the Russian Formalist notion of “making strange” as
well as the “Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt” (Jameson, xiv). This is because cognitive
estrangement “characterizes SF in terms of an essentially epistemological function (thereby
excluding the more oneiric flights of generic fantasy)—thus posits one specific subset of this
generic category specifically devoted to the imagination of alternative social and economic
forms” (Ibid., italics mine). In other words, science fiction and utopian texts share the same
agenda of envisioning or imagining beyond what we are all familiar with right now.
To be specific, utopian projects often result from a radical dissatisfaction with the here and
now and are accordingly launched with the purpose of making real socioeconomic or political
changes in our society. Its ideological indoctrination of a radical dissatisfaction with the present
estranges everyday common-sense reality in our eyes: all of a sudden, everything doesn’t look

This dissertation uses primarily the English translation of this trilogy: both The Three-Body Problem (English
version published in 2014) and Death’s End (2015) were translated by Ken Liu, while The Dark Forest (2016) was
translated by Joel Martinsen.While the original Chinese installments of this trilogy were published respectively in
2006, 2008, 2010.
224
For more information, see Darko Suvin’s Metamorphoses of Science Fiction.
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right, and needs to be changed. In other words, utopian vision often challenges our cognitive
capacity to perceive the present by producing a defamiliarizing effect on the here and now.
Similarly, SF writers’ descriptions of either a distant future or an alien Other also challenge our
cognitive capacity either by restructuring our experience of our present as the history of
something yet to come, or by defamiliarizing our own images through the “eyes” of another
species. Despite the fact that science fictional imaginations are often grounded firmly on hard
science and rational knowledge, they still challenge our cognitive capacity by presenting
unfamiliar spatial dimensions and strange temporalities. However, it is precisely this
“constructed, invented, and artificial” nature of science fiction as a genre that produces “an
unexpected source of strength” which, in my view, helps us to break through our cognitive
limitation and enhance our imaginative ability (Ibid., 308).
Besides this conjoining function of estrangement, what associates utopia with science
fiction generically is also the fact that there are certain science fictional texts that typically
“deploy overtly Utopian themes”225 alongside those which only “betray the workings of the
Utopian impulse” and those dealing mainly with a “Utopian dialectic of Identity and Difference”
(Ibid., xiv). Moreover, what connects science fiction more closely with the utopian genre is its
epistemological gravity and scientific seriousness, the characteristics of which effectively
distinguish SF from fantasy or fairy tales.
Secondly, what relates utopian genre to the genre of science fiction is that both are
generically intertextual. According to Jameson, what uniquely characterizes the genre of utopia
is “its explicit intertextuality” because “few other literary forms have so brazenly affirmed
themselves as argument and counterargument”, and few others “have so openly required cross225

A typical example is Le Guin’s Lathe of Heaven.
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reference and debate within each new variant” (Ibid., 2). A utopian text would inevitably carry
with it the whole utopian tradition starting with the inaugural text of Thomas More in 1517, thus
instituting an intertextual dialogism between the predecessors’ arguments and the current
modification, addition, or suspicion. Such incorporation of an irreconcilable existence of so
many counter-positions naturally makes the genre of utopian fiction a field of experimentation in
which radically different ideas and imaginations vie for representation or even realization.
The nature of utopia as the experimental space for ideas has been translated smoothly into
science fiction which functions as the textual space for experiment. In this “laboratory” of
science fiction, authors not only ambitiously test scientific ideas through imagining a radically
different future but also challenge the sociological and anthropological values of human society
by putting them in radical contrast with imaginary alien species who often possess totally
different value systems. It is therefore not surprising that the emergence of full-blown science
fiction started with Jules Verne and H. G. Wells during the second half of the nineteenth century,
a period also characterized by the production of a host of utopias of a more classical type.
Although the two genres are closely interrelated, intertextuality functions differently in
science fiction. First and almost self-evidently, the genre of science fiction is inherently
intertextual because it apparently involves two discourses: the literary and the scientific. Here my
discussion of intertextuality as a generic feature of science fiction is based on the concept of
“general intertextuality” which would regard dialogical borrowing or incorporation of scientific
and sociological discourses, or discourses from other fields, into science fictional texts as
intertextual phenomena, rather than on the narrower definition of intertextuality as “citationality”
which would only regard incorporation of other identifiable/recognizable texts in science fiction
as intertextual. According to Marko Juvan, “general intertextuality” is “conceived of as a cultural
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constellation of texts and discourses as well”, while “citationality” as a type of “specific
intertextuality” refers to the “conventional, marked introduction of an alien utterance into a text,
its obvious presence of otherness” (46 & 48, italics mine). Specifically, “general intertextuality”
emphasizes “heterogeneity” as well as the “revolutionary, ontological, and critical breadth that
redefines textuality”; while the “so-called citationality” is understood as “a stylistic and poetic
feature foregrounded in certain literary works, genres and trends” (Ibid., 6 & 8). In a word,
citationality emphasizes main techniques such as quotations, borrowings, parody, pastiche,
allusion, or travesty, etc.; while general intertextuality is “a feature of all texts”, with each text
“come[ing] into being, exist[ing]” and “comprehensible solely through content and formal ties
with other utterances, existing texts, and also sign systems (codes), types of discourses, linguistic
registers, stylistic and genre conventions, presuppositions, stereotypes, archetypes, or clichés”
(Ibid., 44-45).226
The concept of general intertextuality helps to define science fiction as a mixed genre
characterized by an inherent intertextuality of or dialogism between different discourses not only
because SF apparently engages different discourses rather than different texts in its fictional
space but also because SF, especially those hard SF works, cannot be defined strictly as literary
texts because of their lack of literariness. In science fiction, literary narrative not only
incorporates scientific discourse but also sometimes relies heavily on it for its plot development.
Moreover, science fiction is intertextual because its imaginary descriptions of the future or the
alien inevitably incorporate pre-given and already existing data from our human society ranging
from our most current scientific advancement to our anthropological findings or sociological
For more information about the distinction between “general intertextuality” and “citationality”, see my chapter
one (introduction) of this dissertation.
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theories, even when those imaginary descriptions demonstrate the most unbelievably ambitious
scientific fantasy and the most far-fetched ideas. This also explains why we often find the
structural play of familiar human themes, topics and issues in even the most successfully
represented alien culture in some science fiction masterpieces.
The type of science fiction engaging symbolic or actual travels which transgress spatial and
temporal boundaries could also be seen as inherently intertextual because these travels are
characterized by the unexpected introduction of one space and time into another space and time,
and by a willful transcontextualization of specific characters or things. Such transgressive
movements between past, present and future and between different contextual spaces resonate
with the movement of intertextuality which is also marked first and foremost by textual
infiltration of prior discourses or transcontextualization of former texts and conventions.227
Although the genre of science fiction is interrelated with the genre of utopia in terms of its
estrangement effect and intertextual nature, there is a great difference that helps to distinguish
one from the other. The genre of utopia sometimes functions more than presenting ideas in a sum
of pure texts on paper. More often than not, those ideas are intended to be actualized in form of
political programs or revolutionary movements. That is to say, utopia is more than a mere
impulse or a pure ideology, but often leads to a real collective effort of wish-fulfillment. In
contrast, science fiction is often no more than a sum of pure fictional texts. The authors usually
do not have the obvious intention of translating every scientific fantasy into reality or of
convincing the readers as well as themselves of the actual existence of alien species. Even for
those SF writers who do engage overt or covert expressions of utopian themes in their works,
they are frequently more interested in the allegorical function of various utopian figures and
227

For detailed theorization of intertextuality, see chapter one of this dissertation.
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those figures’ facilitation with their experimentation of ideas, values and problem-solving
methods, rather than in the validity of those utopian thoughts or the possibility of their realization.
In other words, utopian motifs in SF usually serve as the mere pretext for experimenting with
ideas or with problem-solving fantasies that most authors have passion for.
More importantly, despite the fact that both genres are characterized by a problem-solving
tendency, the genre of science fiction distinguishes itself significantly from the genre of utopia in
several aspects. Generally speaking, utopian texts purport to solve current social problems
through serious speculations on various socio-political alternatives supported by political science
and sociological theories. But science fiction needs a “supplementary energy and invention” in
its “speculative problem-solving” process: science fiction often offers “a description of this or
that kind of alien anatomy, a premise about the mechanism of this or that faster-than-light space
travel, or a preview of development in the universe several billion years from now” when it is
required to solve a certain problem (Jameson, 394). But this seemingly “wider set of propositions
and puzzle solutions” is overdetermined by the unusual set of imaginary problems which often
engage “crises, dilemmas, catastrophes” that are much more “dramatic than classic unresolved
issues in theoretical science” (Ibid.). Even the hard SF content of “scientific facts and findings,
presuppositions and activities” is “staged” for the purpose of solving different kinds of imaginary
problems, rather than as “abstract and contemplative features of an epistemology or scientific
world picture” (Ibid.). More significant is that most of the scientific or technological problems
described in science fiction function as allegories to imply problems of ethics, morality, order
and truth emerging from the human value system. Consequently, problem-solving in science
fiction often serves as pretext to provoke deeper discussions about controversial issues of human
society, rather than for inciting revolutions or movements.
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Another important difference between these two genres is that utopia is almost always
earth-bound, human-centric, and future-oriented. But science fiction usually involves other
planets, other species or other temporalities which are totally different from our traditional
conceptualization of time. Time in science fiction might not be linear, but it may have multiple
directions or even dimensions. That is why we often see highly heterotopic places in science
fiction, for heterotopias are “most often linked to slices in time” which can be termed
“heterochronies” (Foucault, 1967, 6). If utopia with its linear, progressive, future-oriented, and
teleological conceptualization of time could be viewed as a genre which has more to do with
time, then science fiction is a genre that has more to do with space. Jameson believes that our
reading interests of the narrative of science fiction should be displaced from its linear causality to
a kind of spatial experience because in his view “all SF of the more ‘classical’ type is ‘about’
containment, closure, the dialectic of inside and outside”—a generic distinction between SF and
other texts (312). In this sense, science fiction is more of a “spatial” genre, as Jameson proposes
in the following passage:
Meanwhile the more deliberate move, which we can witness everywhere in the genre
today, from “individual” SF to great SF epic histories of a new type, is less a matter of
the extrapolation of forms of individual destiny onto collective history (where “people”
or “races” or “species” would also be seen as knowing success or failure, etc.) than it is
of the mediation of space itself; and the collective adventure accordingly becomes less
that of a character (individual or collective) than that of a planet, a climate, a weather and
a system of landscapes—in short, a map. We need to explore the proposition that the
distinctiveness of SF as a genre has less to do with time (history, past, future) than with
space. (313, italics mine)
For Jameson, space does have a deeply constitutive relationship with the genre of science fiction.
And this generic feature not only encourages readers of science fiction to “attend to and derive a
readerly gratification from the development of space in SF worlds”, but also explains why
science fictional narratives are generally shorter in the subtle characterization and refined plot185

development that we usually see in other type of novels especially the ones in realist tradition
(Ibid., 306). Jameson even believes that spatial representation in SF is “virtually a priori” and is
basically “incompatible” with, thus will exclude, “the achievement of well-formed plots of the
type writers in other genres” (Ibid.).
As a spatial genre, science fiction presents the predominance of infinite space in various
forms and on a cosmic scale, which facilitates the relativization and heterogenization of space
through its imaginary construction of various heterotopias, that is, a series of Other spaces, such
as microcosmos, the mysterious caverns and caves, the unknown underground worlds, the
lifeless planets, the alien worlds, the rootless spaceships, fantastic cyberspace, and the
formidable cosmos. The exuberant presence of Other spaces and, more importantly, their
relations to the real world of ours open up for us to a range of possibilities and uncertainties of
reconceptualizing and reinterpreting our world and its values, in the same way of the
Foucauldian heterotopology228 enabling us to question those concepts and values that we usually
take for granted. In this sense, it is no exaggeration to say that the genre of science fiction also
functions well as a heterotopic genre.
Jameson’s definition of science fiction as a spatial genre could also help us understand Liu
Cixin’s definition of “macro-detail” (hong xijie 宏細節) which characterizes the unique way of
plot development and narrative descriptions in science fiction. According to Liu, SF writers
create their fictional worlds from scratch like God does, while traditional literary writers can
only describe the already existing world we are now living in.229 This method of writing “from
the top to the bottom” gives SF writers the opportunity of depicting their fictional worlds in
For the philosophical value of heterotopology, see my discussion and theorization of the concept of heterotopia in
chapter one (introduction).
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劉慈欣：《最糟的宇宙，最好的地球》, p108.
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tremendous scale and with unlimited boundaries.230 Moreover, science fictional works should
describe characters and things in “macro-detail” rather than in ordinary details as we usually see
in traditional literary representation. “Macro-detail” features rough sketches of the descriptive
world and usually depicts changes over a huge time span in only a few sentences. Sometimes
macro-detail looks like a brief summary of a long story instead of a real literary description.231 In
fact, “macro-detail” is a necessary writing technique in science fiction because accounts must
unavoidably be rough and vague when the object of description engages larger scale of space,
multiple dimensions, and long time span.232 Jameson’s observation about narrative in SF can also
corroborate this view on macro-detail: with the narrative scope shifting drastically into ever
expanding spaces, the diegetic mode of the narrative will accordingly go through a “brutal
modulation from interpersonality to geography, from interrelationship to what Kenneth Burke
would have called ‘scene’” (297).
More importantly, “macro-detail” challenges our traditional habit of reading the plot by
redirecting our attention to the deeper and more vast narrative movements in which a given
collectivity (humans or other species), rather than individuals, interrogates and explores various
possibilities of their fate.233 That is because the “world” in science fiction is usually measured in
a cosmic time scale of billions of years and often engages species that can only be depicted as a
230
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Ibid.
Here is an example of macro-detailed description in science fiction given by Liu Cixin: 宇宙誕生於大爆炸，後來

形成了包括太陽在內的恒星，後來在太陽旁邊形成了地球。地球出現十幾億年後，生命在它的表面出現了，後來生命經
過了漫長的進化，出現了人類。人類經歷了原始時代，農業時代，工業時代，進入信息時代，開始了對宇宙本原的思
考，並證明了它誕生於大爆炸。Quoted from《最糟的宇宙，最好的地球》, p110. This is how the entire history of the

universe as well as human civilization is delineated in a few lines. And this feature distinguishes science fiction
significantly from other type of literary narratives, especially the fiction of realism.

For Liu’s detailed arguments, see his article “從大海見一滴水：對科幻小說中某些傳統文學要素的反思” in 《最
糟的宇宙，最好的地球：劉慈欣科幻評論隨筆集》, p110.
233
In Liu Cixin’s words: “從本質上說，科幻小說的主人公是全人類。在科幻世界中，全人類已不僅僅是一家， 而是
廣漠宇宙中一個孤獨地生活在一粒太空灰塵上的單一的智慧微生物。” For more information, see Liu’s article “《超
新星紀元》後記” in 《最糟的宇宙，最好的地球：劉慈欣科幻評論隨筆集》, p76.
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collective image.234 One of the attractions of this genre lies precisely in its capacity to describe
human beings as a collective.
Liu Cixin’s works are fascinating because most of them explore various possibilities of a
collective human fate. Liu is most interested in testing the validity and efficacy of ideas and
values of our world when those ideas and values are transcontextualized in Other spaces which
not only differ in scale and environment from ours but also in different spatial dimensions
(kongjian weidu 空間維度). The groundbreaking Chinese science fiction movie “The Wandering
Earth” (Liulang diqiu 流浪地球)235 is another of such example in addition to the Three-Body
trilogy. Both works regard human beings in their totality in times of crisis and ask us to consider
some fundamental ethical issues such as who is entitled to be saved, who should be sacrificed for
the survival of others, and whether basic human values such as morality, humanity and
democracy are still valid when the entire human species is facing imminent or possible extinction
caused either by uncontrollable and deadly change of the cosmic environment or by the
threatening invasion and exterminating attack from an alien civilization.
Much more attention has been paid to Liu Cixin’s writings since the Three-Body trilogy won
a world-class award, while the screening of “The Wondering Earth” has further made this
already famous SF Chinese writer the central topic among academic circles, movie critics,
technology fans, internet bloggers, talk shows and even business conferences. Heated discussions
of this movie as well as Liu’s other works appear in various forms from academic publications to
internet forums, all of which attempt to offer insightful interpretations of Liu’s science fiction

Ibid., p110.
This groundbreaking movie has been screened since the first day of the Chinese New Year of 2019 and triggered
another wave of hot discussion of Liu Cixin’s works. “The Wandering Earth” is based on Liu’s short story with the
same title which won the Outstanding Award of the Galaxy Award for Chinese SF (中國科幻銀河獎特等獎) in 2000.
234
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from various angles. As the rare kind of science fiction writer famous for a “hard sci-fi” style
(ying kehuan 硬科幻),236 Liu Cixin’s works address many important yet controversial thematic
issues such as gene editing,237 time travels and interstellar emigration,238 the negative side of
computer and AI technology,239 technological development versus environmental crisis,240 alien
invasion and human crisis,241 the intersection and mutual interference of art and technology,242 as
well as the ultimate truth about science and the universe.243 In these works, he expresses much
concern about the controversial areas where technology interferes with and even challenges basic
ethical values. In Liu’s view, science fiction is the best place for experimenting with different
ideas and testing the validity of our value system because he believes that “the wonder of science
fiction is that it can, when given certain hypothetical world settings, turn what in our reality is
evil and dark into what is righteous and bright, and vice versa”.244 Most of his writings can be
read as narrative experiments not only with technological and scientific fantasies but also about
social and moral problems prevalent in our society.
Among all themes that he has explored in science fiction, Liu Cixin is most fond of telling
stories about the contact between human beings and the extraterrestrial intelligence. His
profound interest stems from his conviction that “extraterrestrial intelligence will be the greatest
“Hard sci-fi”(硬科幻) is a term used to describe the type of science fiction which is grounded solidly on and
supported fully by real and the most advanced scientific knowledge.
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Examples include short stories such as “Wei jiyuan” (The Micro Era 微紀元), “Tianshi shidai” (The Time of
Angels 天使時代), “2018” (2018), “Rensheng” (Life 人生).
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The short story of “Shijian yimin” (Emigration through Time 時間移民).
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Examples include short stories such as “Jingzi” (The Mirror 鏡子) and “Shiyun” (The Poetry Cloud 詩雲).
240
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source of uncertainty for humanity’s future”.245 As Liu states, since “[t]he appearance of this
Other, or mere knowledge of its existence” might “impact” human civilization in unpredictable
ways, he wants to warn us through his science fictional creations that human beings should
always remain vigilant about the universe outside the solar system.246
Liu’s prize-winning epic trilogy addresses precisely this thematic concern about the impact
of the extraterrestrial intelligence and of the unknown universe as a whole on humanity, which
therefore more intimately involves issues about utopian desires and heterotopic spaces. The
notion of heterotopic space in particular goes beyond its usual social and textual senses to
expand into the spatial and intertextual realms, which will become the focus of my discussion in
the following, and will be integrated into a generic reading of this trilogy. After a brief
examination of the workings of utopian impulses and heterotopic spaces in relation to the
allegorical mode and the plot of problem-solving in this trilogy, I will then discuss SF as an
intertextual genre, supported mostly with case studies of two important intertexts of Rachel
Carson’s Silent Spring and the “Russell’s Turkey” problems in Book I to represent the working
of environmental and scientific discourses in producing the effect of intertextuality. In my
subsequent discussion of SF as a spatial genre, Edgar Allen Poe’s story about the maelstrom and
Van Gogh’s Starry Nights in Book III will prove helpful for the author’s introduction of
historical and artistic discourses in order to conceptualize a discourse of SF.
Moreover, this ground-breaking epic also well illustrates Frederic Jameson’s other
theoretical discussions of science fiction, especially his “unknowability” thesis, or the principle
about the “impossibility of understanding the Other” (108). This is accomplished chiefly through
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its allegorical representations both of the universe as a heterotopic space of dark forest, and of
human agency, or life civilization in general, as an alternative dimension equivalent to that of
love and art which eventually prevails in a universe made up of physical and spatial laws. In this
sense, Liu’s Three-Body trilogy could also be viewed as a heterotopic space of experimentation
in which ideas of utopia, our ethical or moral tenets, universal laws and scientific truths are
tested and problematized.

5.2 Utopian Impulse and Heterotopic Universe, or SF as an Allegorical Genre
The Three-Body trilogy begins with a series of dramatic problems in Book I which is
therefore quite fittingly named The Three-Body Problem. The unfolding narrative of this trilogy
is consequently developed around different efforts in finding solutions for these and related
problems. Accordingly, the narrative space of this epic work can be seen as a textual space of
experiments with problem-solving within which science and technology as well as other forms of
human intelligence are not only tested for providing solutions to those problems but are also
challenged in terms of their own validity, legitimacy and reliability. Pivotal to this plot of
problem-solving, Ye Wenjie’s gradual disillusionment with the lack of sanity, rationality and
kindness among human beings from her experience of the shocking madness, violence and
betrayal during the Cultural Revolution gives rise to her utopian impulse to seek help from forces
outside of the human race. This in turn leads to the central problem of Trisolarans’ invasion, and
to the subsequent production of heterotopic spaces of first the mysterious Trisolarist world, then
the dark forest state of alien civilizations in the universe, and lastly the “great secret of life and
death” behind the instrumentalization or weaponization of physical laws of the universe (DE,
382). With the three books of this trilogy correlated roughly to these three groups of problems as
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well as their solutions, here I will focus on the utopian impulses and heterotopic spaces about
respectively the Trisolarist world, the universe as a dark forest, and the magical worlds of fourth
dimension and black domain, as well as their corresponding ship imagery such as the Second
Red Coast Base, the “ships of darkness”, and the light-speed ship.
In Book I, as Ye Wenjie’s disappointment with and distrust of humanity are transformed into
a blind faith that the morality of humans can only be reformed by an alien species other than the
human race. What was initially an egotistical impulse to salvage human civilization becomes
translated into a “deformed” utopian impulse which is characterized by a blind xenophilia when
she naively believes that “a society with such advanced science” as to “cross the distance
between the stars to come to our world” must also “have more advanced moral standards” (TBP,
345). From Ye’s betrayal of the human race we can see that utopianism is not necessarily about a
rational and scientific plan of improving society. In her case, utopianism is rather about a
desperate impulse to get out of the current situation, propelled chiefly by a political rage about
the hopeless human condition, and by an urge to curb human madness and eradicate the
intolerable evils of our world. Consequently, Ye’s wishful imagining of a salvation by an
unknown alien civilization will lead her to a dangerous and irremediable path which eventually
affects the fate of the entire human race.
By telling a story of how one individual’s naive utopian yearning ends up having an
unforeseeable disastrous impact on humankind as a whole, Liu Cixin awakens and alerts us to an
ironic contradiction existing in humanity: within the boundaries of our own planet, humankind
seems more ready to attribute the worst intentions to others, as demonstrated in the madness and
chaos of Cultural Revolution, but when looking out into the universe, humankind tends to
become naive enough to believe that extraterrestrial intelligence would be nobler, kinder and
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morally superior. Through the story of Book I, Liu Cixin not only calls attention to the danger of
naive utopianism when it comes to an unknown extraterrestrial civilization but also explores the
problematic nature of humanity. The various heterotopic spaces around the Trisolarist world,
particularly in relation to the three-body problem, the Three Body game, ETO and the second
Red Coast Base, further help us to see how one individual’s utopian impulse gradually
“sublimates”, is substantially theorized, and eventually grows into a collective utopian program.
The heterotopic presence of the Trisolaran civilization is confirmed primarily by the
warning message from a pacifist listener in the Trisolarist world in reply to Ye Wenjie’s earlier
invitation message (TBP, 272-73), and also testified by Wei Cheng’s story about the three-body
problem. In Wei Cheng’s account of his obsessive study of this intriguing math problem, he
refers to his experience of once hearing by chance the weird prayer of one devoted ETO member
Shen Yufei for Buddha to bless her “(Trisolaran) Lord” (“Buddha, please help my Lord break
away from the sea of misery”). Upon this, the abbot of the temple comments that “Her Lord
really exists... in a way that you can understand” (TBP, 197-98). So it is the existential crisis
(“the sea of misery”) of the Trisolar System, caused by its unstable triple solar system, that both
confirms the existential reality of the Trisolaran civilization and constitutes its essential
difference from our world which, in the Trisolarans’ eyes, is a paradise.
Since any utopian impulse is fundamentally a desire for “difference”, and since heterotopias
are also “places of Otherness, whose Otherness is established through a relationship of difference
with other sites, such that their presence either provides an unsettling of spatial and social
relations or an alternative representation of spatial and social relations”, the Trisolarist world, as
one of the many alien civilizations in the universe, functions more as a heterotopia for human
civilization in general, than a utopianized source of power for salvation in the eyes of people like
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Ye, Evans and their ETO followers (Hetherington, 8). As one of the specific heterotopic spaces,
ETO (the Earth-Trisolaris Organization) comes into being just as a product of this “unsettling” of
social relations on earth, a self-alienating force inside human race, and a mark of Ye’s initial
utopian impulse evolving into a collective investment or collective effort.
A correlative image for this heterotopia is Evans’ huge ship in the Atlantic Ocean which was
modified to serve as the Second Red Coast Base for more communication with the Trisolaran
civilization. Functioning as “the greatest reserve of the imagination”, the ship image is, for
Foucault, a floating “heterotopia par excellence” (1967, 9), considerably corroborating the sense
of the Trisolarist world as a heterotopic space. It is on this floating heterotopia that Evans sends
important information about human society to the Trisolarans, and confirms the time of the
Trisolaran Fleet’s arrival with its mission of invading the Earth, and it is also here that Ye is
asked to be the commander in chief of ETO, marking the official beginning of the EarthTrisolaris Movement.
The last and most effective strategy of making the Trisolarist world an inspiring heterotopia
for human being on earth is the Three Body game that ETO develops in order to make their
utopian ideal appealing to more people. This subsequently becomes their chief means of
introducing the highly advanced Trisolaran civilization and their uniquely harsh and crisis-ridden
environment to society at large. Another goal of this online interactive game is to invite firstclass mathematicians and physicists who might be able to find a way to solve the three-body
problem that distresses the Trisolarist world so that the Trisolarans can survive their unique
stellar system while the Earth can be spared of their invasion. Taken either as an online religious
ritual or as a test of the participants’ intellectual capacity, the Three Body game becomes a major
way of searching for prospective utopian sympathizers and revolutionary alliance.
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In this sense, the cyberspace in which game players are tested for ETO recruitment
constitutes a unique type of the heterotopic space which, nicely illustrating the fifth principle of
heterotopia exposited in Foucault’s 1967 essay, “presuppose[s] a system of opening and closing
that both isolates [it] them and makes [it] them penetrable” (7). First of all, this cyber game is
similarly characterized by “a system of opening and closing” which requires special facilities
(3V equipment etc.) and sufficiently sophisticated intellectual capacity, both clearly designed to
“isolate” this particular space from the world of daily life, and helping to make this space
“penetrable” or accessible to prospective ETO members (Ibid.). In other words, the deeper truth
about the Trisolarist world is not as freely accessible to anyone as it appears to be. In order to be
qualified for higher levels of the game and to get invited to attend real ETO meetings and events,
the game players need to prove their intellectual capacity, their in-depth thinking ability, and
their sincere sympathy with and high appreciation of the Trisolaran civilization. According to
Foucault’s fifth principle of heterotopia, one must “have a certain permission and make certain
gestures” or else “submit to (certain) rites and purifications” in order to access the more
advanced level of the Three Body game and get into the inner circle of real ETO (Ibid.). In Book
I, the meticulously designed and exhausting game that Wang Miao plays functions precisely as
such ritualized practices and “activities of purifications” to effectively introduce players to the
Trisolarist world and gradually convert them into sympathetic worshipers.
Secondly, the space of this cyber game is a heterotopic one because it exemplifies a world of
strangeness and Otherness. Specifically, this cyber world successfully simulates a bizarre alien
world whose civilization unbelievably goes through numerous cycles of death and rebirth due to
its chaotic environmental system. This world of the Trisolarans is therefore an “abnormality”
compared with the human world with its unpredictable three-body system not only making their
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world alternate involuntarily and irregularly between Stable Eras and Chaotic Eras but also
making any physical law and predictable rules inapplicable and illusory. The strangeness and
abnormality that characterize this heterotopic world of an alien civilization is also best seen in
the body of the Trisolarans which, unlike the human body, can automatically expel water out of
its system and turn itself into a dry, fibrous object that enables them to survive through the
Chaotic Era’s extremely harsh environmental conditions unsuitable for normal life forms, thus
completely subverting our notion of water as an indispensable life-sustaining element of our
human body.
Moreover, in order to survive under extreme conditions of sunlight, the bodies of
Trisolarans have evolved to be covered by mirror-like reflective surface which in turn enables
them to communicate with each other in light-speed by transmitting information through that
surface. This extraordinary, or even grotesque, body feature challenges the limit of human
imagination and mocks the presumable normality and authority of the human race. On the whole,
the Three Body game constructs and provides, for prospective ETO members, a heterotopic
cyberspace in which their transgressive betrayal of the human race becomes conceivable and the
spectacular body features and functions of the Trisolarans are employed to celebrate the
carnivalesque category of Otherness.
While the heterotopic space about the Trisolarist world in Book I helps to problematize the
utopian idealization of the Other and illustrates Jameson’s “unknowability thesis”,247 in Book II
this “impossibility of understanding the Other” principle develops into a more pessimistic

For more information, see Jameson’s Archaeologies of the Future, chapter 8 “The Unknowability Thesis”.
According to its “impossibility of understanding the Other” principle, there is no possibility of mutual
understandings between two radically different civilizations in the universe, because any “signal from outer space”
would only “stand as a pretext” for the most ingenious conjectures of the signal receivers (Jameson, 2005, 108).
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sociological theory about the cosmic “dark forest” characterized by brutal competition for
survival and the endless chain of mutual suspicion (caiyi lian 猜疑鏈) among all civilizations in
the universe (Jameson, 2005, 108). Intuitively experts in this aspect, human civilization manages
to find ways of fighting the Trisolaran invasion through the wall-facer projects, Zhang Beihai’s
mission of salvaging seeds for the human race, and finally Luo Ji’s strategy of the dark forest
deterrence, with Zhuang Yan’s Chinese-painting-style black and white world of logical clarity
and Mona Lisa’s mysterious smile and inscrutable expression epitomizing the two opposite sides
of utopian ideal and heterotopic reality. Correlative to this heterotopia of dark forest is again the
Foucauldian ship image now in the form of those “two ships of darkness” in the equally
heterotopic “boundlessness of space” which “nurtures a dark new humanity in its dark embrace”
(TDF, 458-60).
This epic trilogy ends with Book III exploring the ultimate heterotopia of death and what it
means for our life, our civilization and eventually the universe, corresponding respectively to the
magical dimensions of love, art and life, and represented by heterotopic spaces of the fourth
dimension and the black domain. The correlated ship image here becomes the light-speed ship,
which, as the fruit of exploiting physical laws of the speed of light, facilitates the protagonist’s
accesses to various heterotopic spaces in Book III such as “Our Star” sent by Yun Tianming and
the black domain accidentally developed around it, with itself functioning still as the
Foucauldian “heterotopia par excellence” (1967, 9), now with the Black Hole theory
reconceptualizing the dimension of time there. At issue here is therefore the problem of
instrumentalizing the physical laws of the universe, and what has been problematized is the
validity and reliability of these physical and spatial laws, which takes us back to the
Shooter/Farmer hypotheses in Book I (TBP, 74).
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With its hypothetical sense and allegorical form indicating the imaginary or problematic
nature of universally applicable or reliable scientific truth and physical laws, those two ministories present imaginary problems (“hypotheses”), which are actually a utopian tendency of
imagining problems, to be the initial stage of a SF work within its structure of “speculative
problem-solving” (Jameson, 394).248 They therefore function well to introduce and epitomize the
problem motif in Book I, with Book II to complete this plot or structure by projecting solutions,
and with Book III to pursue its exploration of the allegorical tradition through the introduction of
Yun Tianming’s fairy tales. Adopting the abbreviated expression “SF” (possibly also as a covert
self/auto-referential gesture about the genre of SF writing), these two allegorical stories
challenge and undermine our belief in the seemingly unshakable law and presumable truth about
the universe through their cogent demonstrations about the relativity and contingency of
scientific order. Moreover, both stories remind us to be aware of the precondition and perimeters
of any scientific discovery, since the law or rule that we inductively infer from those supposedly
scientific observations might have actually been the result of subjectively limited perspectives.
As the Shooter and Farmer hypotheses appear to prefigure and allegorize through their
generic feature of being in the tradition of animal fable, I propose that these two allegories, or
fables, are here interwoven to generically mirror and call attention to the three essential features
of SF in general and this trilogy in particular: problem-solving as the fundamental structure of SF,
utopia both as the sub-genre of SF and “as a form” or “the imperative to imagine (the radical
alternative)”,249 and finally allegorical reading as the proper way of reading SF writings and

This kind of “speculative problem-solving”, for Jameson, often exhibits as “the way in which these scientific
facts, propositions and activities are themselves staged, namely, as data and raw materials for the solving of
problems, ...”, which not only “more dramatic,” but also “potentially give free rein to a different kind of imagination
and a wider set of propositions and puzzle-solutions” (394).
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identifying the utopian desires at work. As those scientific problems in SF texts are presented
generally to “offer an allegory, by way of the form of overdetermination, of social, political and
historical problems”, these two hypotheses could become indicative of both the problem-solving
structure and allegorical process in SF (Jameson, 395-96): after all, those two supposedly
objective laws discovered by the two-dimensional scientists and the scientist turkey are revealed
instead to be also additionally and alternatively determined by the performative or purposeful
actions of the shooter and farmer. The implied requirement of an additional or alternative
perspective conveyed through these two hypotheses, moreover, becomes further evocative of the
utopian form in SF as the imperative to imagine the radical alternative, radical difference and
radical otherness in those “projected solution(s)” (Ibid., 395).
In other words, the purpose of allegorical reading is to read SF for its sub-genre of utopia, or
to specifically read “hard SF contents ... as socio-political—that is to say, as utopian” (Ibid., 396).
Since Jameson elsewhere in the same book also quotes Suvin as believing “[u]topia to be a
social-economic sub-genre of that broadest literary form (i.e. SF)” (Ibid., xiv, italics mine), I
would venture further to relate utopia as the socio-political sub-genre of SF to the problem motif
or the imaginary problem part in Book I as well as the Shooter hypothesis, while relating utopia
as the socio-economic sub-genre of SF to the projected solutions in both the Farmer hypothesis
and Book II, with both the (political) problem and (economic) solutions making up a complete
structure of problem-solving. Specifically, the utopian desire is more socio-political in nature
(e.g. political and environmental/ecological discourses), and associated more with problems
related to information availability such as those intercepted messages from the Trisolarist world
in Book I (hence “imaginary” as a result) and the limited knowledge of those two-dimensional
creatures about the holes made by the shooter. In contrast, the utopia allegorized as being social199

economic is associated more with solutions related to resources available or deprived, a situation
allegorized to become ethical and political, such as the farmer’s actions about feeding and food
in the second hypothesis, or Luo Ji’s eventually projected solution based on his “dark” theory
about the heterotopic space of the dark forest, which hinges on precisely the issue of limited
resources as is predicated in the second of its axioms250 (TDF, 13). More telling is the fact that
Luo Ji’s garden of Eden could not become a reality in Book II without the help of all available
resources at the disposal of a wall-facer like him, who is however subsequently deprived of those
resources so as to be better conditioned for his work of seeking heterotopic solutions which
occurred to him only in a heterotopic state of liminal existence in the cold and dark lake water
with nobody coming to his rescue. And we’ll have to wait till Book III to witness how the
utopian ultimately works “as a form” and as the imperative to imagine the radical otherness or to
open “the very space of the alternative” (Jameson, 405).
To imagine the radical alternative is first of all to look at things from a different perspective,
or to problematize them, to recognize the contingency of their existence or the relativity of their
validity. And this is achieved again through mostly an allegorical reading of the problem-solving
structure in SF which is “characterized in terms of overdetermination” (Ibid., 395). In those two
hypotheses, what the scientists of those two-dimensional creatures and that scientist turkey have
discovered and claimed to be the objective laws of their universe might well have been either the
whimsical act of the shooter or part of a year-long project for that farmer. In other words, the
solutions to their problems could have been “overdetermined” by two utterly different factors for
those scientists and the shooter/farmer respectively, with the wishful utopian project of
discovering fundamental and objective laws in one universe being at the same time the
The axioms of cosmic sociology: 1. survival is the primary need of civilization; 2. civilization continuously
grows and expands, but the total matter in the universe remains constant (TDF, 13).
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heterotopic realities of subjective actions and plans from another universe. This structure of the
inferior civilization’s utopian desire vs. the advanced alien civilization or the mysterious
universe as a heterotopic space eventually comes to characterize the narratives of all three
installments in this trilogy. Therefore, despite the author’s claim of this abbreviated expression
of “SF” (Shooter/Farmer) being irrelevant to SF (Science Fiction) as a genre of writing, these
two hypotheses still indicate, probably in a self-reflexive or auto-referential way (through their
double reference), that they may instead have much to do with the ways of writing and reading
this very genre of SF.

5.3 Silent Spring, “Russell’s Turkey” Problem and SF as an Intertextual Genre
Like the genre of utopia, SF is also generically intertextual not only because it is first of all a
hybrid of scientific and fictional discourses, but also because the explicitly intertextual utopia
further functions as the socio-economic or socio-political sub-genre of SF (Suvin in Jameson xiv
& 393). The generic hybridity of SF discourses clearly enables the Three Body trilogy to produce
its utopian desires and heterotopic spaces through invoking heterotopic discourses from other
fields, and specifically through alluding to various theoretical discourses and relevant topical
texts that help produce a general intertextuality as “essentially a cross-cultural phenomenon”
(Juvan, 7). Utopia as the socio-political or socio-economic sub-genre of SF, moreover, further
provides a utopian hermeneutics that enables this trilogy to explore, in an allegorical way, our
human response to alien civilizations, or our relations with the Other (Jameson, 2005, 5).
The Three Body trilogy is abundant in ways of interweaving various scientific discourses
and fictional texts to represent utopian impulses and heterotopic spaces in this epic work. In
addition to the “explicit, specific” citational cases of “conventional, marked introduction of an
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alien utterance into a text” (Juvan, 44 & 48), the author explores especially how a text “comes
into being, exists and is comprehensible solely through content and formal ties with other
utterances (eg. Clarke, Euclid, Fermi etc. in this trilogy), existing texts (eg. Silent Spring, Edgar
Allen Poe, Van Gogh), and also sign systems (codes) (eg. cyber game, Yun’s coded fairy tale,
the three-dimensional coordinates), types of discourses (eg. theoretical science, environmental,
sociological, artistic), linguistic registers (eg. Moskstraumen, He’ershingenmosiken), stylistic
and genre conventions (eg. SF, detective story, horror story, fairy tale, adventure thriller),
presuppositions (eg. Russell, Eastern art), stereotypes, archetypes (eg. certain fairy tale figures),
or clichés” as well as cross references and footnotes (Juvan, 45). These content and formal ties
significantly help to understand intertextuality as the more “implicit, universal” general
intertextuality, or as “a common characteristic of all textuality”, and of SF texts in particular
(Juvan, 44 & 8).
To begin with, the Three Body game is a good case of borrowing and incorporation
employed to explain the civilization and history of the Trisolarist world through a narrative
frame made up of elements from human society and history. For example, the evolution of
Trisolaran civilization is presented through an analogous historical narrative of human
civilization on Earth from the ancient times to the 20th century, with emphatic elaboration of
several well-known classical eras such as the transitional period from the Spring and Autumn to
the Warring States in the East, or the Renaissance and the Enlightenment period in the West,
probably because these periods are widely known landmarks in evolutionary history. Moreover,
game players are encouraged to adopt personas such as King Wen of Zhou (Zhou Wenwang 周文
王) and Mo Zi (墨子) from the East and Newton, Von Neumann and Einstein from the West in

order to participate in the game’s different stages of problem-solving challenges. In other words,
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this game tries not to alienate beginners and successfully disseminates information about the
Trisolaran world by intertextualizing familiar themes, characters, and topics from our human
society.
This is exactly exemplary of the genre of science fiction as an inherently intertextual genre
in which even the most successful representation of the alien must incorporate pre-existing
human data and be facilitated with disguised human elements and messages. In the case of the
intradiegetic Three Body game, however, the intertextualization of elements from human society
and history functions not to indicate our conceptual and imaginary limitation, but more to
accustom its players to the otherwise shocking truth about the bizarre Trisolaran world as well as
to train their minds to expect the unexpected. In other words, intertextuality here provides an
elaborate buffering mechanism for the otherwise bewildered and underprepared beginners of the
game—especially those who lack scientific and cultural background —and gives them easier
access to the unbelievably complex world of the Trisolarans whose civilization has undergone
hundreds of cycles of destruction and rebirth as a result of their super-unstable triple stellar
system.
Cross-reference is no doubt one case of those “content and formal ties” that reflects the kind
of general intertextuality. As a matter of fact, the Shooter and Farmer hypotheses seem to have
cross-referenced “The Mountain” (Shan 山) which also addresses the impact of “scale” and
“dimension” on the result of any scientific experiment. Being one of the short stories published
just a few months prior to this epic work, “The Mountain” depicts an alien species who are
confined within the tiny empty core of an otherwise solid planet. Because their world is
surrounded by solid earth and nothing else, they accordingly mistake the universe to be a dense
and solid cosmos in which they are the only hosts. And they haven’t realized that their planet is
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only one of the stars in the real infinitely open universe until the day their scientists managed to
dig a tunnel that led them onto the outer surface of their planet. By alerting us to the potential
confinement caused by the limitation of either our living environment or experimental tools (or
means) available to us, the author intends to remind us of the possibility that the stability and
order of our world might just be a temporary dynamic equilibrium achieved in a corner of this
huge universe.
In this trilogy, cross-reference seems to be employed chiefly to invoke both the author’s SF
world and the very tradition of SF as a writing practice. This can also be seen in the recycling of
the character Ding Yi 丁儀 , a prominent physicist figuring repeatedly throughout the whole
trilogy often as a mouthpiece to voice his authoritative opinions on scientific issues frequently at
the crucial moments of plot development.251 Ding first appears both in one of the beginning
sections of Book I to discuss the problem concerning the nonexistence of universally applicable
laws of physics (TBP, 71), and towards the end of the book to explain the principle of atom’s
unfolding at a lower dimension (Page 293 of the Chinese edition, but omitted on page 385 of the
English edition). He is then reintroduced in Book II as a prelude to the fatal Doomsday Battle by
giving his famous verdict about the purpose of the deceptively delicate-looking weapon—but
actually stronger than “the sturdiest material in the Solar System”—the “droplet”: “If I destroy
you, what business is it of yours?” (TDF, 417). His last appearance takes the form of being
resurrected in his student Bai Aisi’s 白艾思 dream in Book III, again at the most dramatic
moment preceding the other and final epic battle of human civilization, and again to inspire Bai
Aisi about the sinister threat of the equally harmless-looking “slip of paper” that will soon prove
to be able to eliminate all life in the Solar System (DE, 489-491),
The only other character figuring in all three installments is Ding’s girlfriend Yang Dong 楊東 who is however
dead from the very beginning and has ever since been only retrospectively referred to in this trilogy.
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More significant is the fact that Ding Yi’s presence towards the end of Book I is joined by
the only reference to his former colleague Lin Yun 林雲 from Ball Lightening (Qiuzhuang
shandian 球狀閃電), while the reference to Issac Asimov’s short story “The Billiard Ball”
coincides with Ding’s presence in one of the beginning sections of Book I (Part 2 in the Chinese
edition and Part 5 in the English one)—that story of Asimov is even made into the very title of
that section in the Chinese edition. The reference to Lin Yun is brief but significant because it is
indicative of the cross reference of the character Ding Yi among several of the author’s other
works, from To Know the Truth in the Morning (Zhao wen dao 朝聞道), The Collapse of The
Universe (Yuzhou tansuo 宇宙坍縮), The End of Micro-cosmos (Weiguan jintou 微觀盡頭) to Ball
Lightning (Qiuzhuang shandian 球狀閃電), in which Ding has been playing virtually the same
role of a well-known physicist fervently devoted to physical study, hence the threading up of, or
invocative “referring to”, the author’s SF world. The allusion to Asimov and his story, however,
indicates the other function of cross reference in conjuring up, or paying homage to, the very
tradition of SF writing by reminding readers of Asimov’s significant contribution to the
development of the SF genre in the 20th century. This tradition has been considerably reinforced
by the more substantial reference to Asimov’s work in Book II, more specifically to this SF
master’s representative masterpiece, the Foundation trilogy, and the well-known Seldon plan in
it (TDF 171-72)—it is thus attractive to see this reference to a trilogy work also as a selfreferential gesture on the part of the author.
A delightful “meeting” between Ding Yi and another seminal SF master Arthur C. Clarke is
found in that famous episode that kicks off the Doomsday Battle in Book II. When describing the
mirror-like “absolutely” smooth surface of the droplet dispatched by the Trisolarans, the author
quotes Clarke’s description, in his 2001: A Space Odyssey, of the perfectly proportioned black
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monolith left on the moon by an advanced alien civilization and expresses his marvel at the
Trisolarans’ unbelievably sophisticated technical feat demonstrated in the production of that
droplet: “Clarke described (the black monolith) as a ‘passive yet almost arrogant display of
geometrical perfection’. ... Now, humanity was facing a far more arrogant display of power”
(TDF, 415). This conjoined reference to, and interactive collaboration between, Ding Yi and
Clarke (as well as Asimov in Book I) nicely brings together again the author’s efforts in invoking
both his own SF world and the venerable SF tradition in which and for which he is now working
on his own epic trilogy.
Unlike the above-discussed works by those three SF masters, more pointed and substantial
references to certain non-SF topical texts in especially Book I, however, are eventually employed
to address some of its main topical or thematic concerns rather than the generic ones, and to
represent its utopian space or, more specifically, the utopian desires involved. Rachel Carson’s
influential book Silent Spring is thus most intimately and meticulously incorporated into the
sociopolitical discourses of Book I to help define its utopian space and identify the discourses
that help to cultivate its protagonist Ye Wenjie’s utopian desire. After all, it is not a coincidence
that referring three times to the Carson book make up a complete trajectory from the awakening
of Ye’s utopian desire for outside help in saving humankind to the actual launching of her own
utopian project eight years later by sending out that fatal message of invitation to the Trisolarans.
The pivotal significance of Silent Spring is reflected first of all in the fact of this book’s title
having been verbally taken and assigned to title the newly formed “Part I” (“Silent Spring”) in
the English edition of Book I which reorganizes the total 35 short sections of its contents into
three major parts or clusters, with Part II and Part III respectively titled “Three Body” and
“Sunset for Humanity”. Secondly, in the original Chinese edition of Book I, however, the three
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short sections (Sections 7, 8 and 9) about Ye’s life prior to her arrival at the Red Coast Base are
interpolated between section 6 and section 10 as the retrospective account by Ye’s former
student Sha Ruishan, but the textual organization in the English edition has been rearranged and
these three sections are put at the very beginning of the English edition to make up Part I (“Silent
Spring”). As a result, the phrase “silent spring” functions triply in the English edition to title
respectively its Part I, section 2 as well as the Carson book.
It is in section 2 of Part I of the English edition that Ye makes her first acquaintance with
Carson’s well-known book when she has been sent to the Greater Khingan Mountains as one of
the “educated youths” to clear fields, graze animals and chop down trees (TBP, 26-28).
Recommended by a visiting young journalist who is in the process of translating it for internal
reference, Silent Spring, which describes a quiet town silently dying from excessive pesticide use
with a part about a forest in particular, allows Ye to relate similar irrational and irresponsible
ecological destruction around her to the equally mad destruction caused by the Cultural
Revolution in which her father was persecuted to death two years before. This book makes her
think about “the relation between humanity and evil,” and ultimately helps her to arrive at the
conclusion about the impossibility to “expect a moral awakening from humankind itself” (TBP,
28).
The second reference to Silent Spring makes it a central and decisive factor in Ye’s painful
story of betrayal (TBP, 31-33). A few weeks after Ye reads that book, she is arrested for her
alleged anti-revolutionary activity of criticizing the disastrous act of deforestation supposedly
under the poisonous influence of Carson’s book, which was now found to be “a toxic piece of
reactionary propaganda”:
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(The book) takes the stance of pure historical idealism and espouses a doomsday theory.
Under the guise of discussing environmental problems, it seeks to justify the ultimate
corruption of the capitalist world. Its content is extremely reactionary. (TBP, 33)
Ye’s crime is therefore to obtain, from the Carson book, “intellectual weapons that could be used
to attack socialism” (Ibid.). The allegation is actually quite right about the “intellectual weapon”
part, though it is wrong and absurd about her purpose— what this weapon eventually helps to
target and attack will prove to be humankind as a whole.
While the first two references to Silent Spring function to bring together the cultural/political
(local) and environmental (global) discourses that help to nurture Ye Wenjie’s utopian aspiration,
the third time the Carson book is referred to coincides with the more significant and fateful
moment prior to Ye’s act of launching her utopian project by sending out that fatal message
inviting the Trisolarans to our planet (TBP, 269-76). The reference to Carson’s book this time is
also more reflective after the lapse of her eight years of quiet life, in which her “rational
consideration of humanity’s evil” has been enriched by her reading of “many classics of foreign
language philosophy and history” which further “led her to understand the most fundamental and
secret aspect of human nature” (TBP, 269-70). In this way, Silent Spring joins force with other
Western classics to help shape Ye’s worldview about the “insanity of human race” (TBP, 270),
and to ultimately give her the courage to take that fateful step when the opportunity presents
itself: “[t]he fate of the entire human race was now tied to these slender fingers. Without
hesitation, Ye pressed the button” (TBP, 275).
Itself a seminal text of the environmental discourse, Silent Spring is further joined by Peter
Singer’s Animal Liberation (TBP, 304) to provide theoretical “weapons” for the more ecological
utopian ideals of people like Evans, who later became Ye’s international comrade to finance and
run the second Red Coast Base. As a text that has initially inspired Evans’ earlier practice or
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experiment with his ecological Eden in the countryside of north-west China as well as his tenets
of Pan-Species Communism (TBP, 305-07), Singer’s book becomes a supplementary theoretical
source for the environmental/ecological discourse to intellectually equip Ye and Evans as well as
many of their followers. The same discourse clearly also works behind the “Pastoral China”
project, an experimental community created by Pan Han, who is a biologist and one of the
prominent members of “The Frontier of Science” as well as ETO.
While the environmental/ecological discourse has been elicited chiefly to guide Ye Wenjie
and ETO theoretically and to nourish their utopian impulses, the sociological discourse has
however also been incorporated to help explore the potential impact of prospective contact with
alien civilization as mainly a heterotopic space, which is basically what Bill Mathers discusses in
his book The 100000-Light- Year Iron Curtain: SETI Sociology. The introduction of this book is
ostensibly to explain the background of the Red Coast Base as a secret state project, but it could
also function as an attempt to understand Ye’s later determination in betraying humankind
despite the Trisolaran listener’s explicit warning about the danger in so doing. In other words,
Mathers’ book is no longer related to utopian illusion, but functions to theorize or understand
heterotopia’s working as “counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which all the real
sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented,
contested, and inverted” (Foucault 1967, 3, italics mine). This kind of representation,
contestation and inversion is probably what Mathers refers to as the impacts of such contacts, or
what he means by his thesis of “contact as a symbol”, and ultimately how an alien civilization,
following the contact, functions as a heterotopic space for us:
... Mathers believes that contact with an alien civilization is only a symbol or switch.
Regardless of the content of the encounter, the results would be the same.
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Suppose that the nature of the contact is such that only the existence of extraterrestrial
intelligence is confirmed, with no other substantive information—what Mathers called
elementary contact. The impact would be magnified by the lens of human mass
psychology and culture until it resulted in huge, substantive influence on the progress of
civilization. If such contact were monopolized by one country or political force, the
significance would be comparable to an overwhelming advantage in economic and
military power. (TBP, 176, 321)
Subsequent human contact with the Trisolarist civilization does prove the validity of Mathers’
theoretical predication: “... if contact were to occur, the internal divisions within Earth
civilization would be magnified and likely lead to disaster” (TBP, 175). Later the internal
division of the ETO into three sections has been likewise seen as “chillingly perfect
confirmation” of Mathers’ theory (TBP, 321), so is Evans’ monopoly or interception of
information from their Trisolarist Lord.
The sociological discourse about the symbolic significance of such contacts further extends
into Book II to evolve into an ethically far darker theory about our universe as a whole—the
Dark Forest theory, which explains precisely the necessity of zero contact or even avoidance of
any contact, thus well theorizing Jameson’s “unknowability thesis” (108). Its elaboration into a
theme of human communication is achieved through the collaboration of another sociological
notion—the “chain of suspicion”, which helps to place the sociological discourse at the center of
the dark forest theory and makes it constitutive of a heterotopic space. This heterotopic space has
further been formally demarcated in the text through foregrounding the communicative passages,
or passages about communication issues, throughout Book II, beginning with the second
prologue presenting the crucial dialogue between Evans and the Trisolarist world, and
concluding with Luo Ji’s conversation with that Trisolaran listener about love and the dark forest,
with the climactic passage reserved for the ultimate “communicative” moment signifying and
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marking the birth of the dark “new space humans” on those two spaceships of darkness, which
confirms the working of that heterotopic space of “dark forest” (TDF, 451-55).
The incorporation or interweaving of, and the consequent interaction among, the various
formally foregrounded “communicative passages” attained mostly with the help of varied
printing arrangements of designated textual units throughout the trilogy, are further stylistically
reinforced by the internal working of the Bakhtinian dialogism to help “redefine the notion of
textuality by treating the larger socio-historical and cultural contexts as texts constituted by and
filtered through various discourses” (Allen, 36, italics mine). Similar textual units foregrounding
this idea of the discourse-informed textuality probably also include communicative messages
(TBP, 272-73, 276, 374-77, 383; TDF, 197) and sections in explicitly dialogic form such as
excerpts from the interrogation transcripts of Ye Wenjie (TBP, 283-88) or the trial transcript of
the Bronze Age case in Book III (DE, 111-16), all of which function to suggest or indicate the
existence of heterotopic spaces of either the Trisolarist world or the new humans for whom the
earth is no longer a home.
Such formal efforts are also found with, or found “contaminating”, so to speak, other textual
elements like epilogues and prologues, or other such kind of textual units in the forms of
declassified government documents (“Selected documents from the Red Coast Project,” TBP,
165-73), excerpts from academic journals (TBP, 260), incorporated news broadcasts or reports
(19-20, 29-31, 43 of the Chinese edition of Book II), especially the detailed descriptions of the
Three-Body cyber game (extensive in the Chinese edition of Book I) as well as Wei Cheng’s
account about three-body problem (“Wei Cheng’s stories”, TBP, 190-98), and most prominently
the consistently interpolated excerpts from the protagonist Cheng Xin’s self-designated
retrospective work A Time Outside of Time in Book III. These textual units are all stylistically
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foregrounded in separate sections or “spacing” printed in unique font forms differentiated from
the rest of the text, to the effect of making textuality a prominent issue in this epic work of
science fictional narrative, and consequently making the text a dialogic “compilation of cultural
textuality” (Allen, 36).
In other words, the result of such extensively adopted, particularly in the Chinese editions,
and formally or stylistically foregrounded passages that incorporate and interweave various types
of textual materials is noticeably the increasingly enhanced sense of textuality in this trilogy and
the correlated consciousness of its generic intertextuality. Such formally intertextualizing
endeavors are probably what Marko Juvin means by “formal ties” when he attempts to define a
“general intertextuality” in relation to a text’s “contents and formal ties” (with other utterances,
texts, discourses, etc.) (Juvin, 45, italics mine). These formal efforts therefore further help to
demonstrate general intertextuality to be “a condition of producing texts, their existence, formal
and semantic structure, and readability” (Juvan, 44-45).
If the environmental/ecological discourse and the political one have been enlisted to help
represent or suggest the social-political soil that cultivates utopian desires, and the sociological
discourse has worked to define the heterotopic social space, then the more theoretically
concerned scientific discourse is related mostly to the production of heterotopic spaces both
virtual (in the Three Body game) and real (about the distant Trisolarist world as well as the
correlated three-body problem) in Book I, or logically real (the Dark Forest theory) and
practically viable but ethically dubitable or objectionable (the Dark Forest deterrence & “dark
new humanity” or “new morality” in those “two ships of darkness”) in Book II (TDF, 458-60).
Moreover, while the environmental/ecological and sociological discourses have been mostly
informed by those topical texts of Carson, Singer and Mathers explicitly referred to in Book I,
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the discourse of theoretical science, which is clearly the central subject of discussion among the
group of scientists called “The Frontiers of Science” whose goal is to find new ways of thinking
so as to break through the wall hit by the forefront of physics, has been chiefly evoked through
certain classical problems and classical thinkers in human intellectual history, thus have been
implicitly alluded to rather than openly referred to. The allusion to those five landmark scientific
figures in the Three Body game who have revolutionized human history—Mozi, Copernicus,
Newton, Von Neumann and Einstein—are obviously intended to represent the discourse of
theoretical science in Book I. Equally indicative of this scientific discourse are those
intertextualizing footnotes about scientific issues in this trilogy, especially in Book II.
More specifically, different from both the environmental/ecological and political discourses
that intellectually empower Ye and her projects in Book I, the more theoretically concerned
scientific discourse that plays no less significant a role in informing their ETO ideology and
agendas is the theoretical discourse of classical physics/math, which is alluded to through, and
represented primarily by, none other than the problem that has been intriguing and worked on by
the young mathematician Wei Cheng as well as many other devoted scientists both Trisolaran
and on earth—the three-body problem. Originally a famous problem in classical physics as well
as classical math, this problem has been fascinating many well-known mathematicians in the
west such as Euler, Lagrange and Poincare (TBP, 194), thus well qualified to exemplify the
discourse of theoretical science. It is to be balanced in Book III by the equally intriguing
problems about black hole or entropy increase which are pivotal issues in modern physics
theories, or to a lesser degree by the Fermi paradox in Book II and the briefly mentioned
Copenhagen School in Book I, all of which are good representatives of this theoretical discourse.
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However, the discourse of theoretical science, which is dedicated to the cause of finding out
fundamental laws of the universe and has indeed helped to lay the foundation of classical
physics/math (and modern physics as well), is also challenged and problematized in the frame
narrative of Book I for being actually premised on a utopian illusion of seeking universal truths
about the physical world, problematized in particular through the Shooter and Farmer hypotheses.
And what has actually been problematized in these two hypotheses is basically the inductive
principle on which many scientific observations are based or conducted, and on which the
discourse of theoretical science here are premised. This inductively inferred problem exemplified
in especially the Farmer hypotheses, turns out to be actually another version of the “Russell’s
Turkey” problem in the history of science:
The turkey found that, on his first morning at the turkey farm, that he was fed at 9 a.m.
Being a good inductivist turkey he did not jump to conclusions. He waited until he
collected a large number of observations that he was fed at 9 a.m. and made these
observations under a wide range of circumstances … Each day he added another
observation statement to his list. Finally he was satisfied that he had collected a number
of observation statements to inductively infer that "I am always fed at 9 a.m.". However
on the morning of Christmas eve he was not fed but instead had his throat cut.252
A brief comparison between the Farmer hypothesis and Russell’s version of the turkey problem
still demonstrates the slight difference between the farmer’s “scientist turkey” and Russell’s
“inductivist turkey.” The former is a balanced or poised account of a “horror story,” with the
narrator’s voice providing the perspective observing the farmer’s world of feeding those turkeys
for his Thanksgiving table, and with the 2nd and 3rd sentences between those two framing ones
(the 1st and 4th) to imagine the turkey’s world in which its scientist is doing and analyzing his
observations before he confidently announced on that fateful Thanksgiving morning his

The story by Russell is found in Alan Chalmers, What is This Thing Called Science, Open University Press,
Milton Keynes, 1982, p14.
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conclusion drawn from what he considered to be a sufficient amount of observations. The
dramatic sense of horror comes for a large part from precisely such contrasting structure of
parallel descriptions about what happens in and between those two worlds, though possibly also
from the ironically literal sense of “Thanksgiving” as well.
Russell’s turkey, on the other hand, does prove himself to be a truly patient and thoughtful
inductivist mind with his reasonably scientific design of the experiment, including meticulous
collection of data in varied circumstances and careful data analysis in the form of regularly
added “observation statements.” In addition to those typical inductivist terms for describing a
scientific experiment, such as “collect” and make “observations” in a “wide range of
circumstances,” so as to safely “infer” rather than “jump to conclusions” in the first place,
Russell likewise proves himself a worthy stylist of English language by ending this detailed
account of the inductivist turkey’s experimental activities with one single sentence in passive
voice, which reinforces the carefully achieved anti-climatic effect through its sharp ironical
contrast with a long list of preceding six sentences in active voice.
By calling that turkey a “scientist” rather than the more specifically designated “inductivist”
in Russell’s story, the Farmer hypothesis appears to be equating “hypothetically” the particular
inductivist activities of diligent observation and inductive inference with the standard scientific
practice, thus making it a constitutive part of the discourse of theoretical science, while the
joining of the Shooter hypothesis further helps to stress this utopianly universalizing tendency of
this discourse with its equally imaginary universalization of most empirically inferred laws. The
discovery of “a great law” by the scientist of that “intelligent, two-dimensional creatures” after
“observing the universe” turns out to be also an illusion: “They have mistaken the result of the
marksman’s momentary whim for an unalterable law of the universe” (TBP, 74). What has been
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targeted as being problematic in this discourse is exactly this imaginary universalization of
inductive inferences into “unalterable” scientific truths and physical laws, or an effort of
imagining the inductively inferred empirical laws to be universally applicable and reliable.
The result is the implicit contrast between the horrible collective fate of those turkeys (“the
entire flock”) in the Farmer hypothesis and Russell’s individual inductivist turkey who seems to
be responsible only for his own pathetic fate, hence the difference between despondent horror
and dark humor, or between tragedy and comedy. This kind of desperation has been evident in
Yang Dong’s suicide in Book I after losing faith in the existence and reliability of physical laws,
which results precisely from her realization of this ultimate problem with physical science, or
this problematic aspect of the discourse of theoretical science. The horror factor, on the other
hand, is to be seen in the annihilation of the whole Solar System in Book III which results partly
from human being’s fatal tendency of universalizing empirically made inductive inference into
“unalterable” scientific truth or physical law, a tragic reflection of the dimension of this problem
inherent in the discourse of theoretical science. It is both ironic and significant that this discourse
is basically the same one Russell has helped to shape with his own philosophical writings on
science and with the very problem here related to his name.
However, the succinctly delineated counterpointing presence of the farmer and shooter’s
worlds further suggests the possibility of rising above the confinement of one’s limited cosmos,
thus allegorically expressing the necessity to adopt an alternative or additional perspective to see
through the dubitable claims of any unalterable laws of the universe by placing ourselves at the
advantaged position of an outsider-observer overlooking those lower-dimensional and inferior
creatures. Methodologically, to rise above the utopianly universalizing tendency of the
inductivist discourse, one is typically advised to try the alternative deductive approach
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represented by the Euclidean geometrical axioms as a solution to the Russell’s turkey problem,
or to adopt a clearer mathematical approach to heterotopic “dark forest” situation of the universe
as Luo Ji does in Book II.

5.4 Poe, Van Gogh and Science Fiction as a Spatial Genre
Towards the end of Book II, Luo Ji has a chance to communicate briefly with that Trisolaran
listener about love and the dark forest, during which they agree about the necessity to “take
risks” for the goal of encouraging love to “sprout and grow” (TDF, 512). This is then followed
by Book III of this trilogy (Death’s End) to embark on precisely this utopian journey of
exploring the potential risks involved in the series of actions set off by the Staircase Program (階
梯計劃) and developing into a fairy tale of responsibility and love, with its protagonist Cheng

Xin standing for this fairy tale itself (“She was a fairy tale”) in a universe which is by no means a
fair tale, and least of all “a fairy tale about love” (Ibid., 188), and with Yun Tianming first
anonymously purchasing a star for Cheng to express his love in obviously a very fairy-tale
manner, then coming up with three fairy tales to bring hopes to human beings in despair. As the
fairy tale is basically one of the allegorical genres in the form of magical narrative, Book III thus
sets out to explore the magical dimension of love and art in life and for life, and to further
explore the “meaning” of life as an alternative or option in and for the universe, as the Singer of
that highly advanced civilization explains succinctly, though still with an allegorical undertone,
through the discourse of modern physics:
The low-entropy entities (i.e. life) decreased their entropy and increased their order, like
columns of phosphorescence rising over the inky-dark sea. This was meaning, the highest
meaning, higher than enjoyment. To maintain this meaning, low-entropy entities had to
exist. (DE, 467-68; italics mine)
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With the magical dimensions of love and life making up the very meaning for life and universe
respectively, “we touch upon a point at which form and content ... becomes one”, or at which the
thematic concern is projected into its formal conception, when the magical dimension of love
and life shows a “pre-established harmony” between its theme and the literary structure of fairy
tale that characterizes the magic narratives of Book III (Jameson, 264-65). Though Jameson’s
insightful observations above are originally about the issue of generic discontinuity in Brian
Aidiss’ SF work Starship (1958), they appear to be also applicable to the third and last
installment of Liu Cixin’s epic trilogy, which in a sense demonstrates a similar generic departure
from Book I and Book II—the first two installments feature more the typical SF plot of problemsolving and are structured largely in detective fiction style.
Moreover, in support of the magical dimensions of love and life as heterotopic spaces, the
artistic works of Edgar Allen Poe and Van Gogh are intertextualized to enrich and elaborate on
the thematic and formal heterotopia through historic and artistic discourses by equating life and
love with art, and by understanding responsibility as historical and collective. With these artistic
intertexts as heterotopic spaces in its textual narrative and constitutive of its fictional discourse,
Book III as a fairy tale of love and responsibility demonstrates the formal significance of utopia
as utopian imagination or as the formal imperative to imagine radical alternatives, while the
spatial experiences related to such “collective adventures” or “global history” suggest they are
more a matter of the “mediation of space” itself, and therefore SF as a genre may have more to
do with space than with time (Jameson, 312-13).
In particular, the magical dimension of love and life acquires its meaning and significance
(i.e. heterotopia) through both the marvelous spatial representations and its wonderful spatial
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experience of the vast cosmos, which is effectively expressed through the sophon’s pithy
farewell address:
The universe is grand, but life is grander. Perhaps fate will direct us to meet again. (宇宙
很大，生活更大，也許以後還有緣相見。 ) (DE, 289)
This actually rewrites, with noticeable difference, Luo Ji’s original remarks to Shi Qiang earlier
in Book II—“The universe is big, but life is bigger.” (宇宙很大，但生命更大) (TDF, 480)—and
is again repeated almost verbally twenty pages later by Cheng Xin as her parting words to Yun
Tianming after their brief meeting and exchange of intelligence messages:
The universe is grand, but life is grander. We are certain to meet again. (宇宙很大，生活
更大，我們一定還能相見的。) (DE, 309)
By replacing Luo Ji’s original term which refers to any biological or intelligent existence in
universe (i.e. life as shengming 生命) with an expression for the more meaningful kind of
existence (i.e. life as shenghuo 生活) in Book III, the magical dimensions of love and art are
suggested, again not without the mediation of space, that is, through the introductory phrase “the
universe is grand”: the biological or intelligent existence becomes meaningful and acquires value
(for the universe) only after the magical dimensions of love and art are added to it. In short, life
is grander precisely because it endows meaning to and provides purpose for the universe
(“Perhaps fate will direct us to meet again”), and because it stands for utopian imagination (“We
are certain to meet again”) and works through such “utopian forms” like love and art as
heterotopic (alternative) dimensions which, like Cheng Xin’s supposedly retrospective work A
Past Outside of Time which “didn’t occur in the past, isn’t taking place now, and will not happen
in the future”, provides magical, heterotopic, and alternative dimensions to the main or master
narrative of collective experience and social totality of human adventure (DE, 11).
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And this is why Book III opens with the two prologues—two introductory episodes prior to
the main narrative—addressing precisely these two essential factors or motifs of respectively the
magical dimension and the option of life in and for our universe, or the option of life as a
magical dimension, both of which reflect first of all the value and advantage of problematizing
universal laws and exploring radical alternatives. The first anecdotal episode (“The Death of the
Magician”, DE, 15) narrating a strange happening in the eve of that famous historical event
about the fall of Constantinople 500 years ago is about the alternative opportunity afforded by an
accidentally available higher “dimension”,253 which, but for its transitory existence, might have
made a huge impact on or even brought about a total change to world history. It therefore works
nicely to introduce the motif of alternative dimension in Book III, and to facilitate the allegorical
reading of it as being figurative of the agency of life in the universe. The immediately followed
second prologue (“The Option for Life”, DE, 28), has Yang Dong, probably some time before
she committed suicide (in Book I), watching a mathematical model of the Earth demonstrating
how significant the option for life has been in affecting the formation of the Earth’s current
environment, and how life transforms an otherwise quite barren earth into an art work of green
life. This not only revisits the earlier theme of problematizing laws of the universe in verdicts
like “the end of physics” (Ibid.) which has led to Yang’s death, but more significantly
complements the job of the first prologue by addressing the more totalizing issue about the
alternative of human agency vis-a-vis universal laws of the physical world, or about the agency
of intelligent life in general in a universe made up according to physical laws. The agency of life
The magical story of a possibility to rewrite the history of the fall of the Constantinople is told by Liu Cixin as a
prologue to his Death’s End. The highlighting moment of the magic twist goes as this: “The age of magic began at
four o’clock in the afternoon of May 3, 1453, when the high-dimensional fragment first intersected with the Earth. It
ended at nine o’ clock on the evening of May 28, 1453, when the fragment left the Earth behind. After twenty-five
days and five hours, the world returned to its normal orbit......On the evening of May 29, Constantinople fell”
(Death’s End, 26, emphasis mine). For the complete story, see “May 1453, C.E.: The Death of the Magician” in
Death’s End, p15-27.
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is to be seen as much from such problematization and instrumentalization of physical laws of the
universe, as from life worlds being equated with artistic creations in the universe, both of which
are to be subsequently narrated in the body of Book III.
Exhibiting another aspect of Book III’s formal arrangement, the main body of its fictional
narrative about Cheng Xin’s story has been framed up and regularly accompanied by,
commentated on, or in consistent dialogue with as many as twenty one excepts from Cheng’s A
Past Outside of Time. This innovative structure is then in a sense reproduced by the three fairy
tales of Yun Tianming interpolated as an integrated utopian text and closely followed by their
subsequent deciphering section as a heterotopic space interpreting relevant messages encoded in
the fairy tale text. In this way, the scientific discourse explicating the working of relevant
physical laws or scientific issues has been largely and conveniently integrated into both the
historical discourse of the framing Past and the artistic discourse around the fairy tales. As the
historical and artistic discourses jointly contribute to the discourse of narrative fiction —history
is generally understood to be one type of narrative art—the integration of the scientific discourse
into both the framing Past and the deciphering of Yun’s fairy tales suggests the author’s
endeavor to formally and generically (re)conceptualize the discourse of science fiction, or to
conceptualize SF as a spatial genre as well as a dialogically intertextual one. In this discourse of
SF, the deciphered intertexts featuring Poe’s story about the Mosken whirlpool function as the
third “bearing coordinates” (含義坐標) to make up three-dimensional metaphors (DE, 369-73,
376-82).
But more telling is again the generic as well as intertextual function of Yun’s fairy tales in
relation to the utopian form in SF, which is well supported by what Jameson says about fairy tale
in particular:
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... the answer to this second question about the content of the Utopian wish will be a
generic or an intertextual one. The content of Utopian form will emerge from that other
form or genre which is the fairy tale: if not a purer form of collective desire, then at least
a plebeian one, emerging from the life world of the peasantry, of growth and nature,
cultivation and the seasons, the earth and generations. (Jameson, 85, italics mine)
What Jameson has in mind here seems to be again the correlation between thematic concerns and
formal structures, or between content and form, which takes the form here of a “fundamental
identity” (Ibid., 265) between the magical narrative of fairy tale and the thematic exploration of
magic dimensions of love and life as the “content of Utopian form”. Moreover, as the
unexpected fruit of UN’s “Staircase Program” three centuries earlier, these fairy tales are another
example of human agency in fighting for its survival, here proved to be working partly on
account of its generic significance, since the fairy tale as a genre is also the product of human
collectivity and related to the old and traditional “life world of peasantry” (“collective desire”).
So it is no wonder that at the center of Book III are the fairy tales of Yun Tianming which
have been initiated to complement that Wall-facer one, and at the center of Yun’s tales is the
homage paid to Edgar Allen Poe not only for his description of the whirlpool as an awe-inspiring
image both symbolic of the mystery and power of nature, and evocative of the inspiring human
agency in both encoding and deciphering hidden messages in the tales, but also for Poe’s
pioneering effort in experimenting with the emergent genre of science fiction as well as some of
its “generic contaminations” such as detective mystery, horror tales, etc. (Suvin, 1979, 34). This
part is also where love and art conjoin to make up the magical dimension in life and to further
make life a magical dimension in the universe, thus a magical alternative worthy of taking
adventures despite risks involved. As is demonstrated in the fairy tales, art, which is the
technology to defy or instrumentalize physical laws of the universe, is not only capable of
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destruction and annihilation, but also offers hopes of life through its self-conscious “risky”
adventures for love in the narrative.
Consequently, this part is where the historical discourse and artistic discourse work together
to construct a narrative discourse specifically for the genre of SF, or perhaps to conceptualize a
discourse of science fiction. Taking the fairy tale as the primary narrative model for generic
reference, Book III as a SF text seeks to prove itself a participant of both the narrative discourse
and the discourse of literary art in the first place, with the decoding strategies or methodologies
expounded in the subsequent part providing an interpretive structure similar to the “two-step
method” of allegorical hermeneutics (Jameson, 5-6). On the one hand, the encoding technique
has obviously been significant and successful in enabling the narrative to evolve into an art, or
into the specific literary art of fairy tale, exhibiting the “vagueness and ambiguity ... at the heart
of literary expression” which result naturally in “too many plausible interpretations” and which
therefore invite and necessitate a sophisticated way of deciphering such artfully constructed
narrative (DE, 353). On the other, the consequent decoding effort or technology henceforth
demanded is basically intended to facilitate an allegorical reading of the text through identifying
its subtly encoded messages or its utopian content. But utopia as its sub-genre here ceases to be
socio-political or socio-economic as it has been in Book I and Book II, but instead works more as
the formal imperative to imagine radical alternatives both in Book III and in the fairy tales. In
other words, it becomes a formal element (i.e. utopian imagination), assuming the form of
magical narrative such as fairy tales.
The magical dimension of both Book III and Yun’s fairy tales therefore resides in precisely
this part of the artistic discourse, namely, art both as a technique and as a technology, both as an
encoding narrative technique and as the decoding technology for its allegorical reading, or both
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as Needle-Eye the young royal painter’s magical artistic technique in the fairy tales, and as those
technologically advanced alien civilizations’ magical products or weapons such as that
impeccably made droplet from the Trisolarans or that impassioned Singer’s ethereal “dual-vector
foil” (DE, 473). As is demonstrated in this trilogy, the art of technology consists chiefly in the
expert application and magical instrumentalization of physical laws of the universe. For example,
Needle-Eye’s pictorial magic derives from his “devilish” instrumentalization or weaponization of
the law of perspective (DE, 348), that is, from his masterful instrumentalization of this law of
perspective as a weapon, or ultimately from his skillful employment of his painting technique as
a technology to kill (the technology of dimensional killing). So are the mysterious workings of
spatial dimension and the speed of light as two other key physical laws of the universe in Book
III: the former is both the object of the Trisolarans’ scientific experiment of dimensional
unfolding in Book I, and instrumentalized or used in dimensional strikes to cleanse dangerous
coordinates in Book III, while the law of the speed of light could either be employed as a
technology for driving spaceships so as to enable life civilizations to escape from collective
annihilation, or as a technique to protect and trap people in black domains which therefore could
function as the desired “cosmic safety notice” (yuzhou anquan shengming 宇宙安全聲明).
Technology as a constitutive factor of the scientific discourse could therefore be turned into
the magical factor of technique in the artistic discourse, or vice versa, so as to demonstrate “(the)
kind of aesthetics that could turn death into a song” (DE, 472). This is probably why Poe’s story
about the Mosken whirlpool was introduced to render this powerful image of mysterious natural
force a symbol of death (“That’s a line separating life and death. ... you have to cross it to see the
Moskstraumen.” DE, 377), and to express Poe’s peculiar obsession with and mysterious
aesthetics about death in many of his works which shows similar attempts of singing death into
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songs. And this is certainly also why the allusion to both Poe and the maelstrom are immediately
followed by the old man Jason’s comments on death as an end to everything, which serves as the
immediate context as well as a suggestive evocation of the very title of Book III—the literal
translation of its original Chinese title is precisely “Death Endures” (sishen yongsheng 死神永生):
Death is the only lighthouse that is always lit. No matter where you sail, ultimately, you
must turn towards it, Everything fades in the world, but Death endures. (DE, 379, italics
mine)
As “The Lighthouse” happens to be the title of Poe’s last unfinished work or his swan song , the
lighthouse image, originally a sign of life to guide people at sea in the dark of night, goes well
with the death motif here. The old man’s further remarks more explicitly address the aesthetic
component of Poe’s idea of death by relating it to eternity with the rainbow image again from
Poe:
I remember Poe describing a rainbow in the maelstrom as well. ... He called it a bridge
between Time and Eternity. (Ibid.)
The aesthetics of death conveyed through this maelstrom image here and other literary motifs
and figurative devices is also “paraphrased” or plainly expressed later in scientific discourse:
Entropy increased in the universe, and order decreased. The process was like the
boundless wings of the giant balance bird pressing down upon all of existence. (DE, 467)
In the discourse of modern physics, entropy increase is a scientific notion explicating the
working and eventual death of our physical universe, here functioning to be accountable for the
ultimate state of complete disorder, which leads to the end of all life in the universe.
Both Jason’s and the author’s strong interests in Poe and his story as a significant intertext
here are also seen in the extensive use of the expression “maelstrom”, which is introduced by
Poe into English from the Nordic language—though actually from the Dutch for "crushing or
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grinding current”—to refer to any current-induced whirlpool, and which is here used
interchangeably with its local Nordic name “Moskstraumen” to highlight its symbolic sense.254
Such repeated allusions both to an legendary name with a rich tradition and to the artist as a
“nineteenth-century writer” help to construct literary art as a classical tradition, or to simply
evoke art as a tradition:
Written narrative literature had disappeared more than a century ago. “Literature” and
“authors” still existed, but narratives were constructed with digital images. Classical
written novels and stories were now treated as ancient artifacts. The Great Ravine has
caused the loss of the works of many ancient writers, including Poe. (DE, 377)
A strong sense of tradition has clearly been conveyed through expressions such as “disappeared”,
“classical” , “ancient” as well as the differentiation of “written” narratives in the past from the
current “digital” ones.
The relation of this maelstrom image to the classical tradition of literary art associated with
Poe and the 19th century narrative makes it an important component of the artistic discourse in
Book III. Its continual participation in the literary tradition has been further evidenced in the fact
that Moskstraumen also features in the climatic end of Jules Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea (1872) when Captain Nemo wanders into a fatal encounter with the
Moskstraumen off the coast of Norway, and is referenced 10 years later by Herman Melville in
Moby-Dick through his character Captain Ahab prior to the start of their voyage.255 As Poe’s tale
has further extensively quoted from both Jonas Ramus’ fictional description of Moskstraumen
from 1715, and the 1823 edition of Encyclopedia Britannica which partly included the English

Moskstraumen, or Moskstraum, referred to simply as “the Maelstrom”, was the inspiration for Poe’s “A Descent
into the Maelström” (1841), which brought the term maelstrom into the English language. The term originates from
the combination of Dutch words malen (to grind) and stroom (stream).
255
In Chapter 36 (“The Quarter-Deck”), Captain Ahab said when their voyage started: “Aye, aye! and I'll chase him
round Good Hope, and round the Horn, and round the Norway Maelstrom, and round perdition's flames before I
give him up.”
254
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translation of the Jonas Ramus version (Poe, 1841/1845), these two texts are also likely sources
of relevant information for these three writers. As a result, the literary tradition connected with
this maelstrom image has been extended to a much earlier date and further enriched through
Poe’s intertextual quotation in his story.
While the temporal dimension of Poe’s story about the maelstrom as an intertext has been
associated chiefly with its participation in the literary tradition made up of Verne, Melville and
Poe, the spatial sense of this intertext is related more to the structural significance it acquires
through participating in the allegoric hermeneutics involved in the decipherment of Yun’s fairy
tales. This intertext comes to the rescue, so to speak, at the crucial moment when people are
faced with a new challenge after they have made sufficient progress in decoding other relevant
elements in the fairy tale texts with the help of “two-dimensional metaphors” which typically
consist of a “dual layer metaphor” working together with its “bearing coordinates” (DE, 372). In
the process of deciphering the coded message about the law of the speed of light, however, what
is found to be still missing is “yet another bearing coordinate” in addition to those two already
decrypted (i.e. the “Prince Deep Water” and the bubble tree in the fairy tales), since “(t)he
metaphor was no longer two-dimensional but three-dimensional” (DE, 373).
Introduced precisely as the third bearing coordinate for the proper working of such threedimensional metaphor as a more sophisticated edition of the fairy tale text’s structure of
signification, this intertext naturally acquires a spatially demarcated or differentiated formal and
structural prominence by inhabiting a heterotopic space (as an intertext) and functioning as a
heterotopia (as the third bearing coordinate). It is both an allusion to a real textual product (i.e. a
published story about the Mosken whirlpool) written by an author who actually existed in history
(i.e. Poe), and at the same time the reference to an alien text deliberately, arbitrarily or artificially
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incorporated— therefore in a sense quite “unreal”—into the current text of Book III or its fairy
tale deciphering passage, thus an especially engrafted (“inter”) heterotopic space to help with the
text’s metaphorically structured decoding system or help make more sense of that textual part.
As a result, this intentionally intertextualized maelstrom image proves to function well in
providing the much desired inspiration for the deciphering group by evoking primarily the
equally heterotopic presence of “black” hole or black “domain” in the universe, which in a sense
resonates nicely with the ethically “dark” space of a heterotopic forest in Book II—that
heterotopic dark forest has similarly inspired Luo Ji to work out his strategy of the dark forest
deterrence.
Lastly, the allusion to Poe and his maelstrom story as a horror tale immediately following
Yun Tianming’s fairy tales further calls attention to the genre of SF narrative as well as its
“generic contaminations” with fairy tale, detective mystery, adventure thriller and horror tale etc.
(Suvin, 1979). First of all, while Book III seems to have demonstrated a “generic discontinuity”
with Book I and Book II by experimenting with the styles of both fairy tale and adventure thriller,
the introduction of Poe and his story also reminds readers of Poe’s contribution to the tradition of
detective story (Jameson, 254). This is seen especially in Book I and Book II of this trilogy, with
the police detective Shi Qiang as a key figure accompanying first Wang Miao then Luo Ji and
witnessing whatever happens to the two of them. The frame narrative of Book I in particular
features both Shi Qiang as the professional detective working for the police and Wang Miao the
amateur detective figure who is a scientist asked to help find out more about the dangerous ETO.
And this frame narrative turns out to reciprocate with a more concentrated allusion to the
detective tradition at the very heart of Book I—Section 16 with the subtitle of “The Three-Body
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Problem”, in which the mathematician Wei Cheng tells about his obsessive study of the threebody problem, beginning however with an anecdote related to one of Holmes’ stories:
My teacher took out a book, The Collected Cases of Sherlock Holmes. He turned to one
story—“A Study in Scarlet,” I think. There is a scene in it where Watson sees a plainly
dressed messenger downstairs and points him out to Holmes. ... (TBP, 190-91)
By unintentionally relating Shi Qiang the professional to Holmes and Wang Miao to Watson,
this passage is implicitly alluding to the tradition of detective story which is generally considered
to be constitutive of the SF tradition, while the reference to “A Study in Scarlet”, which is Conan
Dole’s first long narrative of detective style fiction, is perhaps further suggestive of the author
Liu Cixin’s similar aspiration of initiating his mature long narrative projects with the present text
(Book I).
Secondly, such generic interests in Poe’s fictional narratives also function to direct readers’
attention to Poe as both an apocalyptic prophet and the pioneer of science fiction, a place earned
chiefly through his well-known stories like “The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfall”,
“The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar”, “The Balloon-Hoax” and “Eureka”.256 This allusion to
Poe could be further read as the author’s continued effort of evoking the SF tradition associated
with names of Isaac Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke in Book I and II, with these three names
representing respectively the inventor or innovator as well as landmark masters of the very genre
through which the aspiring author seeks to establish his name.
256

Poe’s contribution to the tradition of SF writing could be nicely summarized by the synopsis page of The Science
Fiction of Edgar Allen Poe (Penguin Classic, 1976): “‘The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfall’ relates a
man's balloon journey to the moon with a combination of scientific precision and astonishing fantasy. Elsewhere, the
boundaries between horror and science are elegantly blurred in stories such as ‘The Facts in the Case of M.
Valdemar’, while the great essay ‘Eureka’ outlines Poe's own interpretation of the universe. Powerfully influential
on later authors including Jules Verne, these works are essential to tracing the genealogy of science fiction.”
Moreover, the interesting title of one critical essay published in The Cambridge Companion to Edgar Allen Poe
(2002) more directly attests Poe’s contribution to the genealogy of science fiction—“Extra! Extra! Poe invents
science fiction!”.
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Ultimately, it is the element of horror in Poe’s maelstrom story that directly connects this
intertext with both the central mystery in Yun’s fairy tale and its horrific unveiling in the central
Cheng Xin narrative of Book III. In particular, the “flavor of horror story” in this intertext of Poe
is not only evocative of Poe’s rich heritage in the tradition of horror tales, but more naturally
prepares readers for the subsequent introduction of artworks that mirror the horrific scene of the
Solar System’s destruction, which constitute the artifact component of the artistic discourse, in
nice cooperation with Poe’s participation in the literary tradition (or heritage) part of this artistic
discourse. In summary, while the intertextualization of Poe and his well-known story in Book III
is related, among other things, to the tradition of literary art in the artistic discourse, or to art as a
tradition, the frequent allusion to artists such as Van Gogh or masterpieces like Mona Lisa
suggests rather the author’s interest in artifact as another constitutive part of the same artistic
discourse, with allusions to the perspective issue or traditional Chinese painting providing or
indicative of the third and more theoretical component of the artistic discourse in this SF epic.
The Van Gogh intertext or motif proves to be particularly significant through both the
prophetic power of Starry Night and its eventual connection to Poe’s whirlpool image which has
already been adequately conditioned and prepared through Cheng Xin’s visualization of the
Milky Way in the image of a giant whirlpool:
As she gazed at the whirlpool, another whirlpool appeared in Cheng Xin’s mind: It was
made up of a hundred billion silver stars spinning in the sea that was the universe, taking
250 million years to complete one rotation—it was the Milky Way. (DE, 380)
Starry Night, first introduced as one of the treasured artworks collected in the tomb-like museum
with the name of “Earth Civilizations” on Pluto, has initially struck Cheng Xin as primarily a
work featuring space with a structure, supposedly inspired by the string theory:
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Four centuries ago, right after she had started working at the PIA, she had visited New
York’s Museum of Modern Art on a weekend and saw a few of Van Gogh’s paintings.
Van Gogh’s representation of space had left a deep impression on her. In his
subconscious, space seems to have a structure. Cheng Xin wasn’t an expert in theoretical
physics back then, but she knew that according to string theory, space, like material
objects, was made up of many microscopic vibrating strings. Van Gogh had painted these
strings: in his paintings, space—like mountains, wheat fields, houses, and trees—was
filled with minute vibrations. Starry Night had left an indelible mark in her mind, and she
was amazed to see it again four centuries later on Pluto. (DE, 511)
However, the artist’s structured representation of space in this painting appears to be an illusion
when Starry Night comes into their minds later at the climatic moment of the Solar System’s
flattening process of two-dimensionalization:
“Oh, Heavens! Starry Sky!” AA cried out.
Cheng Xin knew that she was referring to Van Gogh’s painting. True, the universe
really did look like the painting. The painting in her memory was almost a perfect copy of
the two-dimensional Solar System before her eyes. ... But the immensity of the planets
did not give them any substantiality. Rather, they looked like whirlpools in spacetime. ......
Cheng Xin now recalls the strange feeling she had experienced each time she had
looked at Van Gogh’s painting. Everything else in the painting—the trees that seemed to
be on fire, and the village and mountains at night— showed perspective and depth, but
the starry sky above had no three- dimensionality at all, like a painting hanging in space.
Because the starry night was two-dimensional. (DE, 529, italics mine)
This epiphany moment marked by sentence “the starry night was two-dimensional” here directly
associates art (Van Gogh’s painting Starry Night) with, and in this way allegorizes art into, the
technology to kill (the dimensional strike to the “starry night” outside their spaceship), with the
same magic of Needle-Eye’s “painting people into pictures”. In this way, images of whirlpool,
art, or the starry Milky Ways are ingeniously related to the equally heterotopic imagery of tomb
and museum, to the effect of not only equating art and death, but also collapsing the temporal
and the spatial to produce an image of the cosmic totality in “space-time”.
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As a matter of fact, the artifact component of the artistic discourse has already been evident
in Book I and Book II, when the “superficially complex, but in truth rather simple” real world in
Along the River During the Spring Festival (Qingming shanghe tu 清明上河圖)is alluded to form
a contrast to the virtual world in the Three Body game which was described to be “deliberately
pretending to be merely illusory, but in fact possessing some deep reality” (TBP, 149), or when
Luo Ji and Zhuang Yan stood before the Mona Lisa in Louvre whose mysterious expression and
smile clearly resonate with the dominant theme of human communication in Book II (TDF. 17879). Here in Book III, these two paintings are referenced again as two of the most valuable
artworks facing the same fate of destruction: “Cheng Xin and AA no longer had the initial awe
and delight of seeing such precious works of art—compared to the grandeur of the destruction in
process outside, this was nothing more than an old painting” (DE, 512 & 520). So the mission of
these paintings is eventually to evoke and introduce the grand picture of the entire Solar
System’s destructive two-dimensionalization, or the tragically aestheticized “poetic, artistic end”
of human civilization in the form of the ultimate completion of that “giant painting called the
Solar System” (DE, 536-37), with the breath-taking process of its artistic creation being
witnessed and reported in a dramatic way through Luo Ji’s voice, first about the earth—“Home is
now just a picture” (DE, 527)—and lastly about Pluto and himself: “Ah, it’s time for me to go
into the picture. Safe travels, children” (DE, 537). The aesthetics of horror characterizing this
epic scene of annihilation again calls back to Poe’s heritage of horror tales and to his maelstrom
story in particular.
However, the true horror story is to be associated with another artwork which is only
mentioned in passing towards the end of that fairy tale decipherment section (DE, 382). Like the
fairy tales of Yun Tianming, the mysteriously fascinating artwork located at the heart of Book III
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is one of the representative pieces of ancient Greek art —Venus de Milo, the pristine and
primeval art form (i.e. Greek sculpture) of which corresponds to fairy tale as the equally pristine
form of narrative art, and with the enigmatic charm of Venus both evocative of the fatal secret
associated with Needle-Eye’s pictorial magic and suggestive of its aesthetics of “beautiful death”:
“Like the missing arms of Venus de Milo, the painting of Needle-Eye remained mysterious” (DE,
382). Figuratively, the missing arm of Venus de Milo could of course be aptly read as a
metaphoric way of suggesting the non-existence of any bearing coordinates for this painting
image to work as a complicated metaphor like others. Instead, it turns out to be a simplest singlelayer metaphor, bluntly, loudly and directly hinting at or pointing to the “great secret of life and
death” (i.e. the dimensional strike), and is further reinforced through the repetition for 15 times
of Needle-Eye’s deceptively plain and literally described act of “paint(ing) people into pictures”
(畫到畫裏)—“These I will transfer to the painting.” (我會畫到畫裏的), supplemented by another
sentence twice repeated: “I can paint a picture of each strand of hair on their bodies and head,
and it will be an exact replica of the original”— unfortunately only to deaf ears (DE, 320-25).
But allegorically, the persistent ignoring or unheeding of this crucial warning message could
still be traced back to the inductive tendency in the scientific discourse associated with Russell’s
turkey problem in Book I, especially its stress on the number of observations in the Farmer
hypothesis—“having observed this pattern to hold without change for almost a year”—that are
considered adequate to enable the “good inductivist turkey” to “inductively infer” his discovery.
Human civilization eventually neglect this alternative type of destructive attack very “literally”
encoded —and very riskily for its author Yun Tianming—in that simple one-layer metaphor very
likely because the scope of human imagination has already been accustomed to only the familiar
type of “photoid strike” (光粒打擊) which has been observed to have first destroyed that
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experiment star “cursed” by Luo Ji, then attacked the Trisolarist system in almost the same way.
This pattern of repeated occurrence becomes the basis for people’s inductive inference of its
being perhaps the only type of attack—so tragically confirmed is their belief in such
“inductively” inferred discovery that it eventually prevents them from considering other
scenarios or alternatives.
It therefore could be argued that if the pattern of repetition works as the basis of inductive
observation, and if this pattern of repetition is also a predominant generic feature of fairy tale
narrative, as has been demonstrated both in the repetition for 15 times of Needle-Eye’s “devilish
art” of executing his magical painting, and in the repetition for 37 times of that even more
enigmatic and vitally important term He’ershingenmosiken in the fairy tales which eventually
directs people to the Poe intertext, then we could perhaps conclude that this kind of “inference
fallacy” is generically inherent in fairy tale, which, as a primeval genre of magical narrative,
could not however do without the equally primeval type of narration through repetition as a
simple but very effective way of making a point in any fairy tale text. If this is the case, then we
may again read it as a case of the “pre-established harmony” between content and form, or the
projection of the formal features of fairy tale into its content or thematic problems.
Moreover, the reason why this metaphor could be so deceptively innocuous and normal
looking as to elude the attention of the group deciphering experts is that, unlike the term
He’ershingenmosiken which is repeated multiple times, Needle-Eye’s more literally expressed
pictorial magic of “paint(ing) people into pictures” (畫到畫裏), despite the effect of alliteration in
the English translation as well as the Chinese original, still lacks the exceptional eye-catching
effect characterizing the eerie power of He’ershingenmosiken. In other words,
He’ershingenmosiken has been doubly defamiliarized both through its own enigmatic word
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formation and through its far more numerous times of repetition, while the “elegant ruthlessness”
and “exquisite cruelty” of Needle-Eye’s paintings becomes somewhat subdued and rendered
unnoticeable when the potentially defamiliarizing repetitional effect of “painting people into
pictures” has been largely diluted and compromised by the fact or knowledge of its being an
inherent character of fairy tale narrative, that is, diluted by the equally assimilating and
conventionalizing power of generic repetition inherent in and frequently characterizing the fairy
tale narrative.
So it is ultimately the conflation of art and the real-life issue of life and death that
characterizes both Needle-Eye’s feat of “painting people into pictures” and Van Gogh’s artistic
rendition of catastrophic scenes from such dimensional strikes. And this in a sense amounts to a
gesture of “aestheticizing the politics”, in correspondence again to the correlation of content and
form that characterizes both the genre of fairy tale and the narrative of Book III. This tendency of
aestheticization, which Walter Benjamin has once identified in the Fascist ideology, might be
able to further explain the horror factor in Needle-Eye’s pictorial representation of “an elegant
ruthlessness, an exquisite cruelty, and a beautiful death” (DE, 382). What comes in demand is
therefore perhaps a counteracting effort of “politicizing the aesthetics” in the form of a continued
allegorizing effort of reading this as reflecting the same inductivist tendency in scientific
discourse.
This also brings us back to the other acknowledged “secret” which eventually proves to be
the Achilles heel for Needle-Eye the devilish painter and leads us to the issue of art theory as the
third essential component of the artistic discourse. It is about the law of perspective in contrast to
its potential counterpart in Eastern painting as the alternative that defies it: Needle-Eye fails to
paint out and kill Prince Deep Water precisely because the prince does not obey the law of
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perspective (DE, 343). In other words, what has been intended as a “dimensional” killing in the
hands of Needle-Eye fails to take effect when the object (i.e. Prince Deep Water in Needle-Eye’s
attempted work) self-consciously foregrounds its status as an artistic product, and refuses to be
pictorially translated and dimensionally reduced for the sake of reality effect.
In this way, what has not been made explicit both in the fairy tales and in the subsequent
deciphering section is probably the significance of the dimension of depth, which the perspective
theory fails to accommodate, as is suggested through the story of Prince Deep Water (italics
mine) . Eastern painting, however, clearly recognizes and has been readily and habitually making
use of this dimension of depth. This could have been facilitated by its own theory or aesthetics of
space, which is called the law of “Three Far” or “Three kinds of farness”, or the law of “Three
Ways” (sanyuan fa 三遠法), hence basically a counterpart of the law of perspective in Western
painting. Analogous to one type of “farness” (“遠”法) that literally means “deep far” (深遠), the
dimension of depth could be considered equivalent to this type of aesthetic features in Eastern
painting, with the other two types of farness being the “high far” or height (高遠) and “level far”
or distance (平遠), which jointly cover basically what the perspective theory defines in Western
painting. In this sense, the reference to Eastern painting in the fairy tales becomes a good case of
“presupposition” (of the knowledge about Eastern art) working as one kind of “content and
formal ties” that effect a general intertextuality.
In Book III, this dimension of depth as an aesthetic feature is corroborated by the description
about the experience of that magical fourth dimension as the “sense of depth” in that wonderfully
written passage about the “magic Ring”:
Later, people would call this feeling “high-dimensional spatial sense.” ...... Concepts like
“vastness” or “boundlessness” in three-dimensional space were replicated an infinite
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number of times in four-dimensional space in a direction that did not exist in threedimensional space. ...... The difficulty of describing high-dimensional spatial sense lay in
the fact that for observers situated in four-dimensional space, the space they could see
was empty and uniform, but there was a depth to it that could not be captured by
language. This depth was not a matter of distance: It was bound up in every point in
space. (DE, 243, italics original)
Clearly such meticulously imaginative descriptions prove effective not only to equate the fourdimensional experience with that of depth, but also to make the four-dimensional space a fine
example of what the heterotopic space is like:
The experience of high-dimensional spatial sense was a spiritual baptism. In one moment,
concepts like freedom, openness, profundity, and infinity all gained brand-new meanings.
(Ibid., italics original)
As part of an aesthetics of space comparable to the perspective theory, the dimension of
depth acquires greater significance when it is associated, in Book III, with the dimension of art in
especially a text featuring “magic dimensions”. This amounts to an effort of understanding art as
the magical fourth dimension, and of associating the self-conscious artistic effort in challenging
and defying the reality effect produced in accordance with the law of perspective with the same
magical dimension of a heterotopic (artistic) space in an Eastern style painting. This could of
course also be said of the self-conscious “risk” for love and responsibility, or the alternative of
opting for life as meaning in a universe threatened by entropy increase. The framing discourse of
Cheng Xin’s retrospective Past, moreover, as an artificially designed formal arrangement,
functions much like this self-commentary fourth dimension of depth or even the third bearing
coordinate, or an arbitrarily interpolated alien intertext, thus a salient heterotopic (textual) space
in this narrative of collective adventure.
Constituting the theoretical component of the artistic discourse, the magical dimension of
depth together with the perspective theory as its counterpart, become more an indispensable part
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of an aesthetics of space, functioning to allegorize the effort of defying and instrumentalizing
physical and spatial laws of the universe. This finally brings us to the complementary sand image
behind or associated with not only the name of Prince Ice Sand but also the references to both the
“quick sand” in Book I and “sandfall of terror” in Book III, which, however, appears to function
more as a symbol for the very problematization of these physical laws. With Prince Ice Sand
standing for the evil intention to instrumentalize and weaponize these physical laws as
dimensional strike, the “sandfall” that Bai Aisi has dreamed about prior to that actual
dimensional strike (DE, 491) works together with the “quicksand” immediately following the
Shooter/Farmer hypotheses (TBP, 74) to symbolize effectively the loss of faith in these laws’
universal reliability and applicability, hence a heterotopic effort of problematizing the illusory
utopianizing tendency of universalizing physical laws of the world.
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Conclusion: Sketching an Aesthetics of Space

It has been a unique and exciting experience journeying through the various utopian and
heterotopic spaces in the fictional worlds of these four influential Chinese authors, starting from
the social, political and textual spaces of Ge Fei’s intertextual fiction to the sociological, virtual
and spatial heterotopia that are built into Liu Cixin’s SF epic, and from the social and cultural
spaces nostalgically envisioned about Dung Kai-cheung’s Hong Kong to the heterotopic social
and historical spaces helping define the identity of a particular group of Chinese mainlanders in
Luo Yijun’s Taiwan. In the process of working on these writers, an aesthetics of space gradually
emerges and suggests itself through the following two interrelated theses. The first one attempts
to understand and (re)conceptualize heterotopia as utopia intertextualized or as heterotopic social
or textual spaces produced through the intertextualization of utopia, and the second thesis sees
the intext257 as a heterotopia or inhabiting a heterotopic space in a text. While the working of
both theses are identifiable in almost all the above-discussed texts, the first thesis works most
prominently in Luo Yijun’s postmodernist novel, with the second playing a predominant role in
the two of Ge Fei’s respectively experimental and traditional texts.
Consisting of the first principle of this proposed spatial aesthetics, the understanding of
heterotopia as the intertextualization of utopia has its strongest theoretical support from Michel
Foucault’s definition of heterotopia which, as “something like counter-sites,” are compared to “a
I use the term “intext” here to underscore the spatial presence of an intertext in relation to its pre-text and the host
or citing text. The term was originally used by Dubravka Oraic and has been adopted by Marko Juvan in his book to
refer to the matching or overlapping part of the citing text and the alien and absent pre-text that help readers to recall
what he has read in the past (Juvan, 138). It could better express the space of interaction between the citing text and
the pre-text. This term is only used in my conclusion to differentiate it from the more general term “intertext” used
in previous parts of this dissertation.
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kind of effectively enacted utopia” (1967, 3, italics mine). Utopia thus “enacted” essentially as an
a priori or pre-text could be understood as being intentionally introduced or interwoven into,
therefore ready to interact with, other parts of the host text, with “effectively” possibly
suggesting the completed state of its having been incorporated into the textual space of the host
text as a typical instance of intertextualization. The heterotopic space of “military compound” in
Luo Yijun’s Xixia Hotel is such a case and product of enacting those mainlanders’ utopian dream
of “retaking the mainland China”, which has later been sufficiently intertextualized in the
discourse and consciousness of both the first and the second-generation mainlanders.
The second thesis recognizes an intext as a textual heterotopia from its function of inhabiting
a heterotopic space in the host text, that is, from its spatial difference from, and structural
interaction with, the host text, and from consequently its introduction and incorporation of
heterogeneity into the textual space. Like heterotopia which is regarded to be both real and
unreal, an intext also exists in reality as part of the text or work produced previously by its preexisting author(s) in history, exerting “a sort of counteraction” as part of its interacting effect; it
is meanwhile also unreal in that it is not initially an organic part of the host text or current
context, but belonging to a pre-text which inhabits, or exists only as, a virtual space in the host or
citing text. In this aspect, both of Ge Fei’s texts prove to be exemplary of how an intext inhabits
a heterotopic space in the citing text to counteract or contradict other real spaces in it: fragments
of those two poems by the Tang dynasty poet Li Shangyin have been incorporated, in various
ways, into the two fictional texts of the author to “simultaneously represent, contest and invert”
other (textual) spaces in the citing or host text (Ibid.).
What appear to be specific issues in these two theses, however, suggest not only a more
general aesthetics or aesthetic way of conceptualizing space and space production as a case of
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general intertextuality, but also a poetics of spatially conceptualizing or understanding intext as
the particular textual space for dialogic interaction with the otherness, the alien, thus as a textual
heterotopia. First of all, to theorize or conceptualize space is in a sense to “intertextualize” space
through the evocation of other spaces, or of their spatial difference and heterogeneity as a
structural and semantic a priori, and to situate space in dialogue with or among different
discourses. This is because the spatial relations of our time, or its “emplacement”, is
characterized more by the post-structuralist notion of site or siting. According to Foucault, “the
present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of space, We are in the epoch of simultaneity:
we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the
dispersed” (1967, 1). More specifically, as Foucault continues to note, “our epoch is one in
which space takes for us the form of relations among sites”, consequently “the anxiety of our era
has to do fundamentally with space, no doubt a great deal more than with time” (Ibid., 1-2).
As another aspect of space conceptualization, the production of space has also been
facilitated by the idea of intertextualization, and has evolved from the earlier emplacement effort
of localization through differentiation, to the full recognition of differences in such placement
efforts. In the middle ages, spaces are conceptualized as being strictly demarcated between
oppositional and hierarchical boundaries such as the sacred and the profane, the protected and
the open, the urban and the rural, the celestial and the terrestrial. This demarcation is usually
considered unchallengeable, which makes such emplacement a sanctified practice. But this
sanctification of an actually deliberate emplacement effort is first challenged by Galileo’s ground
breaking discovery that the earth revolves around the sun, which helps to “dissolve” this
medieval spatial conceptualization by putting each defined “place” into an infinite and infinitely
open cosmic space, in which “a thing’s place was no longer anything but a point in its movement,
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just as the stability of a thing was only its movement indefinitely slowed down” ((Foucault, 1967,
1-2). It is thus through the replacement of localization by extension that the desanctification of
space has been at least theoretically achieved. This eventually develops into a poststructuralist
placement or siting that recognizes differences in sites, in sites that has been “defined by
relations of proximity between points or elements; formally we can describe these relations as
series, trees, or grids” (Ibid., 2). The space in which we live is “in itself a heterogeneous space”
precisely because “we live inside a set of relation that delineates sites which are irreducible to
one another and absolutely not superimposable on one another” (Ibid., 3). And what constitutes
an aesthetics of space is therefore essentially an aesthetics of siting, or an aesthetics of
heterogeneity and difference that features interrelatedness and interaction, or features
intertextualization, so to speak.
Similarly, functioning more as a poetics, the spatial conceptualization of intext places
emphasis on its spatial or structural relation with the rest of the host text, its articulated though
ambivalent “presence of otherness”, or its constitutive difference from and dialogic interaction
with other textual elements, rather than on the traditional temporal relation with pre-existing
texts and discourses. As the concept of intext has been used to mean “approximately the same as
Riffaterre’s ‘dual signs,’ or signs that belong at once to a text’s structure and the ghost structure
of its pre-text” (Juvan, 138), and by thus “help(ing) the reader recall the ‘already read’”, a socalled intext within a text “creates an articulated and present, open structural disposition, making
it possible for the reader to connote and bring to mind her mnemonic representations of an absent
pre-text” (Ibid., 162). Such a poetics of intext is therefore about the structural and aesthetic
significance of difference and otherness: “because others’ discourse is semantically and
aesthetically inserted into a citing text’s structure, the intext’s signs are double-coded and
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ambivalent, something already noted by Kristeva, Riffaterre and Lachmann. On the one hand,
these signs carry the virtual syntax of the generating text or code and thus are able to spark in the
reader semantic associations with their original environs, on the other hand, the intext’s double
signs are part of the citing text’s syntax, which is the one that assigns them function and sense”
(Ibid.).
Ultimately, this poetics of intext is one about space, and about spatial difference and spatial
relations in particular. This can be seen from Marko Juvan’s description of the spatial presence
and significance of intext, with reference as its representative: “(r)eferences, so to say, pop out
from particular spots in textual micro- and macro- structures; their syntactic extent is relatively
small, and so the intext, as a space for interaction between text and pre-text, is condensed” (166).
Since this is basically a description of intext as a heterotopic space, the intext’s structurally
differentiated spatial presence in a text and as a textual heterotopia helps foreground its
complexity and significance both in form and in function: “For this reason the intext—the
overlap between authorial and other discourse—is structurally complex” (Ibid., 167, italics
mine). What is henceforth demanded is a correlative “hermeneutic reading” in which “reader
response is immersed in a vertical, spatial semiosis and intertextual working of interpretants”
(Ibid., 114, italics mine), and through which the spatial aesthetics of the semiotic work entailed
complements with the poetics about the heterotopic presence of intext as a “dual sign”.
In the course of outlining this aesthetics of space, I also find it appealing to further look into
the possibility of a female aesthetics of space. What would a gendered spatial experience be like?
Is there a gendered way of space production, or a gendered text? How would a gendered
intertextual reading be like? But I will leave this for my future research.
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